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MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to support the delivery of the best possible services to the public
through the promotion and use of sound financial, purchasing, and information
management practices to be good financial stewards.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The Department of Finance consists of three divisions: Accounting, Treasury, and
Purchasing. The combined budgeted staff is 26 full-time positions and 2.80 parttime positions reported as full-time equivalents. Please refer to the organization
chart for details. The Finance department handles financial functions for the City.
However, detailed program records for state and federal grants related to community
and economic development are the responsibility of the Economic and Community
Development Department.

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
City Initiative Support
As the financial service support department and a member of the executive
branch of the government team, there are many city initiatives to support. The
department:
• Serves as a sounding board for new ideas.
•

Recommends progress initiatives.

•

Participates as a team member on special initiatives.
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Department Administration
•

We do our jobs to the best of our ability in a helpful, responsive way. We
address concerns promptly and with the utmost integrity.

•

We keep our clients well-informed about the status of the work we are doing
for them and deliver work products when promised.

•

We provide training and development opportunities, both for our staff and for
our clients.

•

We promote and believe in:


Good two-way communication between ourselves and our clients and
among ourselves, especially between managers and workers.



Friendly, helpful and fair treatment for our employees, clients and
citizens.



Striving for continuous improvement in what we do and how we do it.



Thorough feedback from clients and citizens on our service in order to
better match their needs.



Thorough reevaluation and reexamination of ourselves and our
purposes.



Staff training and development for the department as a whole in broad
areas affecting personal development and customer service.



Superior

customer service through regular contacts with other

department directors and clients.
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Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and Annual Audit
•

Assure compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and internal controls
mainly through training, but also through pre-audit reviews and audits.

•

Coordinate internal and external audits and special purpose audits or studies.
Annual Budget and Capital Improvement Plan

•

Coordinate

preparation

and

perform

analyses

for

operating

budget

development.
•

Coordinate preparation of the 5-year Capital Improvement Plan.

•

Monitor execution/control once adopted.
Financial Forecasting and Fiscal Policy

•

Promote sound financial policies and practices and wise use of financial
resources.

•

Provide sound information and advice to the Mayor, Council, department
managers, and/or any worker needing help in fulfilling the City’s mission.

•

Coordinate forecast of revenues and expenditures with involved staff.
Financial Analysis, Accounting, and Reporting
(Records Management)

•

Deliver client-driven financial and management reports and access to
information.

•

Provide management accounting/reporting (cost funding, cost accounting,
indirect cost allocations, make vs. buy analyses, revenue policies, etc.).

•

Process and record the accounting of business transactions. Each business
transaction can generate multiple accounting transactions.
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•

Monitor projects including contract administration, budgeting, and life-to-date
reporting.

•

Administer or support other departments with the financial aspects of grant
administration including preparing special reports

and

establishing

procedures as required by grantors.
•

State and Federal Compliance Reports.

•

Periodic and special purpose reports.

•

Account reconciliations.

•

Records management.

•

Maintain taxpayer files.

•

Verify account classifications (account codes) of accounting transactions to
assure accuracy in financial reports and budget compliance.
Department Consulting and Business Process Support

•

Provide tools and business systems which our clients need to efficiently
handle their business transactions.

•

Provide helpful training in the use of these tools and systems.

•

Help develop solutions to business problems especially in areas of our
particular expertise.

•

Plan, coordinate, and execute improvements to city-wide business systems
across affected departments.

•

Assist with the implementation of standards and procedures, good internal
controls, application of technology, laws, and regulations.
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•

Provide general advice on financial matters as well as on how to plan or
structure business transactions.

•

Provide specific advice on the financial impact of proposed or actual
transactions and how to properly handle those transactions through the City’s
business processes.
Asset Management / Cash and Investment

•

Cash flow coordination.

•

Short-term and long-term investing.

•

Prompt and accurate recording of cash receipts classified by account.
Asset Management / Accounts Receivable
(Billing, Adjustments)

•

Receivables billing and collection including lease receivables and payments
in lieu of taxes.

•

Record adjustment of taxes related to the late filing of Principle Residence
Exemption, Board of Review actions, Michigan Tax Tribunal court orders and
Michigan State Tax Commission changes.

•

Distribute tax monies collected based on State requirements.

•

Provide tax information to taxpayers, title companies, and mortgage
companies.
Asset Management / Customer Collections Services

•

Collect city revenue and process the payments to correct customer accounts
and to correct fund accounts.

•

Collect other revenue.
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Asset Management / Delinquent Collections
•

Collect delinquent personal property taxes for all taxing units, i.e. City,
Schools, and County.

•

Seize and auction personal property assets as necessary.
Asset Management, Fixed Assets, and Disposition

•

Maintain the City’s fixed asset records.

•

Coordinate the sale of scrap/obsolete equipment and vehicles, and verify
proper recording to assure accuracy in financial reporting.
Liability Management / Debt Administration

•

Plan and coordinate the issuance of debt.

•

Prepare official statements for issuance.

•

Handle issuance of new debt as authorized.

•

Schedule and process debt payments and prepare special reports as
required.

•

Monitor compliance with debt requirements and covenants.
Liability Management / Self Insurance

•

Administer the City’s self-insurance reserves for Civil Liability, Employee
Health and Dental, Retiree Health and Dental, Workers’ Compensation, Life
and Accident, and Unemployment in cooperation with Human Resources and
the Department of Law.

•

Special reports to outside agencies as required.
Procurement Services (fair and open)

•

Verify compliance with the City’s legal, regulatory, and management controls.
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•

Competitively procure goods and services.

•

Administer specification preparation and request for proposal preparation.

•

Serve as a standing resource member on specification committees and
evaluation teams.

•

Find and develop competent sources of supplies.

•

Standardize purchases when in the best interest of the City.

•

Combine small purchases to obtain volume discounts.

•

Combine City of Dearborn purchases, when feasible, with other public entity
procurements to obtain volume discounts.

•

Research products and disseminate information to customers.

•

Train new and existing employees on purchasing software.

•

Train new and existing employees on purchasing policies and procedures in
adherence to the purchasing ordinance.

•

Ensure contract administrator compliance and understanding with end-users.

•

Resolve conflicts regarding problems and discrepancies in relation to
purchases.

•

Handle emergency purchases as required.

•

Administer the procurement card program.
Accounts Payable Services

•

Issue payment for all services and goods received by the City.

•

Perform accounts payable pre-audits to verify correct payment amount,
proper authorization, etc.
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•

Verify that all payments are on purchase orders or contract encumbrances as
required by the purchasing ordinance.

•

Process all contract payments including the withholding of retainage as
appropriate and prepare all inter-fund transfer forms as needed.

•

Review all travel expense reimbursement requests.

•

Verify accuracy of calculations and accounting distribution.

•

Work with departments and vendors to promptly resolve all variances.
Payroll Administration

•

Issue payroll checks, direct deposits, and special pays arising from contract
settlements.

•

Distribute labor costs to appropriate cost centers.

•

File all required tax reports.

•

Support budgeting and forecasting of personnel costs.

•

Prepare a position control schedule and monitor adherence to budgeted
positions.
Benefits Administration – Health and Welfare

•

Administer health and welfare insurance and benefit administration, including
plan document maintenance, for active employees and retirees.

•

Administer

Medicare

D

reimbursement

program

and

other

Federal

government programs as offered and eligible.
•

Ben-Tek a benefits software system was implemented in FY2018 to automate
the benefit Open Enrollment (OE) process. In prior years, entering all benefit
changes from OE would take four employees working 40 hours for a total of
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160 hours. After this system was implemented in FY2018 it reduced the
required demand on staff hours by 140. This is the third year BenTek has
been used for OE and the process went great. All employees submitted their
OE by the deadline and we were able to balance in the payroll system
sooner.
Benefits Administration - Retirement
•

Secretary/Treasurer to the pension boards.

•

Full pension administration and staff for pension system boards.

•

Investment administration with boards or investment committees.

•

Pension payroll administration.

•

Retirements and estimates for employees and beneficiaries.

•

Plan administrator for defined contribution plan.

•

Plan support for Police and Fire Michigan Employees’ Retirement System
(MERS) defined benefit plan.
Labor Negotiations Support

•

Support is provided by a team including outside counsel and staff from the
Law, Finance, and Human Resources departments as needed. The Chief
Labor Negotiator is an attorney for the Department of Law.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
Finance Department
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
Many department duties and services are required by law or usual business practice
and cannot be prioritized on an annual basis. Required reports must be issued,
taxes billed and collected, payrolls processed, and vendors paid; therefore, our
efforts are focused on providing services as efficiently as possible.
Priorities assigned to tasks are reviewed regularly during the year to match available
resources with the workload and mandated or negotiated deadlines. Discretionary
special projects must always defer to mandatory work. Non-discretionary special
projects are handled by re-prioritizing other work or by outsourcing work.
The work can be generally classified as follows:
•

Routine transaction processing such as a regular payroll, a regular billing,
daily cash receipts, daily and weekly investments, issuing purchase orders for
goods, etc. that are done on a daily, weekly, or some other cyclical basis.

•

Recurring period and year-end processing, such as IRS W-2 and 1099
processing, calculating pensions, period end roll-overs and accruals, or other
processing work done on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis.

•

Predictable recurring projects such as annual budget preparation and annual
financial reporting.

•

Ad hoc or one-time special projects or reports with varying degrees of
complexity and workload such as financial feasibility studies, debt issues,
special reports, back pays, and survey responses. Some are predictable and
some are not. These assignments have varying priorities and may involve
external customers.
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•

Meetings and training to gain better understanding or to plan future activities.

•

Training clients and staff on fiscal topics and use of business systems and
procedures.

•

Planning and implementing changes in work or methods as a result of
mandates or to effect improvements.

•

Negotiation of contracts, participation on evaluation teams for professional
and technical services, consulting services in areas involving finance, internal
controls, or accounting and bookkeeping.

•

Consulting regarding purchasing, budget, and financial matters.

•

Fiscal advisor to the Mayor, Council, department directors, and other
managers and staff.

•

Establishing and monitoring internal controls, systems, and procedures
related to financial operations and protection of assets.

•

Fiscal policy development including budget policy and formal financial
reporting policy and format.

•

Oversight

of

budget

preparation,

including

budget

compilation

and

coordination of the operating budget, capital budget, debt service, and capital
improvement plan; forecasting of revenues, expenditures and personnel
costing; service rate analyses; coordination of proposed grant budget with city
requirements; recommendations to the Mayor, Council, and department
directors regarding alternatives.
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•

Developing tools for budget preparation such as procedures, software,
training, and information access and retrieval services for those involved in
the budget process.

•

Budget administration, including production of monthly budget reports
(departments may run their own); analysis of significant variances in both
revenue and expense with involved departments, helping to develop
corrective actions if required; review of proposed contracts against budget
prior to purchase; and monitoring payroll position control reports.

•

Expenditure administration, including accounts payable review, payments on
purchase orders, all contracts including personnel services, construction and
other services, travel expense, real estate, inter-fund transfers; verification of
accuracy of calculations and accounting distribution; and prompt resolution of
all variances with involved parties.

•

Revenue administration involving fee and tax policy review; prompt and
accurate recording of actual cash receipts classified by account; receivables
billing and collection, including lease receivables and payments in lieu of
taxes.

•

Processing of refunds for deposits, overpayments, or cancellations.

•

Cash management, including preparing cash flow forecasts, management of
short-term investments, and non-pension long-term investments.

•

Grant accounting to handle special reporting, recordkeeping, or administrative
restrictions.
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•

Cost accounting for street and road maintenance and construction pursuant
to Act 51 Major/Local Streets and engineering and inspection costs for all
projects.

•

Supporting financial aspects of capital project planning, budgeting and
execution, including financial advice to project managers, accounting and
reporting on a life-to-date basis for all projects, maintenance of project files
and charts of accounts, and preparation and review of project budget reports.

•

Accounting and reporting on donations for restricted purpose “Designated
Purposes” endowment funds or revolving funds.

•

Fixed asset accounting and reporting for all city real and personal property or
equipment.

•

Financial aspects of risk management programs for civil liability, Workers’
Compensation and employee benefits including managing funded reserves
against claims, review of settlements, and budget preparation in cooperation
with the Department of Law.

•

Administering three internal defined benefit plans, including support for the
Pension Boards; preparation of pension computations and estimates; assist
with

codification

of

pension-related

ordinances

and

legal

opinions;

consultation with legal counsel regarding pension procedures, litigation and
ordinance language; maintain records on all aspects of plan administration
including pension administration, asset management (including monitoring
pension money managers, and review of investment policy and performance),
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payroll and tax records; and compile data for actuarial reports for three
pension plans, life insurance and post-retirement health benefits.
•

Supporting the Municipal Employees Retirement System (MERS) defined
benefit retirement program for public safety staff only. Public Act 530 became
effective March 29, 2017. This Public Act requires all Michigan Public
Employee Retirement Systems (PERS) to publish Summary Annual Reports,
and to provide these reports to the State of Michigan’s Department of
Treasury. Historically, Summary Annual Reports have been prepared for the
City’s Pension Systems, however, Public Act 530 also requires the Summary
Annual Report for the Post-Employment Health Care System.

•

Administering the Defined Contribution and Deferred Compensation Plans in
conjunction with Prudential.

•

Administering the Health Care Savings Plan (HCSP), Cafeteria Plan including
IRS 125 Flexible Spending Accounts, and Health & Welfare benefits including
health, dental, vision, life, and other programs as negotiated.

•

Payroll administration for over 750 full-time salaried and hourly employees,
over 800 part-time and seasonal employees, and about 1,040 pensioners,
including timekeeping, control of deductions, employee insurance programs,
paid leave accruals, payroll expense forecasting, and computation of back
pays resulting from labor settlements. Approximately 46,000 paychecks or
direct deposits are produced in a typical year.

•

General accounting services include the following: maintain the City’s master
Chart of Accounts; prepare journal entries for accruals, adjustments to actual
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budgets or encumbrances, daily update of all accounting transactions, periodand year-end closings and reports including routine period-end reports, the
City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR), interim financial
reports, Bureau of Census reports, reports to bond rating agencies, and a
host of special reports to various oversight agencies and boards.
•

Debt administration (coordinated with budget and cash management),
maintain subsidiary records on bonds, notes or leases payable, preparation of
the official issuer’s offering statements for securities (similar to a prospectus),
execution of supporting documents, maintenance of liens or Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC) records relating to leased property, and special
reporting to the IRS, the State Treasury, and other government agencies.

•

Supporting labor contract negotiation involving contracts with nine bargaining
units covering 682 budgeted, full-time, employees and three “meet and
confer” groups, including the District Court group, covering 83 budgeted, fulltime, employees. These contracts determine wages, benefits, and working
conditions.

•

Providing timely and uninterrupted procurement of goods and services
requiring quotation, formal sealed bids, proposals, alternative procurements,
or emergency measures to service our internal customers on a day-to-day
basis.

•

General administration of the Finance Department, including Accounting,
Treasury,

Purchasing,

Accounts

Administration.
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Payable,

Payroll,

and

Pension

•

Administrative support, including secretarial support, document production,
records management, and receptionist functions.

•

Special assignments from the Mayor.

•

Revenue collected is processed daily. This includes payments at our office,
payments by mail, payments at other locations, Divdat mobile application,
Divdat kiosk network and online payments (electronic). Daily deadlines are
intrinsic to operations. Good cash management requires accuracy and
prompt processing of payments received.

•

The City Charter determines the tax due dates and Michigan state law
determines how and when collections for the various tax entities are to be
disbursed. Tax bills must be produced, mailed, and collected. Tax monies
must be disbursed to the proper authorities.

•

Superior customer service to residents, mortgage companies, title companies,
and other external customers as well as internal customers is a top priority.
Information must be accurate and up-to-date for the refinancing, buying, and
selling of property. Customers must be assured that the information provided
is accurate and up-to-date.

•

Fostering best cash management practices, process improvement, and
employee development are a top priority.

RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
External Contacts
•

City of Dearborn residents
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•

Taxpayers and non-taxpayers

•

Business owners

•

Commercial property owners

•

Financial institutions

•

Mortgage companies

•

Title companies

•

Tax service companies

•

Dearborn Schools

•

Wayne County

•

State of Michigan, including the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT), Department of Treasury, and The Michigan Department of
Environment, Great Lakes and Energy (EGLE), formerly the Department of
Environmental Quality

•

Federal government, including the Internal Revenue Service, US Bureau of
Census, and US Department of Labor

•

Current and potential vendors who provide services or products to the City

•

Professional service providers such as attorneys, actuaries, engineers, and
investment managers, who may serve other departments or boards, but
interact frequently with Finance administration or accounting staff

•

Retirees and beneficiaries

•

Families of employees and pensioners with benefit questions

•

Investors in City bonds and installment purchase agreements
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Internal Contacts
•

Mayor

•

City Council

•

19th District Court

•

City Clerk

•

Pension Boards

•

Department directors, managers, supervisors, and others involved in
planning, projects, budgets, or conducting transactions involving City
business especially the Recreation, Public Works, Police, Human Resources,
and Law departments

•

Employees with questions on pay, benefits, and enrollment

•

Other boards and commissions, especially the East Dearborn Downtown
Development Authority (EDDDA), the West Dearborn Downtown
Development Authority (WDDDA), the Warren Avenue and Dix Vernor
Corridor Improvement Districts, the Brownfield Redevelopment Authority, the
Civil Service and the City Planning commissions

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The Finance Department is financed from the General Fund as a function of General
Government. The 1% tax administrative fee covers a majority of the Treasury
Division costs with total department associated revenues of $648,910 for Fiscal Year
2020. The department manages the City’s investments. This activity generated
$2,998,313 in net revenue for fiscal 2019-20 on an average $181.5 million invested.
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Of this portion, $726,283 was revenue to the General Fund. The average
investment pool yield was 1.65%.
The Federal Reserve enacted a near zero interest rate policy in response to the
2007 real estate and credit crisis, and had gradually been increasing interest rates
over time, which peaked in the second quarter of Fiscal Year 2020. In an effort to
stabilize the economy during the Covid-19 pandemic, the Federal Reserve cut
interest rates multiple times during the third and fourth quarters. This resulted in
substantially reduced investment income in the final quarter for Fiscal Year 2020,
and the outlook appears similar for the foreseeable future. The City’s investment
policy, in order of priority, is safety, liquidity, and yield. As investments have been
maturing, they have been reinvested in an effort to have more cash flexibility during
this uncertain period, while still ensuring the security of the assets.
MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
GENERAL FUND - FINANCE DEPARTMENT

EXPENDITURE CATEGORY
Personnel Services
Professional & Contractual Services
Repair & Maintenance Services
Rentals
Insurance & Bonds
Communications
Printing & Publishing
Training & Transportation
Supplies & Materials
Other Expenses
Expenses Allocated Out

Fiscal 2020
Actual
Un-audited

Percent
of
Total

$ 2,133,113

87.79 %

190,911
4,497
107,386
30,490
1,284
896
17,802
88,609
5,016
(291,000)
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Total Operating Expenses
Debt Service
Transfers Out
TOTAL

155,891

6.42 %

130,598
9,969
$2,429,571

5.38 %
0.41 %
100.00 %

Staff expense is the primary cost of the department. The next largest cost is
contract services which include the annual independent audit fees, technology
equipment replacement fees, and professional support. Postage is included in the
supplies category and is primarily for the mailing of tax bills and other billings,
benefits administration, and purchasing mailings. The printing cost is for the
production of the City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and the Annual
Budget documents. The quantity of actual printed documents has declined with the
publishing of these documents on the Internet. Debt service cost is for the
repayment of the Pension and Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) bonds as
issued in FY2019.
In FY1980 the department operated with 48 full-time positions. By FY2000 the size
of the department had decreased to 36 full-time positions and over the last 20 years
the department has experienced additional reductions of 10 positions bringing the
staffing level to 26 full-time positions.

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS MADE
TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR FY 2019 – 2020
1. Prepare the City’s CAFR to meet the highest standards required and to achieve
the

Government

Finance

Officers
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Association’s

(GFOA)

Certificate

of

Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting.

Also comply with the State

requirement for special public transparency reporting.
Status: The independent external auditor issued an unmodified (clean – highest
rating available) opinion. The City again was awarded the Certificate of
Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting for FY 2019. Governments
that participate in the Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial
Reporting Program are asked to submit their report within six months of the end
of the fiscal year. The GFOA's review process typically requires an additional four
to six months. The FY2020 report will be submitted before December 31, 2020
for GFOA review.
2. Prepare the Annual Budget (3 Years) and the 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan
Status: The FY2021 budget process included 11 Council budget workshops in
addition to the Public Hearing and Budget Adoption meetings. The first session
was March 16, 2020 and the Council process closed with the budget adoption on
June 11, 2020. The City website includes a Transparency section where budget
study session information can be viewed and downloaded in addition to the final
budget adoption book of 400 plus pages.
The voters approved in the November 2011 election an additional 3.5 Charter
operating mills for a 5-year duration, and also 1 dedicated Library mill for a 10year duration. In August 2016, the voters renewed the 3.5 supplemental
operating millage. Both millage rates will expire following the fiscal year ending
June 30, 2022. The State Legislature passed revisions to the business personal
property tax law which phases out personal property taxation and replaces it with
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a State essential services assessment. The State is distributing monies under
the Local Communities Stabilization reimbursement program.
The 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan was adopted by the City’s Planning
Commission and the City Council.
3. Capital project support and financing. Support includes monitoring project
budgets, managing cash flow, administering debt, and preparing project
forecasts to assure that sufficient resources are available for both construction
and debt. Current and potential projects include:
a. Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) projects
Status: The financing of the CSO projects continues to be monitored by the
staff. The last of the 2004 voted tax authority was used to issue debt

in

December 2017. An additional millage was approved by voters in August 2017
for an additional $60 million in debt to complete the CSO project. The first
issuance of debt for the 2017 voted tax authority was in September 2019. To
complete the project, staff will need to issue debt in FY 2021.
4. Technology Initiatives
a. Financial System Replacement
Status: Previously, the City Council approved the replacement of the current
computer system with the same vendor, but with a completely modernized
Windows-based product running on a network with a different database. Staff
turnover and new team member development has impacted the capacity to
dedicate the resources to this effort and no progress has been made.
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Additionally, the current year Covid-19 Pandemic has put additional stress on
financial resources needed to replace the current system.
b. Automated Time and Attendance
Status: The financial system’s vendor has a preferred vendor for time and
attendance. A team was assembled and is working on implementing the new
hardware and software. The system will be phased in by location when
administratively feasible. In August 2018, this project started up again. As of
July 1, 2020, all departments are live with the system except Police and Fire.
Phase I time & attendance portion was completed in CY2019 and phase II of the
project started in CY2020, which is the implementation of the Advance
Scheduling system with Police and Fire. This phase is scheduled to be
completed by the end of CY2020.
c. Records Management
Status: This activity is significant in terms of the volume of historical records, the
importance of properly maintaining those records, and in making the transition to
the electronic records management model. Records were disposed of, sent to
long-term storage, sent to short-term storage and placed on the retention
schedule for timed disposal, outsourced for scanning, internally scanned, or are
in the queue for scanning. The entire set of targeted accounts payable files have
been scanned and stored on the imaging system. Although the initial plan has
been completed, there are additional opportunities for migrating

current

electronic, off-site stored document files, as well as other hard-copy records, to
the imaging system.
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5. Continue Staff Development
Status: Succession planning efforts

continue

for

expected

retirements.

Hiring qualified candidates that can perform the duties has been a challenge.
Turnover and the associated development have resulted in an impact to the
department’s operations overall capacity to advance.

Staff continue to

participate in webinars regularly as well as attend professional organization
training locally and out-of-state for specialized classes. Staff are also attending
vendor sponsored specialized education programs and training provided by
training organizations. The team has a great make-up and all maintain training
logs with ongoing activity. Periodically there are knowledge gaps, which result in
research and rebuilding. Operating procedures are ever increasing, but require a
fair amount of effort and time.
6. Support Intergovernmental Initiatives
Status: The Management Information Systems, Fire and Finance departments
took the lead to consolidate dispatch services for Dearborn and neighboring
communities. The City was awarded a State grant to assist in reducing
duplicative services. As communities are added, the Finance Department will
assist with adjusting the operating budget and supporting the close-out of the
capital activities.
The new Dearborn United Dispatch Center commenced operations in the new
facility at the Dearborn Administrative Center in November 2017. Melvindale
came on board in February 2018. On July 1, 2019 the cities of Westland,
Garden City, Inkster and Wayne joined the Dearborn United Dispatch Center.
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For the future periods upcoming, the City of Dearborn Heights has expressed
interest in joining.
7. Internal Control Consultant
Status: A consultant was previously selected and initiated an internal control
review in May 2013. Future plans to secure a consultant remain an objective of
the department to be utilized to review other operations and cash management
locations to be tested such as: Treasury, Housing, Clerk, Property Maintenance
& Development, and MIS. Continued efforts in the City’s internal controls will
include both the testing and drafting cash management policies and procedures.
In 2013, the consultant began the process of testing the City’s internal controls,
by reviewing both our cash handling and security. Recommendations were
presented by location for the highest level of proper internal controls and cash
management. Remote cash receipting operations were targeted for the initial
efforts beginning with Camp Dearborn, both Mystic Creek and Dearborn Hills golf
courses, the Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC), the Ford Community &
Performing Arts Center (FCPAC), Motor Transport, and the various Library
locations as part of this initial review.

Many of the recommendations were

accepted and substantial planning and execution activities have been completed
and are operational.

Camp Dearborn and the DISC were the first to finalize the

majority of the upgrades, followed by the FCPAC. In April of 2017, installation of
the Library’s new point of sale system, known as Comprise was successfully
completed in FY2018. Every operation has already experienced improvements;
some locations experienced significant improvements in income with the modern
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business transaction options now in place, coupled with
operational changes. These favorable side benefits are in

the

expanded

addition

to

the

original internal controls goal.
8. Support the Chief Labor Negotiator
Status: The firefighter group negotiations ended in October 2018 and their union
contract is effective from July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2024. All police union
contracts had a health care reopener on October 1, 2018. Due to the reopener
the Non-Supervisory Police contract now expires with all other labor groups
which expire on June 30, 2021. The Finance staff members have supported the
Chief Labor Negotiator with proposals, operational designs, financial estimates
and budget action, and attended meetings with the labor group

negotiation

teams. This also includes support for the Local Officers Compensation
Commission (LOCC), which met and issued the 2019 report. Post negotiations,
the Payroll and Benefits Unit of the Finance Department has completed
retroactive pays and all the required plan document amendments, and executed
all compensation package changes prospectively.
9. Develop a purchasing calendar in conjunction with the budget process to more
effectively plan purchases.
Status: Contract management software has been selected and will fully replace
the antiquated purchasing calendar in Fiscal Year 2021. It is in the process of
being loaded with data to track all contracts utilized throughout the City for the
purpose of streamlining renewals and replacing expiring contracts in a timely
matter.
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10. Update and distribute a comprehensive Purchasing Policy/Procedure manual
that reflects current practices and incorporates appropriate uses of technology.
Status: This is currently a project within the Purchasing Division; same will be
completed and updated in the policies and procedures files, followed by
distribution City-wide and published on CityWeb, the City’s intranet website.
11. Develop a training program that incorporates simple and effective practices for
customers/clients to manage contracts for goods and services, which will include
receiving and payment for such goods and services.
Status: Purchasing has developed a procedure to prepare contract managers
for their responsibilities, which incorporates self-directed elements along with an
orientation session with the Buyer. General purchasing training sessions for new
employees were held in a couple different formats throughout Fiscal Year 2020
due to turnaround throughout the City. After trying the different approaches, it
has been determined that the best approach will be one-on-one or smaller group
training sessions with specific departments rather than a broader approach given
the variety of needs in each department.
12. Support

the

execution

of

the

approved

Community

Task

Force

recommendations.
Status: The committee was formed and the Finance Director participated as a
member of the group along with public volunteers. The group supported the
renewal of the operating millage, which the Council then took action to place on
the ballot for

the August 2016 election. The electorate passed the millage

renewal for five years. The group continued to work and developed a vision
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statement and issued a final report. The Administration and department
management are in discussion for future projects in this area.
13. Develop

Key Performance

Indicators and measurements

for the

City

Development Initiative (CDI) group.
Status: The department management team met and developed a set of areas to
focus on driven by challenges and opportunities for improvement. Some will be
tracked for

internal

purposes and others reported to the organization’s

management team with pre-determined report timing. Finance prepares and
presents a quarterly report to the Administration reflecting the City’s investment
performance and the department’s daily cash deposit reporting activity. Other
reporting includes the current status of the City’s land inventory and asset
disposition, accounts payable discounts and electronic activity, vacancies, along
with statistical information on the formal procurement methods and the time to
procure goods and services.
14. Automate and streamline 401 and 457 plan enrollment process.
Status: This following goal was completed in FY2020: 401 defined contribution
auto enrollment initiative, 457 auto enrollment (effective 4/1/2019), 1% 457 auto
escalation (effective 7/1/2019) and encourage employee participation, and
identify streamlining opportunities to gain efficiency in the Payroll and Benefits
Unit.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING DAILY ACTIVITIES
Transaction Volumes
During 2019-2020, the Finance Department issued 46,445 payroll direct deposit
payments. All of the active and retiree payroll disbursements are now electronic
direct deposit or pay cards. The department issued 6,585 accounts payable checks
to vendors, customers, and employees. In addition, 3,115 electronic payments were
issued to a total of 346 vendors through June 30, 2020 using the Automated
Clearing House (ACH) process. The numbers below reflect the number of
accounting transactions that have been processed so far for FY2020. The
Accounting Division is working on year-end accounting and additional transactions
still need to be processed.
FY 2019
Preliminary

Transaction Type
AJ - Adjusting entries

176,430

AP - Accounts payable

28,453

BA - Budget adjustments

7,703

CR - Cash receipts

254

EN - Encumbrance/Purchase Orders

4,457

TF - Inter-fund Transfers

9,482

Total Accounting Transactions

226,779

•

Rebates totaled $22,940.82

•

2,350 purchase orders were issued for the period July 1, 2019 through June
30, 2020 for $30,701,666.16.
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The day-to-day activity level of the Treasury Division is dependent upon the due
dates of the various city invoices. The day of the week the bill is due and even
weather can influence the amount of activity.
There are approximately 105,360 summer (which includes all three installment
billings) and winter tax bills issued each tax year. The tax year cycle is July 1
through February 28. On March 1, the delinquent tax roll is turned over to Wayne
County Treasurer for collection. At the end of the Fiscal Year 2020 tax year 2019,
approximately

97.72%

of

all

taxes

were

collected.

Tax Levy Collection
97.79%

97.43%

97.78%

97.72%

97.72%

Total

2016

2017
Tax Year

2018

2019

The Treasury Division processed approximately 171,177 transactions for all city
departments totaling $284,884,718.94 during FY2020. Cashiers may process as
many as 6,115 transactions during a due date week.
The Treasury Division contracted Alliance Payment Processing service to collect
Tax, Miscellaneous Receivables, Special Assessment and Water check payments
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mailed to the City. The vendor provides the City with an electronic data payment file,
which is import processed by the Treasury Division. Checks payments received at
the Treasury drop box are processed directly by City cashiers.

Treasury Payment Collections
Fiscal Year 2020
$423,548,312.12

$48,414,607.31
$4,882,680.71
$10,776,933.52

$34,814,089.62
$286,876,912.03

Counter Transactions

Internet / IVR

ACH

Mortgage

Alliance Water
Lockbox

Alliance BS&A
Lockbox

Telephone calls and payment volume increases closer to due dates. The average
call volume for a usual business day is 60 calls; during peak times, the call volume
may spike to as high as 200 calls or more per day with a total number of 8,100 calls
received in FY2020.
Counter traffic is approximately 300 to 600 customers on a usual business day, but
the number can increase to up to or more than 1,000 on or near a tax due date.
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Between the due dates the staff prepares for the next due date by evaluating the
process and acting to increase efficiencies.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR FY 2020 - 2021
15. Prepare the City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and other related
compliance financial reporting/filings.
16. Prepare the City’s five-year Capital Improvement Plan and the three-year Annual
Budget.
17. Capital project support and financing:
a. Ongoing Sewer Separation and Water Main Replacement Infrastructure
Projects.
18. Technology Initiatives:
a. City-wide automated Time and Attendance system and Advance
Scheduling implementation.
b. On-base and records management imaging, document file structure
organization, data retention schedule and implementation of software
system image work flows. Complete staff training and any residual
imaging of records.
c. Support a new software system implementation for centralized customer
payments.
d. Implement Financial System replacement (multiple year effort).
e. This following goal was completed in FY2020: 401 defined contribution
auto enrollment initiative, 457 auto enrollment (effective 4/1/2019), 1% 457
auto

escalation

(effective

7/1/2019)

and

encourage

employee

participation, and identify streamlining opportunities to gain efficiency in
the Payroll and Benefits Unit.
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19. Continue staff development, education, and cross training.
20. Continue

implementing

the

existing

internal

controls

consultant’s

recommendations to completion; provide ongoing support and assistance in
executing those department/division, Council-approved recommendations.
21. Formulate plans and begin determination of needs to procure an internal controls
consultant to aid in the final review of implementations and to complete
unaudited division locations through the City (Treasury, Housing, Clerk, Property
Maintenance & Development, and MIS), while assisting the Finance Department
with the preparation and documentation of policies and procedures.
22. Continue to review procurement card usage for the potential to transfer smaller
dollar transaction items and to increase rebate revenue.
23. Continue to support Key Performance Indicators and measurements for the City

Development Initiative group.
24. Continue to develop the DivDat remote payment processing options for the

citizens that began in June 2020 for Treasury and Water payments to other forms
of payments.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Dearborn Fire Department is to provide the highest level of life safety
and property protection through Fire Suppression, Emergency Medical Services, Fire
and Injury Prevention, Technical Rescue and Hazard Mitigation.

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT VALUES LIFE
The safety of the Firefighters and the community is the primary motivation of the
Dearborn Fire Department actions.

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT VALUES PEOPLE
The well-being of the community is important to the Dearborn Fire Department. As
Firefighters, we will do our best to support those whom have suffered a loss. The
quality of the Dearborn Fire Department is determined by its demonstrated mutual
display of respect and care between Firefighters.

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT VALUES COMMITTMENT
Every Firefighter at the Dearborn Fire Dearborn trains aggressively, educates
comprehensively and responds swiftly. Being a Dearborn Firefighter is more than a
career. It is a very demanding profession.
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Dearborn, Fire Department Administration is comprised of two appointed
officials - the Fire Chief and Deputy Fire Chief. The Fire Department is currently staffed
with 141 full-time Firefighters assigned to three divisions and six bureaus. The Fire
Department employs one Executive Assistant, ten part-time Fire Interns and one parttime Fire Data Analyst. On August 25, 2013, the City of Dearborn Fire Department
merged with the City of Melvindale Fire Department. Providing fire, rescue, and
emergency medical services for the City of Melvindale has led to substantial savings for
the City of Melvindale, in addition to creating a new source of revenue for the City of
Dearborn. More importantly, the consolidation has led to improved services within both
communities. Both cities have benefited from merging fire stations, equipment, and
firefighters. Both cities gained from drawing additional incident resources, thus
increasing both cities’ Fire/EMS service levels and capabilities. The consolidation with
Melvindale was a significant contributor to the recent improvement of the Dearborn Fire
Department’s Insurance Services Office (ISO) Fire Protection Rating from a Class 3 Fire
Department to a Class 2 Fire department rating, which placed the Dearborn Fire
Department in the top 2% of cities in the United States.
The City of Dearborn Fire Department provides Dearborn and Melvindale with a
multitude of services including:
•

Fire Suppression

•

Fire Prevention

•

Fire Investigation

•

Fire Code Enforcement
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•

Fire Inspections

•

Emergency Medical Response

•

Disaster Management and Planning

•

Rescue and Extrication Services

•

Hazardous Material Response

•

Fire Plan Review

The City of Dearborn Fire Department provides services twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. The Fire Department provides Fire-EMS-Rescue services out of five
geographically placed fire stations. The Fire Department provides public education to
the community on site, and throughout the City through, and the Fire Safety House
located by Fire Station 2. The Dearborn Fire Department Training Academy has been
fully operational since August of 2017. It provides Firefighters with the ability to train in
lifelike situations while keeping the Firefighters’ safety first. The Dearborn Fire
Department Training Academy was funded through a one-million-dollar competitive
grant awarded by FEMA in 2015. The Dearborn Fire Department Training Academy
recently began to host courses for external customers in addition to internal training.
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Fire Station 1
(313) 943-3034
3750 Greenfield Rd., Dearborn 48120

Fire Station 2
(313) 943-4142
19800 Outer Drive, Dearborn 48124

And Fire Department Administration:
Fire Chief, Deputy Chief, 2 Assistant Chiefs,
Executive Assistant

Fire Station 3
(313) 943-4143
3630 Wyoming, Dearborn 48120

Fire Station 4
(313) 943-4145
6501 Schaefer, Dearborn 48126

And Apparatus Bureau
Fire Station 5

Fire Training Academy

(313) 943-2868
3160 Oakwood Blvd., Melvindale 48122

(313) 943-2892
2701 Greenfield Road, Dearborn 48120

.
EMS Bureau and Fire Training Bureau

And Fire Marshal Bureau
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The Fire-EMS-Rescue Services are deployed through the operation of seven main
company formations:
•

Four ALS Engine Companies

•

One ALS Squad Company

•

One ALS Quint Company

•

Two ALS Ladder Companies

•

Two ALS Spare Engines

•

Six ALS Rescue Units

•

One Battalion Chief Command Unit (Incident Commander)

•

Two Spare Rescue Vehicles

•

Staff Support Vehicles (Forty Hour Staff)

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The primary function of the City of Dearborn Fire Department is protecting the life,
safety, and health of its citizens, as well as conserving properties from the ravages of
fire and other dangerous situations.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DEARBORN FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Dearborn Fire Department employs 141 full-time employees with an organizational
mission of providing fire protection, emergency medical services, environmental
protection and related support services to the community.
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DEARBORN FIRE DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

10 Part-Time Fire
Cadet Interns
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The Dearborn Fire Department has been structured in three divisions and six bureaus to
best meet its mission.

FIRE DEPARTMENT DIVISIONS
The Dearborn Fire Department is structured into three separate divisions:
1. The Fire Administrative Division
2. The Emergency Operations Division
3. The Support Service and Strategic Programs Division

FIRE DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE
DIVISION

SUPPORT SERVICES

EMERGENCY

AND

OPERATIONS DIVISION

STRATEGIC PROGRAMS
DIVISION
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FIRE ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
The Administrative Division includes the Fire Chief, the Deputy Fire Chief, the Executive
Assistant, and a part-time Data Analyst:
1. Fire Chief Joseph Murray
2. Deputy Fire Chief Joey Thorington
3. Executive Assistant Hala Hamdan
4. Data Analyst, Sally Santilli (Part-time)

Fire Chief
The Fire Chief is an appointed employee, and not part of the labor group. The Fire
Service is a highly regulated profession. The Fire Chief’s primary responsibilities
include:
•

Administration and operations of the Fire Department in its entirety.

•

Coordination and direction of the complete program of fire suppression, prevention,
investigation, rescue, and code enforcement.

•

Ultimate compliance of the Dearborn Fire Department with local, State and Federal
regulations.

•

Review of the Fire Department budget.

•

Coordination, recruitment and hiring of Fire Department Staff.

•

Delegation of Fire Department Staff work-assignments, and development of
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).

•

Responsible for all aspects of labor negotiations, preparations and research.
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•

Representative on behalf of the City of Dearborn in labor grievance processes; and
engagement in labor relations as appropriate.

•

Reports to the Mayor of the City of Dearborn and to the Mayor of the City of
Melvindale.

•

Representative of the Fire Department at the City of Dearborn and the City of
Melvindale City Council meetings.

•

Representative of the Dearborn Fire Department at the City of Melvindale Public
Safety Commission meetings.

•

Current President of the Western Wayne Fire Department Mutual Aid Association.

•

Vice Chairperson of the Downriver Fire Department Mutual Aid Association.

•

Representative of the City of Dearborn Fire Department at the Southeastern
Michigan Association of Fire Chiefs, and other fire service organizations.

•

Authority over the structure and development of the Dearborn Fire Department $30
million annual budget and the assurance of proper administration and compliance
with all purchasing ordinances, reviews expense reports, purchasing requests, and
monitors overtime.

•

Spokesperson of the Fire Department.

•

Responsible for the Fire Department’s procedural development.

•

Representative and liaison of the Fire Department at local and State level events
during and after regular work hours. The Fire Chief does not commit to an eight
hour daily schedule due to the significant amount of responsibilities carried by his
rank. The Fire Chief’s exceptional schedule includes regular office hours, the Fire
Department Bureaus’ weekly meetings, and monthly Staff meetings, in addition to
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after-work hours meetings with City officials, neighboring communities, Dearborn’s
Neighborhood Associations, and public appearances as VIP guest speaker.

Deputy Fire Chief
The Deputy Fire Chief is an appointed employee, and not part of the labor group. This
position has transformed in recent years from an operational role into an administrative
role due to the Fire Department’s increased administrative demands. The Deputy Fire
Chief’s primary responsibilities include:
•

The Fire Department Chief Financial Officer.

•

Management of the Fire Department budget.

•

The primary contact for department purchases.

•

Monitors the Fire Department expenses, and revenues on a daily basis.

•

Assists the two Assistant Fire Chiefs in purchasing equipment and other services
required to maintain successful operations.

•

Provides the Fire Chief with constructive budgetary reports.

•

Assists the Fire Chief in the development of the Fire Department annual budget.

•

Maintains the Fire Department’s three successful major revenue streams and other
various revenue generating services such as:
1. Ambulance Services Billing
2. Cost Recovery (Fire Incidents and EMS Runs)
3. Treatment- No -Transport Calls

•

Oversees the proper collection of the Fire Department revenue.

•

Reviews financial hardship requests on all compensation obligations.
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•

Serves as the Fire Department Quality Assurance Program Coordinator.

•

Responsible for the daily review of operations to ensure proper practices are being
utilized to secure the safety and health of all employees, the best service delivery,
and ultimate compliance with local, State and Federal ordinances.

•

Acts as Fire Chief during the absence of the Fire Chief.

•

Makes administrative decisions.

•

Acts as the spokesperson of the Fire Department.

•

Works closely with the Fire Chief on the preparation and development of strategy for
labor negotiations.

•

May administer corrective actions, and take part in the grievance process as a
representative of the City of Dearborn.

•

Collects and reviews statistical data and regularly reports to the Fire Chief on trends.
The Deputy Fire Chief’s typical work day schedule is administrative in nature and
non-operational; except in cases of major incidents, attends meetings on daily basis
with other City department representatives, ensures compliance with Fire, EMS and
safety standards, spends time reviewing the Fire Department budget, and quality
assurance documents.

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS DIVISION
The Emergency Operations Division is headed by one Assistant Fire Chief who is
supported by two other 40-hour staff members. It consists of three bureaus:
1. The Training Bureau
2. The Emergency Medical Services Bureau
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3. The Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau
The 135 line personnel that are assigned to the Emergency Operations Division are
also assigned to fire engines, ladders and rescue companies.
The Assistant Chief of Emergency Operations provides the Fire Chief with regular
progress reports of the division, and performs all tasks assigned by the Fire Chief. This
Division is responsible for all aspects surrounding the mitigation of emergency incidents.
The Emergency Operations include the Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau,
the Training Bureau, and the EMS Bureau.

Emergency Operations
Division

Training Bureau

Suppression and
Emergency Services
Bureau

Emergency Medical
Services Bureau

Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations
The Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations position has conveyed much
improvement in regards to the standardization of emergency service delivery throughout
the Fire Department. The three Fire Units and five Fire Stations have become more
compliant with previously developed practices and procedures to ensure a higher level
of safety and efficiency for those operating on the scene of an emergency. The delivery
of emergency services is a highly regulated industry. It requires constant attention to
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ensure the safety and welfare of the Firefighters, and the public. The Assistant Fire
Chief of Emergency Operations’ primary responsibilities include:
•

The administration of activities surrounding the delivery of emergency, fire and
rescue services.

•

Holds an administrative position.

•

Oversees the coordination of emergency service delivery besides other activities
required of the fire suppression crews such as: Superfund Amendment and
Reauthorization Act Title (SARA Title) inspections of facilities, fire education,
manpower assignments, and training of personnel.

•

Coordination of services with the Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and
Strategic Programs is a daily requirement to ensure both divisions are working
together to deliver services via efficient processes.

•

Oversees the standardization of delivery of services among the three 24-hour work
shifts units, and the five Fire Stations.

•

Works with the Fire Chief and the Deputy Fire Chief in developing and implementing
the Standard Operating Procedures.

•

The management of assigned accounts in the Fire Department master budget.

•

Serves as a liaison on behalf of the Fire Chief at a number of engagements in an
effort to make certain the line of Fire personnel are focused on their primary job
responsibilities.

•

Representative of the Fire Department on the following:
1. Medical Control Board Operations Committee
2. Dearborn Fire Department Technology Committee
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3. Dearborn Fire Department Protocol Development Committee
4. Fire Department at Mutual Aid Group Meetings
5. Regional Alliance for Firefighter Training Group
6. Medical Control Advisory Board
7. Mutual Aid Box Alarm System Liaison
8. State of Michigan Office of Emergency Medical Services
•

Ensures compliance with local, State and Federal requirements.

•

Ensures compliance with various emergency medical service delivery license
requirements for the Fire Department and its vehicles, the implementation of safety
standards as required by Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(MIOSHA), and the implementation of best practices according to National Fire
Protection Association standards (NFPA).

•

Monitors daily response times, service delivery, and the assessment of hazardous
vulnerabilities.

•

Reports to the Fire Chief on a regular daily basis.

SUPPRESSION AND EMERGENCY SERVICES BUREAU
The Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau is responsible for the mitigation
of non-law enforcement emergencies within the City of Dearborn. The Fire Suppression
Emergency Services Bureau is tasked with performing a number of specialty services
that are not covered in the other bureaus of the Fire Department including:
•

Hazard Material Response
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•

Specialized Rescue Services

•

SARA Title III Surveys

•

Fire Cadet Training

•

Confined Space Operations

•

Vehicle Extrication

•

Fire Hydrant Testing

•

Fire Hose Testing

Fire control and suppression is the primary responsibility of the Suppression Bureau.
To facilitate these services, the bureau maintains a number of specialized fire
companies and vehicles including:
•

Four ALS Engine Companies

•

One ALS Squad Company

•

One ALS Quint Company

•

Two ALS Ladder Companies

•

Two ALS Spare Engines

•

Six ALS Rescue Units

•

One Battalion Chief Command Unit (Incident Commander)

•

Two Spare Rescue Vehicles

•

Staff Support Vehicles (Forty Hour Staff)

The Fire Suppression Bureau is staffed with 141 full-time professional firefighters. The
fire companies operate out of five Fire Stations; four Fire Stations are located within
Dearborn’s geographical borders that cover Dearborn’s east, west, central and
southeast sections of the city. Dearborn’s Fire Station 5 is located within the
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geographical borders of Melvindale. Fire Station 5 Apparatus responds to runs within
Dearborn and Melvindale geographical borders. The Suppression and Emergency
Services Bureau operates 24 hours a day, 365 days per year.

3 Battalion Chiefs
(One per Suppression & Emergency Services Unit)

Station 1

Station 2

1 Battalion Chief

1 ALS Ladder

1 ALS Squad

1 ALS Quint

2 ALS Engines

2 ALS Rescues

1 ALS Rescue

1 ALS Rescue

Station 3

Station 4
1 ALS Ladder
1 ALS Engine
1 ALS Rescue

Station 5
1 ALS Engine
1 ALS Rescue

The Firefighters of the Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau continue to
meet a response time of five minutes. They often arrive at fires during its incipient stage,
preventing a greater loss of life and property. This standard remains a challenge as run
volumes continue to escalate. Search, rescue, and extrication are also functions of the
Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau.
The City of Dearborn is a member of the Western Wayne County Mutual Aid
Association and the Downriver Mutual Aid Association. As needed, the Dearborn Fire
Department may assist its neighboring communities with fire suppression services.
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Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau
Customer Profile
The customer profile of the Fire Suppression and Emergency Services Bureau is
extensive. Its primary services are provided to property owners and visitors in both
Dearborn and Melvindale. It serves many other customers including commuters, city
businesses, industrial plants, and Dearborn’s Mutual Aid Partners. To ensure proper
procedures are in place and to coordinate efficient fire attacks and evacuation plans, the
Fire Suppression Bureau spends countless hours working with twenty-six high rises
(over four story high buildings) in Dearborn, in addition to one high rise building in
Melvindale.

FIRE TRAINING BUREAU
The Fire Training Bureau of the Fire Department is managed by the Battalion Chief of
Fire Training. The primary responsibility of the Fire Training Bureau is to prepare
Firefighters for any situations they may encounter in the performance of their duties.
The Fire Training Chief acts as the Fire Department liaison to Regional Training
Alliances with other fire departments.

Fire Training Chief
The Fire Training Chief is the primary operational officer responsible for training the line
of Fire personnel of the principles, practices, procedures and equipment utilized in fire
suppression and rescue. The Fire Training Chief’s primary responsibilities include:
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•

Organizes and schedules training programs in coordination with the Assistant Fire
Chief of Emergency Operations in order to ensure compliance with local, State and
Federal standards.

•

Developing and implementing lesson plans, and training firefighters in a classroom
setting and in the field.

•

Acts as the liaison with outside agencies when cooperative training is required.

•

May respond to major incidents and act as the safety officer.

Fire Training Bureau Operations
Other roles of the Fire Training Bureau include:
•

Coordination of Firefighter credentials

•

Fire suppression training

•

In-services and fire training events at the five Fire stations

•

Management of OHSA 1910

•

Vehicle Code PA 300 Training

•

National Fire Protections Association Standards (NFPA) Compliance

•

Liaison to the Michigan Fire Fighters Training Council (MFFTC)

Fire Training Bureau Customer Profile
The main trainees of the Fire Training Bureau are the personnel of the Dearborn Fire
Department. Efficiency in fire service is perfected through the Fire Department training
services in an effort to better serve the citizens of Dearborn and Melvindale. Other
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trainees include neighboring fire departments, regional training alliances and other City
of Dearborn departments.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE BUREAU
The Dearborn Fire Department Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Bureau is headed
by one Chief Officer who functions as the Fire Department Emergency Medical Services
Coordinator.

Emergency Medical Services Coordinator
The Emergency Medical Services Coordinator is responsible for coordinating EMS
activities with front line staff of the Dearborn Fire Department. The Emergency Medical
Services Coordinator primary responsibilities include:
•

Research, preparation and analysis of EMS statistics.

•

Reports findings to the Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations.

•

Development and implementation of the EMS continuing education program for the
Dearborn Fire Department employees.

•

Creation of lesson plans and delivery of education to members of the Fire
Department as regulated by the State of Michigan Department of Consumer and
Industrial Services Division of Emergency Medical Services.

•

Communicates with the Assistant Fire Chief of Emergency Operations to order and
maintain medical supplies inventory as needed in compliance with purchasing
ordinances.

•

Provides input on ambulance specifications.
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•

Assists in the installation of EMS equipment.

•

The primary contact for all infectious disease exposures, medical questions, and
medical equipment needs.

•

Ensures compliance with all applicable NFPA, MIOSHA, State and local regulations
regarding the management of an EMS Bureau.

Emergency Medical Services Bureau Operations
The Bureau manages a fleet consisting of:
•

6 Advanced Life Support (ALS) Rescue Companies

•

4 Advanced Life Support (ALS) Engine Companies

•

1 Advanced Life Support (ALS) Quint Company

•

1 Advanced Life Support (ALS) Squad Company

•

2 Advanced Life Support (ALS) Ladder Companies

•

1 EMS Triage Responder Unit (Staff Vehicle)

The EMS Bureau fulfills the needs of its customer base through coordination with other
City departments, the State of Michigan, and the Fire Chief’s Office. The EMS Bureau
is tasked with the treatment and transport of the public who experience medical illness
or traumatic injury.
All members of the Fire Department are dually trained to provide emergency medical
treatment, combat fires, and provide rescue services. The Fire Department personnel
utilized to staff the ambulance units are the same personnel who are utilized in the Fire
Suppression Bureau activities.
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The EMS Bureau serves the Fire Department personnel through supply coordination,
and re-licensure education. Outside of its primary responsibilities, the EMS Bureau also
performs a number of ancillary roles that are required to ensure proper compliance with
industry standards.
Some of the other various roles of the EMS Bureau are serving many community
stakeholders. It reaches out to many public, private and nonprofit entities to provide
them with education and training, as well as the placement of Automatic External
Defibrillators (AED).

Emergency Medical Services Bureau Customer Profile
•

Invalid Assistance

•

Well-being Checks

•

Dearborn Fire Department Compliance with OSHA Act 129

•

Dearborn Fire Department Compliance with P.A. 179 Communicable Diseases

•

Medical Control Liaison Work

•

Medical Supply Coordination

•

EMS Education and Re-licensure

•

CPR Classes

•

AED placement and upkeep

•

Ride-a-long programs with Henry Ford College and Henry Ford Health System

•

Tuberculosis Vaccine
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SUPPORT SERVICES AND STRATEGIC PROGRAMS DIVISION
The Support Services and Strategic Programs Division is led by the Assistant Chief of
Support Services. The Support Services and Strategic Programs Division consists of 3
bureaus:
1. The Fire Marshal Bureau
2. The Apparatus Bureau
3. The Emergency Management Bureau

Support Services and
Strategic Programs
Division

Fire Marshal

Apparatus

Bureau

Bureau

Emergency
Management Bureau

Assistant Chief of Support Services and Strategic Programs
The Assistant Chief of Support Services and Strategic Programs is responsible for all
operations outside the delivery of traditional Fire suppression and EMS services and the
management of the Fire Marshal Bureau, the Apparatus Bureau, and the Emergency
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Management Bureau. The Assistant Chief of Support Services and Strategic Programs’
primary responsibilities include:
•

Providing the Fire Chief with progress reports of the division on a daily regular basis.

•

Performs all tasks assigned by the Fire Chief.

•

Responsible for all aspects surrounding the support and planning of the Dearborn
Fire Department operations.

•

Ensures compliance with regulations

•

Prepare and maintain individual budgets.

•

Leads a large scale of projects for each of the three bureaus.

•

Serves as a Mentor/Supervisor to employees assigned to the Support Services and
Strategic Programs Division.

•

Project management and limited administration of budgets.

•

Performs some line duty functions such as taking investigation calls, fire inspections
and arson investigations.

•

Serves as the Fire Department liaison for a number of committees and groups (both
internal and external).
By having the Assistant Fire Chief take over these responsibilities, the Fire
Department has been able to achieve its goal of getting more field work out of the
Fire Marshal, the Apparatus Supervisor and the Emergency Manager. An example
of that effect is the recent decrease in plan review turnaround time and increased
number of fire inspections that has been completed on a weekly basis.

•

Represents the Fire Department in the following groups, thus freeing-up the
operational officers in the division to perform their field work:
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1. Liaison to the Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC)
2. Appointed member of the Vehicle Advisory Board (VAB)
3. Appointed member of the Accident Review Board (ARB)
4. Representative to the Michigan Fire Investigators Group
5. Point position for all large events and safety compliance in the City
6. Liaison to Melvindale’s Public Safety Commission
7. HazMat Team Leader for the Downriver Mutual Aid Association
8. Liaison to the Liquefied Petroleum Response Committee (Marathon)
9. Representative to the Michigan Fire Inspectors Society
•

Oversees a number of large scale projects such as the specifications of new
vehicles, administrator of Federal and State grants and emergency planning for City
facilities.

•

Responsible for compliance of the three bureaus under his command in terms of:
1. International Fire Code
2. Emergency Management Act
3. MIOSHA requirements
4. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
5. Standards on safety equipment and motorized fire apparatus

FIRE MARSHAL BUREAU
The Fire Marshal Bureau of the Dearborn Fire Department consists of three employees:
1. Fire Marshal
2. Assistant Fire Marshal
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3. Fire Inspector

Fire Marshal
The Fire Marshal is the lead field employee in the Fire Marshal Bureau who serves as a
mentor to the less experienced Fire Inspectors. The Fire Marshal’s work includes plan
review of new structures and modification of existing structures, and examinations and
follow-up of complaints relative to fire hazards in places of public assembly. The Fire
Marshal’s primary responsibilities include:
•

Reports to the Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and Strategic Programs.

•

Coordinates fire prevention programs including inspection of commercial, residential
and industrial structures.

•

Responsible for the investigation of fires, and if applicable the prosecution of arson
fires.

•

Makes recommendations to the Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and
Strategic Programs, in terms of fire codes and enforcement of standards.

•

Responds to fire investigation calls after hours as needed.

Assistant Fire Marshal
The Assistant Fire Marshal’s primary responsibilities include:
•

Assists the Fire Marshal with coordination of activities such as fire inspections of
residential and commercial buildings, enforcement of ordinances, fire investigations,
fire suppression systems plan review for new structures, alteration of existing
structures, testing of fire hydrants and fire suppression systems.
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•

Responsible for the input of information in the Fire Department reporting system.

•

Responds to fire investigation calls after hours as needed.

•

Scheduled to be on call for monthly two-week periods.

Fire Inspector
The Fire Inspector’s primary responsibilities include:
•

Responsible for skillful inspections and fire safety enforcement on commercial,
industrial properties, and public buildings to detect fire hazards. Although new or
unusual circumstances are relayed to the Fire Department administration, the Fire
Marshal Bureau work is independently performed; it requires approximately seven
hours of field time, and one hour of office time per day.

•

Responsible for educating the public on fire safety awareness and fire prevention
techniques through visits to the schools, commercial facilities, and hospitals.

•

Responds to fire investigation calls after hours as needed.

•

Scheduled to be on call for monthly two-week periods.

Fire Marshal Bureau Operations
The Fire Marshal Bureau is located at Fire Station 5. The bureau regularly coordinates
with other departments on construction project questions and plan reviews.
The responsibilities of the Fire Marshal Bureau are numerous:
•

Arson/Cause and Origin Investigations

•

Fire Safety Education

•

Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) Surveys
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•

Firefighter Right to Know Compliance

•

Fire Code Enforcement

•

Plan Review

•

Permit Inspections

•

Evacuation Drill Schools/Buses

•

Special event enforcement

•

Surveying water main infrastructure

•

Ordinance enforcement

Fire Marshal Bureau Customer Profile
The Fire Marshal Bureau serves residents and other customers in many different
areas:
•

Generation of reports

•

Code enforcement for residents and property owners

•

Inspection of businesses

•

Inspection of industrial sites

•

Fire prevention/awareness activities for school age children

•

Collaboration with outside agencies on conducting criminal and insurance fraud
investigations.

FIRE APPARATUS BUREAU
The Fire Apparatus Bureau is staffed with one Battalion Chief that serves as the Fire
Apparatus Supervisor who is assisted by six Fire Apparatus Supervisor Assistants
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(FASA) that work 24 hour shifts; they are trained to perform mechanical repairs,
maintenance of the apparatus equipment, in addition to their FASA duties. They are
also assigned to work on the line of fire as Firefighters too.

Fire Apparatus Supervisor
The Fire Apparatus Supervisor’s primary responsibilities include:
•

Works on a 40-hour schedule per week.

•

Responsible of the maintenance and repair of apparatus/firefighting equipment.

•

Performs minor mechanical repairs on fire pumps, aerial devices, air packs and air
monitors.

•

Responsible to ensure the FASAs are available on duty for repairs.

•

Receives general direction from the Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and
Strategic Programs.

•

Coordinates with the Fire Administration to expend funds and budget for apparatus
projects.

•

Assists the Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and Strategic Operations in the
development of specifications for firefighting equipment, Firefighter safety gear, and
firefighting vehicles.

•

Responsible for the purchases of Fire Apparatus which involves detailed work and
long processes. The Fire Apparatus average cost is a million dollar.

•

Serves as a Senior Pump Operator and advises the Pump Operators on the optimal
usage of their apparatus and aerial devices.

•

May participate in major fire alarms.
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•

Works mostly in the Fire Apparatus bays of five Fire Stations with limited office time.

•

Responsible for ordering apparatus equipment parts.

•

Updates the Assistant Fire Chief of Support Services and Strategic Operations on
the status of apparatus and staff vehicles on a daily basis.

•

Coordinates the maintenance and repairs with the Department of Public Works,
Motor Transport Division.

Fire Apparatus Bureau Operations
The Apparatus Bureau is responsible for the repair and maintenance of the Fire
Department fleet, as well as the acquisition, repair and maintenance of firefighter safety
equipment such as the self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) and firefighter
turnout gear.
The primary responsibilities of the Apparatus Bureau include:
•

Repairs to fire apparatus

•

Preventive maintenance of the Fire Department fleet

•

MIOSHA Compliance

•

Compliances with NFPA 1500

•

Specifications of new fire safety equipment

•

Accident Review Board

•

Training on equipment

•

Maintenance of safety records
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Fire Apparatus Bureau Customer Profile
The primary customers of the Apparatus Bureau are the Firefighters and Emergency
Medical Technicians of the Fire Suppression Bureau. The majority of the fire equipment
and vehicles that are maintained by the Apparatus Bureau are directly utilized by the
Fire Suppression personnel. The Apparatus Bureau works closely with other City
departments to ensure affiance of service including the City of Dearborn Purchasing
and Motor Transport Divisions.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BUREAU
The Emergency Management Bureau is currently staffed with one Emergency
Management Coordinator.

Emergency Management Coordinator
The primary responsibilities of the Emergency Management Coordinator (EMC) include:
•

Coordination of disaster preparation, training citizens and employees on emergency
operations, assisting other City departments with emergency, mitigation planning
and the operation of the Emergency Operations Center.

•

Conducting regular assessments of the City of Dearborn emergency management
and disaster plans and improves the plans accordingly.

•

Responsible to ensure compliance with the Emergency Management Act of 1976.

Emergency Management Bureau Operations
The Emergency Management Bureau is responsible for the following services:
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•

Development of Emergency Action Guidelines

•

Operation of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC)

•

Grant Administration

•

Disaster Planning

•

Special Event Planning

•

Incident Management Instruction

•

Blood Drive Coordination

•

Liaison to State and Local Emergency Management Groups

The Emergency Management Bureau works closely with the Police Department to
ensure collaborative preparation, planning and response to any disaster. The Dearborn
Fire Department EMC also acts as a representative of the City of Dearborn and the Fire
Department liaison to many emergency management groups at the local, State and
Federal levels.

Emergency Management Bureau Customer Profile
The customer profile of the Emergency Management Bureau is vast. It includes many
individuals and groups throughout the City of Dearborn. Many City services are
touched by emergency management in some way or another. Many businesses have
utilized the expertise of the Emergency Management Coordinator through evacuation
plans and protection of employees in the event of a disaster. The Emergency
Management Bureau interacts with many other communities to ensure a coordinated
response in case of a disaster.
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MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The City of Dearborn Fire Department receives the majority of its financial support
through tax dollars. The Fire Department vigorously pursues grant opportunities and
revenue generating services to offset costs. Recently, the Dearborn Fire Department
has been awarded $200,000.00 in Federal grant money to replace ambulances; four
new ambulances were delivered to the Fire Department in Fiscal Year 2020.

ENHANCED REVENUE GENERATION
The Dearborn Fire Department continues to collect revenue through the expansion of its
existing programs and the implementation of new programs.

CONSOLIDATION OF FIRE SERVICES WITH MELVINDALE
The agreement to provide Fire and EMS services to the City of Melvindale generated
$1,552,500 in Fiscal Year 2020. This figure does not include the recovered emergency
medical services revenue, which is represented in the emergency medical services
transport revenue table.
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Total Revenue (Fiscal Year)
Does Not Include Grant Awards
$5,000,000
$4,000,000
$3,000,000
$2,000,000

$1,000,000
$FY2015

YEAR
EMS
FIRE
MELVINDALE
TOTAL

$
$
$
$

FY2015
2,700,905 $
392,998 $
1,295,475 $
4,389,378 $

FY2016

FY2016
2,325,808 $
100,442 $
1,291,750 $
3,718,000 $

FY2017

FY2017
2,483,840 $
301,552 $
1,312,715 $
4,098,107 $

FY2018

FY2018
2,550,387 $
225,964 $
1,407,531 $
4,183,882 $

FY2019

FY2019
2,583,997 $
288,476 $
1,379,000 $
4,251,473 $

FY2020

FY2020
2,612,303
324,316
1,552,500
4,489,119

EMS TRANSPORT REVENUE
The EMS revenue continues to rise in association with the Fire Department’s increased
call volume. As a result of the recent merger with the Melvindale Fire Department, the
additional EMS revenue received from the City of Melvindale is approximately $550,000
per year. The Dearborn Fire Department’s largest revenue source is from the Advanced
Life Support Medical Services which generated $2,612,303 in Fiscal Year 2020.
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Dearborn Fire (Fiscal Year) EMS
Revenue
$2,800,000
$2,700,000
$2,600,000
$2,500,000
$2,400,000
$2,300,000
$2,200,000
$2,100,000
FY2015
YEAR
EMS REV
CONTRA
TOTAL

$
$
$

FY2016

FY2015
5,765,692 $
(3,064,787) $
2,700,905 $

FY2016
5,835,881 $
(3,510,073) $
2,325,808 $

FY2017
FY2017
5,662,650 $
(3,178,810) $
2,483,840 $

FY2018
FY2018
5,923,192 $
(3,372,805) $
2,550,387 $

FY2019

FY2020

FY2019
6,097,527 $
(3,513,530) $
2,583,997 $

FY2020
5,367,931
(2,755,628)
2,612,303

COST RECOVERY AND TREATMENT-NO-TRANSPORT
COST RECOVERY IMPROVEMENTS
Since its implementation in Fiscal Year 2013, Treatment-No-Transport continues to be a
successful program. It generated $402,097 prior to contra-costs (write-offs) in Fiscal
Year 2020.
The Dearborn Fire Department Cost Recovery Program along with its “Treatment-NoTransport” program generated $324,316 after accounting for write-offs in Fiscal Year
2020.
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Dearborn Fire (Fiscal Year) Fire
Revenue
$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$FY2015
YEAR
MVA's
CAR FIRES
HZD STBY
TRMT NO TRNSPT
RESC/ENG STNDB
CONTRA
TOTAL

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY2015
237,323
89,721
30,800
602,343
(567,189)
392,998

FY2016

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY2016
216,294
9,650
23,728
498,455
(647,685)
100,442

FY2017

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY2017
289,402
4,150
16,400
491,333
1,250
(501,013)
301,522

FY2018

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY2018
234,771
8,412
9,900
415,421
20,513
(463,053)
225,964

FY2019

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY2019
219,392
55,464
22,300
538,036
9,239
(555,955)
288,476

FY2020

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY2020
250,933
8,454
28,532
402,097
22,724
(388,424)
324,316

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE
In addition to these revenue accounts the Fire Department also generates revenue
through plan review services, false alarm responses and other various miscellaneous
services for the total miscellaneous revenue amount of $73,970.

ENHANCED GRANT REVENUE GENERATION
The Dearborn Fire Department has been dedicated to the development of its grant
writing program in Fiscal Year 2020. Since 2013 the Dearborn Fire Department has
been successfully awarded $12.5 million in Federal and State grants. Below is a list of
some of the recent grants that the Dearborn Fire Department has been successful in
generating over the past fiscal years.
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Dearborn Fire Department Grant Summary 2013-2019 (as of FY2020)
Grant
Year

Staffing for
Adequate
Fire and
Emergency
Response
(SAFER)

Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG)

Grant Details

Emergency Management
Performance Grant
(EMPG)

Community
Development Block
Grant (CDBG)

Competitive
Grant
Assistance
Program
(CGAP)

Total
Award
Amount

Equipment; Thermal Imaging Camera (6), Appliance(s)/Nozzles(s) (10),
Electric/Gas Powered Saws/Tools (8), Ropes, Harnesses, Carabineers, Pulleys
etc. (20 plus 6000), Monitor/Defibrillator-12/15 leads (6), Basic Hand Tools
(Structural/Wildland) (8). Modify Facility; Source Capture Exhaust System.
Personal Protective Equipment; Coats (60) and Helmets (40)
Dearborn Heights Bailout Harnesses
Training Center Equipment; Props (11), Simulators (6). Modify Facility; Source
Capture Exhaust System (1). Wellness and Fitness Programs; Exercise
Equipment (7). Training Center Training Programs; Firefighter Safety and
Survival Training(NFPA 1407/29 CFR1910.134g(4)) Specialized
Dearborn Heights Regional Grant Award; Communication Equipment
Fire Prevention and Safety; City of Dearborn and Melvindale Smoke Alarm
Installation Program; Smoke Alarm Installation Staffing and Smoke Alarms
(1000)
Training Programs; Haz-Mat Operations Course (NFPA 472), Technical
Rescue/Urban Search and Rescue Course-Technician level (NFPA 1670/1006),
Fire Officer I,II,III, and/or IV Course (NFPA 1021)
Fire Prevention and Safety; City of Dearborn and Melvindale Smoke Alarm
Installation Program; Smoke Alarm Installation Staffing and Smoke Alarms
(3000)
Vehicle Acquisition; Aerial Apparatus to replace 1991 Ladder Truck
Training & Equipment; Rope Technical Level Course, Ice Rescue Certification
Course (NFPA 1670), & Advanced Pump Operator Course (NFPA 1002). Power
Cots & Power Lift System, Portable Radios, Cardiac Monitors, Water Monitors
with Safety Shut Offs, ISI Facepieces, SCBA Spare Cylinders and Helmets.
Vehicle Acquisition; Ambulance
Training; Confined Space Rescue Awareness, Water Rescue Technical Level,
Rope Technical Rescue

Hiring Firefighters; (12)

2013
2013

$
$

461,040 $
72,439 $

414,936
45,540

2014
2014

$
$

1,095,129 $
71,081 $

995,572
63,973

2014

$

73,240 $

69,753

2015

$

181,044 $

164,586

2015
2016

$
$

176,480 $
851,000 $

168,077
773,637

2017
2017

$
$

651,436 $
219,999 $

592,215
200,000

2018
$
Total AFG: $

144,460 $
3,997,348 $

131,418
3,619,707

$

2,910,960 $

1,795,092

Total SAFER: $

2,910,960 $

1,795,092

$

264,500 $

264,500

2014
$
Total CGAP: $

3,561,232 $
3,825,732 $

3,561,232
3,825,732

2016

Integrate City of Melvindale fire staff and regulated equipment to optimize
service delivery
Consolidation of Emergency Dispatch Services (City of Dearborn Heights &
Melvindale)
Ambulance
Ladder Truck
Rescue Pumper Truck
Emergency Extrication Equipment
Ambulance
Ambulance

2013

2013
2014
2015
2016
2018
2019

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total CDBG: $

The annual EMPG allocation is a percentage of the emergency program
manager's salary and fringe benefits. The annual EMPG program has a
percentage cost match (cash or in-kind) requirement

Grant
Award
Amount

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total EMPG:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
250,000
250,000
150,000
200,000
200,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
250,000
250,000
150,000
200,000
200,000

1,300,000 $

1,300,000

75,803
60,864
61,667
51,245
51,080
57,560
68,087
426,306

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

75,803
60,864
61,667
51,245
51,080
57,560
62,043
420,262

Total All Grants: $ 12,460,346 $ 10,960,793
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2016 STAFFING FOR ADEQUATE FIRE AND
EMERGENCY RESPONSE (SAFER) GRANT

The Dearborn Fire Department is currently in its third year of a three-year $2,910,960
SAFER grant, which funds the cost of employing 12 Firefighters. This funding allows for
the Fire Department’s increase in daily manpower and the development of ranks.
2018 ASSISTANCE TO FIREFIGHTERS GRANT – TRAINING
The Dearborn Fire Department was awarded by FEMA in Fiscal Year 2020 a FEMA
FY18 federal grant in the amount of $131,418. This grant has been utilized for various
rescue training classes, for the Special Operations team and the Department as a
whole. The training prepares the Dearborn Fire Department to provide a wide variety of
specialized rescue services. Skills acquired by our firefighters in recent years include:
confined space rescue, rope rescue, high angle rescue, water rescue, and machinery
rescue.
2018 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE GRANT (EMPG)
The Dearborn Fire Department received $62,043 in Fiscal Year 2020 for a portion of the
Emergency Management Coordinator’s salary and fringe benefits. The annual EMPG
program has a percentage cost match by the City.
2019 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG)
The Dearborn Fire Department also received $200,000 in Fiscal Year 2020 from CDBG
for the purchase of a new ambulance, which was delivered and put into service in May
of 2020. The ambulance will service the south end of the City. This purchase saw the
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completion of the downsizing of the ambulances from large heavy-duty trucks to a
smaller Ford F550 chassis version. The conversion to made to assist in making repairs
and swapping parts with other City vehicles; this change saved the City approximately
$40,000 per ambulance. The ambulances purchased are also gas powered as opposed
to diesel power which will lead to less costs related to maintenance and cost.

MAJOR EXPENDITURES
The major expenditures of the Fire Department for Fiscal Year 2020 fell into two main
categories:
•

Personnel Wages, Benefits, and Allowances = $27,005,254 (includes $3,607,319 for
Post-Employment Health Insurance).

•

Operating Expenditures = $3,327,944

Eighty-nine percent (89%) of the Dearborn Fire Department budget is earmarked for
staffing costs leaving eleven percent (11%) for operating costs.

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to improve on its service delivery model in a
number of ways during Fiscal Year 2020. Some examples of these improvements are:
COVID-19 PANDEMIC RESPONSE
The Dearborn Fire Department has implemented multiple policies and procedures in
order to combat the COVID-19 Pandemic and to keep Firefighters and the public safe.
Besides response, care and treatment of COVID-19 infected persons, the Fire
Department has also participated in the development of a City of Dearborn COVID
testing site. Dearborn Firefighters test other first responders utilizing the Abbott COVID38

19 testing machine. The availability of these tests has allowed Dearborn as well as its
regional partners to promptly test first responders, preventing potential exposure to
others. The Dearborn Fire Department also set up and prepared a City of Dearborn
quarantine shelter during the initial outbreak. Fortunately, the shelter was not utilized in
FY2020 but the resources are still available if and when needed. Finally, the Dearborn
Fire Department has put out multiple public service announcements related to COVID19 and has taken the lead along with the Finance Department in applying for grants and
reimbursements for the unanticipated costs of COVID-19 in Fiscal Year 2020.

MAINTENANCE OF INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE
CLASS 2 RATING
In August of 2016, the Dearborn Fire Department was awarded a rating of “Class 2” by
the Insurance Services Office (ISO). The ISO is an independent organization which
audits and rates municipal fire protection services on a scale of 1 to 10, which insurance
companies utilize when establishing property insurance rates. The Dearborn Fire
Department improved its rating from a “Class 3” to a “Class 2”. This is the highest rating
in the history of the Dearborn Fire Department and reflects the ongoing commitment to
service improvement demonstrated by all members of the Fire Department. A “Class 2”
rating places the Dearborn Fire Department in the top two percent of the nation. Only
six other communities in Michigan hold a “Class 2” designation and only a single “Class
1” Fire Department (Grand Rapids). The ISO identified many of the improvements the
Dearborn Fire Department has made since its last full evaluation in 1996. The three
most significant improvements however include: operational benefits as a result of the
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Melvindale Fire Department consolidation, improvements in dispatch technology, and
the establishment of the Dearborn Fire Department Training Academy and
improvements in the overall training program.

ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT TRAINING ACADEMY
The Dearborn Fire Department Fire Training Academy has been fully functional since
Fiscal Year 2017 and it continued to be developed throughout Fiscal Year 2020. A
recommendation for the establishment of a Fire Department Fire Training Academy was
noted in ISO’s evaluation of the Dearborn Fire Department. Since that time, the Fire
Department has attempted to obtain capital for the development and construction of a
Fire Training Academy. In 2015, the Dearborn Fire Department successfully applied for
and received a one-million-dollar grant from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) for the development of a firefighter training center within Dearborn’s
geographical borders utilizing the funds from the Federal Government. The re-purposing
of an existing under-utilized City owned structure (that was previously, the City of
Dearborn Sewer Building and Motor Transport Garage) was a requirement of the grant.
The Dearborn Fire Department established an 8,000 square foot Fire Training Academy
for its own firefighters. The Fire Training Academy has many life-like props and
simulators. The list includes:
•

Emergency Driver Simulator

•

Roof Ventilation Prop

•

Forcible Entry Door Props
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•

Computer Simulated EMS Mannequin

•

Command Zone Computer

•

Two-Compartment Burn Chamber

•

Propane-Fed Vehicle Fire Prop

•

SCBA and Confined Space Maze

•

Simulators

•

General Exercise Equipment

•

Pump Panel Simulators

•

Rescue Mannequins for Technical

•

Rescue Simulations

•

Vehicle Extrication Prop with Class “A” Fire Abilities

•

Intubation Mannequins

•

Propane-Fed Dumpster Fire Prop

In Fiscal Year 2020, the City of Dearborn rotated crews through the training academy
on a daily basis, which increased the efficiency and effectiveness of operations. The
Dearborn Fire Department also began hosting revenue generating courses for external
fire departments, which honed their skills. The Dearborn Police Department as well as
the Department of Public Works has also utilized the training academy throughout the
year for various training sessions.

DISPATCH CONSOLIDATION PROJECT EXPANSION
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to be one of the lead agencies taking part in
the “Dispatch Consolidation Project”. The Fire Department utilized a Competitive Grant
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Assistance Program (CGAP) Grant of approximately $3.5 million dollars from the State
of Michigan. In FY2018, the Dearborn Fire Department along with the Dearborn Police
Department and the MIS Department implemented an upgraded 800 MHz radio system
in addition to updated Dispatch technologies. The City of Melvindale was the first
community to join the Dearborn United Dispatch Center. The inclusion of Melvindale
guaranteed Dearborn its $3.5 million dollar state grant due to the accomplishment of the
program’s goal to increase municipal efficiencies. In FY2019 the City of Dearborn
settled agreements with the cities of Westland, Wayne, Garden City and Inkster to
provide dispatch services. These cities were folded into the Dearborn United Dispatch
Center on July 1, 2019. The City of Dearborn continues to improve dispatch services,
through realizing economic efficiencies, by working in collaboration with our regional
partners. Due in part to Dearborn’s technological updates and investments, it is well
prepared for the upcoming Next Generation 911 upgrade and additional communities
have expressed interest in participating in the Dearborn United Dispatch Center.

SMOKE ALARM INSTALLATION PROGRAM
Upon researching historical fire fatalities in Dearborn (pre-2015), the Dearborn Fire
Department found out that the majority of fire deaths were related to non-working smoke
alarms in homes. With a second grant in FY2018 from FEMA in the amount of $176,480
the Dearborn Fire Department was able to continue its Smoke Alarm Installation
Program. Grant funds were utilized for the purchase of smoke alarms. To date, the
Dearborn Fire Department Interns have installed over six thousand smoke alarms within
Dearborn and Melvindale. The program received a 99% positive feedback rating. There
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have been zero fire fatalities in Dearborn since the beginning of this program. Although
grant funds were completely expended in FY2020, the Dearborn Fire Department was
able to continue the program through donations made by area service organizations.

SWAT TACTICAL PARAMEDICS
The Dearborn Fire Department continued to work collaboratively with the Dearborn
Police Department to train and implant tactically trained paramedics onto the Dearborn
Police Department SWAT Team. This assignment drastically improves the possibility of
positive outcomes to Police Officers, victims or perpetrators injured in a potential SWAT
incident. This proactive assignment and program was implemented months before a
FEMA report was released recommending that similar programs to be instituted
throughout the nation.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS TEAM
The Dearborn Fire Department continues to develop its City of Dearborn Special
Operations Team with added little upfront costs due to the success of grant funding
applications. Much of the equipment for this team was brought in with the Melvindale
merger, or purchased through one of the Fire Department AFG Grants during Fiscal
Years 2015 through 2020. While most training takes place on during on-duty hours, the
Fire Department was also awarded grant funds through FEMA to perform training on
overtime or with call-back personnel to assist in the conduction of exercises without the
interruption of regular service calls. The Special Operations Team has been trained and
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certified in confined space rescue techniques, high and low angle rope rescue, machine
rescue and water rescue. The Dearborn Fire Department has the ability to facilitate a
rapid rescue of stranded and injured citizens within the Rouge River area. With the
increased traffic in kayaking and canoeing compared to recent years, the Special
Operations Team’s skills are vital to promptly rescue citizens in need. The Dearborn
Fire Department expects to work with the Friends of the Rouge River in Fiscal Year
2021 to coordinate further improvements in recreational water sport safety. Almost all
of Fiscal Year 2020 training was provided to Firefighters by utilizing Federal grants with
little impact on the general fund. The Fire Department will continue to increase the
capabilities of the Special Operations Team in Fiscal Year 2021 and to construct
additional standard operating procedures for the team too.

CONTINUANCE OF THE RECUE TASK FORCE (RTF)
RESPONSE TRAINING AND PREPARATION
In Fiscal Year 2019, the Dearborn Fire Department established a Rescue Task Force
Team; the team’s capability and response are utilized for active shooter situation, or
other situations that may put the Firefighters and patients in danger as a result of
violence or civil unrest. As part of this program, each Fire Engine is supplied with a
limited amount of ballistic protective gear and a major trauma EMS bag. When
dispatched to this type of situation, Firefighters join forces with members from the
Dearborn Police Department. Two Police Officers are assigned to a Rescue Task
Force Team that is made-up of three Firefighters. The Police Officers provide
protection to the Firefighters to allow patients with severe traumatic injuries to be treated
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and removed from the scene as quickly as possible; this response increases the chance
at survival to patients and all public safety personnel involved.
In Fiscal Year 2020, the Dearborn Fire Department and the Dearborn Police
Department have trained together on this rescue task force for many months at Henry
Ford College and have conducted many simulations at various locations including the
Dearborn Administrative Center (DAC).

LEADERSHIP IN THE REGION
The Dearborn Fire Department continues to be a leading Fire Service Agency in the
region. Fire Chief Joseph Murray was re-elected as President of the Western Wayne
Mutual Aid Association in 2020, as well as re-elected as Vice-Chairman of the
Downriver Mutual Aid Association. Chief Murray was recently appointed to the
International Association of Fire Chiefs Committee (IAFC) on Homeland Security. By
being involved in such leadership roles, Fire Chief Murray brings back information to the
City of Dearborn meeting tables, in addition to public safety needs and the region’s
concerns. The facilitation of regional agreements and mutual aid between communities
are significant responsibilities to those organizations. Dearborn continues to be a leader
in the region as well as on the national and international scale with its goal of improving
services to Dearborn citizens through collaboration with other communities.

QUALITY ASSURANCE/DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM
The Dearborn Fire Department continues to develop and monitor its new quality
assurance/data collection program which began in 2013. This program assists the
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Dearborn Fire Department in measuring service performance levels and its relation to
identified benchmarks based on National and Regional standards. The Dearborn Fire
Department continues to improve its service delivery. The Data Collection Program has
provided proven and significant signs in recognizing trends, and improving operations’
performance. This program will assist the Dearborn Fire Department in its ultimate goal
of becoming accredited through the Commission of Fire Accreditation International
(CFIA) in Fiscal Year 2025. The Fire Department employed a part-time Data Analyst to
assist the department with the compilation of accurate data to reach its goal of highly
efficient service delivery. This position has been an integral part of our improved service
delivery models and has assisted the Fire Department in the management of a large
number of grants.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING FISCAL YEAR 2020
The Fiscal Year 2020 other significant efforts include the following:
•

Provided multiple CPR and First Aid courses for City Employees at the DAC and the
Fire Department Training Academy.

•

Researched, designed and placed four new ambulances into active service. One of
these ambulances was paid for through a federal grant. The ambulances are built on
a Ford 550 chassis and are gas powered engines. These gas engines will be tested
alongside our four diesel powered engines throughout the year to determine
efficiency and effectiveness.
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•

Continued development of the Dearborn Fire Department Training Academy. Funds
for the Fire Training Academy props and simulators expenses have been paid
through a competitive Federal grant.

•

Began offering courses to external customers at the Dearborn Fire Training
Academy.

•

Special Operations Team members participated in multiple exercises, and recertified on Confined Space Rescue, Rope Rescue, High Angle Rescue, Machine
Rescue and Water Rescue. Training courses have been completed. Most of the
training expenses have been covered by competitive grants.

•

Moved to in-house testing of firefighters for Tuberculosis.

•

Twenty “Stop the Bleed” kits placed in City facilities to aid staff in the case of
traumatic injuries.

•

In coordination with the Dearborn Police Department, the Fire Department was one
of the lead agencies on the COVID-19 response. The Fire Department procured
resources, established a quarantine shelter, staffed and tested first responders
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

The Fire Department began the process of recuperation of COVID-19 response
costs through FEMA grant programs.

•

Continued refinement of a new on-line training curriculum as a supplement to current
practical skill training evolutions.

•

Utilized multiple City-owned properties slated for demolition for training evolutions, to
provide Firefighters with real life scenarios.

•

Conducted live burn trainings for multiple crews at the DFD Training Academy.
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•

Vehicle extrication training performed at the DFD Training Academy.

•

Rapid Intervention Team Training conducted at the DFD Training Academy Burn
Chamber.

•

Sixteen additional Fire Department employees have completed their Blue Card
Command Zone training (An Incident Command training and certification system that
trains fire department company officers and command staff on how to standardize
incident operations throughout the organization. It also evaluates their ability to
supervise and manage hazard zone operations).

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
CALL VOLUME AND RESPONSE BREAK-DOWN
During Fiscal Year 2020, the runs remained flat compared to Fiscal Year 2019. The
Dearborn Fire Department responded to 15,135 runs. Over the past 15 years, the Fire
Department call volume had a 55% run volume increase since Fiscal Year 2006.
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While the call volume growth has flattened out during the past two years, the Dearborn
Fire Department experienced historic call volume growth during the past five fiscal
years. The types of calls have remained consistent over the past few years; the
increases have been across the board, and applied to all types of calls. The exact
reason for the significant increase in call volume in recent years is unknown. However,
most fire service agencies believe that the increase in EMS call runs are a direct result
of the implementation of Affordable Care Act and its impact on access to healthcare.
Due to the significant increase in call volume, 12 Firefighters were added to the ranks
for Fiscal Year 2018. The Fiscal Year 2020 call volume was slightly up from Fiscal Year
2019.

2016 to 2020 Dearborn Fire
Fiscal Years Total Incidents

Fiscal Year
Total
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FY 2020 Incidents

1400

FY 2019 Incidents
1300

FY 2018 Incidents
FY 2017 Incidents

1200

FY 2016 Incidents

1100
1000
July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Jan

Feb Mar April May June

Fiscal Year 2020 calls for service are graphed below by month. The spike in July is due
to a Wind Storm. The COVID-19 Pandemic was declared a Nationwide State of
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Emergency on March 13, 2020 resulting in calls spiking in March and declining in April
and May.

The run volume of the Dearborn Fire Department varies by days of the week. Monday
was the busiest day, and Saturday and Sunday have been slower days.
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Days of the Week Incidents
Fiscal Year 2020
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The Dearborn Fire Department hourly call volume trends are displayed below; the hours
from 9:00am to 9:00pm are the high call volume times of the day.
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FIRE STATIONS RESPONSES PER DISTRICT
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Dearborn is divided into five main response areas. The areas have been geograhpically
determined based on current Fire stations’ locations within the fire protection area of the
Dearborn Fire Department. The run volume per primary fire district is shown in the
graph below:

Although the practice of the Dearborn Fire Department is always to send the closest fire
engine or ambulance to an emergency, it is not always possible due to simultanous run
volume.
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The graph below “Transports by Rescue” displays the actual transports to hospitals by
each ambulance in the past four fiscal years; Rescue 11 was added to the Fire
Department Fleet in Fiscal Year 2018 and Rescue 14 ( a spare Rescue put into service
on days when daily staffing numbers are high) was added in Fiscal 2019. EMS
incidents as a percentage of total incidents for FY2020 decreased by 1% compared to
FY2019 and transports by rescues decreased. Transports especially dropped due to
COVID-19 in the last quarter of FY2020. Rescue 14 will likely see a reduction in use in
Fiscal Year 2021 as department staffing has been reduced from a budgeted 146
firefighters to a budgeted 141 firefighters.
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The Dearborn Fire Department average response times continue to remain consistent
with the national recommendations of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
in their standard NFPA 1710. A response time comparison is displayed in the graph
below:
7:12
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TYPES OF CALLS
As indicated in the graph below during the Fiscal Year 2020, out of the 15,135 total
runs, 11,877 runs were emergency medical incidents, which make-up almost 80% of
incidents responses. The remaining 3,258 incidents are accounted for as Fire and other
hazardous emergency.
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021
The Dearborn Fire Department goals for Fiscal Year 2021 include:
•

Continue to meet the challenges of COVID-19 while protecting our Firefighters as
well as the public at large.

•

Research programs aimed at reducing unit hour utilization of ambulances.

•

Continue to conduct smoke alarm installation in homes of residents in order to
prevent fire fatalities.

•

Continue partnerships with Beaumont Hospital - Dearborn to enhance patient care,
advance treatments and technologies.
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•

Continue with the Fire Department accreditation process through the Commission
of Fire Accreditation International (CFAI).

•

Improve technology access on all apparatus equipment including real time
information related to calls for service.

•

Complete recent integration process with CLEMIS dispatch information.

•

Seek-out opportunities to decrease energy reliance at the five fire stations.

•

Work with neighboring communities to enhance fire response and to improve
purchasing power.

•

Attend meetings of area community groups, school assemblies and career days to
increase the number of Firefighter applications for the Fire Department.

•

Continue the development of the Dearborn United Dispatch Center.

•

Continue the Dearborn Fire Department involvement in the Regional Alliance of
Firefighter Training (RAFT) and other regional training organizations.

•

Increase the ability to perform specialized rescues within the City of Dearborn.

•

Continue the development of offered programs at the Fire Department Training
Academy.

•

Continue to develop the rescue task force response model with the Dearborn Police
Department.

•

Implementation of a new inventory software system in the Apparatus Bureau.

•

Delivery of Firefighter Safety and Survival Training at the Training Academy.

•

Delivery of Driver Training at the annual “Rodeo” obstacle course.

•

Delivery of cancer awareness and prevention to all Firefighters.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Dearborn Historical Museum preserves uniquely Dearborn stories and interprets
the evolution of the Dearborn area from human settlement to the present as a means of
improving our diverse community.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
In the 2019-2020 fiscal year (FY), the Dearborn Historical Museum (hereafter identified
as Museum) continued progress in a number of areas related to the City of Dearborn
(hereafter identified as the City). Staff positions consisted of five part-time positions,
including a new part-time position, one full-time position, and two contract-based
positions. In addition to the staff participation, the Museum saw an increase in volunteer
participation with a new group recruited from the ReEmployAbility return-to-work
program. The fifteen volunteers listed on the Organizational Chart (page 5) fulfill critical
roles in the Museum and volunteer on a weekly basis with many volunteering multiple
days per week. Dozens of additional volunteers and interns contribute to other projects
and events.
Museum staff and volunteers continued to promote the Museum through fundraising
efforts and public programming in the community, which contributed to public
awareness of the Museum. Feedback from community members regarding the
Museum’s events and programming remained positive.
The Museum’s core project of assessing and organizing its collections, services, goals,
and business practices in order to bring its standards to par with best practices for the
museum industry is ongoing. One important area in which these activities is manifested
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is in the Museum’s efforts to create physical and digital records documenting its
collections, a time-consuming process that can require over 45 minutes per object.
Before the shutdown from the pandemic, the Commandant’s Quarters continued to be
open to the public at least two days per week with additional hours during the weekend,
during special events, and by request. The McFadden-Ross House and Richard
Gardner House continued to be open five days a week. After the shutdown in late
March, the Museum reopened on June 8th to staff and volunteers and to visitors by
appointment.
The Museum continued to progress toward its five-year goal of raising a third of its
budgetary requirements. Sources of revenue in 2019-2020 included advertising in the
Historical Commission’s quarterly publication The Dearborn Historian and Museum
memberships. Community events remained a strong driver of fundraising and public
awareness for the Museum and included lectures, new exhibits, a euchre tournament, a
banjo concert, a Victorian tea, the Pioneer School Program, a Museum Guild yard sale,
a beer tasting, several ghost hunts, and children’s events such as the Teddy Bear
Picnic and Halloween gathering. The Museum was also awarded multiple grants,
including one from the Exchange Club of Dearborn for development of a children’s
exhibit and activity room in the basement of McFadden-Ross House. Although the
pandemic prevented the Museum from hosting further in-person events since late
March 2020, there have a number of online events, including a Dearborn trivia contest
held over Zoom.
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In partnership with the Museum Guild of Dearborn, the Museum continued to work
closely with several 501(c)(3) community organizations. Through the Guild, the Museum
continued to sell copies of The Bark Covered House, Dearborn’s Best Stories, Before
Fair Lane, Ford Homes, and Lost Dearborn.
Awareness for the Museum and its events was bolstered by the Museum’s presence on
the internet and social media in 2019-2020. The Museum’s website thedhm.com
continued to provide updates on Museum news and events. During the shutdown, staff
worked from home to add new content to the website, including multiple virtual exhibits
and videos as well as puzzles and activities for children. More informal interaction with
the public was facilitated by the Museum’s Facebook page, whose total Likes increased
from 5,200 in the previous fiscal year to over 6,185. The Museum also gained followers
on Instagram and Twitter, while keeping an ever-growing email list. In 2019-2020, the
Museum had over 191,000 Facebook Post Engagements, 6,000 Facebook Page Visits,
and 20,000 Video Views on Facebook. The Museum had 4,300 Video Views on
YouTube and 54 New Subscribers on YouTube. The Museum also had 22,378 Website
Views and 5,550 Twitter Post Engagements.
The Museum is committed to promoting all aspects of Dearborn’s heritage through
educational programs, new exhibits, lectures and answering historical inquiries.
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Museum staff performs five principal functions: three-dimensional collections
management, archival collections management, historic building preservation, public
programming, and exhibit design and development. All of these functions further the
Museum’s mission.
Three-Dimensional Collections Management
The Acting Chief Curator and Collections Manager are responsible for the management
of the Museum’s three-dimensional object collections, which includes accessioning
(formally accepting an object into the Museum’s collections), record keeping, packing,
and storing historical objects. Some of the duties are assigned to volunteers by the
Museum staff in accordance with their abilities.

These volunteers, along with the

Collections Manager, work and assist in many aspects of the Museum’s operations.
They are multi-talented, proficient with computers, and assist with other projects where
needed.
The Museum benefits through organizing its collections and eliminating redundant items
and items that do not conform to the Collection Policy (see Appendix A). The primary
benefit to these activities is to make the Museum’s collections more reflective of
Dearborn’s history. An additional benefit is that eliminating unnecessary objects frees
up additional storage space for appropriate historical objects.
In 2019-2020 the Museum continued to inventory objects in the collection, including
items that need to be accessioned and items that have already been accessioned but
were not adequately labeled or documented. The Museum’s collections continued to be
entered into the PastPerfect software program which is specifically designed and
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developed for museum collections, archives, and record keeping (see Appendix B for
details on this process). In addition, two of the Museum’s most historically significant
artifacts, the Snow family table and the Wagner Hotel bar table, were both restored with
funds from an Americana grant and are now on exhibit at the Commandant’s Quarters.
Exhibits
The Museum’s core exhibits are:
a. Commandant’s Quarters.

The Commandant’s Quarters is a three-

story, Federal-style brick building resting on a high basement. It was one
of eleven original buildings that were constructed for the Detroit Arsenal
at Dearborn. Along with other Arsenal buildings, it resided along a
square parade ground that measured 350 feet on each side. Built during
1833, the Commandant’s Quarters was constructed with brick produced
locally by Titus Dort. The structure is Dearborn’s oldest building still
standing in its original location. After the Detroit Arsenal closed in 1875,
the Commandant’s Quarters was used at various points as a library,
town hall, jail, school, newspaper office, and fire station. The Dearborn
Historical Commission acquired the building in 1949.
The exhibits and period rooms give visitors a unique feel for a bygone
era of the area’s rich history. Artifacts reflect the life of a military
commandant during the Civil War period. In addition, there is an exhibit
describing the history of the building from the time it was built until it
became a museum in 1950. The structure also houses a remarkable
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piece of history: a flag carried by Color Sergeant Thomas Henry
Sheppard of the 1st Michigan Calvary. Sheppard carried the flag
throughout the entire Civil War and even kept it on his person through
his time as prisoner of war at Libby Prison and Andersonville Prison. The
flag was conserved and is proudly displayed.
b. McFadden-Ross House. The south side of the house was originally the
powder magazine of the Detroit Arsenal in Dearborn. It was completed in
1839. In 1882, the Nathaniel Ross family purchased the structure and in
1883 converted it into a farmhouse. A major remodeling of the house
between 1921 and 1924 added bedrooms to the attic level. The
McFadden-Ross House was given to the City of Dearborn in 1950 by
Mary Elizabeth Ross and received a significant restoration starting in
1953. Today, this structure houses extensive archives covering the
history of the Dearborn area.
The main exhibit gallery occupies the majority of the ground floor. It is
changed with some frequency to showcase different aspects of
Dearborn’s history. Inside the gallery is the meeting room where a large
variety of area groups and clubs regularly meet. It is also the site of the
Museum’s popular monthly free lecture program. Upstairs the Floyd and
Mary Haight City Archives is housed. There is also workspace available
for visiting researchers. In the basement, artifacts such as farming and
construction tools reflect the early immigration into the area. Many of
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these artifacts are in the Pioneer Room, the centerpiece of the
Museum’s Pioneer School Program
c. The Gardner House.

The Gardner House is a small-frame building

dating back to approximately 1832. The structure was built using post
and beam construction. Richard Gardner, the owner, integrated sawed
lumber, plastered walls, wooden floors, a brick fireplace and multi-pane
windows into the home design. The Gardner House is the oldest
Michigan-built residence in the City of Dearborn and contains furnishings
representing the early to mid-nineteenth century period. The home was
moved to the Dearborn Historical Museum from Greenfield Village in
1996. It is also an important part of the Pioneer School Program. Visitors
to the house are able to see the realities of domestic life for early
Dearborn Township residents.
Museum staff members develop exhibit themes and topics.

Museum exhibits are

designed, developed, and implemented by a part-time Exhibits Coordinator. The
Exhibits Coordinator writes labels, designs graphics, installs, and uninstalls exhibits.
This year’s exhibits at the McFadden-Ross House focused on several topics. The two
largest exhibits featured a history of The Dearborn Independent and furniture styles
through the decades. Several smaller exhibits are also in the Ross House, including a
historic clock collection display, a display on artifacts from Dearborn families and
schools, a timeline of Dearborn history, and a brief history of Dearborn’s early brick
manufacturing industry.
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The 2019-2020 fiscal year also saw sections of the Museum repainted and new exhibit
shelving and materials installed. New flooring and lighting was also installed. The main
hallway, stairs, and stairwells were all redone, and a TV showcasing the Museum’s
features and programs was installed inside near the front entrance.

ARCHIVES
The Acting Chief Curator and Archivist are responsible for the management of the
Museum’s two-dimensional collection. Archival material includes:


Pamphlets



Letters



Diaries



Family Bibles and other genealogical documents



Property abstracts



Speech and interview recordings and transcripts



Microfilm



Books



Newspapers



Photographs and slides



Maps



Videotape and film



Governmental records of the villages, townships, and cities



School, church, and local organizational records
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Tax and census records

The Archivist oversees a team of volunteers who are responsible for the management,
preservation, access, and retrieval of these archival collections.

Archival Services
The archives provide approximately 36 hours of reference service per work week.
Reference service includes not only the time spent in the archives but also time spent
outside of the archives responding to questions from researchers and providing
assistance on other museum programs. The normal business hours for the archives
are on Tuesday and Thursday from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m., however it is frequently
open by appointment. The major duties of the Archivist and volunteers include:


Accession, recommend for deaccession, catalog, and file collections



Provide research assistance either in person, via telephone, or through the
Museum’s website and social media



Assist specialists such as genealogists, scholars, filmmakers, and authors



Provide tours to patrons of the McFadden-Ross House



Reproduce historical photos and other documentary materials



Provide historical information and photographs to the City’s Department of Public
Information on a frequent basis



Charge and track fees for scanning and/or photocopying photos and documents
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Continue to inventory books and run periodic book sales to reduce redundancy
and obsolete reference works
Maintenance

The Museum’s campus consists of four buildings which require upkeep. Custodial and
maintenance duties are assigned to staff members, volunteers, and the City’s Building
Services Division when appropriate. In the 2019-2020 fiscal year, three major
maintenance projects were completed. First, the former cistern room in the Ross House
basement was completely gutted and redesigned, including installing an activity space
for children. Second, new collections storage space was installed in the Museum’s
garage, as a place to house artifacts that were previously in non-climate controlled
storage. Third, new flooring was installed in the main hallway and several rooms inside
the Ross House.
Education
Educational programs are a part of the services provided by the Museum. The formal
educational programs are the monthly lecture series and the Pioneer School Program
for Dearborn second grade students, which were cut short this year due to the
pandemic. Informal educational programs include the publication of The Dearborn
Historian, the Through the Arsenal Gates television program, the sharing of historic
events and photos through social media, and special events held at the Museum.
Museum Pioneer School Program
The Museum School Program is a half-day field trip designed for second grade
students. The cost is $5 per student, which generates revenue for the Museum. The
12

Program features two distinct portions: a simulated schoolhouse in the McFadden-Ross
basement and a series of activity stations around the Brady Street campus. The handson activities allow for the children to make and taste their own butter, plant a seed as
well as observe the Gardner House to see 1830s living conditions firsthand. In the
basement of the McFadden-Ross house, the students spend around 45 minutes taking
part in a recreated 19th century school lesson and then learning an outline of major
events in Dearborn’s history.
The Pioneer School Program received multiple sponsors for 2019-2020, but only took
place for a handful of classes before the pandemic. The Museum plans to continue this
program next year.
Lecture Series 2019-2020
2019-2020 marked the Museum’s 36th year offering a free public lecture series. This
program is consistently well-attended. The topics vary from year to year, but the
presentations on specifically local history are the most popular. A lecture on Boblo
Island was the most successful lecture the Museum has had in several years.
Publications
The Dearborn Historian is a volunteer-produced quarterly magazine about Dearborn
history. Since 2011, The Dearborn Historian has been planned and edited entirely by
volunteers, although staff members frequently contribute articles. The Museum
continues to sell advertisements to local businesses and individuals, making the
magazine a revenue-generating operation in addition to an educational tool. Revenue
generated by memberships and sales of the magazine cover the associated mailing
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costs. Back issues of The Dearborn Historian through 1993 are available on the
Dearborn Historical Museum’s website as a benefit of membership. During the
pandemic shutdown, access to these back issues was given to all visitors to the
Museum’s website, allowing thousands of people access to historical stories spanning
several decades. The Museum also helped sell Before Fair Lane and Lost Dearborn in
conjunction with the Museum Guild and sells copies of The Bark Covered House in the
museum gift shop in addition to providing copies to Historical Society members. In
addition to the print media, the Museum produced Through the Arsenal Gates, a
television program that airs on the local access channel. The Museum also produced
brief history videos with CDTV on various groups and landmarks in the City. Other
videos, like the Dearborn’s Best Stories video segments and new veterans’ oral history
interviews are available to the public at the McFadden-Ross house, on the Museum’s
YouTube channel, and on other social media outlets.
Community Involvement and Special Events
During the year, the Museum hosted or participated in numerous community and
special events before the shutdown. These events are some of the major fundraisers for
both the Museum as well as our non-profit support organizations. The community at
large is frequently represented by the 501(c)(3) Museum Guild of Dearborn, an umbrella
organization consisting of 24 community groups that support the Museum.

These

events take place throughout the year, and include many that have been ongoing for
decades. Some of these events are:


Annual Beer Tasting Party
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Museum Guild of Dearborn Garage Sale



Trunk Sale



Euchre Tournaments



Teddy Bear Picnic



Children’s “Learn to…” Events



Halloween Program



Victorian Tea



Great Lakes Apparition Seekers Paranormal Experience
Volunteers

Volunteers provide an invaluable service to the Museum.

This year the Museum

benefited from over 8,400 hours of volunteer service. According to the Corporation for
National & Community Service, the current value of volunteer time in Michigan is $22.96
an hour. Therefore, the Museum volunteers have contributed a value equal to
$192,864.00 to the City this fiscal year.
MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Historically, the principal funding source for the Museum has been via City appropriation
from the general fund. This appropriation covers all of the Museum’s major expenses
including wages, contracts and operating supplies. The Museum contributes back to the
general fund with revenue raised from six general areas: memberships, sponsorships,
programming, grants, fundraising, and an endowment fund.
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The Museum’s membership program is designed to help build a community interested
in Dearborn history and generate revenue to support the Museum. Memberships begin
at $25, which includes a subscription to The Dearborn Historian. Other giving levels are
available and include additional benefits. Second, there is a membership fee charged
to the Museum Guild of Dearborn for the use of the facilities. The Guild contributed
$20,000 to the general fund earmarked for the Museum in fiscal year 2020.
During the three days of Homecoming 2019, Museum volunteers sold parking spaces at
both the upper and lower lots of the McFadden-Ross House for $5.00 per car
generating over $1,500. The Museum will repeat this fundraiser for Homecoming 2021.
One of the Museum’s long-term goals has been to establish an endowment fund, where
interest earnings will be used toward defraying the costs of Museum operations. The
endowment has been established by the Dearborn Historical Commission and the
Museum Guild of Dearborn. The endowment campaign was launched in July 2015. An
added feature is a plan for asking donors to include the Museum in their wills, by asking
them to bequeath to the Museum 1% of their assets, which will be deposited in the
endowment fund.
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATAGORIES
The Museum’s financial picture for FY 2019-2020 is as follows:
The Museum’s total operating budget was set at:

$359,750.00

Actual expenditures were:

$283,313.30

This is broken into three main categories:
Wages and Benefits:

$128,100.22

Legacy Costs:

$43,369.81

Operating Supplies and Contracts:

$111,843.27

During FY 2005-2006, the City sold a portion of the McFadden-Ross property to
Andiamo’s Restaurant. The proceeds from the sale amounted to $1.6 million which was
placed in a designated purpose account to benefit the Museum. Over the next couple
of years, interest earnings were applied to the principal. In FY 2007-2008, the Historical
Commission bought out the lease-hold from the owners of the Quality Inn Motel for
approximately $534,410, which left a balance in the designated purpose account of
approximately $1.3 million.
Further, during budget meetings for FY 2008-2009, the City Council mandated that the
interest earnings be used as revenue to off-set the Museum’s budget. Due to a lower
principal balance and low interest rates, this fund’s growth has slowed considerably, as
portions of the fund have been utilized to fund shortfalls in the Museum’s budget.
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Ultimately, the bulk of the funds have been set aside to fund the Museum’s major
renovation of the office building and attached exhibit storage facility.
Revenue
Money raised by the Museum in FY 2019-2020:

$56,633.06

This revenue can be broken down into the following:
Individual Memberships:

$4,910

Group Memberships:

$80

Dispositions:

$4,993.71

Donations:

$35,419.84

Other:

$11,229.51
Donations

Donations to the Museum are channeled in one of two ways. Some donations are used
as revenue to help defray the costs of operating the Museum by putting the money
directly in the general fund. Other donations come to the Museum earmarked for
specific projects.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE REPORT YEAR


Determine how to best move forward on the renovation of the former motel
building for Museum use.



Continue building a collection database using the PastPerfect computer software
system. Thousands of items continue to be logged, photographed and cataloged
into the system.



Continue refining the collection by identifying superfluous objects and twodimensional items for deaccession and ethical disposal. Progress on this front
continues as items not related to Dearborn stories or the Museum’s mission are
either being sold or repatriated to other museums.



Continue working with the Museum Guild of Dearborn to raise interest in local
history and to build the endowment fund to support the Museum’s efforts.



Apply for additional grant money and other sources of revenue to support the
Museum.



Continue providing thorough and professional historical services to the public.



Continue developing a marketing program that includes the development of the
Museum web page and social media in order to reach new customers.
Facebook has been a tremendous tool for the Museum and additional social
media tools like Twitter and Instagram will help draw in a new audience and
volunteer help. The blog reaches out to the public with new and relevant material
on a weekly basis. Traditional media is still being used in order to cast a wide
net.



Continue expanding the volunteer program to help staff reach these goals.
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PROGRESS MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
The Collection Management database is an ongoing project that will continue into the
foreseeable future. During the 2019-2020 fiscal year, staff and volunteers made great
strides in collection management. The number of interns and volunteers working on this
project also increased significantly during this timeframe.
These are the statistics for the year:


Number of items inventoried:

37,205, a substantial increase from the previous

year, primarily due to new volunteers cataloging thousands of photographic
negatives from the City of Dearborn’s former photographer


Number of items entered into PastPerfect: 3,700



Number of items repatriated:

over 300 non-Dearborn military uniforms were

repatriated to the Michigan Military Heritage Museum
The scope of the collection policy continued to be specific to Dearborn, following the
Museum’s mission statement.
Special events, rotating exhibits, and the redesigned school program are intended to
bring new visitors into the Museum, to raise the community’s awareness of what is
happening at the Museum, and to generate revenue.
The Museum continued quarterly publication of The Dearborn Historian. Staff,
volunteers, and commissioners continued to research and conduct interviews with
residents and local officials for use in future articles.
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Social media reach expanded with the addition of a new Facebook group to facilitate
more informal discussion of Dearborn history. The Museum’s Facebook page is used
to notify the public of events, seek volunteers, and share interesting items related to
Dearborn area history.

The page continues to grow, currently with over 6,185

followers. The Museum also uses Twitter and Instagram accounts to share Museum
events and Dearborn historical items in an effort to reach different audiences.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
The seventh annual Beer Tasting Party held in the fall was a success for the
community, although the revenue from the event was not as high as previous years.
However, in July 2019, the Museum hosted its most successful event in decades, the
landmark fundraiser Over the Top at the Wagner, in celebration of the City of
Dearborn’s 90th birthday. A new series of monthly children’s activity events also began
this fiscal year. The Museum also held a “Hands-on-History” event showcasing the
Museum’s Native American artifacts, a Valentine’s Day murder mystery event, and a
women’s fashion exhibit and tea in early 2020.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
Combining all Museum activities across Museum buildings and digital platforms, the
Museum had approximately 226,585 interactions with visitors this fiscal year. The
largest growth has been in social media engagement, which includes the number of
people who like, comment, share, or interact with a social media post.
Guests

McFadden-Ross

Students Researchers

Total

6,021

50

190

6,261

Museum Office Building

810

5

0

815

Commandant’s Quarters

504

5

0

509

Museum/Gardner House

Social Media Engagement 191,000
Website Visitors

28,000

Total

226,335

191,000
28,000
60

190

226,585

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
Many of the goals set for FY 2020-2021 are ongoing projects and therefore will continue
into the coming year. The following reiterates these goals and adds new ones:


Continue membership drives to generate revenue and build support for the
Museum.



Continue the pursuit of individual and Museum Guild of Dearborn group
memberships.



Continue grant research and applications.
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Develop promotional merchandise for the Museum.



Continue to recruit interns and volunteers to assist with collection management
projects and social media initiatives.



Continue to build a collections database using the PastPerfect computer software
system.



Continue to refine the collection by identifying superfluous objects for
deaccession and ethical disposal.



Continue to work with the Museum Guild of Dearborn to raise interest in local
history and to build an endowment fund to support the Museum’s efforts.



Continue to educate donors on opportunities for planned giving arrangements as
a source of revenue to support the Museum.



Continue to provide thorough and professional historical research services to
customers.



Strive to present educational and informative programming through our exhibits,
educational programs, the publication of The Dearborn Historian, lectures and
the cable TV show, Through the Arsenal Gates.



Continue to work on building maintenance projects, including the exterior painting
at the McFadden-Ross Museum and Gardner House.



Continue to offer annual events that will attract new visitors.



Continue to develop partnerships with local organizations and business.



Build additional exciting new exhibits including a display on large, colorful, and
exciting Dearborn artifacts.
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APPENDIX A:
DEARBORN HISTORICAL MUSEUM
COLLECTION MANAGEMENT POLICY
DEFINITIONS
1. “Dearborn” will be understood to mean the area known today as Dearborn.
2. Accessioning is the procedure by which objects become part of the permanent
collection of the Museum.
3. Deaccessioning is the procedure by which objects that fail to meet policy guidelines
are removed from the collection.
4. Loans are when an object is removed from its normal place in the collection either for
research or display or for non-departmental use.
5. Trades are when an object is exchanged with another museum or educational
institution for an object sent from them.
POLICY
Accession Policy
1. In keeping with the Mission Statement of the Dearborn Historical Commission
and the Collections Plan of the Dearborn Historical Museum, we are pledged to
collect, preserve and display artifacts and archival material of historical interest
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and importance to Dearborn, and when related, the greater metropolitan area,
making these collections accessible to the general public through exhibitions.
The following priorities have been established for the evaluation of objects in
determining whether a specific object will be accepted into the collection.
a) Items owned, used or produced by a Dearbornite, depiction of a Dearborn
subject, or associated with Dearborn buildings, events, or business.
b) Items associated with the Great Lakes area, a Michigan based military unit
and Native American culture when connected in some way to Dearborn.
c) Items representative of a type used in Dearborn if we do not have such an
item from category “a” above and with the understanding the item will only
be in the collection until a similar object from category “a” becomes
available.
2. Artifacts considered for accessioning will also be evaluated in terms of:
a) Rarity, authenticity, quality and condition
b) The Museum’s ability to store, conserve and exhibit
c) Interest and educational potential
d) Present holdings of the Museum in order to limit duplication in the collection
3. Artifacts may be added to the collection by gift, bequest or trade.
4. Artifacts are accepted without limiting conditions on the part of the Museum as
stated on the donation form.
a) No gift will be accepted with the understanding that it is to be permanently
exhibited.
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b) No collection item will be accepted with the understanding that it is to be kept
intact.
c) A gift to the Museum may not be reclaimed by the donor or his/her heirs.
d) Permission, title, and copyright are granted for Museum historical use of any
written materials and/or transcribed taped interviews providing proper credit is
given.
Deaccession Policy
1. Items which are not suitable for the collection as defined in this Collections Policy
Section and in keeping with the Collections Plan will be presented to the
Dearborn Historical Commission for deaccessioning.
2. Items that are deaccessioned based on this Deaccession Policy will be disposed
of in any manner deemed appropriate by the Chief Curator of the Museum.
3. The Museum retains the right to dispose of gifts in any manner deemed
appropriate by the Chief Curator of the Museum.
Policy on Loans from the Museum
1. The loan of items to public, non-profit institutions or to private institutions will be
considered if the mission of the Museum is furthered thereby. Curatorial staff
must obtain the approval of the Chief Curator and the Dearborn Historical
Commission (unless the items for loan are interdepartmental).
2. All loans are to be recorded on the standard loan form and will be subject to
conditions stated thereon.
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a) Borrower accepts the item and agrees to exercise reasonable care so that the
item is returned in same condition as received.
b) Should there be a printed program in association with the purpose of the loan
or should the item be on exhibit, the borrower agrees to credit in print or on a placard
“Dearborn Historical Museum”.
c) A deposit may be required depending on the nature and value of the item
loaned.
3. Loans are to be made for a specific period of time.
Policy on Loans to the Museum
1. It is the policy of the Museum to accept no indefinite or unsolicited loans. Loans
should be for a specific purpose and for a stated period of time.
2. A loan sheet for “Items loaned to the Dearborn Historical Museum” must be filled
out.
a) The Museum will exercise reasonable care so that any items borrowed will be
returned in the same condition received.
b) The Museum and the Dearborn Historical Commission are not liable to the
lender for loss when reasonable precautions have been taken.
3. Items on loan to the Museum must be accompanied with an appraised value.
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PROCEDURES
Accessioning
1. Gifts and Bequests
a) Items brought to the Museum will be given an immediate cursory evaluation
to determine if the items possibly fit the Museum’s Collection Policy.
b) If it is determined that the objects might fit the Museum’s collection
guidelines, a donation sheet will be filled out for object’s received. The items
received will be evaluated by this Collection Policy for accessioning
consideration.
c)

Once items are accepted by the Museum for the collection they will be
accessioned by the Collections Manager/Registrar.

d) Curatorial staff, registrar or qualified staff may appraise items for donations
valued under $1,000.
e) Items over $1,000 must be appraised by a qualified outside source.
Deaccessioning
1. Initial recommendations for deaccessioning come from the curatorial staff based
on an evaluation of the object and this Collection Policy.
2. The recommendations will be brought to the Chief Curator for review.
3. The Chief Curator will review the items and present them to the Dearborn
Historical Commission for their approval.
4. Items approved for deaccessioning will be disposed of in any manner deemed
appropriate according to the City disposal policy.
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Trades
1. If the item is a candidate for trade, the staff will select the means, giving
consideration to the following disposal options:
a) Public museum in the Dearborn area, Michigan or elsewhere.
b) Local university study collections, etc.
Loans from the Museum
1. Request for loans must be received in writing at least two weeks prior to the
objects being needed.
2. Requests for loans will be considered according to the following criteria:
a. Availability of the object for the period of the request.
b. Soundness of the object for travel and display.
c. Condition under which the object will be exhibited, stored, handled, and
insured.
d. Duration of the loan.
e. Furtherance of the mission of the Dearborn Historical Museum.
3. Borrowing institution must sign a loan form which specifies the conditions of the
loan.
4. The packing and transport of objects will be in accordance with standard
Museum practice.
5. Loan must be approved by the Dearborn Historical Commission.
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Loans to the Museum
1. Requests to institutions or individuals for the loan of items to the Museum must
be reviewed by the Chief Curator and the Curatorial staff.
2. The form, “Items loaned to the Dearborn Historical Museum”, will be used as well
as any forms of the lending institution.
3. Conditions imposed by the lender will be accepted or rejected after due
consideration has been given to fiscal and other implications.
4. Items on loan to the Museum must be accompanied with a written appraised
value.
5. All items, on loan to the Museum, will be insured by the Museum Guild of
Dearborn.
6. Loans to the Museum may be terminated upon ninety day written notice by either
party.
Items Not Accepted for the Collection
1. Items declined by the Museum for its collection will be handled in accordance
with the donation form signed when the items were brought in.
2. Items will be disposed of in any manner deemed appropriate by the disposal
policy of the City.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Dearborn Historical Commission
1. Approves items for deaccession, trade, or salvage.
2. Approves loan requests presented by the Chief Curator, Exhibits Coordinator,
or Museum Staff.
B. Chief Curator
1. Notifies the Dearborn Historical Commission of accessions.
2. Notifies the Dearborn Historical Commission of requests for loans from the
Museum.
3. Refers deaccession recommendations made by the curatorial staff to the
Dearborn Historical Commission.
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APPENDIX B:
COLLECTIONS CATALOGING PROCESS
The Museum has around 200,000 three-dimensional objects, many of which have never
been accessioned or cataloged. Information about each item is being logged on an
inventory sheet and the item is photographed. If an item has not been accessioned, a
decision will be made as to whether an object fits the Museum’s mission and Collection
Policy. If there is not a fit, an object will be disposed of via the City of Dearborn disposal
policy.

This process will open up valuable storage space for objects that fit the

guidelines of the Museum’s Collection Policy. If a non-accessioned item does meet the
requirements of the Collection Policy, the information will be given to a volunteer or staff
member in order to assign the item an accession number and to record all of the known
information about the item into the PastPerfect system.
If an item already has an accession number, the existing hard copy accession books
are used to look up the item. This information will be recorded into the PastPerfect
system by a volunteer or staff member.

Objects can be flagged for potential

deaccessioning if an item does not fit into the Museum’s mission or Collection Policy.
As items are examined and logged, they will be placed in a set location which will be
recorded and eventually entered into the PastPerfect system.

This will be of great

benefit to the Museum as staff will now know what items are housed in the collections
and where those items are located.
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Considering the Museum’s collection of 200,000 objects, if 45 minutes were spent with
each item (which is conservative), the time spent on the process above would be
around

150,000

work-hours.

Museum

volunteers

have

currently

contributed

approximately 69,000 work-hours towards this process. With the Museum’s small staff
and volunteers working on this project and based on current projections, it is estimated
that this process will take four more years to complete. In the end, the outcome of this
worthwhile project will be a housing of collections that is more in-line with the Museum’s
mission and Collections Policy, a source of revenue for the Museum, an increase in the
amount of valuable storage space, and an organized collection which is more usable to
the staff and the people of Dearborn.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Human Resources Department is to support the City of Dearborn in
carrying out its mission of excellent public service by providing high-quality and efficient
programs based on sound human resource principles. We seek to model excellence,
efficiency, and integrity, and to help shape the City's future through training, employee
recruitment and leadership.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The purpose and structure of the Human Resources Department is identified in the
Dearborn City Charter. Chapter 11 speaks of "...a civil service system based on merit
principles and scientific methods, thereby providing the basis for establishing effective
human resource policies and practices as guides to administrative action." As the
source of staffing and policies relating to the workplace, the Human Resources
Department serves as the linchpin for the variety of services that the City provides.

The Civil Service Commission, which consists of five volunteer members, is supported
by the Human Resources Department. The five members include: Commissioner
Chairperson Margaret Schaefer, Commissioner Jim Peitz, Commissioner Wisam
Fakhoury, Commissioner Bob Schnieders and Commissioner Johanna Seidel. The
Commission holds regular monthly meetings and provides valuable guidance and
leadership to the department.
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The range of services that the department provides includes departmental support and
legal compliance for all aspects of talent acquisition and retention; diversity and
inclusion; professional, supervisory, technical, and leadership development;
performance evaluation and management; position classification and equity;
compensation planning, analysis and program maintenance; employee relations and
organizational impact; employee engagement initiatives; policy development and
implementation; contract administration and grievance hearings; employee records and
compliance; as well as development and/or administration of employee programs.
Human Resources works in collaboration with other internal departments with shared
responsibility for components of labor contracts, safety, security, payroll, pension, and
benefits administration. In addition, we provide counsel and support on strategic
organizational initiatives and employment issues.

MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
Talent Acquisition and Retention
The City of Dearborn is a Civil Service organization that takes seriously its commitment
to providing equal employment opportunities along the entire talent spectrum.
Applicants first encounter the City through an on-line job portal where they can search
open positions and submit an application. The electronic system employed simplifies
the application process for the applicant and administrative personnel along all steps of
the process and provides a simple and effective communication, tracking, and file
maintenance system.
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The HR staff provides consultative and tactical support for all departments throughout
the staffing process. Discussions center around workload staffing requirements,
budgetary considerations, educational and certification requirements, validated
screening methods, testing requirements, Oral Board composition and appropriate skilland competency-based interview topics.

The City, like other municipalities, faces recruitment and retention challenges as the
economic environment puts pressure on the availability of qualified talent, compensation
and benefits programs, and upward mobility opportunities. One of the focus areas of
Human Resources is to communicate the richness of benefits of municipal service in a
way that appeals to potential applicants. Additionally, we design and lead initiatives that
engage our current workforce’s interest in physical, emotional, financial, and community
well-being, soliciting input and participation from employees as to what they want or
need. We encourage practices and policies that provide work-life balance and
meaningful work so that our employees continue to choose us as their employer.

Diversity and Inclusion
The City of Dearborn consistently strives to take an active approach to diversity of its
workforce, referring not only to legally protected employee and applicant groups, but
also for diversity of experiences, education, backgrounds, talents, and all other
individual differences that can collectively accelerate the ideas and solutions to meet
our stakeholders’ needs. We promote cross-functional teams that are inclusive of
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employees in different roles, levels of authority, and departments in the belief that new
perspectives spark new ideas, and new ideas can benefit all.
The HR Department provides all governmental documentation regarding the
composition of our workforce.

Employee Development
The Human Resources Department has expanded the training curriculum in order to
help employees perform at their highest levels in their current jobs as well as help them
prepare for future jobs. To this end, we have created a list of vetted, qualified
development professionals who have an extensive library of courseware touching on
topics that can benefit our employees and our customers.

Leadership modules have been delivered to all current supervisory staff and focus on
leadership competencies necessary to successfully lead individuals, departments,
collaborate, and manage change. The series of modules are presented each fall to all
new supervisors and leaders.

Professional skills programming courseware was developed and began to be offered in
late Fall of 2018 and is ongoing.

Technical skills training is a collaborative effort between HR and the departments that
require certifications, skill testing, etc. HR tracks all employees’ license and certification
requirements to assure full compliance, helps identify vendors for necessary classes,
and coordinates the administration and tracking of attendees.
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Compliance training is important to assure that employees are aware of laws and
regulations regarding topics such as harassment and sexual harassment. HR ensures
compliance with all regulations through a combination of courses delivered by both
internal and external content experts.

Safety training is important to ensure the health and well-being of our employees as well
as compliance with any state or federal regulations. HR has developed a program that
analyzes, tracks, and communicates the City’s safety incidences and has designed
monthly training packages with the aim of reducing employee injuries and related
monetary and non-monetary costs.

Performance Evaluation and Management
The City has routinely required performance evaluations for employees in public safety
jobs, but the general employees have had no such contractual obligation. That
changed effective July 1, 2017 with the inclusion of mandatory performance evaluations
for full-time general employees. Human Resources designed and implemented a
performance evaluation program that focuses on communication regarding performance
along nine professional competencies necessary for success across all positions in the
City. These are:
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Professional Competencies
Job Knowledge

Reliability & Dependability

Productivity & Quality of Work

Communication

Customer Service

Judgment & Problem Solving

Initiative & Engagement

Team Work & Collaboration

Adherence to City & Departmental Policies

Additionally, those employees in leadership roles were evaluated on the nine
competencies that are important to drive creativity and implement solutions to the
current and anticipated challenges facing the City. These are:

Leadership Competencies
Build Trust

Keep Things Simple

Act Quickly & Decisively

Shares Information

Team Management & Development

Strive for Innovation

Departmental Management

This program covers all employees in the Operative (Teamsters), Clerical (MWD), and
Supervisory, Technical, and Professional (STP) unions as well as the employees
covered under the Executive and Administrative (E&A) salary plan. Performance
evaluations are conducted in the early spring each year. The results of the evaluations
drive professional and technical skills programming as well as professional development
conversations and planning.
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Position Classification
The City of Dearborn, led by the HR team, implemented a new system to classify
employees as a basis for an equitable and competitive compensation structure. The
maintenance of this system is critical to assuring continued equitable pay as well as
providing the basis for employee promotions and movement within and across
departments. Under the labor contracts and the Civil Service Rules, employees have a
right to have their position assessed to determine if job responsibilities have changed to
the extent that a higher job classification and resulting pay level is warranted. The
Compensation Committee of the HR Department is responsible for gathering the
appropriate data and information and assessing any reclassification requests as well as
requests for new positions that are not currently included in our salary plans but are
necessary to conduct the expanded work responsibilities of the City.

In 2018, HR completed an evaluation of all of the part-time positions in the City and
established an evaluation system for classification and reclassification of part-time
positions that mirrors the process for full-time positions.

Compensation
Human Resources is responsible to accurately apply our pay policies and contractual
rules for all employee hires, transfers, promotions, demotions, leaves of absence, and
any other action that has a possible impact on pay. Additionally, HR has a responsibility
to work with Labor Relations to maintain competitive pay ranges that can adequately
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support talent acquisition and retention. The conduct of market surveys and data
collection for full-time and part-time positions and the application of information that
informs our pay scales is an important, on-going effort.

Employee Relations
Depending on the time of year, the City of Dearborn employs over 1,500 employees,
each with his/her own style, strengths, and goals. We value a culture where employees
can learn and succeed, and one of HR’s critical responsibilities is to provide counsel to
employees at all levels when obstacles present themselves. Our doors are always
open to employees at all levels who seek information on career growth, personal
development, and other issues that impact their ability to fully embrace work-life balance
and contributions to the City’s success.

Human Resources also works closely with department leaders as they re-envision their
operations to optimize their talent and meet the ever-expanding citizen and customer
expectations.

Employee Engagement
The culture of an organization is a critical component for employee retention and
satisfaction. The City of Dearborn strives to create a healthy, happy culture for all
employees. Through Team Dearborn, a cross-functional employee team championed
by HR, employees have: developed and implemented a series of initiatives that have
brought employees together; led to new and strengthened relationships; been a catalyst
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for new ideas and collaboration; encouraged employees to participate in healthy
activities; touched employees’ philanthropic and community interests; and, simply
provided opportunities for fun and recognition.

Employee Policies and Programs
A large organization needs the structure of solid policies and practices that govern legal
and appropriate business and personal behavior as it pertains to City business. The
responsibilities to ascertain appropriate policy needs, to update the employee
handbook, and to lead or collaborate on new programs that help the City achieve its
mission fall within the Human Resources Department. HR works extensively with
internal departments and the Mayor’s Office to design and implement programs and
initiatives that support success. The employee handbook has recently gone through an
extensive review and update, has been approved by the Unions, and disseminated to all
employees.
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The Human Resources Department actively works with City departments to accomplish
recruitment, selection, training, motivation, and evaluation of staff. This is accomplished
through a series of processes: employment, compensation and classification, training
and development, and performance measurement. As outlined in the City Charter, the
Human Resources Department provides support to the Civil Service Commission by
formulating agendas, taking minutes, and implementing action items. Since actions in
support of these efforts occur simultaneously, our prioritization is often driven by
deadlines dictated by the needs of the departments we serve. In response to these
needs, we provide the following services:
Recruitment and Selection
•

Work with departments to determine staffing needs and establish methods

•

Participate on interview panels for all full-time and selected part-time
positions

•

Ensure compliance with appropriate laws and regulations

•

Develop and implement recruitment programs including:
•

Job announcements for posting; internet recruitment; regular and
special mailing lists; classified advertisements; community and
professional organizations; and employer job fairs

•

Specialized strategic sourcing for key positions

•

Focus on compliance with laws and regulations effecting equal
opportunity and affirmative recruitment
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•

Process employment applications
•

Review applications for required qualifications; obtain driving
records and criminal history information; document military status
for veterans' preference; schedule interviews or examinations;
develop and administer examinations for all promotional and
original entrance positions to fill existing vacancies

•

Select or refer to contract for parts and weights of examinations
•

Training and experience evaluation forms; coordinate assessment
centers; skills demonstration exams; job knowledge exams;
promotional potential ratings; structured oral interview formats

•

Examination scoring
•

Computerized scoring of multi-option exams; multiple checks for
input of non-objective data; computerized reporting of results;
compute promotional potential ratings and seniority credits; post
individual results on applicants’ records; communicate individual
results to applicants

•

Certification (selection and recommendation for hire)
•

Employment lists; application of the Civil Service Rule for
certification by Human Resources Administrator; forward certified
candidates for departmental selection

•

Maintain appropriate records
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•

Coordinate promotional processes in accordance with the Civil Service
Rules and appropriate contracts

•

Monitor and update the on-line new hire orientation as needed

Diversity and Inclusion
•

Oversee the City’s Diversity initiative

•

Promote inclusivity in City processes and activities

•

Write and maintain Equal Employment Opportunity reports and programs

Training and Development
•

Identify organizational issues, evaluate and develop appropriate
educational programs to further the City’s desired culture and talent goals
•

Develop and deliver professional development courseware

•

Create and deliver supervisory courseware

•

Design and facilitate a leadership development program and work
with appropriate internal and external experts

•
•

Coordinate technical training programs

Work to develop a holistic training and educational plan by linking
unrelated programs to provide context for training and educational events

•

Promote job education by offering and administering a tuition
reimbursement program

•

Develop career pathways for employee development

•

Provide proactive evaluative data to prepare for talent succession

•

Work to develop process improvement initiatives for system-related issues
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•

Identify organizational opportunities to maximize experiential and
situational learning for employees

Performance Evaluation
•

Develop and administer performance evaluation tools

•

Train employees and supervisors on the tools and processes

•

Monitor compliance with performance management program

•

Create and report analytics that lead to individual and organizational
improvement

•

Communicate with all employees and supervisory staff

•

Serve on the Appeal Board for Police performance evaluations

Compensation and Classification
•

Establish and maintain payroll classifications for all full-time and part-time
positions

•

Develop and maintain job descriptions in conjunction with subject matter
experts (SMEs)

•

Conduct external salary surveys and internal equity reviews

•

Review and process requests and proposals for new positions and
classification changes; make determinations based on evaluation results

•

Resolve reports of salary inequities or other problems

•

Maintain individual wage and salary records in electronic databases and
confidential personnel files

•

Prepare and maintain salary plans
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•

Prepare reports and resolutions for the Civil Service Commission and the
City Council

•

Provide departments with support and input on classification and salary
matters

•

Review and recommend approval of part-time pay increases

•

Ensure compliance with federal, state, and local regulations

•

Work with the Finance Department to ensure appropriate wage changes

Employee Relations & Contract Administration
•

Facilitate resolution of complex organizational employee and policy issues
in conformance with contract provisions

•

Resolve and/or mediate employee and supervisor conflicts

•

Provide advice and counsel to City leaders regarding departmental issues

•

Develop and distribute personnel policies; communicate appropriately

•

Conduct investigations into allegations of harassment, discrimination, and
other inquiries

•

Respond to external complaints, such as arbitrations, unemployment
hearings and unfair labor practice charges

•

Receive and resolve grievances

•

Process grievances per requirements in collective bargaining agreements
including assistance in grievance arbitrations

•

Interpret contracts for supervisory and non-supervisory employees upon
request
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•

Assist in the process of resolving unfair labor practice charges, unit
clarification petitions and other matters relating to the administration of the
Public Employment Labor Relations Act

•

Provide impartial investigations into allegations of wrongdoing

•

Assist with court testimony, depositions, Civil Rights hearings, Michigan
Employee Relations Commission hearings, arbitration proceedings, and
unemployment compensation hearings

•

Develop and maintain employee recognition programs

•

Make referrals for the Employee Assistance Program

Benefits Administration Support
•

Participate and assist in the development of employee benefit programs

•

Assist in the implementation of benefit programs

•

Assist in processing retirement requests

•

Coordinate education tuition reimbursement and notify departments of
reimbursements

•

Approve and coordinate Family and Medical Leaves of Absence (FMLA)

•

Monitor longevity pay eligibility and process prorated longevity as needed

•

Monitor service and pay increments

•

Implement service recognition awards; distribution of awards

•

Chair Sick Bank Committee and Accident Review Board

•

Work with the Benefits Administrator to maintain accurate records
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Employee Safety
•

Track safety incidents and communicate to organization

•

Coordinate employee safety training with departments and track
participation

•

Participate on the City’s Accident Review Board

Unemployment Compensation
•

Ensure compliance with state standards in a cost effective manner

•

Review unemployment claims and provide testimony where necessary

Compliance
•

Assure compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements

•

Assure compliance with requirements pertaining to employee records

•

Maintain employee confidentiality

•

Ensure compliance with Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) laws and
practices

•

Conduct and/or coordinate all mandatory training and maintain appropriate
records

Payroll & Records
•

Establish and maintain payroll classifications

•

Ensure compliance with all federal, state and local regulations

•

Provide authorization to the Finance Department for effecting wage
increases for eligible employees under all circumstances

•

Investigate reports of salary inequities and/or irregularities in payroll
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•

Maintain wage and salary records for individual employees

•

Maintain and prepare salary plans for all positions in the City’s service as
mandated by the City Charter

•

Process new employees and new retirees/pensioners; create employee
files; complete/obtain appropriate documents for the files

•

Create and maintain accurate, confidential active, inactive, and former
employee files in a legally compliant manner

•

Process employment verifications

•

Report employment statistics monthly to U.S. Bureau of Labor

•

Provide appropriate checks and balances for pay practices

General Administration
•

Support Civil Service Commission Meetings, Hearings, and Appeals

•

Prepare agendas, resolutions and distribute minutes

•

Maintain rules and regulations in accordance with the Civil Service Rules

•

Provide information and reports to Commissioners as needed

•

Serve on the Board of Ethics Committee

•

Chair the Retirement Plan Administrative Committee

•

Serve on various City Development Initiative (CDI) committees and
participate in training

•

Serve on the Accident Review Board

•

Serve as champion of Team Dearborn

•

Serve on the Safety Committee
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MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Funding for the Human Resources Department is made available through the General
Fund Budget.
MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Expenditure categories are given a specified budget amount which is part of the overall
department budget approved by the City Council.

CATEGORY

BUDGETED
AMOUNT

Examination (Testing)

$55,000

Health Professional Fees

$38,000

Service Awards

$10,000

Training (in house)

$15,500

Tuition Reimbursement

$76,000

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE REPORT YEAR
INCREASE EMPLOYEE RETENTION EFFORTS
Objective: To increase employee retention efforts through strategic HR
programs and employee engagement programs.
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EXPAND EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS WITH AREA COLLEGES
Objective: To expand educational partnerships and professional development
opportunities as a benefit to employees.
EXPAND EMPLOYEE SAFETY PREVENTION EFFORTS
Objective: To expand employee safety prevention efforts by working with Public
Safety departments to conduct active shooter simulation trainings.
EXPAND ONBOARD OPPORTUNITIES CITY-WIDE
Objective: To streamline internal training and increase employee satisfaction
within the first two months, which is a leading indicator of employee satisfaction.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARDS
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR THE REPORT YEAR

INCREASE EMPLOYEE RETENTION EFFORTS
Objective: To increase employee retention efforts through strategic HR programs and
employee engagement programs.
Three years ago, HR developed a strategic plan that identified the key goals of
increasing strategic talent acquisition and employee retention. A series of long-term
and short-term objectives and initiatives were identified that would support goal
attainment. For the past two years, in preparation for the budgeting process, the
Human Resources team has met to review its progress against the goals of the past
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fiscal year and to determine the priorities, capacity, and funding for the upcoming fiscal
year. We consider the prongs that drive retention and job satisfaction to be the five
pillars of well-being: financial, physical, career/professional, social/emotional, and
community.
Programs that support these goals touch all of the prongs and include:
•

Revamping of the recruiting process to include personal contacts with
university professors in key teaching areas, attendance at college advisory
boards, new and expanded use of technology, targeted job fairs for
selected specialty positions, revising our electronic applicant process for
enhanced applicant tracking, among other initiatives.

•

Redesign of the interviewing process and evaluation tool, and training for
all interviewers in order to identify candidates who have the appropriate
skills and interest in public service work.

•

A focus on capturing the needs and desires of our current and potential
employees through interviews, research, and feedback systems.

•

A systematic expansion of internal and external professional development
opportunities to encourage retention through career growth and
satisfaction. This includes partnerships with educational institutions as
well as increased tuition reimbursement to encourage continuous learning.

•

Creation of an annual employee appreciation event for all full-time and
part-time employees. Working with internal teams, past events have
been dinners and have included guests. The 2020 event was planned as a
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picnic during the workweek so all employees would be able to attend. The
pandemic and resulting closures and social gathering rules have caused
this event to be postponed until such a time as it is safe to bring
employees together.
•

Broadened the employee service recognition event to recognize the
service of our long-tenured part-time employees as well as full-time
employees. Part of the program includes more visible recognition of
different service levels by different pins and color-coded lanyards. Again,
the pandemic has impacted the service recognition event. The scheduled
breakfast event with public recognition and service awards was changed
to written and electronic internal recognition and mail delivery of awards.

•

Creation of a host of employee-centric activities, including summer walks,
pot-lucks, lunch & learns and food trucks to encourage mingling, etc.
Hosted a chili cook-off and cookie baking contest to encourage
interdepartmental competition.

•

Preventative efforts for employee safety and safety awareness training.

EXPAND EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS WITH AREA COLLEGES
Objective: To expand educational partnerships and professional development
opportunities as a benefit to employees.
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The Human Resources Department has continued to develop educational partnerships
with colleges and universities in the region. With lower college enrollment rates, higher
education institutions have been more receptive to partnerships that were never
considered in years prior. The City of Dearborn is the first organization to develop a
tuition discount partnership with Wayne State University, which provides the first class
for part-time employees to be tuition free for newly enrolled students. This pilot
partnership also provides reduced credit hour rates for full-time students by way of
waiving student service fees, and provides application fee waivers for both full-time and
part-time employees. This agreement is the first of its kind for Wayne State University,
and the Human Resources Department prides itself on securing this opportunity for City
employees.
Human Resources has also secured an educational tuition discount partnership with
Eastern Michigan University, which provides a 25% tuition discount for undergraduate
courses and a 33% discount for graduate courses for all City of Dearborn employees.
Eastern Michigan has also created a designated page on their University website
specifically for City of Dearborn employees, which provides all tuition discount
resources and contact information tailored for City employees.
The City currently has partnership agreements with five institutions. Besides the two
mentioned above, agreements are in place with Davenport, Central Michigan University,
and the University of Michigan-Dearborn. The Human Resources Department continues
to search for tuition discount partnerships with college and universities, in hopes to
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expand the developmental opportunities for our employees, that they will be hard
pressed to find at other organizations.

EXPAND EMPLOYEE SAFETY PREVENTION EFFORTS
Objective: To expand employee safety prevention efforts by working with Public Safety
departments to conduct active shooter simulation trainings.
As early as February 2019, the Safety Committee began having discussions about
running an Active Shooter Simulation within the DAC to prepare employees in case that
type of emergency situation ever developed here. In coordination with the Police and
Fire departments, planning meetings were held throughout the spring and summer. A
table top meeting was held with all department heads in September of 2019 to discuss
the plans and to instruct department heads on how to prepare their employees for this
type of event. A simulation was scheduled for and held on November 20, 2019. The
building was closed to the public and the employees were brought in for a debrief
session at the end to address any concerns. A survey was also sent out to all
employees so further opportunities for improved safety measures could be identified. A
final report was written and submitted to Cynthia Pepper in February 2020. The Safety
Committee developed recommendations to implement further safety procedures and to
fix potential safety loopholes. It also plans to hold similar simulations in all City
buildings within the coming years. The COVID-19 pandemic has halted those efforts
temporarily, but the Committee plans to resume its plans at the appropriate time.
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EXPAND ONBOARD OPPORTUNITIES CITY-WIDE
Objective: To streamline internal training and increase employee satisfaction within the
first two months, a leading indicator of employee satisfaction.
The Department of Human Resources launched the Onboard portal in 2019. Onboard is
a web-based, paperless system which allows new hires to complete all new hire
paperwork electronically. New hires no longer have to “come to HR” to fill out their
paperwork or to pick up an authorization slip for their physical/drug screen. This system,
now being used for ALL new hires (part-time, seasonal and full-time), has improved
customer service, and is more convenient for new hires. Additionally, Onboard allows
new hires to complete the entire process remotely. We were able to continue hiring
essential employees, during the stay at home order, with no employee contact.
Human Resources has recently expanded the use of the Onboard system as a way to
provide communication and training in other ways as well. We have loaded the COVID19 Return to Work Playbook into the system that allows the City to train new hires on
the current protocol, in an automated method, without having to place the responsibility
on the individual departments to conduct the training.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
Response to COVID 19 and Pandemic
The pandemic changed everything. HR, along with the Mayor’s Office, Finance, and
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Legal served as the core team to guide the City’s response to the pandemic as it
impacted employees, their pay, and their safety. With a keen eye on service
obligations, and keeping the employees’ physical, emotional, and financial safety as
guiding principles, HR worked to understand the evolving federal, state, and county
laws and guidelines, their interactions, and put forward pay and work-scheduling
programs that built bridges for employees through the uncertain times.
The operational needs of the departments in response to the Governor’s closure led to
the layoff of 340 part-time staff. Essential workers were identified according to the
Governor’s guidelines. Those employees who were able to work remotely did so;
employees whose work required their presence at a City facility reported to work. All
sanitization and safe practices were followed. At this point in time, the gradual
reopening of service sectors is driving the recall of employees necessary to meet the
departments’ needs.
The City was also able to take advantage of the Work Share program through the State
of Michigan that provides a cost-share program between the City and Michigan
Unemployment Insurance Agency. Full-time employees who work in departments and
positions that were impacted by the pandemic-related closures were enrolled for one or
two furlough days per week, depending on operational needs. Through this program,
which was approved by the appropriate Unions, the Civil Service Commission, and the
State of Michigan for these identified employees beginning June 7, 2020, the City is
expected to save approximately $350,000 over the next eight weeks with no detrimental
impact to the employees nor the City services
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As the City prepared to re-open to customers, a Return to Work Playbook was prepared
by the Mayor’s Office with departmental input. This Playbook is written to provide
important COVID-19 information to broad audiences. In addition, HR developed and
disseminated a Return to Work Training program. All current employees have been
required to take this training; new or returning employees will be required to take the
training prior to or on their first day of work.

Succession Planning and Leader Development
HR works with individual department leaders to plan for retirements for a projected fiveyear timespan. In addition to internal and external hires and training classes, mentoring
and executive coaching opportunities have been implemented where warranted.
The openings left by retirees created challenges as talented, knowledgeable employees
left. They also created promotional opportunities for employees and new non-City
employees to join us and bring new ideas. Of particular organizational significance was
the retirement of three department heads after long tenures with the City. The
recruitment for these positions yielded an impressive field of candidates from which
three outstanding individuals were selected to lead the Finance Department, the
Economic and Community Development Department and the Assessor’s Office.
HR worked closely with all departments to plan for these openings, from providing
certification trainings for broad groups of employees so they would be qualified to apply
for higher-level jobs, to internal and external recruitment strategies to find the best talent
possible at all levels.
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In addition to the changes in our employee base, HR has been active in the recruitment
of talented volunteers to serve on two of the many Commissions of the City: the Civil
Service Commission which governs the employment-related processes for civil service
employees and the Local Officials Compensation Commission which is responsible for
establishing compensation and benefits levels for the Mayor, City Council members,
and City Clerk. Members of both Commissions serve on staggered terms and vacancies
are filled through either appointment by the Mayor, by the City Council, and, in some
limited instances as in the case of the Civil Service Commission, by appointment of the
other Commissioners.

Technological Improvements
The Human Resources Department uses NEOGOV, an applicant tracking software
program, that supports the City’s goal of attracting qualified applicants while
allowing job seekers to create a personal profile, submit job interest cards, receive
notifications of job postings and apply for current vacancies. With this technology,
Human Resources Analysts and department managers have easy access to online
records thereby reducing the time taken to recruit new employees. Overall, this system
provides the City with a truly automated and user-friendly system that tracks a position
from the requisition stage, to posting, to scoring, to job offer and finally to the new hire.
We continue to build on the power of this system through specialized screening
questions, self-scheduling tools, and revised automated messaging as each applicant
moves through the application process.
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In FY20, the Human Resources Department processed and reviewed 3,730
applications through NEOGOV, which represents a 25% decrease from FY19. Of the
3,730 applications, 13 were paper applications that the staff entered into NEOGOV. At
this time, 99.7% of all applications and related processing is handled using the new
NEOGOV system. As part of our effort to create a diverse and qualified applicant pool,
Human Resources continues to assess and expand the list of recipient organizations
that receive automated postings of all City jobs. We augment that automated list with
carefully selected organizations for strategic recruitment purposes.
HR continues to explore technological tools to help streamline our work, provide better
and faster service, and to produce the reporting that informs current and future actions.
With the NEOGOV online application process in place, all job openings and applications
are available with all necessary forms for electronic submission. Department staff is
readily available to assist with walk-in requests to complete an application online.
We have recently purchased two additional modules of NEOGOV. Onboard was
activated in June 2019. New hires no longer need to come to HR to fill out preemployment paperwork and obtain an authorization slip for pre-employment physicals.
All new hire paperwork is now processed electronically. This allows for greater
convenience and flexibility for the new hires, and also provides a full paperwork tracking
system for Human Resources. Onboard also provides individual portals through which
new hires not only complete and submit all necessary paperwork prior to hire, but learn
about our policies, review on-boarding videos, and review job specifications and
responsibilities.
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The other software module, Perform, supports our performance management system.
Through this module, we were able to create a custom performance management tool,
build hierarchies for distribution, ratings, and approvals, and automatically manage the
movement through the system of all employee activities.
CityWeb is the primary portal for internal dissemination of information. This includes:
•

Departmental forms which continue to be updated and published for ease
of use and access by all departments

•

All labor contracts and salary plans

•

Civil Service Commission meeting agendas and minutes

•

A Customer Service web page; in conjunction with Team Dearborn, it
includes a virtual orientation tour, customer service tips, and videos on
providing good customer service

•

Training materials, including safety, supervisory and employee training
topics (i.e. active shooter, harassment, ethics) for use during departmental
employee meetings

•

Policies and procedures

•

Communications pertaining to programs and initiatives

Department File Maintenance
The City’s OnBase Software continues to be used as part of our efficiency and retention
strategy to store information which can be easily accessed to retrieve any file that has
been indexed. We regularly scan and index all pertinent records that are required by
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state or federal regulations to be maintained. The HR Department maintains all
personnel files in compliance with legal requirements.

Intern, Co-op & Apprentice Programs
The Human Resources Department continues to use internship programs and
educational institution relationships to help meet the work load needs of departments,
while also developing a pipeline of graduating students for entry level positions. In the
past year, we have sought the help of University of Michigan Dearborn’s Intern
coordinator to recruit for entry level part-time positions, specifically, the part-time
surveyor position in the Engineering Division. While our most recent hire did not come
from University of Michigan, they did come from another school where we often post job
opportunities. The recruitment has demonstrated the value of recruiting students for not
only temporary internship opportunities, but for permanent entry level placements for
technical, and thereby difficult to fill vacancies.
The COVID pandemic has led universities to look at internships differently, and as a
result, one internship program discussed with the University of Michigan during the stayat-home order was slated to be completely remote. The conversation with the University
of Michigan has opened up the possibility of remote placement for future opportunities.
Human Resources will continue to explore how internships can help meet the needs of
the City through temporary and permanent placements.
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Educational Opportunities
Tuition reimbursement, funded and managed by the HR Department, is available for any
full-time employee in a covered bargaining unit who desires to continue his/her education
in a work-related field. Tuition reimbursement requests are submitted to the department’s
Appointing Authority for approval and then submitted to the Human Resources
Department for processing. It is the responsibility of the Human Resources Department to
process tuition reimbursement requests from department approval levels to payment
processing, which involves verifying approvals, courses taken and grades submitted.
Department records indicate that during FY2020, 27 employees from seven departments
received reimbursement for a total of 80 college courses being attended by City of
Dearborn employees. The amount of all reimbursements paid this fiscal year to
employees totaled $56,335.25. Of the 27 employees to receive reimbursement benefits,
five employees from the Fire Department received $3,802.85, 18 Police Officers
(including four interns) received $44,317.70 and four general employees from
departments other than Public Safety accounted for $8,214.70. Please refer to the graph
below for trend information. As outlined in the Tuition Reimbursement Program
guidelines, employees who terminate their employment are required to repay the City any
tuition reimbursement received during their prior two years of employment.
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Human Resources continues to develop tuition discount partnerships with local colleges
and universities that serves not only as a retention tool, but as a cost saving measure that
complements our tuition reimbursement program. Since 2018, the City has succeeded in
negotiating partnerships with UM Dearborn, Davenport University, Central Michigan
University, Wayne State University, and Eastern Michigan University for reduced tuition
rates for our full-time and part-time employees. We will continue to further develop
relationships with colleges so that we can provide financial and professional aid to our
employees.

Grievances
The Human Resources Department receives and responds to all grievances placed by
employees. Hearings are conducted with the employee, the department head, the
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Legal Department and the Union representative(s) involved with the grievance process
in an effort to resolve the grievance. Arbitration hearings are conducted in the event a
resolution cannot be reached.
Our interest is in providing support such that grievances are eliminated or minimized.
This fiscal year, 11 grievances were filed by employees, up from 10 grievances during
the prior year. Of these 11 grievances, seven were received from Firefighters and four
were received from the Police Department. Ten grievances were denied, and one was
granted.

36%

Fire
64%

Police

Team Dearborn
The objective of Team Dearborn is to develop, promote and offer programs that will
benefit employees and provide a positive work environment. Since its creation in FY16,
this employee-driven support committee continues to grow and develop, promote and
offer programs that will benefit employees and provide a positive work environment.
Team Dearborn seeks to enhance employee support structures, promote healthy
behaviors, and ensure safety in the workplace. The committee is made up of 15-20
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members from a large cross section of city departments who meet monthly. The
committee is currently chaired by a member of the Engineering Division and co-chaired
by a member of Human Resources. Projects undertaken by Team Dearborn are often
identified by the Administration, committee members, and/or employee suggestions.
The committee’s FY20 accomplishments include:
•

Employee Appreciation Event (February)

•

Cooking Well Series (March)

•

Summer and Fall Walking program (June through October)

•

Service Award Recognition program (June)

•

Weekly food truck visits (June through October)

•

Employee Health Fair (October)

•

Holiday Potluck (December)

•

Holiday Cookie Exchange (December)

•

Chili Cook-Off (January)

•

HAP Quarterly Challenges (Quarterly)

•

Lunch & Learns (Quarterly)

New Hire Orientation
A New Employee Orientation Program has been implemented that incorporates the
efficiencies that are a part of our new onboarding process as well as retaining some of
the past socializing opportunities. New employees are brought together within their first
four months of employment and have an opportunity to learn about the basics of
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government operations, the components that make Dearborn special, participate in
required trainings, and form relationships and networks with employees across the City.
New Employee Orientations are held three times a year. In 2019, Orientations were
held in February, June, and October. Human Resources also developed and held the
first follow-up orientation in October. In this follow-up program, employees are brought
back four months after their initial orientation, along with the other members of the same
cohort, for a check-in and focused discussion pertaining to their time with the City. HR
held Orientation in February 2020 but could not hold the subsequent program
scheduled for June due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Service Awards
In appreciation for their dedicated years of service to the City, employees who have
reached a milestone anniversary in their career would typically be honored at a service
awards reception. The first milestone is marked at five years and recognition continues
at five-year intervals. For FY 2020, however, the service award program was drastically
modified to account for the restrictions placed on large gatherings due to COVID-19. A
reception was not held and the 159 employees celebrating milestones received
personalized appreciation letters and gift cards in the mail. For FY20, eight employees
celebrated 30 years of service and 17 celebrated 25 years of service.
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Emergency Action Plan
In FY17, Human Resources and Team Dearborn partnered with the City Emergency
Coordinator and the Dearborn Police Department to create and run evacuation and
shelter drills, and to provide defense classes in the event of an active shooter incident.
This work continued in FY20 as we expanded to develop emergency protocols and
communication standards. HR collaborated with the Police Department to station Police
Interns in the Dearborn Administrative Center as a safety measure and to provide
citizen assistance, if necessary.

Staffing Trends
A major focus area of Human Resources is to support all of the departments’ staffing
and organizational development needs. While the first half of the fiscal year continued
to have significant recruitment activity, all hiring stopped during the building closure due
to the Governor’s Executive Order. The second half of the year has seen very minimal
hiring. Efforts instead have been focused on the recall of laid-off employees and
addressing COVID-19 related absences.

The federal CARES (Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security) Act requires
covered employers to provide paid time off for employees impacted by the coronavirus
under certain qualifying conditions. Those reasons are:
1. The employee is subject to a legal quarantine or isolation order;
2. The employee has been advised by a health-care provider to self-quarantine;
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3. The employee is symptomatic and seeking a diagnosis;
4. The employee is caring for a person who is subject to a legal quarantine or
isolation order or who has been advised by a health-care provider to selfquarantine (as described in Reasons 1 and 2);
5. The employee is caring for a son or daughter whose school, day care is closed
or child-care provider is unavailable due to COVID-19 precautions; or
6. The employee is experiencing any other substantially similar condition specified
by the Secretary of HHS (Health and Human Services).
HR has been responsible for consistent communications regarding the evolving
regulations to employees through print and electronic means. To ensure accurate
evaluation and compensation for employees experiencing any of these qualifying
reasons, HR developed appropriate processes and documentation to advise, pay, and
track.
Finally, HR has assumed responsibility for the daily health screening data for
employees and the health screening information for all visitors to the City facilities. This
data and proper procedures will be used in the event contact tracing is necessary due to
an employee or a visitor testing positive for COVID-19 in the future.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES

*Through 6/29/20.
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2020-2021
•

Successfully anticipate and prepare for current and future talent needs through
proactive recruitment strategies

•

Increase employee retention through strategic HR programs and employee
engagement programs

•

Expand employee safety programs

•

Develop a program for optimal utilization and ongoing maintenance for all internal
software programs, policies, governing documents and systems
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Department of Law identifies its clients as the City of Dearborn (a Michigan
municipal corporation) and all those employed as public servants by the City of
Dearborn. Our primary responsibilities are to effectively and expeditiously advise,
counsel and represent our clients. Our objectives are to defend our clients’ interests, to
continually monitor the changes in the law affecting our clients, to seek changes/
improvements in those areas of the law affecting our clients, to administer justice, and
to maintain a standard of excellence in providing legal services to our clients.
The Department of Law strives to actively participate in upholding the City of Dearborn's
laudable traditions while vigorously maintaining the high ethical standards and integrity
of the legal profession.

Guiding Principles
•

Reconcile divergent interests of our clients by acting as advisor and advocate,
consistent with the professional requirements of honesty and fairness.

•

Advise our clients as to their rights, obligations, and the practical implications of
their decisions.

•

Develop and advance relationships with other public agencies to better serve our
clients.

•

Act in a manner consistent with the Michigan Rules of Professional Conduct.

•

Function in a prompt, competent, diligent, and responsive manner.

•

Continually strive to enhance the quality of service to our clients.
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•

Encourage flexibility, adaptability, and innovation in order to deliver excellent
legal service at the lowest possible cost.

•

Educate and advise our clients to prevent problems before they emerge.

•

Solemnly uphold and represent the integrity of public service.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
The Department of Law provides legal services for the Mayor, City Council, the City’s
boards and commissions, and all those employed as public servants by the City of
Dearborn. The attorneys in this office also serve as prosecutors, proudly representing
“the People of the City of Dearborn” in all misdemeanor offenses and traffic violations
committed in the City of Dearborn. Our primary responsibilities are to effectively and
expeditiously advise, counsel, and represent our clients. The attorneys continually
monitor changes in the law that affect our clients, seek changes/improvements in those
areas of the law, administer justice, and maintain a standard of excellence in providing
legal services at the lowest possible cost.
A unique aspect of our legal services is the focus on prevention of litigation. This is
driven by the strong desire of the Mayor and City Council to act in the best interests of
the City, but also in accordance with the law. The City has always been, and continues
to be, a target for lawsuits. Its tax revenues are viewed as the proverbial corporate
"deep pocket." However, the Mayor and City Council are firmly committed to
safeguarding tax revenues from spurious litigants.
Following this narrative are detailed reports prepared by the attorneys concerning their
respective areas of specialization.
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A tremendous volume of work was completed in Fiscal Year 2019-20 in spite of the
COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, which struck Michigan in March 2020, paralyzed
“doing business” temporarily, and forced the use of remote technology to avoid inperson interactions. The department adapted well to the many internal operational
changes and temporary court closures prompted by the pandemic. The department
operates much like a small law firm that services all the needs of one major corporate
client--the City of Dearborn.
In Fiscal Year 2019-20, there were seven full-time attorneys, one full-time legal
coordinator, two full-time and one part-time clerical employees, two part-time law clerks,
and one part-time attorney in the department. There was an unusual amount of staff
turnover in Fiscal Year 2019-20, which created challenges for the attorneys, clerical
staff, and the Planning Division.
Effective May 17, 2012, the City Plan Department was merged with the Department of
Law. It is now the Planning Division of the Department of Law. Ordinance changes to
authorize that consolidation included Corporation Counsel replacing the Planning
Commission as the appointing authority for Planning Division employees. It also
authorized Corporation Counsel to retain an outside consultant when needed to act as
the City Planner, rather than fill that vacant full-time position. During the past fiscal
year, it was not necessary to retain an outside consultant to serve as the City Planner,
thus resulting in a substantial cost savings. The Department of Law also assumed
reception and clerical support functions for the Planning Division. There are two fulltime planners.
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All full-time attorneys are salaried employees. Unfortunately, the City’s fiscal challenges
caused the risk manager and one of the full-time clerical positions to be eliminated from
the Fiscal Year 2004-05 budget. One of the full-time attorneys assumed the risk
management responsibilities.
The attorneys are not paid overtime wages for working in excess of 40 hours per week,
although the workload and numerous evening meetings often require it. If attorneys in a
private law firm were utilized for these services, the City would spend approximately
$3,427,424 annually for fewer hours of legal services than consistently provided by
attorneys in-house 1. The amount spent for all in-house personnel and benefits for seven
experienced attorneys, clerical staff, a part-time attorney, and law clerks in the
Department of Law was $1,408,119 for Fiscal Year 2019-20. This comparison
underscores the cost-effectiveness of maintaining an in-house law department for the
City. Furthermore, the cost of operating this department is more than offset by the
revenue and savings generated. For example, there are two attorneys working as
prosecutors in the 19th District Court; total revenue generated by the department’s
efforts in the 19th District Court in Fiscal Year 2019-20 was $5,610,053.43; the City’s
share, after mandatory state and county sharing, was $3,994,335.04–a decrease of
17.8% from the previous fiscal year, likely due to the pandemic-related closure of the
19th District Court during the last quarter of this Fiscal Year. Aggressive efforts to
recover drunk driving-related costs resulted in the collection of over $25,408.
1

The average rate for attorneys with outside law firms currently utilized by the City for particular
matters is $214 per hour. That rate was used to compute an annual cost for seven attorneys
working 40 hours per week and one part-time attorney working 28 hours per week. The average rate
for our salaried attorneys – including the cost of their benefits – is $78.95/hour (33% of that amount
is average benefit costs). Note that beginning in FY 2017-18 hourly rates for outside counsel were
capped at $200 an hour for new engagements, but there are pending matters which pre-date this
change.
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Processing subpoenas and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests resulted in the
collection of $2,511.45.
It is impossible to quantify the added value to officials and employees of direct,
immediate access to attorneys with broad municipal law expertise. The Department of
Law provides legal advice to every administrative department and all boards and
commissions. Most important decisions affecting the City have at least some legal
component. Therefore, legal consultation is necessary to avoid litigation or, often, to
add constructive thoughts grounded in experience, training, and the law. Analytical
ability, which is the cornerstone of the successful practice of law, has provided
constructive input on most important matters involving the City. Thus, legal advice and
counsel for officials and employees of the City is a necessary cost of doing business.
The City only uses outside counsel in limited circumstances. Specialization within
certain areas of the law is necessary to effectively advise City officials and for our
attorneys to effectively compete with private attorneys making claims against the City.
Due to the City’s involvement in controversial or "cutting edge" legal issues, we are
often consulted by other municipal attorneys and requested to lecture at seminars.
Notably, in March 2016, Debra Walling, Corporation Counsel, was one of thirty
attorneys in Michigan named a “2016 Leader in the Law” by Michigan Lawyers Weekly.
In September 2012, she received the “Distinguished Municipal Attorney Award,” which
is bestowed by the Michigan Association of Municipal Attorneys to honor municipal
attorneys “who have reached the highest level of professional accomplishment in the
representation of cities and villages.” She was appointed by the Michigan Supreme
Court as one of their representatives on the State Bar of Michigan Board of
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Commissioners, which is the governing body for all licensed attorneys in the State of
Michigan. In September 2005, she was the first female to be elected President of the
Michigan Association of Municipal Attorneys. She served 12 years on the board of the
Michigan Municipal League’s Legal Defense Fund, which reviews and authorizes
requests for amicus curiae legal briefs to be filed on issues of statewide importance. In
March 2010, Governor Jennifer Granholm appointed her to serve a four-year term on
the State Community Corrections Board. Governor Rick Snyder appointed her to
another four-year term in 2014. She also served on the Judicial Candidate Evaluation
Committee of the Detroit Bar Association. Ms. Walling is also past chairperson of the
Public Corporation Law Section of the State Bar of Michigan and continues to serve on
the Government Law Section Board of Directors. She also serves as the Chairperson
of the Zoning Board of Appeals for Detroit Metropolitan Airport. All of these positions
are excellent opportunities to keep abreast of a broad range of legal issues on a
statewide basis.
The attorneys draw on their expertise to conduct training seminars for employees on
specific issues to minimize the City’s exposure to liability.
While the defense and prosecution of cases in court are essential and important
functions of this department, the attorneys also strive to serve the City and the public by
providing timely legal opinions and counseling to prevent lawsuits. This department
renders informal opinions on a daily, and frequently even hourly, basis. These opinions
are extremely important because, in effect, they predict the potential outcome in court if
the matter results in litigation. Legal opinions assist the Mayor, City Council, and City
departments in making informed decisions and formulating future administrative and
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legislative policies. Individually and collectively, personnel in the Department of Law
strive to combine the experience, energy, professionalism, and dedication necessary to
fulfill our duties for the betterment of the City of Dearborn.
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CITY OF DEARBORN
DEPARTMENT OF LAW

Corporation Counsel
Deputy Corporation
Counsel
Assistant
Corporation Counsel
5 FT 1 PT

Senior Planner
1 FT

Legal Coordinator
1 FT

Planner
1 FT

Administrative
Assistant-Legal
2 FT
Legal Specialist
1 PT
Law Clerk
2 PT
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DEBRA A. WALLING
Corporation Counsel
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)

ATTORNEY & COUNSELOR TO MAYOR, CITY COUNCIL & ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPARTMENTS
ADMINISTRATION OF LAW DEPARTMENT & PLANNING DIVISION STAFF
ZONING/LAND USE/SPECIAL TOPICS LITIGATION
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
BOARD OF ETHICS MEMBER
ELECTION COMMISSION MEMBER
LEGAL COUNSEL FOR ALL PROCUREMENT REVIEW PANELS
LEGAL COUNSEL FOR BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
a) Building Board of Appeals
b) Dix Avenue and Warren Avenue Corridor Authorities
c) Water System Advisory Council
TAX & NUISANCE ABATEMENT PENALTY WAIVER COMMITTEE MEMBER

JEREMY J. ROMER
Deputy Corporation Counsel & Chief Labor Negotiator
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
6)
7)

LABOR LAW
a) Pensions
b) Civil Service Commission & Human Resources Legal Counsel
c) Employment Litigation
d) Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) & Michigan Department
of Civil Rights (MDCR)
e) Unemployment Appeals
f) Departmental Requests
CHIEF LABOR NEGOTIATOR
a) Contract Negotiations, Mediations, Grievances & Arbitration
b) Contract Revisions
c) Unfair Labor Practices
LEGAL COUNSEL TO BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
a) Pension Boards (Chapter 22 and Chapter 23)
b) Civil Service Commission
c) Housing Commission
TAX COLLECTION AND APPEALS
a) Entire Tribunal Tax appeals (Commercial and Residential)
b) Entire Tribunal Tax exemption appeals
HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENTS
VETERANS COURT
DRUG/SOBRIETY TREATMENT COURT
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WILLIAM H. IRVING
Attorney III & FOIA Coordinator
1)
2)

3)
4)

5)
6)

CIVIL LIABILITY (trip & fall, automotive, general civil)
WORKER'S COMPENSATION
a) Administration, Coordination, and Litigation
b) Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Administration (MIOSHA) reporting
CONTRACT APPROVAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
a) Cable franchise administration
b) Issuance and administration of telecommunications permits
c) Wireless communications lease administration
COLLECTION FOR DAMAGE TO CITY PROPERTY/SUBROGATION
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT COORDINATOR

LICIA A.YANGOUYIAN
Attorney III/ Risk & Insurance Coordinator
1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

6)

LAND TRANSACTIONS
a) Purchases
b) Sales and leases
c) Development Projects
LEGAL COUNSEL TO BOARDS AND COMMITTEES/COMMISSIONS
a) Planning Commission
b) East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority
c) West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority
d) Economic Development Corporation/Brownfield Redevelopment Authority
c) Accident Review Board
d) Safety Committee
e) Neighborhood Stabilization Program and Land Acquisition for Resale
Committees
LITIGATION
RISK MANAGEMENT
a) Safety and Liability Issues
b) Fire Withholding
c) Training
INSURANCE
a) Procurement
b) Contract review for insurance specifications and requirements
c) Self-insurance applications
d) Employee vehicle use authorization review
EASEMENT AGREEMENTS AND ENCROACHMENT AGREEMENTS
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1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

BRADLEY J. MENDELSOHN
Attorney III
CIVIL LIABILITY (police, civil rights)
TRAINING
a) New Police Officer Training
b) Continuing Education (Police & Private Security Police)
c) Training of Field Inspectors
d) Training of Ordinance Officers
ORDINANCE DRAFTING
CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINTS (Police Department)
LIQUOR LICENSING and SMOKING LOUNGES
NUISANCE ABATEMENT HEARINGS
PROCUREMENT ADVISOR
MEDICAL AND RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA ISSUES
RECORD RETENTION
LEGAL COUNSEL TO BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
a) Zoning Board of Appeals
APPEALS FROM BOARD DECISIONS
PARKING VARIANCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

OLA N. FARAJ
Attorney II
1)

DISTRICT COURT
a) Criminal Complaints
b) Trials
c) Criminal Appeals
d) Driver License Appeal hearings
e) Claim & Delivery actions
f) Building code, fire code, and nuisance/environmental hearings
g) Administrative search warrants

JEREMY D. BROWN
Attorney II
1)

2)

DISTRICT COURT
a) Criminal Complaints
b) Trials
c) Criminal Appeals
d) Driver License Appeal hearings
e) Claim & Delivery actions
f) Building code, fire code, and nuisance/environmental hearings
g) Administrative search warrants
DEMOLITION APPEALS BOARD
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REBECCA A. SCHULTZ
Part-time Attorney
1) Claims
2) Bankruptcy
3) Demolition Hearing Officer Hearings

NANCY MAROSI
Legal Coordinator
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Office Manager and Assistant to Corporation Counsel
Budget, accounts payable, payroll, purchasing
Staff management
Technology implementation
Outside counsel budgetary management
Fire Withholding
Claims

CYNTHIA METZ
Admin. Assist.-Legal

DEBORAH IVERY
Admin. Assist.-Legal

1)
2)
3)
4)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Civil Litigation
Land Transactions
Demo Hearings
Claims

VACANT
Legal Specialist (Part-time)

District Court
Labor Law
Worker’s Comp
Litigation
MTT
Freedom of Information Act

SAMANTHA CAIN
Law Clerk (Part-time)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Subrogation
Draft Pleadings
Legal Research
Citizen Inquiries/complaints
File Pleadings
Clerical support

VACANT
Law Clerk (Part-Time)
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
Legal Advisor to the Mayor and City Council
•

The Department of Law prepares new ordinances and resolutions for the Mayor
and City Council and resolves the legal aspects of problems and issues dealt
with by these officials on a daily basis. During Fiscal Year 2019-20, 17
ordinances were adopted or amended and 518 resolutions were passed. The
Department of Law is responsible for the review and approval of City-related
contracts and agreements for both insurance and legal elements. During this
fiscal year, 302 contracts and agreements were reviewed and approved. This
department provided legal support for key projects and controversial issues this
year such as:

•

Assisted the elected and appointed officials, first responders, general City
employees, business owners, and residents with the myriad of legal and labor
issues brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic and the 140+ Executive Orders
issued by Governor Gretchen Whitmer in her attempt to flatten the curve and
control the number of Michiganders sickened by the coronavirus.

•

Assisted the Department of Public Works with numerous legal issues involving
the implementation of new Lead Copper Rules issued by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality, which became effective in June 2018.

•

Prevailed in litigation to quiet title on the former Brothers Tuxedo property,
located at 22190 Michigan Avenue, in the west Dearborn business district and
succeeded in obtaining a favorable opinion in the Michigan Court of Appeals
which upheld the victory. West Dearborn Partners has asked the Michigan
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Supreme Court to grant leave to appeal. Oral argument on the application for
leave to appeal was scheduled for April 1, 2020, but then it was postponed
indefinitely by the Michigan Supreme Court due to COVID-19.
•

Active participation in the attempted, but unsuccessful, negotiation and facilitation
concerning a new, 30-year water services agreement with the Great Lakes Water
Authority (GLWA).

•

Actively working on the development of policies and/or ordinances designed to
control fugitive dust in residential neighborhoods.

•

Prevailed in the putative class action, Shaw v. City of Dearborn, which sought
multimillions of dollars concerning Dearborn’s water and sewer rates. The
plaintiff appealed the Wayne County Circuit Court’s decision to the Michigan
Court of Appeals. Requested and received the support of amicus curiae by the
Michigan Municipal League, the Government Law Section of the State Bar of
Michigan, and the Michigan Townships Association. The City prevailed in the
Michigan Court of Appeals. The Plaintiff filed an application for leave to appeal in
the Michigan Supreme Court, which is pending.

•

Obtained grant funding for innovative projects, such as a multi-modal plan and
residential rain gardens.

•

Obtained dismissals without payment by the City in 17 civil lawsuits.

•

Active participation in the City’s aggressive program to acquire and demolish
substandard homes in order to maintain high residential property values.

•

Approval of all contracts, agreements, contract specifications, and requests for
proposals for professional services.
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•

Legal guidance on marijuana issues with particular emphasis on the recently
passed Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, which went into
effect in December 2018 and legalized recreational marijuana in the State of
Michigan. This guidance has included drafting an ordinance opting out of
recreational marijuana establishments in the City; amending the City’s criminal
marijuana ordinance to mirror the changes in state criminal law; participating in a
town hall meeting with the public to address issues related to the new law;
participating in multiple study sessions reviewing the potential impacts on the
City if it opts into recreational marijuana; and providing legal assistance and
guidance for medical marijuana caregiver grows in the City.

•

Development and implementation of email retention policy for City employees.

•

Attendance at every meeting of the following public bodies to offer legal advice
as needed:
1)

City Council

2)

Planning Commission

3)

Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA)

4)

Building Board of Appeals

5)

Demolition Hearings and Demolition Appeal Board

6)

Civil Service Commission

7)

All Pension Boards

8)

Accident Review Board

9)

East and West Dearborn Downtown Development Authorities

10)

Warren Avenue and Dix/Vernor Business District Improvement Authorities
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11)

Tax Penalty Waiver Committee (standing member)

12)

Economic Development Corporation

13)

Variance Advisory Board of the ZBA (standing member)

14)

Election Committee (standing member)

15)

Board of Ethics Committee (standing member)

16)

Security Systems Board

17)

Local Officials Compensation Commission

18)

Brownfield Redevelopment Authority

19)

Safety Engineers Board

20)

Telecommunications Commission

21)

Parking Advisory Commission

22)

Evaluation Team

23)

Rental Property Task Force

24)

19th District Court Committee

25)

Housing Commission

26)

Water System Advisory Council

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION
In accordance with the provisions of state law (MCL 600.8313), the Department of Law
enforces all violations of the Dearborn Code of Ordinances in the 19th District Court.
Such enforcement entails a vast array of duties, and includes the following:
1)

Review of warrants and authorization of criminal charges;
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2)

Review of criminal charges and other citations issued by the police
department;

3)

Response to discovery requests from defendants and defense counsel;

4)

Consultation with judges, the police department, and members of the
general public;

5)

Attendance at arraignments and sentencing;

6)

Pretrial practice, including “final” pretrials which require notification of
witnesses, gathering of evidence, and assembling of exhibits in
preparation for trial;

7)

Motion practice;

8)

Participation in hearings to determine the competency of defendants to
stand trial;

9)

Formal hearings for traffic citations, which entail presenting opening and
closing statements to the judge, presentation of evidence, and questioning
of witnesses;

10)

Trial practice – both bench and jury; and

11)

Appellate practice.

During Fiscal Year 1999-2000, the Department of Law also assumed responsibility for
prosecution of certain juvenile offenders.
The City attorney also prosecutes civil infractions (traffic) when the defendant requests
a formal hearing. Beginning in late June of Fiscal Year 2014-15, the procedure for
formal traffic hearings was modified to include a pre-formal hearing, which takes place
before a formal hearing is scheduled. Other miscellaneous duties include the
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preparation and approval of investigatory search warrants, the prosecution of forfeiture
cases where appropriate, representation of the Police Department at Secretary of State
(Driver License Appeal Division) hearings, response to various motions to set aside
default judgments in civil infraction cases, and actions for “Claim and Delivery.” These
responsibilities, described more fully below, require the presence of two full-time
attorneys every day.
During Fiscal Year 2019-2020, the Department of Law was responsible for processing a
total of 37,771 new cases – a decrease of 30% from the previous fiscal year. Of this
total, 6,758 were new criminal cases; 87 were new juvenile cases; 14,875 were new
traffic civil infractions; and 15,866 were new parking cases. Total court revenue was
$5,610,053.43. The City’s share, after mandatory state and county sharing, was
$3,994,335.04.

Criminal Misdemeanors
A misdemeanor is a criminal offense that carries a maximum penalty of $500 in fines
and/or 90 to 93 days in jail. A misdemeanor criminal case is initiated by either: 1) the
issuance of an appearance ticket to the defendant at or shortly after the time of the
offense; or 2) the issuance of a complaint and warrant by the Department of Law. The
vast majority of cases begin with the issuance of an appearance ticket.
Requests for complaints and warrants are received on a daily basis and usually involve
cases that have been investigated by the Detective Bureau or the Narcotics Division of
the Dearborn Police Department. A City attorney reviews the police reports, determines
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whether the case is appropriate for prosecution and, if so, authorizes the appropriate
charges.
During Fiscal Year 2019-2020, the Department of Law prosecuted a total of 6,758 new
criminal cases written under local code. The vast majority of the charges in these cases
were issued when the defendants were arrested or given a citation. However, some of
these cases were initiated after a warrant was approved by the Department of Law. In
these cases, the police send a warrant request to the Department of Law to review for
potential charges. During Fiscal Year 2019-2020, 94 complaints were received; 77 were
approved for prosecution, 11 were denied, and 6 are pending.
The total number of criminal cases is broken down into the following charging
categories:
Case Category

Prosecuted in FY 2019-20
under local code

Ordinance misdemeanors (i.e. larceny,
assault and battery, drug possession,
etc.)

1,955

Ordinance drunk driving offenses

185

Ordinance traffic misdemeanors (i.e.
reckless driving, hit and run, etc.)

4,803

The total number of criminal prosecutions decreased by more than 6,000 cases, due in
large part, to the COVID-19 pandemic, during Fiscal Year 2019-2020. These cases
involved charges for such crimes as assault and battery, larceny, resisting arrest,
trespass, and disorderly conduct.
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Arraignment is the defendant’s first appearance in court. The magistrate or judge
advises the defendant of the charges against him or her, advises the person of his or
her rights, and enters a plea. Those who plead guilty at arraignment are either
sentenced immediately, or scheduled for a return sentencing date. Although a City
attorney often reviews arraignment files in advance, a City attorney is always present for
arraignments to review and provide his or her position as to disposition and sentence in
case the defendant elects to plead guilty at arraignment. Those defendants who do not
plead guilty at arraignment are scheduled for subsequent pretrial hearings. These
pretrial hearings are very time-consuming and often result in 40 or more per day. At the
pretrial, the City attorney meets with the defendant or the defendant’s attorney.
Disposition and potential sentencing ramifications are discussed. The vast majority of
the cases are resolved with the defendant pleading guilty at the pretrial hearing. As with
those defendants who plead guilty at arraignment, some are sentenced immediately,
while others are required to return for a subsequent sentencing date. Drunk drivers, for
example, are required to be screened for alcohol abuse problems and, therefore, are
almost always required to return for a later sentencing date.
In many cases, the court work program is made a condition of a plea. Under the work
program, defendants clean-up public parks, roads, and other public properties in the
City. In Fiscal Year 2019-2020, a total of 695 defendants were ordered into the work
program, a decrease over the previous fiscal year, with a total of 118 days worked. If
defendants miss days from the program, and those days are not excused for medical or
other legitimate reasons, they are ordered to pay additional fines and costs to the court
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and additional work days are given. In extreme cases, the plea is revoked and the
original criminal charges are reinstated.
Those defendants who continue to stand by their plea of not guilty following the pretrial
hearing have their cases scheduled for trial. At this point, the prosecutor begins
preparing for trial. Witnesses must be identified and subpoenaed; necessary
documents (e.g., certified driving records, lab reports, etc.) must be requested. In cases
initiated by an appearance ticket, the prosecutor must prepare a complaint. During the
period between pretrial and trial, various motions are often filed and argued addressing
issues such as the admissibility of evidence, discovery, and constitutional questions.
Fiscal Year 2005-06 marked the beginning of an increase in the number and complexity
of motions filed, particularly in the area of drunk driving. Hearings on such motions can
often be lengthy, involve review of police videotapes, and several hours of live
testimony. Adding to the challenge is the fact that overall cutbacks at the state level
have impacted services such as the state forensic laboratory, which is responsible for
processing blood tests for drugs and alcohol. At the beginning of Fiscal Year 2013-14,
it was taking as long as 13 months to receive test results from the laboratory due to an
extensive backlog. Beginning in May 2014, the state laboratory began outsourcing
blood toxicology testing to NMS Laboratories in Pennsylvania. The result had been a
significant reduction in the turnaround time for tests submitted to the laboratory.
However, due to an increase in testing for drugged-driving cases, test results are once
again taking an extended period of time to come back from the state lab, with an
average of six to eight months for results. This has resulted in some cases being
dismissed because they were not resolved in the time period mandated by the state
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legislature, with the charges re-filed against the defendants when the results become
available.
Some cases are set for a bench trial, where the judge hears the evidence and decides
the guilt or innocence of the defendant. However, the defendant, the prosecutor, and
the judge have the right to insist on a jury trial.
During Fiscal Year 2019-2020, the Department of Law continued to request an
increased number of jury trials (as part of trial strategy). As a result of this effort, as in
Fiscal Year 2016-17, statistics show that defendants were more likely to plead guilty
when faced with a jury trial, rather than a bench trial. Therefore, in Fiscal Year 20192020, 66 misdemeanor cases were set for jury trial. In many of the cases, the
defendants changed their plea to guilty before jury selection. In total, 66 jury trials were
adjudicated during Fiscal Year 2019-20, the majority of which involved multiple counts.
Jury trials are one of the most challenging responsibilities of the attorneys assigned to
the district court. Notably, the length and complexity of jury trials have increased
significantly during the past few years, with many lasting multiple days. This is true for
many reasons, including an increased number of motions filed by defense counsel, and
the regular procurement and introduction of technical evidence (e.g., video and audio
tapes, computer presentations, and expert witnesses). While a judge, rather than a jury
decides a defendant’s guilt or innocence in a bench trial, the demands for thorough
preparation and trial practice are no less. In Fiscal Year 2019-2020, a total of 240 bench
trials were adjudicated.
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Criminal Appeals
After conviction, a City attorney is involved in any appeal taken from the conviction. The
City attorney is responsible for preparing briefs and presenting oral arguments in Wayne
County Circuit Court, the Michigan Court of Appeals and, occasionally, the Michigan
Supreme Court.
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the Department of Law was responsible for handling one
new criminal appeal in Wayne County Circuit Court. The appeal was resolved in favor of
the City.

Juvenile Prosecutions
Pursuant to an agreement with Wayne County Circuit Court, the City of Dearborn
adjudicates juvenile criminal misdemeanor offenses committed by Dearborn residents.
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, 87 juvenile cases were processed in the 19th District Court,
a decrease from the previous fiscal year. Two of the primary goals of the juvenile
system are to prevent the juvenile offender from going on to commit other crimes and to
prevent the offender from entering the adult criminal justice system. In every juvenile
case, there must be at least one parent or legal guardian present at all stages of the
proceedings. During juvenile prosecutions, efforts are made to work with parents to
address underlying issues that may contribute to the youth’s criminal behavior.
There are three primary adjudications for misdemeanor offenses in the juvenile system:
1) a warning and dismissal; 2) a guilty plea with a delayed sentence; or 3) a guilty plea
or conviction, which results in a juvenile criminal record being created for that offender.
A juvenile diversion program is also available to the juvenile offender through the 19th
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District Court. This means that the case is “diverted” from the formal criminal justice
system, allowing the offender to be punished and monitored through a structured, but
informal system. This is an opportunity for the youthful offender to avoid a criminal
record. The vast majority of juvenile offenders in the District Court have been placed in
the diversion program. Juveniles who successfully complete a probationary period will
get their cases dismissed.
Once a juvenile is placed in the diversion program, or is otherwise on probation to the
19th District Court, various conditions are placed upon the juvenile and his/her parents.
One often imposed condition is attendance at the Growth Works program, which is a
privately run program consisting of 16 or 26 weeks of workshops and counseling
sessions. Growth Works is designed to improve self-esteem in the juvenile and improve
communication between the juvenile and his/her parents. Other conditions include
anger management counseling, drug and alcohol treatment, juvenile boot camp,
juvenile work program, and community service. Under the juvenile work program,
offenders are tasked with cleaning up local parks, roads, and other public property in
the City.
Dearborn is one of only a handful of communities in Wayne County that currently handle
juvenile misdemeanor cases.

Civil Infractions
A civil infraction is a violation of the Dearborn Code of Ordinances that does not carry a
criminal penalty and is punishable by a fine only. Traffic and parking tickets are both
examples of civil infractions.
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When an attorney appears on behalf of a respondent in a civil infraction case, a City
attorney will appear on behalf of the City. As in criminal cases, the City attorney will
discuss disposition and penalty with the defense attorney. If a resolution is not reached,
the case proceeds to a hearing before a judge. A typical civil infraction hearing lasts 3045 minutes, but a few unusual cases have lasted an entire day.
The City attorney also has the responsibility of drafting responses to motions to set
aside default judgments. A motion to set aside default judgment is filed with the court
by a defendant who has not responded to a traffic ticket in a timely manner, and is
subsequently placed in default. Once the defendant is notified that he/she is in default
and will thus automatically be subject to fines and points on his/her driving record, the
defendant often files a motion with the court to have the default rescinded. It is
necessary for the City to formally respond to such motions, which exceed 100 per year.
In Fiscal Year 2019-20,14,875 traffic civil infractions and 15,866 parking tickets were
issued. Of these, a total of 158 formal hearings were scheduled, with 88 being found
responsible after a hearing before a judge and 70 resulting in a plea or being dismissed.
In late June of Fiscal Year 2014-15, the court procedure for traffic citations was modified
to create a separate court date before the formal hearing is heard. Since many of the
formal hearings are resolved without the need for an actual hearing, this “pre-formal
hearing” allows the prosecutor to meet with the defendant to discuss possible resolution
of the matter without a formal hearing. If the matter does not resolve at the pre-formal
hearing, the case is scheduled for a formal hearing before a judge. The goal of this
change was two-fold: (1) to avoid disrupting the lives of Dearborn citizens being called
to testify at traffic hearings, which often requires them to take time off from school
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and/or work; and (2) to save on the cost – both the monetary cost and public safety cost
– of calling officers into court, which pulls them away from their official duties as officers
and often requires them to come in on scheduled days off. A total of 1,348 pre-formal
hearings were held in Fiscal Year 2019-20, with 880 resolving without the need for a
formal hearing. As each case generally has two civilian witnesses and one police
officer, the new procedure has resulted in a total of 2,640 witnesses being saved the
time and inconvenience of coming to court.
In those cases where the citation is resolved without the need for a hearing, the
defendant is often required to attend traffic school as a condition of any reduction in
points on the ticket. This is done to make the defendant more aware of his or her
responsibilities as a driver, and to help insure the safety of the citizenry in the City. In
Fiscal Year 2019-20, a total of 293 sessions of traffic school were ordered, which are
conducted at the defendant’s expense.
The reason for the high number of contested civil infractions is primarily the fact that
insurance rates rise for motorists when they receive a ticket for a moving violation.
While these cases are only civil infractions, the Department of Law continues to treat
them with the same degree of seriousness and professionalism as in years past. The
zealous enforcement of civil infractions helps to keep the streets of Dearborn safe for
motorists and pedestrians.

19th District Court Committee
The Department of Law has long recognized the need to create a forum in which issues
affecting the operation of the 19th District Court can be effectively presented and
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addressed. In Fiscal Year 2007-08, led by the Department of Law, a committee was
created consisting of members of the Department of Law, the Police Department, and
the Office of the Mayor, along with the District Court Judges, Court Administrator, and
appointed defense counsel. These meetings increase the level of communication
between court stakeholders and improve court efficiency. One meeting was held in
Fiscal Year 2019-20.

Claim and Delivery
Dearborn police officers frequently seize weapons from individuals or households for
safekeeping, or as a result of the commission of a crime. Owners of these weapons
often petition the 19th District Court for return of these weapons. The petitions are
called “Claim and Delivery” actions, which are civil action that are the responsibility of
the Department of Law.
Following an investigation into the incident that resulted in the confiscation of the
weapon(s), the City attorney makes a determination as to whether the weapons should
be returned. If the weapon was used in the commission of a crime, Michigan law
mandates that the weapon not be returned. The City attorney will file a response to the
claim and delivery petition and appear in court to litigate the issue. During Fiscal Year
2019-20, the City attorney responded to 41 claim and delivery petitions, 20 less than the
previous fiscal year.
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OWI Cost Recovery
During Fiscal Year 1994-95, the Department of Law implemented the OWI (Operating
While Intoxicated) Cost Recovery Program. This program allows the City of Dearborn to
recover the costs incurred in responding to traffic accidents caused by drunk or
impaired drivers. These costs include the cost of providing public services, e.g., police,
fire, and rescue, at the accident scene. The payment of recovery costs is included as
part of the defendant’s sentence upon conviction. During Fiscal Year 2019-20, $25,408
was recovered.

Victims’ Rights
A program has been implemented to notify all victims of their rights pursuant to the
Crime Victim’s Rights Act, MCL 780.751 et seq. Victims are sent a questionnaire that,
when returned, is used by the prosecutor and the probation department to make
sentence recommendations to the court. Victims are also invited to appear in court to
make victim impact statements where appropriate. During Fiscal Year 2019-20,
restitution of $57,455 was collected by the City on behalf of crime victims.
The large volume of criminal misdemeanor cases and civil infraction hearings that are
processed through the 19th District Court requires two full-time attorneys. The
department’s law clerks provide invaluable assistance with legal research, case
preparation for District Court, and time-consuming appellate work. This office is
dedicated to the vigorous and professional prosecution of those who choose to violate
laws in Dearborn.
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FLEET & GENERAL LIABILITY
The City of Dearborn administers a $1,000,000 Self-Insurance Program offered through
the State of Michigan. This means the City operates like an insurance company. The
City is responsible for the first $1,000,000 of any claim or lawsuit. The City conducts
claim investigations; that is, the City conducts scene/site visits, obtains medical records,
interviews witnesses, and determines the theory of liability against the City. Once the
investigation is complete, the City adjusts, or processes the claim just like an insurance
company would.
In order to afford the City protection beyond the self-insured retention amount, the City
procures liability, and property and casualty insurance. Last year, the City maintained a
$1,000,000 self-insured retention (SIR) in an effort to preserve a lower property and
casualty insurance premium.
Nickel & Saph, Inc. was contracted as the insurance agent for the City’s property and
casualty insurance coverage for a three-year period, with two three-year renewal
options, beginning on July 1, 2019. As part of this insurance program, the City
purchased coverage that included general liability, property, boiler and machinery,
crime, public officials’ errors and omissions, auto physical damage, cyber liability, and
excess liability insurance. The primary and excess liability insurance provided coverage
of up to $15,000,000 per occurrence.
As part of the insurance program, Crawford and ASU Group provided investigative
services for some of the liability claims presented against the City during Fiscal Year
2019-20. These investigative services included obtaining statements from claimants
and witnesses, site investigation, taking pictures, and obtaining pertinent records.
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Motor Vehicle Accidents
ACCIDENT RATE
The overall accident rate for the 2019-20 fiscal year is comparable to past years.
SIX MONTH & ANNUAL
ACCIDENT RATES
2015-2020
Year

January-June

July-December

Annual Totals

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

39
33
36
34
31
34

27
29
29
42
34

66
62
65
76
65

COLLISION REPAIR COST
The cost to repair City-owned motor vehicles damaged in collisions during Fiscal Year
2019-20 was $172,834, an increase of approximately 35% from the 2018-19 fiscal year
total of $127,667.
In July 2019, when the fleet and general liability insurance contract was due for renewal,
the City elected to continue auto physical damage insurance for its fleet (except police
patrol vehicles). Travelers Insurance Casualty Company offered a premium of
$122,756, with a deductible of $50,000, for the 2019-20 policy year. The premium paid
for the 2018-19 policy year was $113,284. Approximately 120 vehicles are covered by
this policy (including several vehicles with a replacement cost of $200,000-$600,000).
The auto physical damage coverage pays actual cash value for the fleet.
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SIX MONTH & ANNUAL
COLLISION COST
2015 – 2020
Year

January-June

July-December

Annual Totals

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

$32,766
$21,399
$70,639
$30,570
$40,149
$78,766

$27,106
$39,197
$112,966
$87,518
$94,068

$59,872
$60,596
$183,605
$118,088
$134,217

LIABILITY COST
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, a total of five motor vehicle liability claims were paid by the
City. These are only the claims that do not result in litigation. Motor vehicle liability
costs arising out of City-owned motor vehicle accidents during Fiscal Year 2019-20
were $6,055, which represents an increase from the Fiscal Year 2018-19 total of
$1,890. (See Appendix A.)
SIX MONTH & ANNUAL
LIABILITY COSTS
2015-2020
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

January-June
$0
$0
$2,389
$5,172
$0
$2,816

July-December
$2,866
$1,822
$7,972
$1,890
$3,239

Annual Totals
$2,866
$1,822
$10,361
$7,062
$3,239

TOTAL VEHICLE ACCIDENT COST
The total non-litigated vehicle accident costs (collision costs plus liability costs) for the
2019-20 fiscal year was $178,889. This represents an increase from the previous year.
In Fiscal Year 2018-19, the total non-litigated accident costs were $129,557. (See
Appendix B.)
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SIX MONTH & ANNUAL
TOTAL VEHICLE ACCIDENT COSTS
2015-2020
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

January-June
$32,765
$21,399
$73,027
$35,742
$40,149
$81,582

July-December
$29,972
$41,019
$120,938
$89,408
$97,307

Annual Totals
$62,737
$62,418
$193,965
$125,150
$137,456

INJURIES FROM ACCIDENTS
Six injuries resulted from the 68 accidents that occurred during this reporting period.
SIX MONTH & ANNUAL
VEHICLE ACCIDENT INJURIES
2015-2020
Year

January-June

July-December

Annual Totals

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2
4
3
6
4
0

2
1
1
4
6

4
5
4
10
10

ACCIDENTS BY DEPARTMENT
As has been the case during each of the preceding reporting periods, the Police
Department reported the most vehicle accidents. During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the
Police Department was involved in 25 of the 68 accidents, or 37%. This is similar to the
Police Department’s proportionate share of accidents reported in 2018-19 (36%). The
Accident Review Board will continue to review all accidents and make
recommendations to promote safety and to minimize the number of incidents.
The following chart shows the total number of accidents by department since July 1,
2016.
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VEHICLE ACCIDENTS BY DEPARTMENTS
2016 – 2020
Department
Police
Fire
Property Maint. & Devel.
Sanitation/Neighborhood
Services
Engineering
Housing
Motor Transport
Water/Sewerage
Public Services
Finance
Recreation
Courts
DPW-Admin
DPI
Library
MIS
Facilities
Other
TOTALS

2016
17
16
1
0

2017
17
13
3
0

2018
22
8
3
1

2019
26
11
3
1

2020
25
20
0
1

4
5
0
6
7
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
60

0
0
13
3
10
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
65

2
1
2
5
13
0
3
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
63

6
0
1
5
9
0
8
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
73

2
0
3
5
11
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
68

ACCIDENT FAULT
Of the 68 accidents that occurred during this reporting period, 44 accidents, or 65%,
were determined to be the fault of the City driver. The following chart summarizes the
relative fault of City drivers since 2015.
ACCIDENT FAULT
2015-2020
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
TOTAL

Total Accidents
68
60
65
63
73
68
397
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City Driver at Fault
41
38
42
41
54
44
260

% at Fault
60%
63%
64%
65%
74%
65%
65%

Via one full-time attorney, the Department of Law continues to work with various
departments to minimize liability by understanding where and how accidents are
occurring. Additionally, the Department of Law continues to work with the Accident
Review Board to reduce vehicle and equipment accidents and to promote safety
education.

RECOVERY
During this reporting period, a total of $109,155 was recovered from persons who
negligently or intentionally damaged City property including: fire hydrants, traffic signs,
utility poles, trees, and vehicles (subject to the recovery limitations of the Michigan NoFault statute). The amount collected increased as compared to the amount collected in
Fiscal Year 2018-19, which was $47,030. In this Fiscal Year the significant increase in
recovery can be attributed to two significant claims. The City recovered over $20,000
on claim when a driver lost control of her vehicle, striking a light pole behind Henry Ford
Centennial Library. The City also recovered over $53,000 on a claim when a driver lost
control of his commercial truck, damaging two utility/traffic light poles. At the close of
Fiscal Year 2019-20, 20 recovery cases remained open with anticipated recovery of an
additional $27,851. The following chart shows the recovery results over the past five
years. (See Appendix C for Closed Claims and Appendix D for Open Claims.)
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RECOVERY CASES
2015-2020
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

No. of Cases
9
10
14
41
19
16

Amount Recovered
$16,004
$23,958
$22,445
$82,259
$47,030
$109,155

General Liability Claims
TOTAL CLAIMS
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, a total of 70 general liability claims that did not result in
lawsuits were presented against the City. The following chart compares the total
number of general liability claims during the past five years.
ANNUAL LIABILITY CLAIMS
2015-2020
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

No. of
Claims
9001 2
68
45
46
115
70

NON-LITIGATION CLAIMS
A total of 20 non-litigation claims were paid during this reporting period at a cost of
$25,905.34. (See Appendix E.) The claims paid in the previous fiscal year totaled
$9,429.00.

2

The sizeable number of claims presented against the City in 2015 was attributable to the residential
basement flooding that resulted from historic heavy rains in August, 2014.
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A total of 62 claims were closed with no payment made by the City. Thus, reserves in
the amount of $288,920.64 were saved and returned to the City’s general fund. (See
Appendix F.) A total of 10 non-litigation claims remain open with established reserves
of $26,736.44. (See Appendix G.)

GENERAL LIABILITY CLAIMS COST
The cost of resolving general liability litigation during this claim period was $2,180,800
and the cost of resolving non-litigation claims during this period was $25,905.34, for a
total of $2,190,229. (See “Civil Liability” for explanation of general liability litigation
settlements.) These calculations do not reflect claims that occurred and were reported
in previous fiscal years, but that require payments to continue during subsequent fiscal
periods.
The following chart shows the actual claims paid by fiscal year since 2014.

GENERAL LIABILITY CLAIMS PAID
2015-2020
Year

Non-Litigation

Litigation

Total

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

$40,957
$15,113
$9,283
$11,510
$9,429
$25,905

$620,500
$300,000
$119,500
$1,139,700
$2,180,800

$661,457
$315,113
$128,783
$1,151,210
$2,190,229

MISCELLANEOUS INJURY ACCIDENTS
In addition to the above-mentioned incidents that resulted in actual claims or litigation
during this reporting period, the Department of Law logged a total of 11 incidents that
involved individuals injured while on City property or while attending City-sponsored
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events. The number of reported injuries decreased as compared to the 27 reported
injuries from Fiscal Year 2018-19.
Incident
Type
Trip & Fall
Organized
Sports
Swimming
Pool
Miscellaneous
Injuries
TOTAL

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

10
4

13
9

4
6

9

1

0

12

4

1
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27

11

Fire Withholding Program
The City is an active participant in the Michigan Fire Withholding Program. This
program is set up to encourage insured homeowners and business owners to repair or
demolish their fire-damaged property in order to receive the full settlement from their
insurance company. The law allows a participating municipality to collect 25% from the
insurance company. This money is held in escrow for 120 days after a settlement is
reached between the insured and the insurance company. The law allows the
municipality to use the money in escrow to demolish the structure and pay for the
removal of debris after the 120 days - if the property owner has not taken appropriate
action. Because the City withholds a percentage of the settlement, it is in the best
interest of the insured to make repairs within the 120-day timeframe.
The City collected $95,341 in fire withholding funds during Fiscal Year 2019-20 and
returned $49,452. The returned amount reflects some monies collected during the
previous fiscal years that were returned in 2019-20.
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CIVIL LIABILITY
In-House Representation
There were 91 lawsuits pending and/or filed against the City of Dearborn during this
one-year period. Of the 91 cases, 17 were dismissed at no cost to the City -- this
represents approximately 18% of the civil cases. Two cases were settled at a total cost
of $42,500, which is $2,183,300 less in total settlements from the same time last year.
As of June 30, 2020, 34 cases remain open and active.

Strengths of the Litigation Team
Dismissals: As stated above, 17 lawsuits filed against the City of Dearborn and its
employees were dismissed in Fiscal Year 2019-20 at no cost to the City. The tenacity
of the civil litigation team, as seen through the ever-expanding scope of discovery (more
depositions, more independent medical examinations, more private investigations), and
an ever-increasing number of motions being filed, is paying off. Appendix H lists the
cases dismissed during Fiscal Year 2019-20.
When a lawsuit is filed against the City and/or its employees, the civil litigation team
evaluates the case based on specific criteria, such as: allegations made, injuries
claimed, defenses available, etc. The results of the evaluation are translated into a
“reserve,” a dollar amount to cover the City's potential liability exposure. The
Department of Finance then sets the money aside. Therefore, when a case is
dismissed, the reserve amount can be returned to the City's general fund. During Fiscal
Year 2019-20, the dismissal of 17 lawsuits resulted in the return of $277,500 to the
City's general fund, $182,650 more than last fiscal year.
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Settlements: As stated above, $42,500 was spent to settle two cases. The average
settlement during Fiscal Year 2019-20 was $21,250. This is a decrease from the
$2,225,800 that was spent to settle eight cases last fiscal year, which came to an
average settlement of $278,225.

Representation by Outside Counsel
While the policy of the current Administration is to keep litigation matters in-house, there
are times when the City's interests are best protected by retaining outside counsel.
Typically, this occurs when the City’s exposure in a particular case exceeds the selfinsured retention level and involves multiple issues and complexities.
Outside counsel was retained to represent the City in litigation involving a number of the
Combined Sewer Overflow projects (17 lawsuits were filed in Fiscal Year 2008-09--only
1 is still pending) and to assist with a lawsuit against the Dearborn Police Department
regarding an officer-involved shooting. As a result of the shooting a private citizen died.
Outside counsel was also retained to help with a potential class action lawsuit in which
Ms. Shaw, the plaintiff, claimed CSO infrastructure improvements to the City’s water
and sewer systems cannot constitute part of the “necessary” and/or “actual” costs of
providing water/sewer services; and, therefore, a component of the City’s water/sewer
rates devoted to funding a portion of the City’s CSO project costs represents a
refundable/enjoinable overcharge by the City. She was seeking in excess of $40 million
in damages for the class. The lawsuit was filed in 2012, and the City finally prevailed in
December 2017. In September 2019, the Michigan Court of Appeals upheld the lower
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court’s decision in favor of the City. Plaintiff has appealed the Michigan Court of
Appeals decision to the Michigan Supreme Court. The appeal is pending.
Outside counsel was also selected after a competitive process to represent the City and
several defendants (including the Mayor, Chief of Police, and Corporation Counsel) in a
lawsuit filed by a disgruntled developer. Since the lawsuit was filed, outside counsel has
succeeded in getting several defendants employed with the City dismissed. This case,
as well as the case involving the police shooting, is currently before the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals on motions to dismiss by the City.
Outside counsel was also assigned the Writ of Mandamus action filed by three
attorneys within the Law Department following the appointment of another attorney
within the Law Department to the position of Deputy Corporation Counsel. This lawsuit
was concluded on October 14, 2019, in favor of the City of Dearborn and Corporation
Counsel.
Types of Lawsuits Filed Against the City
The types of cases filed against the City of Dearborn are reflected in Appendix I.
Appendices H & I illustrate a consistent fact regarding litigation: the Police Department
remains the most popular litigation target. At the close of Fiscal Year 2019-20, 65% of
the pending lawsuits involved the Police Department. Three lawsuits against the Police
Department were dismissed during Fiscal Year 2019-20, at no cost to the City.
These statistics emphasize and support the belief of the Department of Law in the
importance (and effectiveness) of continuing in-service training -- for new police officers
as well as seasoned officers -- provided by the Department of Law.
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City as Plaintiff
Occasionally, the City is put in the preferred position of plaintiff, i.e., seeking payment
instead of making payment or seeking to enforce contractual obligations against another
party who breached terms contained in the agreement. In the majority of these cases,
the City is seeking reimbursement for property damage caused by a motor vehicle
accident. However, during Fiscal Year 2015-16, the City filed a lawsuit to quiet title on
the vacant property between the two City-owned parking decks in the west Dearborn
business district. In Fiscal Year 2016-17, the Wayne County Circuit Court ruled in the
City’s favor, agreeing that the City acquired the property free from any other interests
that were not of record at the time of the acquisition. During Fiscal Year 2017-18, the
defendant filed an appeal to the Michigan Court of Appeals. The appeal is pending.
During Fiscal Year 2017-18, the City intervened as a plaintiff in a lawsuit between
business partners who failed to develop 22190 Michigan Avenue, a property also
located in the west Dearborn business district. In 2015, the City sold the property for
development, subject to a right of repurchase if the construction of a 5,800 sq. ft.
building was not completed within 12 months of closing. When the developer failed to
begin construction at the site, the City sought to repurchase the property and retain the
escrowed funds which were held to ensure completion of the project. The City
prevailed in the lawsuit and was able repurchase the property at a reduced price. The
City was also able to retain 80% of the escrowed funds. The City intends to explore the
best alternatives to market this important property for development in Fiscal Year 202021 in order to attract the most appealing projects to the district.
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In-service Training
The most important part of representing the City of Dearborn in civil litigation is to keep
abreast of the ever-changing law -- civil, criminal, governmental immunity, etc. This
carries with it the responsibility of disseminating the information to the appropriate City
departments and employees (the goal being, of course, to avoid lawsuits). This
information is disseminated through in-service training. Currently, the Civil Litigation
Division provides the following training sessions:
1)

Annual classes -- update and review -- for all police officers;

2)

New police officer training;

3)

Park ranger training;

4)

Ordinance officer training;

5)

Field inspector training;

6)

Building inspector training;

7)

Department of Public Works training; and

8)

Freedom of Information Act training.

Due to the fact that the majority of high exposure cases involve the Police Department,
training has historically been focused in this area. However, it is an ongoing goal of the
Civil Litigation Division to develop, offer, and present to all City departments a more
varied schedule of training sessions.

FOIA
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, 165 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests were
processed in the Department of Law. This year’s requests do not include requests for
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records maintained by the Police Department, the Property Maintenance &
Development Services Department, the Economic and Community Development
Department, or the Fire Department. These departments process their own FOIA
requests after review by the Department of Law. The number also excludes subpoenas
for records, which are processed in a manner similar to FOIA requests.
Once a request is approved, the requesting party is notified of the cost of providing the
records. Payment must be received before the records will be released. During Fiscal
Year 2019-20, FOIA payments generated revenue in the amount of $2,571.45.
City Council appointed an Assistant Corporation Counsel as FOIA Coordinator. While
he serves as the city-wide FOIA Coordinator, individual departments are handling their
respective FOIAs, which have improved work flow and efficiency.

Legal Opinions
In addition to in-service training, City departments are kept informed of changing laws
through legal opinions and memoranda of law. Also, if any incident arises creating
"legal confusion," an advisory opinion is usually requested of, and provided by, the
Department of Law. For the aforementioned reasons, considerable effort is made to
maintain open lines of communication between City departments.

LAND MANAGEMENT
The area of land management encompasses a wide range of tasks. Over a period of
years, its focus has shifted due to changing times and circumstances. More attention is
now given to the condition of individual homes through an on-going review of
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substandard, foreclosed, abandoned, and neglected homes. The City continues to
monitor substandard homes identified through Operation Eyesore. But, due to the
success of this program, there are fewer of these homes available to purchase.
The Department of Law gives advice regarding real estate, building codes, and
environmental issues to the Mayor, City Council, and various departments within the
City.
A City attorney attends each meeting and provides legal counsel to the Zoning Board of
Appeals, Building Board of Appeals, Demolition Appeal Board, Demolition Hearing
Officer, Planning Commission, Economic Development Corporation, Brownfield
Redevelopment Authority, East Dearborn Downtown Development Authority, West
Dearborn Downtown Development Authority, the Dix/Vernor Corridor Business District
Improvement Authority, and Warren Business District Improvement Authority. The
development of real estate and continually updating local building codes are important
factors for creating a stronger, larger tax base and maintaining high standards for City
neighborhoods.

Land Sales
Sale of City land is governed by the Code of Ordinances. For buildable lots, sealed
bidding follows an advertisement of the properties in the local newspaper, on the City’s
website, and on CDTV. The highest qualified bidder receives a Purchase Agreement
prepared by this department. Once the Purchase Agreement has been properly
executed, the sale is brought before the City Council for approval. If approved, closing
must take place within 90 days of Council approval. All deeds contain a restriction that
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requires the purchaser to start construction of a single-family home within 12 months.
Failure to comply with the restriction gives the City the right to repurchase the property
for the original sale price, less 10%. For non-buildable lots, the purchaser of additional
side yard from the City is required to construct a driveway within five years if the
property is non-owner occupied, and prior to sale if the property is owner-occupied.
This department prepares and files all necessary closing documents, such as the deed
and closing statement. In addition, each sale of a buildable lot requires title insurance
that this office obtains and reviews for accuracy.
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, City Council adopted amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance in an effort to make newly constructed houses more compatible with other
houses in the neighborhoods. In Fiscal Year 2019-20, 8 properties were sold from the
advertised lot lists from 2017-2019, yielding $210,256 in revenue. Other sales are
pending and will be consummated and added to the tax roll in the next fiscal year.
In addition to the interest in the construction of new houses, the City has been
promoting the expansion of existing lots by offering smaller, City-owned lots (lots less
than 40 feet wide in size) to adjoining homeowners. Many residents have welcomed the
concept and have participated in the City’s offer to sell additional land to be used as
side yard. In Fiscal Year 2019-20, 8 lots were sold to adjoining owners to expand their
lot sizes, generating $34,200 in proceeds for the City. In the previous fiscal year, 16
lots were sold. The Department of Law has received many requests to enlarge existing
lots. It is anticipated that more lots will be sold for this purpose in Fiscal Year 2020-21.
Larger lot sizes will positively affect the value of homes and will be aesthetically
pleasing to the neighborhood.
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Land Purchases
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the City purchased one tax-reverted property from the
Wayne County Treasurer. After the house was purchased, it was discovered that a
disabled veteran was the previous owner/occupant of the house and had missed paying
2016 taxes, resulting in foreclosure of his house. This department worked with United
Community Housing Coalition, a non-profit organization that provides housing
assistance to those in needs, to help the former owner retain title to the house and to
pay all back taxes owed.
Operation Eyesore is a program designed to remove temporary homes, substandard
homes, and non-conforming structures. The program historically was administered by
the City Planner, with legal assistance from this department. Now, this department
works on these acquisitions with the Property Maintenance & Development Services
Department. A temporary home is a home typically built around World War II, located at
the rear of a lot, and is sometimes referred to as a garage home. Homes are
considered substandard when the cost of correcting code violations equals or exceeds
the value of the property. In both cases, the City purchases the property, demolishes
the structure, and sells the land. This program, which has been in operation since
1960, has been very successful in eliminating homes that are a liability to the
neighborhood, and providing new homes, which increase overall property values.
Through these efforts, neighbors have an incentive to improve their own homes.
Although there were no homes purchased through this program in Fiscal Year 2019-20,
the City will continue to monitor the housing sale market to identify any that qualify for
purchase through this program in future years.
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HUD and Fannie Mae
As noted in previous years, mortgage “walk aways” and fraud continue to be problems.
As a result of on-going meetings between officials from the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), Fannie Mae, and the City of Dearborn, the City is
getting faster notice of home foreclosures and the properties are being maintained to a
higher standard. The City continues to provide the on-going maintenance of these
homes, such as grass and weed cutting and property clean up. Liens are placed
against the property for reimbursement of these expenditures. The City is continually
working with HUD and Fannie Mae to find long-term solutions to these problems.
During Fiscal Year 2005-06, HUD introduced the City to its Dollar Sale Program.
Pursuant to that program, any HUD-owned property that HUD is unable to sell is offered
to local governments for purchase. The purchase price is $1, plus outstanding taxes
and closing costs.
Although no houses were offered to the City to purchase in Fiscal Year 2019-20, the
City did acquire several houses through this program in previous fiscal years. The
vacant lots continue to be offered for new construction on the City’s lot list, or offered to
adjoining neighbors for the expansion of existing residential lots.

Dangerous and Unsafe Structures
The Department of Law is responsible for scheduling and attending hearings, providing
legal counsel, and presenting evidence regarding the demolition of unsafe,
uninhabitable structures. During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the number of new referrals to
the demolition process remained steady, as did the number of hearings by both the
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hearing officer and the Demolition Appeals Board. The City continued its efforts to
encourage owners of dangerous buildings to privately contract for demolition or
rehabilitation, thus limiting City expenditures. When the Demolition Hearing Officer or
Demolition Appeals Board (DAB) believes that a property may qualify for rehabilitation,
follow-up hearings are scheduled every 30-60 days until permits are pulled. Review
hearings are also scheduled when progress has stalled or the property is sold.
New properties
identified for
demolition

Hearing Officer
hearings held

Demolition Appeal
Board Hearings
Held

17
22
5
-17

15
16
12
-4

4
9
4
-5

2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
Change between
fiscal years

Demolition Case Dispositions
The trend toward efficient demolition of dilapidated properties that began in Fiscal Year
2011-12 continued in Fiscal Year 2019-20, with a total of 5 properties being demolished.
One property has been through the formal demolition process, has been ordered down,
and demolition is pending.

2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
Change

Demolished
by City

Demolished
by Owner

7
4
4
0

2
51
1
-50

Rehabilitation Acquired
Total
Completed
by City Dispositions
3
2
1
-1
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4
1
0
-1

16
58
6
-52

Open Cases
Fiscal Year 2019-20 will be another active year for the demolition process. Nine
properties are actively in the demolition process and five are on the “hold” list, which will
result either in full rehabilitation or demolition of those properties.

2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
Change

Pending –
DAB

Pending Hearing
Officer

2
3
0
-3

1
3
3
0

Rehabilitation Awaiting
in Progress demolition

4
6
5
-1

1
2
1
-1

Total
carryover
to new
fiscal year
8
14
9
-5

Demolition Litigation
The City’s demolition process has been challenged and upheld in both state and federal
courts. In Fiscal Year 2019-2020, only one of the demolition orders issued by the
Demolition Appeals Board was challenged by a property owner in Wayne County Circuit
Court. The challenge was dismissed on September 23, 2019, and the property was
subsequently demolished in January of 2020.
Parking Variance Advisory Committee
A parking variance is required whenever a property owner is unable to provide the
amount of parking required by the Zoning Ordinance. All parking variance requests are
reviewed by the Parking Variance Advisory Committee. This committee is composed of
the Director of Economic and Community Development, the Zoning Administrator, and
Corporation Counsel. When reviewing a parking variance request, the committee
considers four factors: availability of on-site parking, participation in a special
assessment district (public parking) or lease agreement (leasing parking spaces from
adjacent property owners), availability of off-site parking, and the nature of the
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applicant's business and attendant demands on available parking. The committee visits
each site. The City attorney then prepares an advisory report recommending approval
or denial of the requested parking variance. Approvals may be conditioned on many
factors, including obtaining additional parking, participation in a special assessment
district, repairing a parking area, or annual reviews prior to renewal of a Certificate of
Occupancy. The report is then submitted to the Zoning Board of Appeals to assist that
body in its deliberations regarding the requested variances.
Every effort is made to protect residential neighborhoods from traffic and parking
pressure caused by commercial activities. As a general rule, when older buildings are
torn down to build new ones, the committee recommends that the Zoning Board of
Appeals deny requests for parking variances for the new construction. The Board
adopted this “build to fit” approach, causing developers to downsize buildings to meet
parking requirements and the space available. Likewise, the Parking Variance Advisory
Committee has generally recommended denial of any parking variance request that
arises from an owner purchasing a building and seeking to intensify its use such that the
lack of existing available parking renders the use unfeasible or would inevitably disrupt
neighboring businesses or residences.
When the Committee recommends approval of a variance, it often recommends
conditions that would lessen the impact of the variance, sets a timeline for future site
alterations to increase available parking and negate the need for the variance, and/or
requires improvements to enhance the condition and appearance of available parking.
When necessary, an annual review is recommended to determine whether the property
owner has complied with conditions.
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During Fiscal Year 2019-20 the Parking Variance Advisory Committee considered 15
requests for parking variances. The results of the appeals are detailed in the Off-Street
Parking section of the Planning Division section of this report.
Vacant Property Registration Ordinance
The mortgage crisis in America affected every city and Dearborn was no exception. To
deal with the number of vacant homes that are not being maintained by their owners,
the Department of Law developed a vacant property registration ordinance. The
ordinance requires the owner of vacant property (as defined by the ordinance) to
provide contact information and to keep the home safe and secure. Owners must also
post contact information on the front of the house so problems can be reported by
neighbors or City personnel.

PROTEC
PROTEC (The Michigan Coalition to Protect Public Rights-of-Way) was formed 24
years ago by the cities of Dearborn, Troy, Southfield, and Livonia to address issues
such as compensation for usage of rights-of-way by private (for profit) corporations, and
local management of streets, alleys and other public places. This inter-governmental
group has recruited other municipalities into the coalition to economically and efficiently
solve legal issues that would ordinarily be too costly for any one community to bear.
The Department of Law acts as the Mayor’s proxy to this group. Through service on
PROTEC’s Board of Directors, the City has been able to demonstrate a strong
leadership role in the coalition. Assistant Corporation Counsel William H. Irving serves
as chair of the PROTEC board.
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In the past year, PROTEC has worked on issues related to the growth of “small cell”
wireless antennas in public rights-of-way. In order to reduce their costs, some wireless
providers are seeking access to the public right-of-way to place wireless poles and
antennas. Additionally, PROTEC is continuing to work on a revision to the state law
regarding sewer backups. A bill in the state legislature remains pending that would
establish a “bright line” test limiting municipal exposure for backups caused by heavy
rains which no sewer system can handle.
At the federal level, PROTEC continues to oppose efforts by providers seeking
essentially unregulated free access to public rights-of-way across the country. Several
companies are installing antennas in the public rights-of-way, very close to the roadway.
PROTEC is being vigilant in ensuring that any such equipment complies with laws
concerning such devices to ensure public safety.
A state law, the Metropolitan Extension Telecommunication Rights-of-Way Oversight
Act (METRO Act), requires all telecommunications companies to pay right-of-way fees
to a state authority, which in turn distributes the fees to local governments. In 2015,
AT&T reduced its payments to the state authority by $2.3 million. This would have
resulted in a corresponding cut in payments to local governments. After PROTEC
inquired about the cut, the funding was restored. As a result, full payments to local
governments were made. The State of Michigan paid $379,600.20 to the City in
METRO Act payments for Fiscal Year 2019-20.
The City issued no METRO Act permits during Fiscal Year 2019-20.
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Personal Property Tax Collection & Bankruptcy Claims
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the Department of Law continued its efforts, with the
Treasury Division of the Finance Department, to collect delinquent personal property
taxes. The Treasury Division begins the process by sending an initial tax assessment
to each business stating the taxes owed. The Department of Law provides support to
the Treasury Division by providing legal guidance to Treasury staff, contacting the
taxpayer by phone or letter and, if necessary, filing a complaint in the appropriate court.
Due to the general economic conditions, it has also been necessary for the Department
of Law to become increasingly involved in assisting the Treasury Division with issues
relating to bankruptcies, home foreclosures, property tax collections, payment of utility
bills, and properties in receivership.
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the Department of Law continued its aggressive
involvement in defending City dollars against discharge in Federal Bankruptcy Court,
particularly complex Chapter 11 bankruptcies. Working together with the Treasury
Division, the Department of Law processed 33 new bankruptcies in Fiscal Year 201920, a 27% increase over Fiscal Year 2018-19.

Tax Appeals
The City Assessor establishes values for real and personal property located in
Dearborn. Property taxes are assessed on these values and taxpayers may appeal the
City valuation to the Michigan Tax Tribunal (MTT). The Department of Law represents
the City and the Assessor in all appeals to the Entire Tribunal (the primary division of
the MTT, which may accept jurisdiction over all property tax cases, and is the exclusive
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venue for commercial and industrial appeals), and assists with cases before the Small
Claims Division (in which a residential property owner may elect to file appeals involving
exemption issues or contesting less than $100,000 in assessed value).
The Department of Law understands the importance of aggressive protection of the tax
revenue base and has continued its teamwork approach with the Department of
Assessment to effectively defend tax appeals. The relationship between the two
departments has led to the following:
1) Validation of an increased number of assessments;
2) Maximizing the amount of tax recovery on tax appeals;
3) Reviewing appeals to ensure they have been properly filed;
4) Cracking down on non-meritorious tax abatements or exemptions;
5) Discouraging frivolous tax appeals;
6) Placing the City in a better settlement position before entering into
negotiations with tax appeal petitioners;
7) Improving information exchange between the City and the petitioner by
submitting early interrogatories and document requests. This leads to a
proper and fair determination of the taxable value of the property for both
sides;
8) On-going discussions with petitioners and education of taxpayers that lead
to an amicable resolution of tax disputes;
9) A procedure was instituted to streamline the process of retaining the
services of qualified appraisers to assist the Department of Assessment
and the Department of Law in evaluating and defending property tax
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appeals. This system has been extremely successful, as it allows those
departments to employ an appraiser to assist in the processing,
settlement, and if necessary, trial of complex real and personal property
tax challenges.
The City receives a majority of its new appeals after May 31 and July 31. This number
will increase as more petitions are served in the coming months3.
Fiscal Year

2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

New Entire
Tribunal
filings

Entire Tribunal
Cases settled or
withdrawn

64
54
44
20
25
22

67
72
22
38
24
30

Total open
cases at end of
fiscal year

26
36
32
28
41
13

The Department of Law has continued to experience great success in working with the
Department of Assessment and taxpayer representatives to resolve valuation disputes
without incurring significant trial costs.
The number of settlements and overall reduction in appeal filings is attributable to more
aggressive discovery and negotiation tactics, and the use of a thematic approach to
resolving tax appeals for similarly-situated property types. The Department of Law plays
an essential role in separating meritorious appeals from frivolous appeals, and actively
pursues each appeal between the initial filing and the date of the hearing by conducting
discovery to obtain extensive documentation from taxpayers, assembling the evidence

3

Governor Gretchen Whitmer extended the deadlines for the Board of Review for new appeals due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. See Executive Order 2020-87.
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necessary to support the City’s assessment, conducting counsel conferences to
determine the possibility of settlement, and filing all necessary pleadings and motions.
Given the high volume of appeals and the MTT’s implementation of more aggressive
scheduling orders, significant resources will continue to be applied to tax appeal
defense in the coming years.
The Department of Law assists in processing real and personal property exemption
requests, poverty exemptions, and property tax uncapping issues. The Department of
Law carefully scrutinizes tax exemption requests for compliance with relevant statutes
and demands extensive documentation from exemption seekers to verify their eligibility.
Likewise, the laws governing the circumstances under which property taxes can be
uncapped due to transfers of ownership interest are extremely complex and fact
specific, and generally require thorough research and information gathering by the
Department of Law.

LABOR LAW
The Department of Law has continued to experience great success in working with the
Department of Human Resources on all employment related matters. The City makes
an effort to minimize the filing of claims by training and, where possible, advising
decision-makers as situations arise. Periodically, the City holds training sessions
regarding the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), sexual harassment prevention,
violence in the workplace, and a broad range of miscellaneous employment and labor
law issues.
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Employment Lawsuits
During Fiscal Year 2018-19, a former firefighter sued the City and its Fire Chief for
wrongful termination alleging violations of the First Amendment under 42 U.S.C. §1983.
This case remains pending.
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, a current employee sued the City for sexual harassment
discrimination and retaliation under 28 U.S.C §1391(1)(b)&(c). This case remains
pending.
Evaluation of employment issues as they arise minimizes the filing of lawsuits and
claims. However, not all claims can be avoided. Review of proposed employment
decisions before action is taken lays the groundwork for successful defense of claims
and lawsuits when they are filed. Full and open communication by decision-makers
with the Department of Law and ongoing communication between the various City
departments make it possible to successfully resolve employment issues and is
essential for contract negotiations.
It is the goal of the Department of Law, in conjunction with the Human Resources
Department, to provide more training and information to the City's decision-makers and
encourage communication between the departments regarding matters of contract
negotiation and implementation.

Grievance Arbitration
The contracts with each union provide for grievance proceedings and binding
arbitration. The City’s Chief Labor Negotiator attends grievance hearings and handles
the arbitration proceedings.
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Legal Advisor on Personnel Issues
In addition to defending the City, its officers, employees, commissions, and boards in
court and before administrative agencies, a City attorney attends all Civil Service
Commission meetings and advises the Commission, Department Directors, and the
Department of Human Resources on legal matters. The City attorney promulgates,
reviews, or assists in the development of policies and reports, participates on evaluation
teams, and reviews contracts regarding labor-related issues. The City attorney provides
legal advice to the Payroll and Pension divisions of the Department of Finance and is in
contact with at least one of the above departments or divisions on a daily basis. Legal
advice on miscellaneous employment matters is provided to other supervisors on an asneeded basis or in conjunction with particular projects.
In conjunction with the City’s benefits consultant, legal advice has been needed to
assist with the implementation of the Affordable Care Act. The law is very complex and
guidance regarding its application is continually changing.

Labor Negotiations
Since 1992, a City attorney has served on the City's bargaining committee. Since Fiscal
Year 2005-06, a City attorney has been the Chief Labor Negotiator. As such, the
attorney formulates proposals and responds to the unions’ proposals in conjunction with
other City departments and the Mayor’s Office, attends bargaining sessions, obtains
necessary approvals once tentative agreements are reached, and prepares the revised
contracts. The City attorney is involved in the resolution of various contract and
employment issues that arise during the terms of the contracts.
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In addition to negotiating contracts with nine unions representing City and 19th District
Court employees (although Court employees are not City employees, over the years the
Court has requested that the City assist in negotiations with the Court union), a City
attorney also makes salary plan recommendations and processes changes regarding
three meet-and-confer groups representing non-union City and 19th District Court
employees. Firefighters, two police groups, and two dispatch groups are entitled to
binding Act 312 arbitration in the event a contract cannot be reached. The three
general employee unions are entitled to non-binding fact-finding. The fact-finder makes
a recommendation and more negotiations are required thereafter. If the parties cannot
agree, the City can unilaterally implement its proposal. Mediation must precede both
binding arbitration and fact-finding.
Negotiations with the City’s Firefighter union concluded during Fiscal Year 2018-19, with
the collective bargaining agreement expiring June 30, 2024.
Negotiations with the City’s Police Lieutenants and Sergeants union concluded during
Fiscal Year 2017-2018, with the collective bargaining agreement expiring June 30,
2021.
Negotiations with the City’s Police Corporals and Officers union concluded during Fiscal
Year 2017-18, with the collective bargaining agreement expiring June 30, 2021.
Negotiations with the City’s Police Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors unions
concluded during Fiscal Year 2016-17, with the collective bargaining agreements
expiring June 30, 2021.
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Negotiations with the City’s general employee labor unions, STP, MWD, and
Teamsters, concluded during Fiscal Year 2016-17, with the collective bargaining
agreements expiring June 30, 2021.
Negotiations with the 19th District Court union concluded during Fiscal Year 2016-17,
with the collective bargaining agreement expiring June 30, 2021.
The City continues to pursue healthcare savings and has explored alternatives with
union participation. A minimum 20% employee contribution to health care premiums
was adopted by the City Council. During Fiscal Year 2015-16, the City changed its HAP
HMO healthcare benefits program structure from fully insured to self-funded, resulting in
savings to the City and its employees. During Fiscal Year 2016-17, the City negotiated
changes to its HAP HMO healthcare benefits program structure to include a deductible,
co-insurance, and a co-insurance maximum. Additionally, the City increased employee
co-pays for prescription drugs, office visits, urgent care visits, and emergency room
visits. The deductible and co-insurance was added to the City’s HAP HMO effective
July 1, 2019 for all bargaining units, except the Police Lieutenants and Sergeants union
who had an effective date of July 1, 2020.
The employee contribution for members of the Chapter 22 Defined Benefit Plan also
increased during the 2016-2017 contract negotiations, with the employee contribution
increasing from 4% to 5% effective July 1, 2018. The employee contribution for
members of the Police Corporals and Officers union in the MERS Defined Benefit Plan
was also increased during the 2017-2018 contract negotiations from 5% to 6% for
employees hired on or before December 31, 2016, and from 5% to 7.5% for employees
hired after December 31, 2016.
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The City, with input from the unions, will continue to explore health care savings
options. However, due to the economy, increases in the cost of benefits and pensions,
proposed health care changes, and cuts in revenue sharing, labor negotiations remain
challenging.

Pension Systems
The City of Dearborn has three traditional defined benefit retirement systems
established by the City Charter: the Policemen's and Firemen's Retirement System
(Chapter 21); the Police and Fire Revised Retirement System (Chapter 23); and the City
of Dearborn Employees Retirement System (Chapter 22). Each pension plan gives its
respective board the authority to appoint Corporation Counsel as legal advisor to the
board in some capacity. The Department of Law prepares opinions in response to
inquiries from the administration and board members regarding interpretation of pension
plan provisions and other matters.
The Department of Law assists in scheduling medical examinations, designating the
boards' doctors for medical committees and examinations of applicants for disability
retirements, and obtaining reports from the doctors in a timely manner. The boards have
also obtained outside counsel to provide advice on an as-needed basis.
Chapter 21 has been a closed system since 1956 when Chapter 23 became effective.
There are no longer any active members in Chapter 21. The City is now responsible for
administration of the System because of the lack of eligible trustee candidates. Chapter
22 became a closed system in 2002. General employees hired after 2002 are not
members of Chapter 22; they participate in a defined contribution plan. Chapter 23 is
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closed for police officers and firefighters hired on or after July 1, 2005; they participate
in the MERS defined benefit plan or defined contribution plan.
During Fiscal Year 2016-17, the Board of Trustees for both Chapter 22 and 23 voted to
reduce the investment return assumption from 7.25% to 7.0%. The lowering of the
assumed rate of return will result in a higher annual required contribution for both plans
moving forward.
During Fiscal Year 2017-2018, the City began the process for bonding a portion of its
unfunded accrued liability as it relates to the Chapter 22 defined benefit plan. This
process will be completed by calendar year end. The completion of the bonding
process has increased the funded status of Chapter 22.
A City attorney attends all pension board meetings. The City of Dearborn Employees
Retirement System Ordinance requires the board to meet on the last Thursday of each
month. The Police and Fire Revised and Policemen's and Firemen's Retirement
System Ordinances provide for at least quarterly meetings. Special meetings may be
called if action is needed between regularly scheduled meetings. Due to investment
and other issues facing the boards, many lengthy joint board meetings have been held
on a monthly basis.
A City attorney also attends presentations by the boards' actuary and pension
consultant, and may attend presentations by financial investors. Both the actuary and
the financial advisor prepare detailed reports on each system.
A City attorney is responsible for review of contracts between the pension systems and
its actuaries, investors, and consultants. The actuary and a City attorney are
responsible for evaluation of Eligible Domestic Relations Orders that divide pension
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benefits upon divorce and for collection of fees for the evaluation. A City attorney also
responds to Freedom of Information Act requests directed to the systems.
It is the responsibility of the Department of Law to draft resolutions and ordinances
regarding changes to the pension plans. The City Charter requires the City Council to
adopt, by ordinance, benefit schedules and terms and conditions for the three defined
benefit pension plans. Thus, after a change to a substantive pension provision is
negotiated, the Council must adopt it in the form of an ordinance. The Charter also
provides that the Council must obtain an actuarial report regarding the immediate and
long-term costs of a pension improvement and that the Council cannot take final action
on the proposed change until at least three months after the report is made public. The
Council must acknowledge and record the actuarial report by way of resolution,
prepared by the Department of Law.
In addition to acting as advisor to the boards and drafting amendments to the plans, the
Department of Law has the role of determining to what extent pension or other benefits
may be coordinated. For example, the City’s pension plans and the Worker’s
Compensation Act allow for coordination of benefits in certain cases.
Many federal laws have a significant impact on the administration of the City’s pension
systems. The Department of Law has been involved in the interpretation of pension
plan provisions in relation to federal law.
Pension Lawsuits
During Fiscal Year 2018-2019, the spouse of a deceased member of Chapter 22 sued
the Pension Board when it denied the surviving spousal annuity. This case was
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adjudicated by the Michigan Court of Appeals during Fiscal Year 2019-2020 and the
case has now been resolved.

WORKER’S COMPENSATION
The Worker’s Disability Compensation Act
Under the Michigan Worker’s Disability Compensation Act, the City of Dearborn
provides certain benefits to City employees who are injured in the course of their
employment. The statute provides that all cities are subject to the Act.
The City provides all benefits that are mandated by the statute. There are three general
types of benefits. First, the statute provides for the payment of certain weekly payments
for wage loss where an on-the-job injury prevents an employee from earning wages.
Second, under the statute, the City pays all reasonable and necessary expenses for
medical care for the treatment of injuries. Finally, if an employee is unable to return to
his or her regular employment duties, the employee may be eligible for certain
rehabilitation services and training, at City expense, to allow the employee to resume
another type of employment within the employee's physical limitations. The statute is
similar to a no-fault system, inasmuch as the City provides these benefits without regard
to fault. In exchange, with limited exceptions, the injured employee gives up the right to
sue the City in civil court in a “tort action” for other damages, such as pain and suffering,
which a jury might award. Michigan has had a worker’s compensation system in place
since 1912.
To fund this program of comprehensive benefits, the State of Michigan requires
employers, such as the City, to either obtain an insurance policy or to be self-insured.
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Each year, the City compares the cost of self-insurance with that of obtaining worker’s
disability compensation insurance through a private insurance company. The program
of self-insurance has proven to be the most cost-effective method of funding the
system. Thus, in 2019, the City again received approval from the State to continue as a
self-insured employer.
For large claims, the City has obtained a worker’s disability compensation excess
insurance policy. It provides coverage for claims that exceed $550,000 in any accident
or occurrence. This policy helps to ensure that the City's self-insurance program will
continue to be cost-effective, by providing insurance coverage for catastrophic claims.
Again in 2019, the City obtained coverage for a reasonable premium, based on
favorable market conditions and a positive claims history. Due in part to the City's injury
prevention programs, no large claims that would involve the excess insurance carrier
were reported in 2019. One prior claim involving a disabled police officer has exceeded
the limits of the excess insurance and is now the responsibility of the insurance
company. This eliminated the City’s substantial financial exposure for this expensive
claim.
In order to obtain excess insurance coverage, the City is required by the State to retain
a third-party administrator. In 2019, after an interview process, the City selected
CompOne to assist the City by processing worker’s disability compensation claims,
reviewing and approving medical expenses, filing forms with the Worker’s
Compensation Agency, scheduling independent medical examinations of injured
employees, and investigating claims. CompOne also acts as the City's agent in
obtaining bids for the excess insurance coverage. Additionally, the firm provides
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detailed reports of the City's loss experience, so that the City can review and analyze its
costs under the statute. A three-year contract with CompOne became effective in 2020.
In 2019, the City saw worker’s compensation total costs decline by 19% compared to
2018. Medical expenses can vary widely from year-to-year and were down this year,
declining 12.6% from 2018. This followed an increase in 2018 of 39%, a decrease in
costs in 2017 of 8.4%, an increase of 11.2% in 2016, and a decrease of 2% in 2015.
For comparison, an overview of worker’s disability compensation expenditures and
revenue is attached as Appendix J, along with a five-year review of consistent worker’s
disability compensation costs, Appendix K.
Worker’s Compensation Procedures
If an injured employee requires prompt medical attention, he or she is taken to the
Concentra Medical Center or to Beaumont Hospital-Dearborn for immediate treatment.
Seasonal employees at Camp Dearborn are taken to Providence Park Hospital in Novi
or to the Detroit Medical Center’s (DMC) Huron Valley-Sinai Hospital.
When any allegedly work-related injury occurs, the employee completes a City of
Dearborn Injury/Accident Form. The form is signed by the employee's immediate
supervisor and forwarded to the Department of Law for review. Following its review, the
Department of Law forwards it to the third-party administrator.
The third-party administrator reviews the information to determine the type of alleged
injury, whether the report requires the filing of forms with the Worker’s Compensation
Agency, and to determine the amount of work time lost due to the alleged injury. After
receiving and reviewing the report, the third-party administrator claim representative
contacts the allegedly injured employee for additional information. The third-party
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administrator files compensation forms with the State of Michigan, after determining the
employee's average weekly wage based upon his or her previous 39 weeks of work.
When an employee claims to have been injured at work, the City may choose to make
voluntary payments to the employee. If the City questions the nature or cause of the
injury, the City may dispute the claim. If the claim is disputed, the allegedly injured
employee may file a Petition for Hearing with the Worker’s Compensation Agency. In
such a case, the employee's claim is assigned to a magistrate, and will be either settled
or taken to trial. At present, there are seven cases pending at the trial level.
In the case of a former employee claiming worker’s compensation benefits, the City may
offer a lump-sum settlement to the former employee; this lump-sum payment is called
redemption. If the City and the former employee agree on redemption, the City is
relieved from future worker’s disability compensation payments to the former employee.
In exchange for receipt of the lump-sum redemption amount, the former employee
generally accepts less than the amount that would be due to the former employee if
payments continued in the future and agrees to release the City of any future claims.
There was one such settlement during Fiscal Year 2019-20 in the amount of $600.00.
If the City does not dispute the nature or source of a full-time employee's work-related
injury, and the employee is unable to work, the City will, for a limited period of time, pay
the employee his or her full salary. The collective bargaining agreements that the City
has negotiated with its unions contain provisions regarding benefits supplemental to
worker’s disability compensation. Additionally, the salary plan for non-union employees
contains similar provisions.
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In 1992, the City implemented an Early Return-to-Work Program for employees who are
injured in the course of employment. This program has helped to return injured
employees to work, resulting in lower worker’s disability compensation costs to the City.
Specifically, if an injured employee has medical restrictions, the program provides for
the establishment of a different position that meets the employee's physical limitations.
The injured employee can work at that new position until his or her medical restrictions
are lifted, at which time the employee can return to the former position.
Although worker’s disability compensation laws have been in existence for many years,
the body of law continues to evolve. The Department of Law will continue to monitor
and evaluate the legislative and judicial developments in worker’s compensation law in
order to evaluate alleged injury claims in a fair, timely, and cost-effective manner.

LAW CLERKS
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the Department of Law had two part-time law clerks on its
staff, both licensed attorneys. In March 2020, one of the law clerks left for a full-time
position. This position remains vacant.
The law clerks are called upon to perform many of the tasks that arise in the day-to-day
operation of the Department of Law. Tasks range from the mundane to the critical, and
require the law clerk to be diverse and skilled in many aspects of legal work, office
management, and most importantly, public relations. The law clerks need to have a
working knowledge of the City of Dearborn as an entity, well beyond the walls of the
Department of Law, to be able to address not only citizen concerns but
interdepartmental issues as well.
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Law clerk assignments are primarily generated within the Department of Law. These
tasks include preparing legal memoranda on various issues ranging from civil rights to
criminal procedure. Often these memoranda are part of a larger assignment or are the
result of an inquiry from a City official or resident. This type of assignment is researchbased and involves compiling information on current court decisions and statutes.
Extensive research materials are available in the Department of Law library and by
utilizing on-line research services LexisNexis and ICLE (Institute for Continuing Legal
Education). The law clerks research and draft pleadings, motions, responses, and
briefs for pending litigation in both civil and criminal court, at both the trial and appellate
stages. This demands an understanding of civil and criminal law in order to identify and
address complex legal issues.
Electronic filing (e-filing) has dramatically reduced, but not eliminated, the need for law
clerks to hand-deliver and file items in various courts.
On occasion, a law clerk may litigate a case, or argue motions under the supervision of
one of the City attorneys, based upon the research and drafting of the aforementioned
documents.
The law clerks also actively assist the prosecuting attorneys in the 19th District Court.
This challenging and important function relieves some of the many burdens of the
attorneys and, at the same time, provides the law clerks with invaluable court
experience. This function requires a thorough understanding of the law, as well as oral
advocacy and trial skills. Under the supervision of a City attorney, the law clerks perform
such functions as processing the daily court docket, arguing motions, selecting juries,
and, with experience, conducting trials. The types of cases tried are criminal in nature
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and involve offenses such as drunken or impaired driving, assault and battery, drug
and/or weapons violations, and theft.
The law clerks also work with the City attorney/Risk Manager to coordinate efforts
between the Department of Law, residential insurance carriers, and the Property
Maintenance and Development Services Department. This cooperation ensures that
property damaged by fire or flood is either brought up to code by the owner, sold, or
razed by the City.
The law clerks also work with the Treasury Division of the Finance Department and
assist with the collection of personal and property tax delinquencies, as well as tracking
bankruptcies.
Law clerks are front-line employees. A great deal of the law clerks’ day is spent
addressing citizen concerns. Several topics are reoccurring: medical marijuana
dispensaries, fences on property lines, and tree cutting issues. While specific legal
advice is not given, the law clerks try to answer general questions, explain the current
state of the law, and, when necessary, refer the citizen to a lawyer referral service.
Law clerks also provide assistance to the clerical staff. The law clerks are often called
upon to answer telephones, relay messages, photocopy documents, deliver
interdepartmental mail, and type and file documents with other departments within the
City. This work relieves the burden on clerical staff.
In summary, the law clerks, through a myriad of responsibilities, provide a valuable
service to the City of Dearborn. By aiding and supporting City attorneys, as well as
providing information and assistance to citizens, law clerks enhance the productivity of
the Department of Law and the City of Dearborn.
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MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The Department of Law is funded by the City of Dearborn General Fund. The adopted
budget for Fiscal Year 2019-20 was $1,770,217.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
The majority of the budget for Fiscal Year 2019-20 consisted of personnel costs of
$1,408,119. Other major budgeted categories were facility lease ($65,223), debt
service ($87,509) and technology service/equipment ($21,204).

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE REPORT YEAR
Goal No. 1

Continue to provide assistance and support for the Mayor’s
initiatives.

Goal No. 2

Develop a comprehensive manual for handling claims in the most
efficient, technologically advanced, and organized manner.

Goal No. 3

Provide training for newly hired commercial and residential
inspectors in light of the department’s reorganization.

Goal No. 4

Continue to assist all City departments with implementation of
record retention, shredding, and scanning policies to move closer to
a paperless environment.

Goal No. 5

In conjunction with the City’s plan to upgrade its email system,
implement a City-wide email policy that addresses retention
requirements while, at the same time, allows for a reduction of
archived files.
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Goal No. 6

Continue to assist the Mayor and other departments with the
exploration of shared services with surrounding communities to
ensure eligibility for state monies, such as combined public safety
dispatch.

Goal No. 7

Continue to provide training for all City employees on liability issues
specific to their department.

Goal No. 8

Continue to aggressively defend matters filed in the Michigan Tax
Tribunal.

Goal No. 9

Work with the Purchasing Division of the Department of Finance,
and the Property Maintenance and Development Services
Department to explore alternative procurement processes to secure
rehabilitation contractors for City-owned houses in need of
renovation.

Goal No. 10

Work with the downtown development authorities to develop
procurement policies.

Goal No. 11

Continue to provide legal support for the federally-mandated
Combined Sewer Overflow project through aggressive defense of
the one remaining pending lawsuit.

Goal No. 12

Continue to monitor regulated businesses (e.g., Class C liquor
license establishments, smoking lounges) for code compliance with
the goal of strengthening the business districts.

Goal No. 13

Continue to vigorously and professionally prosecute those who
choose to violate laws in Dearborn.
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Goal No. 14

Re-establish a regular meeting schedule for the 19th District Court
Committee to address issues affecting the operation of the district
court.

Goal No. 15

Continue to vigorously work to recover restitution owed to crime
victims in the City whose cases are under the jurisdiction of city
prosecutors.

Goal No. 16

Continue to vigorously defend the City and its employees in civil
litigation.

Goal No. 17

Continue to monitor changes in state law and, where necessary,
amend City ordinances to ensure there is no conflict between State
and local law.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARD
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
Throughout the preceding discussion of major departmental functions, numerous
significant accomplishments are discussed (see pages 13-75).
During Fiscal Year 2013-14, CGAP (Competitive Grant Assistance Program) dollars
(state monies) were awarded to the City for the purpose of consolidating police and fire
dispatch services with a neighboring community. During Fiscal Year 2016-17, a
contract was executed which combined the dispatch services of Dearborn and
Melvindale. During Fiscal Year 2018-19, four contracts were executed which combined
the dispatch services of Dearborn and Melvindale with Wayne, Westland, Garden City,
and Inkster. The new Dearborn United Dispatch Center, located at the east end of the
second floor of the Dearborn Administrative Center, is now up and running. The
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Department of Law will continue to assist with negotiating the necessary agreements,
and with the procurement process, to ensure a successful consolidation of services.
In April of 2016, the Ford Motor Company announced sweeping plans to redevelop its
research and development center in Dearborn, investing approximately $1.2 billion
dollars over a ten-year period. Also during the latter part of Fiscal Year 2015-16, Ford
Motor Land Development Corporation purchased nearly two blocks of Michigan Avenue
commercial frontage in west Dearborn for redevelopment known as the Wagner Place
Project. During Fiscal Year 2016-17, construction began; in Fiscal Year 2017-18, the
Wagner Place Project was substantially completed and was partially occupied and fully
operational in Fiscal Year 2018-19. The Department of Law has provided, and will
continue to provide, legal counsel to assist with the swift resolution of any issues that
arise during this important project.
The Department of Law continues to monitor regulated businesses for code compliance
with the goal of strengthening the business districts. During Fiscal Year 2018-19, the
Department of Law successfully defended litigation in Federal Court brought by the
owners of America’s Best Hotel (former Fordson Hotel), which was closed during FY
2017-18 due to licensing and health violations. The owners are currently in the process
of completely renovating the hotel, which will be sold to new operators. The Federal
Court is continuing to monitor progress on a monthly basis to ensure compliance with
building codes and City ordinances.
The City is also monitoring the Edward Hotel, which was closed during FY 2018-19. It is
currently subject to oversight by the Federal Government pending resolution of the
owner’s legal issues.
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In June 2020, the Department of Law finalized a comprehensive email retention policy
for all City employees. This policy provides guidance on the legal requirements for email
retention while at the same time being acknowledging the City’s need to function
administratively, undergo periodic audits, and document its heritage.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
Statistical information is provided in Appendices A - K.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
In general, the Department of Law will continue to strive to provide the best possible
legal advice and counsel to the Mayor, City Council, and all of the other "clients"
identified in the preceding and following sections of this report. The proper mixture of
in-house attorneys and limited contracting of legal services will be constantly monitored
to ensure the best and most cost-effective representation of the City's interests.
More specifically, this department has identified the following as its goals for the next
fiscal year:
Goal No. 1

Continue to provide assistance and support for the Mayor’s
initiatives.

Goal No. 2

Continue to provide training for all commercial and residential
inspectors to keep abreast of changes to local Code provisions and
State law.
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Goal No. 3

Continue to assist all City departments with implementation of
record retention, shredding, and scanning policies to move closer to
a paperless environment.

Goal No. 4

Continue to assist the Mayor and other departments with the
exploration of shared services with surrounding communities to
ensure eligibility for state monies, such as combined public safety
dispatch.

Goal No. 5

Work with the Purchasing Division of the Department of Finance
and the Economic and Community Development Department to
explore alternatives to advertise and list for sale City-owned
commercial properties.

Goal No. 6

Continue to provide legal support for the federally-mandated
Combined Sewer Overflow project through aggressive defense of
the one remaining pending lawsuit.

Goal No. 7

Continue to monitor regulated businesses (e.g., Class C liquor
license establishments, smoking lounges, hotels) for code
compliance with the goal of strengthening the business districts.

Goal No. 8

Continue to vigorously defend the City and its employees in civil
litigation.

Goal No. 9

Continue to monitor changes in state law and, where necessary,
amend City ordinances to ensure there is no conflict between State
and local law.
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Goal No. 10

Work with the Purchasing Division and downtown development
authorities to develop practical procurement policies.

Goal No.11

Assist Finance with collection of delinquent Personal Property
Taxes.

Goal No. 12

Continue to monitor the ever-changing field of marijuana law and
regulation in the State, and provide the City with legal guidance on
issues related to both recreational and medical marijuana, including
but not limited to the financial benefits and costs to the City of
opting into recreational marijuana, zoning and planning
considerations, and methods of safely and responsibly allowing its
use and possession in the City in compliance with State law.
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VISION STATEMENT
The Dearborn Public Library fosters the spirit of exploration, the joy of reading, and the
pursuit of knowledge for all ages and cultures starting with the very young.

Approved by the Dearborn Library Commission
September 9, 2005

MISSION STATEMENT
The Dearborn Public Library provides a broad range of effective, courteous, quality
services and a balanced collection of materials for the educational, informational and
recreational needs of the Dearborn community.
Approved by the Dearborn Library Commission
September 9, 2005

VALUE STATEMENTS
In order to provide effective management with ethical standards, we will:


Respond to community needs



Be good stewards of community resources



Protect privacy rights of patrons and staff



Promote teamwork



Encourage use by all



Collaborate with community groups



Provide a user friendly environment
Approved by the Dearborn Library Commission
September 9, 2005
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LIBRARY ROLES STATEMENT
POPULAR MATERIALS:
The library is committed to providing materials that reflect popular culture and trends
and which fulfill the community’s desire for a satisfying recreational experience.
REFERENCE RESOURCES:
The library is committed to providing materials that fulfill the community’s need for
information and answers to questions on a broad array of topics related to work, school,
and personal life.
INDEPENDENT LEARNING:
The library is committed to providing materials that help address the community’s desire
for self-directed personal growth and development opportunities.
Approved by the Dearborn Library Commission
December 12, 2000

RENOVATION AND COVID-19 CRISIS
The library services and statistics of the FY2019-2020 Annual Report will differ
significantly from previous years. The FY2019-2020 statistics should not be used as a
benchmark going forward. On May 20, 2019, the Henry Ford Centennial Library was
closed for a major renovation project. After many unexpected delays, the Henry Ford
Centennial Library was scheduled to reopen the first week of May 2020. However, on
March 16, 2020, the entire library system was closed due to the COVID-19 crisis. All
Dearborn Public Libraries remained closed until June 23, 2020 when curbside delivery
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of reserved library material began. As the fiscal year closed, the public was still not
allowed to enter any library building.

INTRODUCTION TO THE DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM
The Dearborn Public Library operates the Henry Ford Centennial Library and two
branch libraries, the Bryant Branch Library and the Esper Branch Library, which are
connected by a wide-area network. The staff consists of 28 full-time employees and
approximately 66 part-time employees for a total of 58.47 full-time equivalents (FTEs).
The Dearborn Public Library’s adopted FY2019-2020 operating budget is $7,217.741.
The library’s primary service is lending material for home use. This fiscal year we
loaned 324,082 items, a 34% decrease over last fiscal year. The decrease was caused
by both the Henry Ford Centennial Library closure for renovation and the COVID-19
crisis. All Dearborn libraries were completely closed for 14 weeks. It wasn’t until June
23 that curbside delivery of reserved material began. Digital downloads, which include
e-books, e-audio, e-magazines, e-music, and streaming video, increased 15% in
FY2019-2020. In an effort to ensure access to digital library material, residents without
library cards were allowed to self-register for a card and access our digital collection.
The next largest service is assisting patrons with research or informational questions
either in person, by telephone, through e-mail or social media queries, or by text
message.
Our third major service is programing for adults, teens and children. This service also
includes technology support and digitization services. During FY2019-2020, library staff
coordinated 479 programs with a total attendance of 16,281. Due to the renovation
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project at the Henry Ford Centennial Library, programs were held at the branch
libraries. During the COVID-19 crisis, programs were held online which generated a
larger audience as programs could be viewed on the day of the program and for an
additional week.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
Library Commission
A nine-member Library Commission, whose members are appointed by the Mayor,
governs the library system. (See page 54 for a list of Library Commissioners). Each
commissioner serves a three-year term and may be reappointed.

The Library

Commission deals with library policy, general library oversight, long-range planning, and
budgeting. During FY2019-2020, the Library Commission:


Corrected an error in the previously approved proctoring fees. Corrected rates are
$12.00 for residents and $27 for non-residents (September 2019)



Increased the fines for damaged and lost compact discs (CDs) and media cases.
The new rates are $10.00 for lost or damaged CDs and $5.00 for each lost or
damaged CD or DVD case (October 2019)



Approved the library rates and fees to remain the same as the previous fiscal year
with one exception. Youth and teen material, beginning July 2020, will be fine free.
Lost material charges will continue to be assessed. Usage fees for the newly
constructed makerspace will be determined at a later date (November 2019)
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Reviewed the Library Lost and Found policy in November 2019. Final approval
occurred in February 2020 after a review and approval by the Legal Department
(November 2019 and February 2020)



Increased the number of reserve requests a patron may place from 20 to 30
(December 2019)



Approved switching our public faxing from the Fax24 service to using the library’s
two ScanEZ devices, purchased by the Dearborn Library Foundation for both the
Henry Ford Centennial Library and the Esper Branch Library (February 2020)



Recommended two Library Commission applicants to the Mayor’s office (March
2020)



Approved allowing the Library Administration, during the COVID-19 crisis, to
determine both library hours and timing of each step of the phased re-opening plan
(June 2020)



Approved the temporary cessation of overdue fines for adult material during the
COVID-19 crisis, and to permanently make youth and teen material fine-free,
effective July 1, 2020 (June 2020)

In June 2020, Mayor John B. O’Reilly, Jr. reappointed Commissioners Marcel J.
Pultorak, Jihan Jawad and Dr. Ryan Lazar.

In late January 2020, Mayor O’Reilly

appointed Eva Gogola to fill the Library Commission vacancy created by David Schlaff’s
retirement in June 2019. At the September 2019 Library Commission meeting, Mr.
Schlaff was honored with a citation from the Mayor for his 23 years of dedicated service
to the Dearborn Library Commission. Mr. Schlaff passed away suddenly in January
2020. Sadly, in December 2019, Library Commission Nancy Zakar passed away after a
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multi-year illness.

Mrs. Zakar was a dedicated Library Commissioner and Library

supporter for over 21 years and her work as a Commissioner will be missed for many
years to come.

In June 2020, Mayor O’Reilly appointed Mansour Sharha to fill

Commissioner Zakar’s vacancy.
In June 2020, Marcel Pultorak was re-elected as the Library Commission Chair, Ryan
Lazar was re-elected as the Library Commission Vice-Chair and Jihan Jawad was reelected as the Library Commission Secretary-Treasurer.
Building Repairs, Upgrades / Capital Projects


Continued work on the renovation of the Henry Ford Centennial Library
o Installed a new energy-efficient heating and cooling system.

The inefficient

central steam plant heating system was converted to a distributed heating
system using high efficiency, low mass, condensing thermal generating units
o Replaced the fluorescent lights with high-efficiency Light Emitting Diode (LED)
lighting fixtures and panels controlled by Acuity software
o Installed floor poke-thru devices with electrical power to several library tables on
the second floor to make it easier for patrons to plug in laptops, tablets and cell
phones
o Renovated the east side of the mezzanine to include seven group study rooms,
four single-person study booths, a large conference room, a makerspace, a
digitization lab, a computer lab and a storage room.

The makerspace, now

known as the Spark Lab, will be used for a variety of “making, learning, exploring
and sharing” library programs as well as for community-led demonstrations and
hands-on activities
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o Renovated the second floor public restrooms
o Created a first floor café which includes three vending machines with snacks and
beverages, three booths, and several round tables with chairs as well as a high
table with stools. A small group study room was also constructed in the cafe
o Replaced the wallpaper and a majority of the carpeting
o Installed new security cameras and a more efficient public address system
o Installed new data lines, an internal fiber line and removed abandoned data lines
o Replaced selected public furniture such as the public computer tables and the
50-year old study tables
o Purchased furniture for the newly created rooms on the mezzanine and for the
Ford Room on the second floor which is being converted from a large study room
into a casual reading space.

New chairs were purchased for the Library

Commission Room and for the tot area of Youth Services
o Installed wooden end panels on the book stacks to replace the 50 year-old metal
end panels
Cost Savings or Revenue Producing


Received the first payment of $12,000 for the Big Read grant. The total grant was
for $15,000 and the remainder will be paid in July 2020 (October 2019)



Received a $2,000 Dick Johnston award from the Metro Detroit Book and Author
Society to support a library outreach program with the aim of both educating and
improving the lives of Arab-American families in Dearborn through literacy resources
(October 2019)
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Received a second partial distribution of $20,000 from the Steven N. Fecko and
Helen Fecko Revocable Trust (December 2019)



Received a $2,000 Library Census Equity Fund mini-grant from the American Library
Association (ALA) to support efforts for a complete count of everyone in our
community (December 2019)

Customer Service


Partnered with the Henry Ford Village (HFV).

Every Wednesday, dedicated

librarians visited the HFV to bring library services to the residents. In addition,
Automation staff members visited on five occasions to provide additional technical
support (June 2019 until March 2020 when COVID-19 closed the facility to outside
visitors)


Collected 38 boxes of food for the Dearborn Firefighters’ food pantry during our
Food for Fines program (November-December 2019)



Increased the item reserve request limit from 20 to 30 (December 2019)



Assisted library users during the COVID-19 crisis through:
o Increasing the monthly hoopla™ checkout limit on e-media from 10 to 15 items
o Expanding the offerings of Tumblebooks™ online
o Providing access to World Book encyclopedia online
o Retaining all library materials that were on the hold shelf when the libraries
closed in March until patrons could pick up their material during curbside
delivery, which started in mid-June 2020
o Extending the due dates of all checked-out library material. Patrons could keep
their checked-out material or return the material to the library drop boxes. After
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several extensions, library patrons were notified that their material was due on
June 30, 2020
o Allowing patrons without library cards to self-register for a card online in order to
use our online resources
o Supplying free seeds by mail to 400 residents. Unfortunately, we ran out of
seeds and could not fill the remaining requests
o Launching curbside delivery of requested library material on June 23, 2020
o Assessing no fines on library material, for the foreseeable future
o Extending all expiration dates on library cards, for the foreseeable future
Library Programs
The closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library for renovation and the COVID-19
crisis severely hampered our ability to conduct programs. However, library staff was
able to continue some of our regular programs at the branch libraries or online:


Hosted many English as a Second Language (ESL) programs at the Esper Branch
Library (July 2019 through December 2019)



Continued the popular 1,000 Books Before Kindergarten program to encourage
parents and caregivers to read to young children (July 2019 through June 2020)



Transferred the weekly Drop-In Tech Time program as well as the D-Lab to the
Esper Branch Library. Patrons who need assistance with technology can meet with
a library technology expert. Patrons who wish to digitize photographs or older media
formats are able to make an appointment with a library technology expert to use the
D-Lab equipment (July 2019 – March 2020)
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Continued the monthly Classics Revisited book club series at the Esper Branch
Library and then transitioned to online programs in May 2020 (September 2019
through May 2020)



Hosted a volunteer recruitment fair in partnership with area non-profit organizations
at the Esper Branch Library (September 2019)



Participated, in conjunction with volunteers from the Garden Club of Dearborn, in the
Downtown Dearborn Adopt-A-Tree Well program by providing autumn decorations at
the two benches in front of the Bryant Branch Library (October 2019)



Partnered with the West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) to
distribute candy and library information at the Bryant Branch Library during the
annual Trick-or-Treat event in West Dearborn (October 2019)



Presented Big Read programs throughout the community and online. The fourth Big
Read centered on Lab Girl by Hope Jahren (October 2019; March – April 2020)



Hosted a variety of programs online for children and their caregivers, including story
time and craft projects as well as a variety of programs for adults such as Patient
Care Rights and Bees in the D (March 2020-June 2020)



Provided free seeds by mail to 400 residents at the start of the COVID crisis (AprilMay (2020)

Programs-Outreach into the Community


Attended the Downtown Dearborn Perennial Plant Exchange to promote the library’s
seed library (September 2019)
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Visited Salina Intermediate School on two occasions to talk about library resources,
the remote locker and to register students and parents for library cards (September
and October 2019)



Participated in the Dearborn Senior Health Expo at the Ford Community and
Performing Arts Center (November 2019)



Presented a talk about library services and the renovations being done at the Henry
Ford Centennial Library to the Dearborn Colony Club (January 2020)

Staff Efficiencies/Training/Communication Initiatives


Attended various conferences and workshops, on a variety of topics including early
brain development in Mother Goose on the Loose, techniques for hosting small
group conversations in Conversation Café, and an asbestos and lead handling
workshop. In addition, staff attend the Michigan Library Association (MLA)
Conference (July 2019 – March 2020)



Attended many online sessions and meetings regarding the COVID-19 crisis to
discuss the impact on library service and how local libraries were planning to move
forward after the expiration of the Stay Home, Stay Safe order (March 2020 – June
2020)

Technology


Began offering text notifications of holds and overdue notices. Patrons who sign-up
for text notification will continue to receive email or telephone notifications. We will
have the ability to send custom text messages to a single patron or to a group of
patrons (August 2019)
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Replaced the five year-old AWE™ tot computers, three at the Esper Branch Library
and one at the Bryant Branch Library (October 2019)



Added the local newspaper archive to the library catalog, allowing patrons the ability
to search for and download issues of local newspapers from our catalog (November
2019)



Updated the library’s historical timeline on the library website with new information,
better photographs, and more accurate dates (December 2019)



Reimaged the public computers at the Bryant Branch and the Esper Branch libraries
(December 2019)



Migrated our room booking software from Evanced Rooms and Events to the new
version called Spaces and Sign-Up (February 2020)

Volunteers


The Friends of the Library-Dearborn (FOLD), through the sale of products such as
totes, earbuds, headphones, flash drives and a few books sold at branch libraries,
raised $2,263.54 for the library. Due to the Henry Ford Centennial Library closure
for renovation, no monthly book sales occurred.

In addition, FOLD received

$1,649.68 in donations for the library (July 2019 through June 2020)


During 2019, the Dearborn Public Library Foundation raised $12,871 through the
annual residential mail campaign. Donations from the Kroger Community Rewards
program and the Amazon Smile program were not available at this time



Two volunteers, who manage the Little Free Library at the John Dingell Transit
Center, contributed 35 hours of service in FY2019-2020. Just over 800 books and
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magazines were distributed to visitors at the Transit Center (July 2019 through June
2020)


English as a Second Language (ESL) volunteers:
o Continued offering sessions at the Esper Branch Library and encouraged
students who previously attended sessions at the Henry Ford Centennial Library
to continue participating at the Esper Branch Library.

By the winter of 2020,

many classes were at full capacity.
o With the closure of the libraries due to the COVID-19 crisis, we have been
staying in touch with our ESL students and volunteer instructors through email
and social media. Our ESL volunteer coordinator conducts monthly meetings
with our volunteer instructors, reviewing teaching practices and exploring new
training opportunities. Our goal is to offer a virtual ESL Conversation Circle in
the fall of 2020


A total of 21 hours of work were donated by 10 volunteers

Other Significant Activities/Events


Completed the transfer of $1,000,000 from the library’s Fund balance to the City’s
General Fund, per the request of the City Council and the agreement of the
Dearborn Library Commission (August 2019)



The West Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (WDDDA) began work on the
Mason streetscape. The streetscape project involved closing the Bryant Branch
Library parking lot and creating a green space in its place. A public meeting was
held at the Bryant Branch Library on February 26, 2020, with residents expressing
their disapproval of the plan due to the lack of handicapped parking near the building
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and the inability to easily access the library drop box. Subsequently, the WDDDA
developed a design to create two handicapped parking spots nearer the building and
to create short-term, library-dedicated parking on Mason Street for quick trips to the
drop box and to the library. The new design will be presented at the July 14, 2020
Council meeting (February 2020-June 2020)


The Dearborn libraries closed to the public on March 16, 2020 due to the Governor’s
Stay Home, Stay Safe order which meant all library staff would remain sheltered-inplace with only essential library personnel working in a building if needed.
Employees were allowed to work remotely if possible. Part-time employees were
paid 50% of their average hours and could supplement with up to 80 paid
emergency sick leave hours if needed due to a COVID-related absence. On May 3,
2020, all part-time library employees were laid off with the exception of one custodial
supervisor. Full-time library employees were placed on a work-share program on
June 7, 2020 with most employees furloughed for two days a week and supervisory
staff furloughed for one day a week. Two part-time custodians returned to work in
June. Governor Whitmer’s Stay Home, Stay Safe order was lifted on June 8 (March
2020-June 2020)



With agreement from the Mayor’s office, Police Chief Ronald Haddad coordinated
with the library Administration to allow CVS Pharmacy to conduct free, rapid COVID
testing in the Henry Ford Centennial Library parking lot. Testing began on April 25,
2020 and concluded on June 27, 2020 (April-June 2020)
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Dearborn Public Library, in order to accomplish its mission, operates through four
major functions: lending, information, outreach, and public programing. All citizens
have access to a wide range of print materials and online resources as well as to
computers complete with internet access and basic software applications. Additional
technology services include weekly Tech Time, which offers patrons assistance with
their technology devices, and the D-Lab, which offers patrons the ability to digitize
photos and other media. General and research databases, digital audiobooks, e-books
and e-magazines, as well as streaming music and video, are also available to library
cardholders from their home or office computers and portable devices.
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
Lending Material Service
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the Lending Material Service, which is
provided at all libraries. Primary components are:


Selection of adult and juvenile material for circulation. Librarians



Ordering, cataloging, processing and data entry of material. Librarians, Assistant
Librarians, Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages



Check out of material. Circulation Supervisor, Department Technician, Part-time
staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages; Librarians and Assistant Librarians at
branch libraries



MeLCat Lending. Librarians, Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs



Collection maintenance, inventory and shelving.

Librarians, Assistant Librarians,

Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages


Online resource technical management (Overdrive, Zinio, hoopla, databases).
Automation staff

Customer Profile: Based on active borrowers during the last fiscal year, 23.35% of
users are under 18 years of age, 10.49% are between 18 to 25 years, 14.44% are
between 26 to 35 years, 14.90% are between 36 and 45 years, 11.23% are between 46
and 55 years, 11.20% are between 56-65, and 14.24% are over 65 years.
Attachment 1d for more information.
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Information Service
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the Information Service, which is
provided at all libraries. Primary components are:


Selection of adult and juvenile material for the reference collection. Librarians



Ordering, cataloging, processing and data entry of materials. Librarians, Assistant
Librarians, Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages



Provision of accurate information in response to patron questions received in
person, by phone, by e-mail, through social media, chat or text messaging.
Librarians and Assistant Librarians, Automation staff, Part-time staff: Office Support
IIIs



Collection maintenance, inventory and shelving.

Librarians, Assistant Librarians,

Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages


Online resource technical management (reference databases). Automation staff



Technology support. Automation staff, Librarians, Part-time staff: AV Assistants,
Office Support IIIs and Library Pages

Customer Profile:

We do not gather demographics for the Information Service but

believe the customer profile is similar to the Lending Material Service demographics.
Outreach Service
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the Outreach Service, which provides
service to individuals, organizations, and homebound citizens. Primary components
are:


Provision of library materials for the homebound citizens and local book clubs.
Librarians, Assistant Librarians, Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages
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Packaging, delivery, and pick-up of materials. Part-time staff

Customer Profile: We do not gather demographics for the Outreach Service as we do
not know the make-up of the various books clubs who borrow the library book club kits.
Homebound citizens are typically over 60 years old.
Program Service – In House and Outreach in the Community
Full-time and part-time employees participate in the system-wide provision of creative
programs for adults, young adults, and children. Primary components are:


Planning and conducting regularly scheduled story hour programs for prekindergarten children. Librarians, Assistant Librarians



Planning and designing reading programs for children to encourage a lifetime of
reading for education, information and entertainment. Librarians, Assistant Librarians



Planning, conducting, and organizing materials for special craft workshops, puppet
shows, tours, movies, and story programs for children of all ages.

Librarians,

Assistant Librarians, Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library Pages


Planning lectures, tours, book talks, and special programs for teens and adults.
Librarians, Assistant Librarians



Planning and conducting presentations at various community events. Librarians,
Assistant Librarians, Automation staff, Part-time staff: Office Support IIIs and Library
Pages



Technology programing.

Automation staff, Librarians, Part-time staff:

AV

Assistants, Office Support IIIs and Library Pages
Customer Profile:

During FY2019-2020, approximately, 26% of our total program

attendance is attributed to adults and 74% is attributed to children and teens. More
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children’s programs were conducted online than adult programs and the children’s
programs drew a larger audience.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
General Fund
The voter-approved library millage (November 2011 election) dedicates 1 mill to the
library system for ten years, effective July 2012. As revenue from 1 mill is insufficient to
meet the funding needs of the library, the City Council appropriated an additional .69
mills for library services in FY2019-2020.
Penal Fines
The Michigan Constitution states that libraries will receive revenues from the court
system on a continuing basis.
Library Aid
The library receives per capita monies set each year by the State. Under P.A. 89 of
1977, the General Appropriations Bill, we are eligible to receive revenues in the spring
of each year. The payment is spread across two checks; one in June and the other in
July or August. In order to qualify for library aid money, the library must complete the
State report and be open to the public for a minimum of 55 hours per week.
Fines and Fees
The library receives fine payments for overdue, damaged and lost material.
Additionally, fees are paid for non-resident cards, internet user cards, daily internet
passes, obituary lookup fees, proctoring fees and room rentals.
For more information, see the 2019-2020 Monies Received information on page 52.
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Personnel Services: 48%
Operating Expenses: 43%
Supplies: 1.5%
Capital Outlay (Materials and Equipment): 7.5%

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISMENTS, AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARD
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
2019-2020
Goal 1: Continue working with the Dearborn Library Commission to develop a
strategic plan for the Dearborn Public Library.
Due to the struggles with the Henry Ford Centennial Library renovation, the loss of two
Library Commissioners and the COVID-19 crisis, no effort was made on this goal.

Goal 2: Continue the upgrade of the Horizon software.
This is an annual, ongoing goal. The Horizon staff client was upgraded to version 7.5.6
which is the latest version. While primarily bug fixes, this release included two
important new features: 1) the ability to reflect on the check-out receipt the amount of
money a patron saved through library check-out as opposed to purchasing the material,
and 2) the ability for non-supervisory staff to review, without the need for a supervisory
override, a borrower’s record with excessive fines to make minor, non-fine related edits.
In addition, the public catalog, Enterprise, was upgraded to version 5.0.2 which was a
minor upgrade for bug fixes.
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Goal 3: Continue both the Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) and
lighting projects at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.
This goal is complete except for two punch list items, one which is HVAC-related and
one which is lighting related. The inefficient central steam plant heating system was
converted to a distributed heating system using high efficiency, low mass, condensing
thermal generating units. Fluorescent lighting was replaced with high-efficiency LED
lighting fixtures and panels. The lighting system is controlled either by Acuity software
or by motion sensors in individual rooms.
Goal 4: Continue work on the wall repair, ceiling repair and painting project.
This goal is partially complete. During the Henry Ford Centennial Library renovation
project, the high ceilings were repaired and painted and all newly constructed walls
were painted or wallpapered. Ceiling tiles throughout the Henry Ford Centennial Library
have been replaced. Additional work will be needed in non-public Henry Ford
Centennial Library spaces as well as in branch libraries.
Goal 5: Continue the renovation of the east side of the mezzanine at the Henry
Ford Centennial Library.
This goal is complete. The renovation of the east side of the mezzanine at the Henry
Ford Centennial Library included the creation of a large conference room, a
makerspace, seven group study rooms, a computer lab, a digitization lab, a storage
room and four individual study booths.
Goal 6: Continue the electrical outlet improvements at the Henry Ford Centennial
Library.
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This goal is complete.

Floor poke-thru devices supplying electrical power to study

tables were installed throughout the second floor public space making it easier for
patrons to plug in laptops, tablets and cell phones.
Goal 7: Install new wallpaper at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.
This goal is complete.

New wallpaper was installed on the perimeter walls of the

second floor, in the second floor Ford Room, on the exterior walls of the new spaces on
the mezzanine and in the first floor Administration conference room.
Goal 8: Replace the carpeting at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.
This goal is partially complete. All carpeting on the second floor was replaced. All
carpeting on the mezzanine, except for the FOLD storage room, was replaced. All
carpeting in the first floor corridors was replaced. Carpeting in non-public spaces on the
first floor has not been replaced.
Goal 9: Renovate the Henry Ford Centennial Library second floor restrooms.
This goal is complete. Included in the restroom renovation was moving the entrance
doors forward several feet to make entry easier. Automatic door openers were added.
The walls adjacent to the restrooms were renovated to include tackable wall panels, two
benches and one bottle-filling water fountain.
Goal 10: Complete the reorganization of the second floor books and furniture at
the Henry Ford Centennial Library to improve traffic flow, sight lines and access
to library material and services.
This goal is complete. Improvements include: moving all adult book stacks to the west
side of the building, moving all media to the south side near the circulation desk, moving
the casual adult reading area on the north side farther west away from Youth Services,
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moving the tot area to the east side farther away from the adult areas, and converting
the Ford Room from a large group study room to a casual reading room.
Goal 11: Purchase new public furniture and replace metal book stack end panels
at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.
This goal is 95% complete. New furniture purchases included: new study tables, which
replaced the original tables purchased in 1968, new public computer tables, new casual
furniture for the Ford Room, tables and chairs for the renovated spaces on the east side
of the mezzanine. Most all book stacks received wood end panels to replace the 1968
metal panels.
Goal 12: Install new directional signage at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.
No effort was made on this goal as we must wait until we return to the Henry Ford
Centennial Library and prepare a comprehensive list of the signage needed.
Goal 13: Upgrade existing analog cameras and install additional security devices
(cameras and card swipes) as needed.
This goal is partially completed. Most cameras at the Henry Ford Centennial Library
have been upgraded to internet protocol (IP) cameras. Additional cameras and door
card swipes have been added throughout the building. We will turn our attention to the
branch libraries and to the Veterans Park in the next fiscal year.
Goal 14: Replace north public entrance doors at the Esper Branch Library.
This goal is not complete.
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OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
Library Collection Maintenance and Development
The library’s collection of material continued to be the primary focus for the majority of
our staff. In FY2019-2020, we allocated $500,000 to purchase library material.
The selecting librarians choose the library material to be purchased and the Processing
staff order, receive, invoice, and process the new material into the system.
Approximately 13,375 items were entered into the system, including new material,
material being transferred from one library agency to another, and material being
repackaged. In addition, 74 donations were added to the collection.
Because we purchase a majority of our cataloging records from our library material
vendors, only 253 items required staff to create original cataloging.
One new collection of material was added this fiscal year. Binge Boxes are a collection
of DVDs of similar content that are checked out as one item; 14 Binge Boxes are now in
the system.

Topics range from comedy, to movies based on children’s books, to

movies from the 1980s.

Binge Boxes are a great opportunity to sample various

movies in the same genre.
During FY2019-2020, 13,301 items were deleted. The library collection totaled 206,881
items at the end of the fiscal year. The total value of the collection is $4,292,510.57.
Online resources continue to be a very popular library service. The library subscribes to
a total of 110 databases (21 are paid subscriptions and 89 are subscriptions paid and
provided through the Library of Michigan Electronic Library). Popular resources include
Ancestry Library Edition and patrons were thrilled when the service was offered
remotely during the COVID-19 crisis. Normally, this product is only available for in-
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library usage. Digital content services are very well-used and usage increased during
the COVID-19 crisis. Overdrive™ (e-books and e-audiobooks), hoopla™ (e-books, eaudiobooks, e-music and e-video) and RB Digital™ (magazines and the recent inclusion
of digital newspapers) were especially popular while the libraries were physically
closed. Digital content continues to be the largest circulating collection.
Circulation Services
Check out of material by patrons decreased by 34%. Library visits decreased by 54%.
As the Henry Ford Centennial Library has been closed for renovation since late May
2019, such decreases were anticipated. However, the closure of all Dearborn libraries
for 14 weeks due to the COVID-19 crisis further decreased both check-outs and visits.
The library has 32,383 active card holders (library card usage during the last three
years), which is over 6.4% higher than last fiscal year. This does not include the more
than 400 patrons that self-registered for a temporary library card during the COVID-19
crisis. Once the libraries re-open, patrons will need to visit the library to make the selfregistered library cards permanent.
Patrons continue to use the library’s “hold” service (a request to be put on a list for
library material that is checked out). In FY2019-2020, 41,558 holds were placed, which
is a decrease from the previous fiscal year. The library has 28,282 patrons signed up
for e-mail notifications of hold and overdue material, which is very similar to last fiscal
year. Patron can now receive notification through text messaging.
Unique Management Services, our collection agency, continues to do a great job in
contacting our delinquent patrons, encouraging them to return material and pay
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delinquent accounts. During FY2019-2020, Unique generated $14,424 more in assets
(materials and cash recovered) than they billed in fees.
Outsourcing overdue mailers, in its eleventh year with Unique Management Services,
eliminates library and City mailroom staff time spent preparing, printing and processing
the mailers as well as the supplies and postage associated with the mailers.

The

mailers that Unique Management sends out are much easier to read than the previously
used carbon crash mailers and patrons receive them in the same timely manner as
when the library staff was responsible for this task. In FY2019-2020, Unique invoiced
the library $817.07 for the overdue mailer service. Due to the COVID crisis, mailers
were not generated beginning in March 2020.
Programing Services
The library continues to offer a wide range of activities for people of all ages. Due to the
closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library for renovation, all programs were held
either at the branch libraries or other venues in the community. During the COVID-19
crisis all programs were online.
Children
The Youth Services staff provided a variety of story hours, craft workshops, and
contests throughout the year. During the summer 2019, 322 children registered to read
for the Summer Reading program. There was no Summer Reading Wrap-up program
in 2019. Summer 2020 data will be reported in next year’s annual report.
Teen
Due to the construction at Henry Ford Centennial Library, while the library offered less
programs and volunteer opportunities for teens, the Teen Librarian was still able to offer
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monthly programs for teens at Esper and Bryant Branch Libraries. These programs,
such as a book swap, writer’s café, and DIY touch screen gloves, celebrated literacy
and new experiences. Over 70 teens participated in these programs throughout the
year. Additionally, 122 teens participated in the 2019 Teen Read Summer Program.
The library offered limited volunteer opportunity for teens through the Teen Advisory
Group (TAG). TAG was formed to help teens in grades seven through twelve earn
volunteer hours by assisting with projects that help the library and the community. For
each meeting they attend, teens can receive one-to-one hours of volunteer service.
Ten teens attended TAG in FY2019-2020, volunteering 21 hours.
The library continues to offer BookLetters newsletters and emails about teen programs
and new young adult materials. A total of 317 teens have subscribed to the two teen
BookLetters emails.
Adult
The 2019 Adult Summer Reading Program attracted 145 adult readers. Due to the
closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, we were unable to continue the Friends of
the Library sponsored Blockbuster free film series or the monthly education and
entertainment programs.
The Dearborn Public Library, for the fourth time, received a Big Read grant. Due to the
closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library for renovation, many programs were held
at outside venues.

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 crisis caused the library to either

cancel programs or move them online. Total attendance at 18 Big Read programs was
1,954.
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Adult Services
Adult Services provides shut-in service to Dearborn residents. During FY2019-2020, 14
items were delivered to one resident.
During FY2019-2020, 133 adult book club kits were checked out for a total circulation of
1,330. There are ten books per kit.
During the Henry Ford Centennial Library closure for renovation, the Adult Services staff
was dispersed among the three library locations: the Bryant Branch Library, the Esper
Branch Library and the temporary Library Warehouse on Commerce Drive, North. High
standards of service were achieved through planning and providing programs at the
library branches, by working behind the scenes at the Warehouse and by connecting
with community partners to create invaluable relationships that will have far reaching
impact. During the COVID-19 crisis, the staff was challenged to adapt library services
and they showed their innate talent and initiative by planning virtual programs. All the
full-time staff participated in online training and viewed webinars throughout the year to
better their skillset.
Adult Services staff received a $2,000 grant from American Library Association-Library
Census Equity Fund to support census initiatives, a $2,000 Dick Johnston award from
the Metro Detroit Book and Author Society to support an outreach program with the aim
of both educating and improving the lives of Arab-American families in Dearborn
through the distribution of literacy kits, and a $15,000 Big Read award from the National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) in partnership with Arts Midwest.
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Automation Services
Due to the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library for renovation, the weekly
Drop-In Tech Time programs along with the D-Lab were moved to the Esper Branch
Library.
During FY2019-2020, Automation Services:


Shifted Drop-In Tech Time to the Esper Branch Library, assisting 87 patrons over
the course of 36 sessions (July 2019 – March 2020)



Moved the D-Lab to the Esper Branch Library, assisting 106 patrons in the
digitization of their older formatted media over the course of 98 sessions (July 2019
– March 2020)



Continued “tech time” visits to the Henry Ford Village, assisting 78 residents over the
course of five visits (July 2019 – February 2020)



Began text notification of both holds and overdue notices (August 2019)



Migrated the file server from the Windows 2003 machine to the new Windows server
(August 2019)



Replaced one AWE™ computer at the Bryant Branch Library and three AWE™
computers at the Esper Branch Library.

These computers are pre-loaded with

educational games, typically targeting children younger than six (August 2019)


Attended the SirsiDynix Michigan Users Group (MUG) annual meeting (October
2019)



Customized the Enterprise module to display library card expiration dates because
of numerous requests by library patrons (November 2019)
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Added the local newspaper archive to Enterprise (the library catalog) thereby
allowing patrons the ability to access and download these papers from home
(November 2019)



Updated the library’s historical timeline on the library website (December 2019)



Reimaged the public computers at the Bryant and the Esper Branch libraries
(December 2019)



Presented a library services informational session at the Dearborn Colony Club
meeting (January 2020)



Migrated Evanced Rooms and Events to the new Spaces and Sign-up platforms
(February 2020)



Launched the ScanEZ service at Esper Branch Library, which allows for public
faxing as well as photo editing (February 2020)



Upgraded the Horizon software to version 7.5.6 and the Enterprise software to
version 5.0.2 (June 2020)

LIBRARY COMMITTEES
Bookletters Committee
The Bookletters Committee is responsible for managing the BookLetters service. This
service allows patrons to sign up for e-mail newsletters with comments, reading
recommendations and information about library services and programs. Most of our
BookLetters have been consolidated into the BookSizzle. BookSizzle is sent out to all
library patrons who have provided an email address and to those long-term patrons that
have subscribed. Besides the weekly BookSizzle, nine staff-generated BookLetters
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were offered in FY2019-2020, including the popular Staff Picks as well as flyers for the
Youth and Teen programs. Spotlight On, a BookLetter for juvenile and teen books
became very important during the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library and
especially during the Stay Home, Stay Safe order, when it became a method to highlight
electronic materials on different topics.

At the end of FY2019-2020, the BookLetters

service had 25,213 subscribers with about half of those being BookSizzle
subscribers. While an opt-out of email feature is provided, this service remains popular
with our patrons.
Circulation Committee
The purpose of the Circulation Committee is to improve customer service and to solve
patron and staff problems concerning the Horizon circulation system. The circulation
process has many possibilities for customizing service. Each year improvements in
customer service are developed through the efforts of this committee. The main tool of
the committee is the Circulation Manual, which incorporates the Library Commission’s
policies, system procedures, and sample statements for staff to use when talking to
library patrons. In FY2019-2020, the Circulation Committee:


Assisted with the testing and implementation of a new text messaging service to
notify patrons of the availability of their “on hold” material as well as their overdue
material.

The overdue text notification includes both a “soon to be overdue”

notification as well as a subsequent overdue notification if needed (December 2019)


Investigated and recommended an increase in the number of requests allowed per
library card. The Library Commission approved the increase from 20 items to 30
items per card (December 2019)
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Investigated and recommended a new policy eliminating overdue fines for material
checked out from the Youth and Teen collections. Approved by the Library
Commission (June 2020)



Conducted the annual Foods for Fines program, collecting 38 boxes of food for the
Dearborn Firefighters’ food pantry (November 2019)



Ordered new security gates for the Henry Ford Centennial Library. The installation is
expected to be done in August 2020 (December 2019)



Extended and monitored all settings for circulation-related functions in the library
system as the COVID-19 crisis spread through the state. Patron holds were
extended, all overdue fines were eliminated, expiration dates on library cards were
extended and residents were allowed to self-register for a library cards in order to
use online resources from home (March-June 2020)



Investigated and formed a new service plan for a phased re-opening once the Stay
Home, Stay Safe order was lifted for the region. Phase one of the plan, launched in
June 2020, included curbside delivery, which allows for contactless pick-up of
requested library material (June 2020)
Collection Development Committee

The Collection Development Committee is composed of all the librarians in the system,
as well as the Automation staff. The committee focuses on common issues involving
format of material, ordering, and the library’s overall collection. In FY2019-2020, the
Collection Development Committee:
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Evaluated changes to replacement costs for lost or missing compact discs and
cases and made recommendations, in conjunction with the Circulation Committee, to
the Library Commission (October 2019)



Experimented with a new resource for Spanish language materials. A great deal of
set-up and coordination is required and a final decision is pending (November 2019March 2020)



Adapted to a new locking mechanisms for DVD cases. This decision was necessary
as supplies for our old locking system were no longer available. The library will
utilize both the old and new system for the foreseeable future (February 2020)



Investigated and implemented the purchase of Binge Boxes. These are sets of
DVDs centered around a common theme but boxed together for a single checkout
(March 2020)



Increased hoopla™ checkouts from 10 to 15 per month (March 2020-June 2020)



Continued to order, while working remotely, a variety of library material in order to
maintain a consistent flow of new material (May 2020)



Throughout the fiscal year, librarians continued to evaluate items in their assigned
collection areas, purchase new material and discard items using both our collection
management software, Collection HQ, and other established criteria. During the
closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, additional collections were designated
as ‘floating’ in order to make them available to patrons at branch libraries rather than
returning them to the warehouse
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Disaster Preparedness Committee
The goals of the Disaster Preparedness Committee are to develop and evaluate
procedures for emergencies and disasters that could occur at the Dearborn Public
libraries.

Due to the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, the committee

postponed all committee work until the Henry Ford Centennial Library reopens.
Marketing Committee
The purpose of the Marketing Committee is to market the library to the community. This
committee also has responsibility for creating and updating general brochures with
information about the library system. Using the publicity flow charts, the committee
ensures that each library program is publicized in the library and through print and
online outlets. In FY2019-2020, the Marketing Committee:


Conducted a series of outreach events promoting library services throughout the
community:
o Weekly visits to the HFV
o Regular attendance at the Farmers’ Market
o Literacy Pop-ups in the community
o Intergenerational sessions in partnership with Beaumont Hospital and Cherry Hill
Presbyterian Pre-School Cooperative
o Senior Health Expo at the Ford Community and Performing Arts Center
o Salina Intermediate School Open House and parent conferences
o Presentation to the Dearborn Colony Club regarding library services



Partnered with the Department of Public Information to print a combined Back Fence
and Library Matters newsletter to be delivered to Dearborn households in the
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autumn and the spring of each year. Only one issue was published in October 2019.
The April 2020 issue was cancelled as the information was incorrect due to the
COVID-19 crisis


Published the online newsletter, Library Matters



Continued notifying library patrons about new library material through the weekly
Wowbrary subscription



Worked with CDTV and Councilman David Bazzy to produce a 10-minute spot
regarding online library services
New Technology Committee

As most technology initiatives are proposed and implemented by the Automation
Services staff, the New Technology Committee has altered how the committee conducts
business. The committee will no longer meet monthly, but on an as-needed basis to
discuss technology trends or any major technology decisions which require input from
multiple library divisions.
technology initiatives.

The committee will support the Automation staff with

We anticipate that FY2020-2021 will be one of change and

growth for the New Technology Committee.
Outreach Committee
The Outreach Committee was not active in FY2019-2020.
Patron Email Engagement Project Committee (PEEP)
The Patron Email Engagement Project Committee (PEEP) was created to enhance the
library’s outreach attempts using email. While the long-range focus may be to attempt
to re-engage patrons who no longer use the library, the initial focus will be to welcome
new cardholders. Through a series of three emails, the library will inform new patrons
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about library services. The first e-mail is a Welcome email. The second e-mail, sent
two months later, is a promotional e-mail typically highlighting our digital offerings. The
third e-mail is sent two months later is an engagement e-mail highlighting current library
programs. The open rate for all emails is between 25-30%.
Reference Committee
The purpose of the Reference Committee is to coordinate reference services throughout
the system. The committee has a major responsibility to continually review reference
services and to recommend purchases of material. The committee must rank the value
of each service and decide which formats are best for the community. In

FY2019-

2020, the Reference Committee:


Made extensive changes to the design of the online resources page. Links were
removed and resources were rearranged to improve the site (October 2019)



Evaluated the Exhibit collection which is a collection of valuable books that were
acquired about 45 years ago. The Committee recommended selling selected items,
digitizing some and keeping the remainder in a safe place. Decisions regarding the
Exhibit collection will be made in FY2020-2021 (October 2019)



Made recommendation to eliminate paper copies of the zoning ordinances as these
are available from the Dearborn City Clerk’s office (December 2019)



Evaluated an offer from The Library Network (TLN) for discount pricing on five
products from RBDigital™. Recommended the purchase of a newspaper product
and an expanded magazine product (February 2020)
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Worked quickly to evaluate free online resources and added same to the library’s
online offerings in order to assist patrons during the COVID-19 crisis (March 2020June 2020)
Security Committee

The Security Committee was created to help develop policy and procedures to ensure
the safety of library patrons and staff members. A unique opportunity was presented
during the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library. Henry Ford Centennial Library
security guards were assigned to work at either the Bryant Branch Library or the Esper
Branch Library during the renovation project, allowing them to learn about the other
library locations. This has created a more well-rounded security staff that has the
flexibility to work in multiple locations.
During FY2019-2020, the Security Committee:


Updated the alarm codes for the Henry Ford Centennial Library and the Esper
Branch Library (August 2019)



Investigated a security tracking software called PITS (Patron Incident Tracking
System). The decision regarding the purchase of the software is on hold due to the
cost and the continued closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library (August 2019)



Participated in the City of Dearborn’s Safety Committee.

The library Security

Committee will work with the City’s Safety Committee on Run, Hide, Fight training as
well as in-person active shooter training for library employees (August 2019)


Attended two security sessions at the annual Michigan Library Association
conference: Fostering Mutuality: Peer Navigators in Public Libraries and Deescalation Training (October 2019)
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Obtained an updated list of School Resource Officers at the Dearborn Public
Schools (October 2019)



Viewed a Narcan webinar for informational purposes. Currently, library employees
do not administer Narcan (October 2019)



Planned for the January 2020 exam time when many students visit the Dearborn
Public Libraries to study for mid-term exams (November 2019)



Eliminated the outdated Branch Supervisor In Charge (SIC) manual (November
2019)



Replaced the no longer needed Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) manual with the red Emergency Binders, created by the Disaster
Preparedness Committee (November 2019)



Recommended that the library purchase three wheelchairs (one for each location)
for emergency purposes (December 2019)



Ordered new shirts, fleece jackets and badges for security guards (December 2019)



Worked extensively on a new Lost and Found Policy which was approved by the
Dearborn Library Commission (December 2019)



Updated the Child Safety brochure with assistance from the Youth Services staff
(December 2019)



Began work on a new Guard manual (March 2020)
Serials Committee

The purpose of the Serials Committee is to manage the serials module through
coordination, training, creation of procedures and problem solving. Serials are materials
that are updated periodically, such as magazines, yearbooks, and directories. Because
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the serials module is stable, it was not necessary for the committee to meet in FY20192020. The periodicals contract, which began January 2018, was awarded to W.T. Cox
in July 2017. The third year of the contract, and its second renewal, is in 2020. The
annual cost for 2020 was $22,030. The contract may be renewed three times, with
each renewal being for one year. It is anticipated that W.T. Cox will be the periodicals
vendor from 2018 through December 2021.
Social Media Committee
The purpose of the Social Media Committee is to create, organize and manage our
social media communication on behalf of the library.

The Facebook page was

launched on July 23, 2010 and the committee meets monthly to finesse and monitor
the page, its content, and to review the usage statistics. More and more patrons are
reporting that social media is their preferred method of obtaining information from the
library. In addition, the library also hosts Twitter and Instagram accounts. In FY 20192020, the Social Media Committee accomplished the following:


Continued to promote library services and engage users through the library
Facebook page. The library currently has over 2,200 followers and users engage on
an average of 36 times per day. The First Friday Facebook Live series had an
average of 201 views



Began Facebook Live weekly evening Storytime sessions in the fall of 2019 and
expanded same to twice weekly during the COVID-19 crisis



Library Twitter page currently has over 1,180 followers and tweets are seen an
average of 664 times (impressions)
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Library Instagram account currently has over 1,670 followers and each post reaches
about 300-500 users



Worked on organizing the library YouTube page to allow for easier viewing and
storing of library-related videos (February 2020)



Increased the number of social media posts in an effort to inform the community with
library information as the COVID-19 virus spread through the area and library
access was restricted (March –June 2020)
Volunteer Committee

The purpose of the Volunteer Committee is to actively recruit, train and retain high
quality volunteers for the Dearborn Public Library. Our volunteers perform a myriad of
duties, all of which are an integral part of the library’s operations. Many of our library
volunteers assist with collection maintenance. This includes checking, cleaning, sorting,
labeling, processing and shelving library material. Other volunteers assist with library
programming and fundraising.
Due to the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library and the COVID-19 crisis, the
Volunteer Committee did not meet. The ESL volunteers were able to continue the
Conversation Circle at the Esper Branch Library, but that too was halted in March 2020
due to the COVID-19 crisis. Plans are underway for a virtual ESL program.
During FY2019-2020, due to the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, the
library had only 47 volunteers who contributed 1,913 hours of volunteer service.
Dearborn Public Library Foundation
The Dearborn Public Library Foundation seeks to benefit, promote and enhance the
library system by building strong public-private partnerships with individuals,
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businesses, and community organizations that share their mission for creating a
stronger library that is meeting the needs of the community. During FY2019-2020, the
Foundation:


Welcomed a new board member, Brian Church, in September 2019.
Nasser and Farah Kobeissi-Nasser resigned in April 2020.

Adnan S.

Executive Board

members, effective May 2020, are Jennifer Dickey, President; Zacki Khaled, VicePresident; Kimberly Roberts, Secretary; Brian Church, Treasurer.

Directors Holly

Frank, Anne Gautreau, Suzanne Miller, Kathleen J. Murray, Serge DanielsonFrancois, and Margaret Thornburg remain on the Board.

While Steve Roberts

continued to serve as President Emeritus, his participation is limited due to family
obligations


Continued the residential mail campaign in 2019 and raised $12,871 in donations
from the direct mail campaign



Donations from the Kroger Community Reward program and from the Amazon
Smiles program are not available at this time

Friends of the Library-Dearborn (FOLD)
The Friends of the Library-Dearborn (FOLD) is a vital volunteer group that encourages
the community’s support of the library. They hold monthly meetings featuring local
authors and speakers and mail a newsletter to all their members.
Due to the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library due to the renovation, the
Friends of the Library-Dearborn (FOLD) were unable to meet or conduct their monthly
book sales. In FY2019-2020, a modest income of $2,263.54 was raised from the sale
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of book bags, flash drives, headphones, earbuds and a few books sold at the branch
libraries. In addition FOLD raised $1,649.68 in donations.
Youth Services Committee
The purpose of the Youth Services Committee is to promote reading through programs,
collections, and service to children and their families. The committee actively pursues
methods of marketing the library and its resources to the community. In addition, the
committee reviews all requests for changes in service and shares information in ways to
improve service, programing, and library collections.

In FY2019-2020, the Youth

Services Committee:


Offered a wide-range of programing for children from birth through the teen
years. With the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, the Youth Services
team, working with branch staff, moved youth programs to the branches. While
programs were conducted throughout the year, they were particularly important
during the public school breaks as a way to offer youth and their families a variety of
activities to stay active while not in school



Continued offering and promoting a nationwide program entitled 1,000 Books Before
Kindergarten, which is a free program to encourage families to read with their young
children. By keeping track of the number of books read daily, weekly, or monthly to
their young child, families can earn rewards along the way. The greatest reward is,
of course, a strong foundation for youngsters as they begin their formal education. A
strong base in literacy will improve their experience overall as students. Youth
Services is looking toward an expansion of this program to serve older children and
encourage a continued regular reading habit
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Joined with the Dearborn Public Schools to encourage reading over the summer by
participating in a series of pop-up literacy programs at elementary schools that are a
part of the Fordson High School Feeder track. At these events, the Youth Services
staff signed up new library card holders, talked about library resources, worked on
crafts with families and encouraged families to visit all of the Dearborn Public
Libraries



Worked with a coalition of Dearborn Public School administrators, media specialists
and teachers to develop support for struggling readers. The “Read by Third Grade
Law” was scheduled to go into full effect during the 2019-2020 school year. This
coalition developed materials, book lists and activities to provide families with help to
aid students reading below grade level. These efforts are ongoing and a series of
learn-at-home kits are being assembled for these library patrons.

Continued to

support the Dearborn Public Schools’ Parent University by attending events,
providing library card sign-ups and talking about how the library is able to support
parents’ work with early literacy. Dearborn Public Library is a part of the interagency Early Learning Coalition that developed the Parent University program
Website Committee
Under the guidance of the Website Committee, the Dearborn Public Library website
remains a strong central hub for library news, programs and material. This past year
the website was crucial in providing news and announcements to the community, in
particular about the Henry Ford Centennial Library renovation and the pandemic
closures. In addition to the dozens of new posts and pages that have been added
and updated, adjustments to the web-server settings for added security were also
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performed. The Committee will continue to meet monthly to ensure the website and
our web resources are easy to navigate and are meeting the needs of our users.
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DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY - STATISTICAL INFORMATION

2019-2020*

2018-2019

Percent Change

324,082
147,080
206,881
134,329

491,457
320,235
200,932
131,546
30,424

-34%
-54%
3%
2%
6.4%

Circulation (Transactions)
Traffic (Individual Visits)
Collection (Items)
Collection (Titles)
Registration (Borrowers)**

32,383***

* Statistics are impacted by the Henry Ford Centennial Library renovation closure and the COVID-19 crisis
** Patrons who have renewed their card within the last three years
***Does not include 436 online self-registrations

Detailed Collection Statistics
Items
Books, Adult
Books, Juvenile
Books, Reference

2019-2020*

2018-2019

Percent Change

78,241
59,433
2,194

76,598
57,157
2,081

2%
4%
5%

Periodicals

10,792
38,301
12,144
3,857
1,135
11
177
20

9,392
36,734
12,984
4,036
1,071
11
177
20

15%
4.3%
-6.5%
-4%
6%
0%
0%
0%

DVDs
Compact Discs, Music
Books on CD
Video Games
USB Language Kits
Book Club Kits, Adult
WiFi Hotspots

*Collection maintenance during FY2019-2020 was difficult as the collection was either at the temporary warehouse or
in storage.

Programs

2019-2020
2019-2020
2018-2019
2018-2019
Number of Programs Attendance Number of Programs Attendance

479

16,281

762

17,164

Percent Change

Programs

Attendance

-37%

-5%

Decrease in the number of programs is attributable to the Henry Ford Centennial Library closure for renovations and
the COVID-19 crisis
Program attendance did not decline at the same rate as online programs, especially youth programs, have a higher
attendance because the programs are viewable over a one week period
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Photographic Highlights

Library Commissioner David Schlaff

Library Commissioner Nancy Zakar

Henry Ford Centennial Library Renovation

West Book Stacks

Ford Reading Room
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Café
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Staff at the Esper Branch Library
Working During COVID-19

Wearing Masks and Social Distancing

Curbside Delivery
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR
2020-2021
1.

Continue working with the Dearborn Library Commission to develop a
strategic plan for the Dearborn Public Library.

2.

Continue annual upgrades of the Horizon software.

3.

Install new directional signage at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.

4.

Replace all electrical breakers at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.

5.

Replace east staff door at the Henry Ford Centennial Library.

6.

Renovate the Henry Ford Centennial Library auditorium with new carpet, new
seating and redesigned ADA platforms.

7.

Continue the upgrade of existing analog cameras and install additional
security devices (cameras and card swipes) as needed.

8.

Repair or replace the globe lights at the Esper Branch Library.

9.

Repair or replace north public entrance doors at the Esper Branch Library.

10.

Renovate the Esper Branch Library public space to create four group study
rooms.

11.

Replace the Bryant Branch Library carpet.

12.

Inspect and repair the exterior marble at the Henry Ford Centennial.

13.

Paint both staff and public spaces, as needed, at all Dearborn Public
Libraries.

14.

Renovate the restrooms in the northwest corridor at the Henry Ford
Centennial Library.

15.

Replace the window tint on the Henry Ford Centennial Library.
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CITY OF DEARBORN
DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY

Actual
Budget
2019-2020

Actual
Budget
2018-2019

PERSONNEL SERVICES

$3,478,740

$6,384,246*

OPERATING EXPENSE

$4,081,824**

$2,144,980**

SUPPLIES

$51,260

$87,229

CAPITAL OUTLAY

$466,714

$530,399

Undistributed

0

0

TOTAL LIBRARIES

$8,329,275

$9,291,681

*Post-Retirement Health Insurance and Pension
**Includes Facilities Lease (Account 271-5100-980.44-04)

Fiscal Year
FY2019-2020**
FY2018-2019**
FY2017-2018**
FY2016-2017**
FY2015-2016**
FY2014-2015**
FY2013-2014**

Facility Lease
$1,429,227
$ 498,240
$1,758,420
$1,384,879
$ 675,240
$ 846,286
$1,115,250

**Actual
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MONIES RECEIVED
ACTUAL MONIES RECEIVED

Account
271…330.01-90
271…330.04-30
271…330.07-12

2019-2020
$ 8,941.87
$ 78,672.16
$ 76,749.41

2018-2019
$ 24,676.45
$ 75,207.76
$ 60,176.80

271…341.80-35

$ 5,319.23

$ 9,641.00

271…341.80-40

$ 16,644.80

$ 33,428.96

Library Fines/Fees

271…351.40-00

$ 26,209.37

$ 56,826.34

Library Room
Rental

271…363.20-05

$ 1,135.00

$ 11,393.00

Donations

271…365.90-00

$ 7,320.00

$7,912.23
(includes Fecko
trust payment #1

Donations

634-0000-365.90-00

$
20,000
Fecko trust
payment #1

Federal Grants
Library Aid Grant
Penal Fines
Internet User
Cards
Copier, Printer,
Microfilm

Operating
Expenses
(Reimbursements)

271…366.80-00

$ 35,459.00
(includes e-rate
reimbursement)

$37,204.27
(includes e-rate
reimbursement)

Miscellaneous

271…369.90-00

$ 1,591.17

$ 4,789.25

Friends of the
Library-Dearborn
Used Book Sale &
Merchandise sale

276…341.60-90

$ 2,263.54

$ 28,998.12

$ 1,649.68

$ 3,020.09

$ 12,000.00

$0.00

Friends of the
Library-Dearborn
and The Big Read- 276…365.90-00
Dearborn
Donations
Big Read Grant –
276-0000-330.01-90
Initial Payment
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DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY
LIBRARY COMMISSION

Marcel Pultorak, Chair
Initial Appointment: 09/01/2002; Current Term ends: 06/30/2023
Ryan Lazar, Vice-Chair
Initial Appointment: 06/30/2011; Current Term ends: 06/30/2023
Jihan Jawad, Secretary-Treasurer
Initial Appointment: 06/30/2008; Current Term ends: 06/30/2023
Barth Bucciarelli
Initial Appointment: 06/30/2015; Current Term ends: 06/30/2021
Ali Dagher
Initial Appointment: 06/04/2013; Current Term ends: 06/30/2021
Eva Gogola (replacement for David Schlaff)
Initial Appointment: 02/08/2020; Current Term ends: 06/30/2022
Michelle Jawad
Initial Appointment: 06/30/2015; Current Term ends: 6/30/2021
Arrwa Mogalli
Initial Appointment: 06/30/2015; Current Term ends: 6/30/2023*
Mansour S. Sharha (replacement for Nancy Zakar)
Initial Appointment: 06/01/2020; Current Term ends: 06/30/2023*
*June 2019 – an error was made in both Zakar and Mogalli’s term ending, which should have been June
30, 2022. When Sharha replaced Zakar, the error was continued.
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DEARBORN PUBLIC LIBRARY
DIRECTORY
HENRY FORD CENTENNIAL LIBRARY
16301 Michigan Avenue Dearborn, Michigan 48126
313-943-2330
BRYANT BRANCH LIBRARY
22100 Michigan Avenue Dearborn, Michigan 48124
313-943-4091
ESPER BRANCH LIBRARY
12929 W. Warren Dearborn, Michigan 48126
313-943-4096
LIBRARY HOURS
Effective January 1, 2017
HENRY FORD CENTENNIAL LIBRARY
Monday-Thursday 9:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Friday-Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. (September through May)
The Henry Ford Centennial Library temporarily closed to the public on
May 20, 2019 for a major renovation project

--------------------------------------------------------------BRYANT AND ESPER BRANCH LIBRARY HOURS
Monday-Tuesday
Wednesday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday

11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
CLOSED
11:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

With the closure of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, both the Bryant and Esper Branch Libraries
extended their hours to mirror the Henry Ford Centennial Library hours until the COVID-19 crisis

DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS, BEGINNING JUNE 23, 2020
CURBSIDE DELIVERY HOURS AT BRYANT AND ESPER BRANCH LIBRARIES
Tuesday - Thursday

2:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Saturday

10:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
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Attachment 1

Patrons Added to System for First Time

2015-2016
First Time Registrants

4,723

2016-2017

2017-2018

4,481

4,449

2018-2019*

2019-2020**

4,210

1,875

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Patrons Added for the First Time
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

`
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Attachment 1a

Active Library Card Holders
End of Each Fiscal Year
Resident
Dearborn Heights Resident
Non-Resident-Not Paid
Non-Resident-Paid
Internet Only Resident
Internet Only Non-Resident
TLN
TOTAL

June 2016
27,174
2,368
2,393
68
7
144
675
32,154

June 2017
26,124
2,169
2,170
41
2
93
1,304
31,903

June 2018
25,448
2,033
2,020
35
0
85
1,814
31,435

June 2019*
June 2020**
24,660
26,006
1,898
2,145
1,882
2,099
37
32
0
0
80
68
1,867
2,033
30,424
32,383

Active Library Card Holder is defined as a patron who has renewed his/her card within the last three years
*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Active Library Cardholders
30,000
24,000

Resident
Dearborn Heights Resident

18,000

Non-Resident-Not Paid
Non-Resident-Paid

12,000

Internet Only Resident

6,000

Internet Only Non-Resident
TLN

0
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Attachment 1b

Resident Cardholders as Percentage of Population
June 2016 June 2017 June 2018 June 2019* June 2020**
Resident
Dearborn Heights Resident
Non-Resident-Not Paid
Non-Resident-Paid
Internet Only Resident
Internet Only Non-Resident
TLN
TOTAL

27,174
2,368
2,393
68
7
144
675
32,154

26,086
2,166
2,166
41
2
93
1,303
31,857

25,448
2,033
2,020
35
0
85
1,814
31,435

24,660
1,898
1,882
37
0
80
1,867
30,424

26,006
2,145
2,099
32
0
68
2,033
32,383

Resident % of Total
84.53%
81.89%
80.95%
81.05%
80.31%
Active Library Card Holder is defined as a patron who has renewed his/her card within the last three years
*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
Resident Cardholders as % of
Population
June 2016 June 2017 June 2018 June 2019* June 2020**
27.69%
26.58%
25.93%
25.12%
26.50%

28.00%

Resident Cardholders as Percentage of Population

27.50%
27.00%
26.50%
26.00%
25.50%
25.00%
24.50%
24.00%
23.50%
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Active Users
2015-2016^ 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
15,226
15,559
15,240
14,493
9,472

ACTIVE USERS

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

^Beginning FY2015-2016: Active User is someone who, during the last 365 days, has either checked out material
or authenticated using his/her library card / PIN for one of our digital services

ACTIVE USERS
19,000
17,000
15,000
13,000
11,000
9,000
7,000
5,000
3,000
1,000
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Attachment 1c

Attachment 1d

Active Users by Age and Gender*
By age:

By gender:
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**

Under 18
18 to 25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Over 65

25.75%
13.44%
14.76%
14.03%
11.95%
10.13%
9.94%

27.65%
12.49%
14.28%
14.09%
11.14%
10.08%
10.27%

28.11%
12.27%
14.57%
13.82%
10.84%
9.95%
10.44%

26.66%
12.43%
15.15%
13.91%
10.51%
9.99%
11.35%

23.35%
10.49%
14.44%
14.90%
11.23%
11.20%
14.24%

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
Female
Male

59.76%
40.24%

60.58%
39.42%

60.54%
39.46%

61.35%
38.65%

63.47%
36.53%

Active Users by Gender

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations from May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Active Users by Age

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

30.00%

30.00%

Female

20.00%

Male

10.00%

25.00%

0.00%
20.00%
2015-2016
2016-2017

15.00%

2017-2018
2018-2019*

10.00%

2019-2020**
5.00%
0.00%

Beginning FY2015-2016: Active User is someone who, during the last 365 days, has either checked out material
or authenticated using his/her library card / PIN for one of our digital services
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Attachment 2

Total Circulation
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
Total Circulation

515,544

481,356

480,890

491,456

324,082

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Total Circulation
1,000,000
900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
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Attachment 2a

Branch Percentage of Circulation
Checkouts

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Salina Locker ***
TOTAL HORIZON
CIRCULATION
Percentage of Total

361,934
57,133
35,550

329,262
51,726
30,854

314,510
49,265
27,658
2,107

287,904
58,630
32,204
4,699

22,024
115,302
62,505
4,831

454,617

411,842

393,540

383,437

204,662

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
Salina Locker ***

79.61%
12.57%
7.82%

79.95%
12.56%
7.49%

79.92%
12.52%
7.03%
0.54%

75.09%
15.29%
8.40%
1.23%

10.76%
56.34%
30.54%
2.36%

Percentage of Total Circulation
100%
80%
60%

Salina Locker ***

40%

Esper

20%

Bryant

0%

HFCL

Does not include circulation of book club kits, downloadables or MeLCat
*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

*** Salina Remote Locker opened in March of 2018
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Attachment 2b

Type of Circulation
Checkout / Renewal / Download
2015-2016
Checkout
Phone Renewals
Regular Renewals
Self Renewals (OPAC)
Digital Downloads^

333,599
20,309
23,274
77,435
53,810

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
300,608
18,437
17,935
74,862
62,198

287,382
23,904
14,284
67,970
78,612

267,254
31,919
12,629
71,635
99,309

135,295
20,754
5,165
43,448
114,177

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Does not include miscellaneous circulation such as book club kits, shut-in deliveries, MeLCat, etc.
^RBDigital (formerly Zinio) online magazines added February 2014, hoopla added May 2015

Type of Circulation
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Digital Downloads^

50%

Self Renewals (OPAC)

40%

Regular Renewals

30%

Phone Renewals

20%

Checkout

10%
0%
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Attachment 2c

Circulation by Format
2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019* 2019-2020**

Adult Books
Adult Media^

142,329
142,568

130,592
124,213

120,585
117,932

114,778
112,166

65,541
50,872

Children's Books
Children's Media^

129,295
26,504

127,402
19,558

130,819
16,654

131,300
16,889

75,438
8,055

Magazines

13,789

9,798

7,316

7,790

2,941

Digital Downloads

53,810

62,198

78,612

99,309

114,177

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

^ Media = DVD and Audio CD (books and music)

Circulation by Format
160,000
140,000
120,000
Adult Books
100,000

Adult Media^

80,000

Children's Books

60,000

Children's Media^
Magazines

40,000

Digital Downloads

20,000
0
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Circulation by Collection
COLLECTION
Digital Downloads

Circulation

% of Total

114,177

35.23% E-books, E-audiobooks, E-magazines, streaming music, streaming video

Adult DVD

36,122

11.15% TV series, Entertainment, Lucky Day, International DVDs

Youth Picture Bks, Rdrs & Tot

32,679

10.08% Picture Books, Readers and Tot Books

Youth Fiction

26,798

8.27% Regular Fiction, Paperbacks, *j Fiction, includes Holiday books, Newberry/Caldecott, Graphic Novels

Adult NonFiction

26,271

Adult Fiction

16,417

8.11% Biography, LP Biography, Regular NonFiction, LP NonFiction, Office, Oversize
5.07% General Fiction, Adult New Reader, Large Print, Mysteries, Paperback-Fiction, Science Fiction, Short Story, Westerns

Young Adult Fiction

15,323

4.73% YA fiction, YA paperback fiction, YA graphic novels

Youth NonFiction

10,783

3.33% Biography, Regular NonFiction, Professional and Parent/Teacher, Office

Adult Music CDs

9,662

2.98%

Adult New Books

8,871

2.74% Fiction and NonFiction

All Other Material

7,835

2.42%

Youth DVD

6,998

2.16% Entertainment and International DVDS

Foreign Language Material

4,048

Magazines(amag,jmag)

2,938

1.25% Adult and Youth
0.91% Adult and Youth

Adult Audio Books

1,742

0.54% Compact Disc

Video Games

1,591

0.49% Youth

Book Club Kits

1,330

Youth Audio Books

242

Youth Music CDs

216

Young Adult Audio Books
TOTAL

39
324,082

0.41%
0.07% Compact Disc
0.07%
0.01% Compact Disc
100.00%

** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Circulation by Collection
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
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Attachment 2d

Circulation
Digital Download
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
53,810

62,198

78,612

99,309

Digital Download Service begins September 2007
RBDigital (formerly Zinio) - digital magazines begins February 2014
hoopla streaming begins May 2015
RBDigital Unlimited begins April 2020
*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20,
2019 through the end of the fiscal year

114,177

120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000

** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library
locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

40,000
20,000
0

Digital Downloads
Digital By Format
hoopla Streaming
Kindle Book
RBDigital Magazines
Overdrive READ (ebook)
Overdrive Listen
Overdrive MP3 Audiobook
Adobe EPUB eBook
Pending Ebook-no format
Pending Audiobook-no format
Open EPUB eBook
Kobo eBook
Adobe PDF eBook

Attachment 2e

2019-2020
41,447
15,959
15,906
11,393
9,508
8,526
7,849
2,222
1,160
116
60
31

45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
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Attachment 2f

MeLCat Circulation
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
^Material Borrowed from Other Libraries
Material Checked Out by Dearborn Patrons
Material Borrowed but Not Picked Up
^Material Loaned to MeLCat Libraries

3,983
3,723
260
2,014

4,164
3,818
346
2,242

5,492
5,188
304
9,482

5,659
5,278
381
8,705

3,872
3,494
378
7,198

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through end of FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

^ From MeLCat online statistics

MeLCat Circulation
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000

2015-2016

4,000

2016-2017

3,000

2017-2018

2,000

2018-2019*

1,000

2019-2020**

0
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Per Capita Data

Budget Per Capita
Circulation Per Capita
Collection Expenditure Per
Capita
Collection Per Capita

Attachment 3

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018+ 2018-2019*+ 2019-2020**+
$53.71
$61.70
$62.71
$94.66
$84.86
5.25

4.9

4.9

5

3.3

$4.58

$4.58

$4.58

$5.25

$5.09

2.21

2.14

2.18

2.05

2.11

Based on population of 98,153 (2010 census)
*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through end of FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
+Based on Budget Actuals

Axis Title

Per Capita Data
$100.00
$95.00
$90.00
$85.00
$80.00
$75.00
$70.00
$65.00
$60.00
$55.00
$50.00
$45.00
$40.00
$35.00
$30.00
$25.00
$20.00
$15.00
$10.00
$5.00
$0.00

Budget Per Capita
Circulation Per Capita
Collection Expenditure Per Capita
Collection Per Capita
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Attachment 4

Requests and Holds
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
Patron requests an

Requests Placed**

60,866

52,953

52,789

53,412

41,558 item

Holds Filled***
Requests/Holds
Cancelled

44,509

39,142

38,337

38,203

29,517 Patron picks up item

14,525

12,309

12,779

13,292

31

13

13

15

0.05%

0.02%

0.02%

0.03%

0.01%

23.86%

23.25%

24.21%

24.89%

20.99%

Patron cancels or does

8,722 not pick up
Library unable to find

Requests Expired
% Library Could
Not Fill
% Patron-Did Not
Pick Up

6 item

.

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations : May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Requests and Holds
110,000
90,000
70,000
Requests Placed**
Holds Filled***

50,000

Requests/Holds Cancelled
Requests Expired

30,000
10,000

**Requests Placed are patron request to be notified when a checked-out item is returned.
***Holds Filled are held items that have been picked up by the patron.
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Attachment 5

Computers

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
Public Internet PCs***

96

96

96

96

61

Public PCs****

46

47

47

47

17

Service Desk PCs
Staff PCs
Servers/Imagers

17
53
14

17
58
17

17
61
18

17
62
17

6
49
17

Public Internet PCs by Location
HFCL
Bryant
Esper

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
60
60
60
60
0
10
10
10
10
29
26
26
26
26
32

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the fiscal year - PC's moved to accommodate closure
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
***Public Internet PCs are able to access the internet, the library catalog, and library databases
****Public PCs do not access the Internet; These include library catalog PCs, AWE PCs, Self-Check, Printer Stations, Laptops and Training PCs
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Attachment 6

Online Database Usage
2015-2016
Paid Databases***

538,051

2016-2017
845,575

2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
502,886 **** 26,841

65,000

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations from May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
***Database usage is difficult to track as each vendor counts usage differently. This is our best estimate on usage.
****Removed count of Novelist Plus due to inflated numbers.

1000000
800000
600000
400000

Paid
Databases***

200000
0

Number of Paid Databases

2015-2016
20

2016-2017
20

2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
21
19
19
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Attachment 7

Library Visits
2015-2016
Library Visits

369,763

2016-2017
364,047

2017-2018
347,374

2018-2019*
320,235

2019-2020**
147,080

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations : May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Library Visits
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
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Attachment 7a

Library Visits by Branch

HFCL
Bryant
Esper
TOTAL

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018
280,542
274,511
267,724
39,406
37,635
36,663
49,815
47,425
42,987
369,763
359,571
347,374

2018-2019* 2019-2020**
231,482
0
41,144
66,715
47,609
80,365
320,235
147,080

HFCL
Bryant
Esper

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018
75.87%
76.34%
77.07%
10.66%
10.47%
10.55%
13.47%
13.19%
12.37%

2018-2019* 2019-2020**
72.29%
0.00%
12.85%
45.36%
14.87%
54.64%

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Percentage of Total Visits by Branch
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%

HFCL

40.00%

Bryant

30.00%

Esper

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
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Attachment 8

Library Programs
Number of Library Programs
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
637

738

944

762

479

Number of Library Programs
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Number of Participants
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019* 2019-2020**
21,163

22,363

24,247

17,164

16,281

Number of Participants
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
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Library Programs by Age Group
Number of Programs
2015-2016^#

2016-2017^

2017-2018^#

2018-2019^ *

Attachment 8a

2019-2020^**

Adult
384
428
615
460
Young Adult
44
42
40
38
Youth
209
268
289
264
^Includes non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium (e.g. Michigan Railroad Club)
#Big Read

283 *The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
22 ** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
174

Library Programs by Age Group
700
600
500
400

Adult

300

Young Adult

200

Youth

100
0

Number of Participants
2015-2016^#

2016-2017^

2017-2018^#

2018-2019^*

Adult
11,992
12,551
14,969
Young Adult
479
639
443
Youth
8,692
9,173
8,835
^Includes attendance at non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium
#Big Read

2019-2020^**

7,810
566
8,788

3,945 *The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through end of FY
281 ** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
12,055

Number of Participants by Age Group
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000

Adult
Young Adult

6,000
4,000

Youth

2,000
0
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Youth Programs
by Branch
Youth Services Programs by Branch
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019*
HFCL+
Bryant
Esper

205
2

249
10

213
41

207
37

2

8

34

19

Attachment 8b

2019-2020**
79 *The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
50 ** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
45 +During closure, conducted by HFCL librarians either at remote locations or online

Youth Programs by Branch
250
200
150

HFCL+

100

Bryant
Esper

50
0

Average Participation
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019*
HFCL+
Bryant
Esper

42
33
23

35
17
19

37
10
15

2019-2020**

38
11
27

137 *The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations: May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
5 ** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
13 +During closure, conducted by HFCL librarians either at remote locations or online

Average Participation by Year/Branch
160
140
120
100
80
60
40

HFCL+
Bryant
Esper

20
0
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Young Adult Programs by Branch
Young Adult Programs by Branch
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019*
HFCL+

42

40

37

33

Bryant

1

1

1

3

Esper

1

1

2

2

Attachment 8c

2019-2020**
2 *The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations from May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY
5 ** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
15 +During closure, conducted by HFCL librarians either at remote locations or online

Young Adult Programs by Branch
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

HFCL+
Bryant
Esper

Average Participation
2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019*
HFCL+
Bryant
Esper

10
17
26

15
30
9

10
19
21

2019-2020**

16
5
15

40 *The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations from May 20, 2019 through end of FY
5 ** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
12 +During closure, conducted by HFCL librarians either at remote locations or online

Average Participation by Year/Branch
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

HFCL+
Bryant
Esper
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Adult Programs by Branch

Attachment 8d

Adult Programs by Branch
2015-2016^ 2016-2017^ 2017-2018^! 2018-2019*^! 2019-2020**^!

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations from May 20, 2019 through the end of the FY

HFCL

382

419

605

440

67

** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020

Bryant

1

3

2

3

1

Esper

1

6

8

17
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^Includes non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium
! Includes outreach programs in the community

Adult Programs by Branch
700
600
500
400
300

HFCL

200
100

Esper

Bryant

0

Average Participation
2015-2016^ 2016-2017^ 2017-2018^! 2018-2019*^! 2019-2020**^!
HFCL
Bryant
Esper

31
74
23

29
78
27

24
49
45

17
12
7

*The Henry Ford Centennial Library closed for renovations from May 20, 2019 through end of FY
** HFCL remained closed in FY2019-2020 for renovation; then all library locations closed for COVID-19 in March 2020
^Includes attendance at non-library sponsored programs in HFCL auditorium
! Include outreach programs in the community

41
58
8

Average Participation by Year/Branch
90
80
70
60
50

HFCL

40

Bryant

30

Esper

20
10
0
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to provide outstanding service and assistance in the use of computer and
communications technology, as defined by the goals and objectives of our customers.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT/MAJOR DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONS
The Management Information Systems Department (MIS) is made up of two divisions
known as Computer Services and Communications. Each of these divisions is made up
of units having unique functions.
The Computer Services Division is composed of three units representing networked
personal computers, mid-range centralized computer systems, and geographic
information systems (GIS). A Senior Network Security Engineer, a Computer Systems
Administrator, and a GIS Administrator guide these units respectively. The City
currently uses three IBM iSeries mid-range computers to run a number of computer
applications. Microcomputers and multifunction copier/printers are connected to the
iSeries through local area network connections and city phone lines. The City of
Dearborn has approximately 800 microcomputers, and over 70 servers, to perform word
processing, desktop publishing, geographic information systems (GIS), computer-aided
design, electronic mail, and spreadsheet analysis. The Computer Services Division’s
administrative personnel coordinate MIS-related services with vendors, maintain the
internal website of the City, and are responsible for MIS service request management.
The Communications Division is made up of the following units: Telephone Services
and Radio Services. These units are under the direction of a Communications
2

Coordinator. The Communications Division manages telephone services through
various service providers and is responsible for all telecommunication services provided
through the Communications Division.

3

City of Dearborn
Management Information Systems Department
Organizational Chart 2020

GIS Administrator
Sue Katsiyiannis

Director of Management
Information Systems

Computer Systems
Administrator

Computer Systems
Administrator

Jill Burton

Matt Rosentreter

Sr. Network
Administrator

Microcomputer Specialist

Tareq Ismail

Lee Harrison

Doug Feldkamp
Administrative Assistant

Microcomputer Specialist

Geraldine White

Mark Switras

Phone Tech
John Wieck
Communications
Manager
DeAnna Orner
Phone Tech
Jim Bobbitt
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES
The City of Dearborn is embracing technology at a rapid pace to remain competitive
with private industry and global innovations. MIS has teamed with city departments to
drive these initiatives. In recent years, every city department has taken advantage of
computer and communications technologies. These emerging technologies improve the
delivery of services by the City departments. The MIS Department has both internal and
external services. The Computer Services Division supports internal demands for
application system design, programming, application support, and computer hardware
support. The Computer Services Division also supports information sharing with
outside agencies and provides support for the websites of the City. The GIS unit plans
for and implements all aspects of the City’s Geographic Information Systems (GIS) –
related projects including facilitating project teams, identifying resources and
establishing project objectives, timelines and milestones, and developing standards for
GIS deployment and use. The Communications Division serves the public and internal
departments by providing telecommunications infrastructure and support. The
Telephone Services and Radio Services units provide and maintain the communications
infrastructure supporting all city departments. It supports and maintains the video
security and access systems for the City.
Through a shared services initiative, the City of Dearborn’s MIS Department assumed
the technology support for the neighboring city of Dearborn Heights. This mutually
beneficial arrangement provides revenue to the City of Dearborn and helps to guarantee
successful operations of the City of Dearborn Heights. Leveraging MIS staff abilities, IT
support is provided in a cost-effective manner for approximately 450 personal

5

computers and eight servers for the City of Dearborn Heights. Departments are
supported by Microsoft and Cisco based local area networks for running specific
municipal computer applications such as BS&A software, property appraisal, recreation
facility reservations, public safety, and court administration support.

MIS SUPPORT SERVICES
These communications computer consulting and support services are provided to all
city departments:

• Research and evaluation of newly marketed products
• Review of department requirements and development of the technical specifications
• Review of proposed hardware and software and development of award
recommendations

• Installation of new hardware and software
• Daily backup of all network servers and iSeries machines to independent media
• Website development support
• Informal personal training on use of telephone equipment, radio equipment, cellular
equipment, computers and software

• Maintenance of hardware and software and resolution of associated problems
• CentralSquare systems support (Government Management Budget Accounting
[GMBA], Land Management, Code Enforcement, etc.)

• Document imaging support
• Development, support and maintenance of geographic information systems (GIS)
6

• Resolution of communications and data networking issues
• Administration of system/network security and authority rights
• Serve as liaison between vendors and the City
• Acquisition and deployment of Pictometry updates

DEPARTMENTAL SUPPORT SERVICES
COMPUTER SERVICES DIVISION
These services pertain to specific computer-related hardware and software packages
used by individual departments. Responsibilities include end-user training for specific
products, custom development of computer programs, and interface and
troubleshooting with the vendors to resolve any operation or procedural problems. The
following shows the items supported by the Computer Services Division:

• Assessors
-

BS&A Equalizer software -GIS integration

-

AIMS Property Appraisal software

-

APEX system support

-

Pictometry Deployment and acquisition (City-wide)

• Property Maintenance and Development Services Department
-

Permit Records, Land Management, and Code Enforcement (vendor is
CentralSquare)

-

Interactive Voice Response System

-

Inspection Tracking System

• City Clerk
-

Election software and hardware (vendor is Dominion)
7

-

Support of Election Center Activity

-

Birth and Death Records

-

License Records

-

Redistricting evaluation and mapping

• City Plan
-

Planning GIS (vendor is ESRI )

• Court
-

Court Case Records and Reporting

-

Work Program

-

Jury Selection Software

-

Court IBM iSeries mid-range computer

-

Witness tracking database
- Collect Software
- Electronic Ticket Upload
- Court Recording system
- Imaging

• Dearborn United Dispatch Center
-

CLEMIS/Computer-aided dispatch (vendor is Oakland County)

-

ProQA medical dispatching software (vendor is Priority Dispatch)

-

Call Recording software (vendor is Equature)

-

Phone system (vendor is West Safety Systems)

-

Radio system (vendor is Motorola)

• Engineering
8

-

Hand-held GPS unit (vendor is Trimble & Pathfinder)

-

Computer Aided Design (CAD) (vendor is AutoCAD)

-

Carlson Software

-

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (ESRI based - MIS supported) –
inventory of all utility infrastructure

-

MDOT Field Manager/Field Net (State of Michigan)

-

Job Costing System (developed in-house)

• Finance – Accounting Division
-

Government Management Budgetary Accounting (GMBA) system. GMBA is the
primary application system used by all departments (vendor is CentralSquare)

-

Payroll/Personnel (vendor is CentralSquare)

-

Fixed Assets Records and Reporting (vendor is CentralSquare)

-

Budget Preparation Software (vendor is CentralSquare)

-

Accounts Receivable Records and Reporting (vendor is CentralSquare)

-

Automated Clearing House (ACH) file preparation

-

Job Costing System (developed in-house)

-

Query and Reporting Tools (vendor is Cognos)

-

Printing of Payroll and Accounts Payable Checks

-

Producing Imaging Archive Files

-

Producing of Actuary Files

-

Traffic Lights and Highways Billing Programs (developed in-house)

• Fire
-

CLEMIS
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-

Critical Response Management Software (EPA-CAMEO)

-

Fire and EMS Records and Reporting (vendor is Firehouse)

-

EMS Medical Reporting Software (MedUSA)

-

Support for the Emergency Operations Center and Fire Training Center

-

Fire Hydrant Inspection and Painting Programs (Field deployment - GIS)

-

Fire Pre-planning and Response Mapping (CLEMIS, ArcGIS Online)

• Historical Museum
-

PastPerfect Software (Archive Records Management)

• Housing
-

Housing Management software (vendor is Emphasys)

-

Memory Lane (Housing and Urban Development Administration Software)

• Human Resources
-

Neo Gov

-

Payroll/Personnel (vendor is CentralSquare)

• Library
-

Windows servers running Local and Wide Area Networking

-

Internet connection to all library branches

-

Router and Switch Support (Avaya)

-

Watchguard Firewall support

• Legal
-

Legal Management Software (vendor is Cycom)

-

Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) incident tracking and
reporting (developed in-house)
10

• Management Information Systems
-

City IBM iSeries mid-range computer

-

Windows e-mail Server

-

Windows Server running NaviLine and Document Management Services (DMS)

-

Support of Wide Area Network components

-

Support of Document Imaging hardware

-

Intranet website maintenance and design (CityWeb)

-

Support of firewalls to control internet exposure

-

Altiris Centralized workstation management software

-

OnBase document imaging software

-

ArcGIS Enterprise, Portal and ArcGIS Online

-

GIS/Cityworks/Web Server (hardware) and software

-

Virtual Servers and virtual machines using VMware, Citrix and Unidesk Software

-

Visitor Registration Reception software (developed in-house)

-

Avaya IP Office and RSI servers

• Motor Transport
-

Fleet Management Records and Reporting (vendor is CentralSquare)

-

Windows-based Local Area Network

-

Fuel Management System (vendor is Phoenix) (transitioning to Syntech)

• Police
-

Police Online Crime Reporting

-

Crime IMS Reporting

-

Video Arraignment
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-

Public Safety IBM iSeries mid-range computer support

-

Pistol Registration System

-

City facility security access systems (Lenel)

-

City video surveillance systems (Avigilon)

-

Parking ticket system (Cardinal Tracking)

-

Next Generation 911 MSAF (centerline rebuild – GIS)

• Public Information
-

Web-based Reunion Database

-

City website support

• Public Works
-

Asset Management (Cityworks) and ArcGIS Enterprise (field deployment of
utility infrastructure)

-

Wireless communications network for Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) project

-

Utility Billing (vendor is New World Systems)

-

Sewer Video Inspection integration and rebuild (GIS-Pipelogix)

• Purchasing
-

Purchasing/Inventory Records (vendor is CentralSquare)

• Recreation
-

REC-TRAC Facility Reservation and Program Registration Software (developed
by Vermont Systems)

-

Choice Ticketing Application

-

Surveillance camera and equipment

-

Golfnow –golf tee time reservation software
12

• Treasury
-

Tax Billing/Collection (vendor is BS&A)

-

Cash Receipts (vendors are CentralSquare and BS&A)

-

OnePoint POS Payment Engine for credit card payments (vendor is
CentralSquare)

-

Automated Clearing House (ACH) Processing

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION SERVICES
The following list represents the services supported by the units within the
Communications Division. The various units work cooperatively to provide voice and
data communications to the City.

• Telecommunication Services
-

Avaya IP Office - IP-based phone service for approximately 973 users.
Internal support includes but is not limited to programming, maintenance,
procurement, inventory management, and training

-

RSI Reporting – Call reporting software interfaces with Avaya IP Office

-

VoiceMail Pro Client - Voicemail and auto-attendant software interface with
Avaya IP Office

-

Verizon Wireless for cellular fleet - Management of approximately 330 cityissued cellular and device fleet including procurement, repairs, training and
programming. Devices include smartphones, laptops, AVLs, and hotspots.

-

Telecommunications Expense Management and Reporting - Monthly billing,
analysis and cost distribution for switch, long distance and cellular services
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• Radio Services
-

Procurement, inventory and MPSCS radio programming for all city-issued
800MhZ public safety radios

-

Management of Motorola Repair Bank for all warrantied repairs for all cityissued 800MhZ public safety radios

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The funding for the Management Information Systems Department comes from the
Information Technology Fund (Internal Service Fund-631). All department services and
costs are allocated to all other departments. Other franchise fees, such as those from
alternative access telephone suppliers, are deposited in the General Fund. As the
customer base expands, so will the franchise fees associated with that source.
In addition to General Fund monies, there are also revenues generated through
commissions on pay phones in the police department lock-up facility and the Cityowned pay phones at the 19th District Court, the Henry Ford Centennial Library, and the
Ford Community and Performing Arts Center.
MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
FY21

Salaries &
Wages
Full-time
$226,610

Salaries & Wages,
Part-Time
-

Benefits FT & PT
Including post
retirement
$165,204

Phone (2650)

22386

0

$16,236

Radio (2660)

462

-

$30,596

Network (2670)

$315,200

-

$120,000

IS-AS400 (2680)

$88,669

$13,350

$53,073

GIS (2690)

$83,122

-

$42,723

$13,350

$427,832

Administration (2610)

TOTAL ALL DIVISIONS

$736,449
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AND PROGRESS MADE TOWARD
ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR THE REPORT YEAR

• Assist the Powerhouse Division with deployment of the new heating and
cooling project
•

Deployed new server and secure remote connectivity hardware.

• Assist the Recreation and Parks Department with upgrade to the Rectrac
cloud-based solution
•

Moved the data to the cloud and reconfigure PC’s at recreation to use the
new cloud application

• Deploy a new threat detection, intrusion prevention, botnet detection and
multi-factor authentication software

• This has been completed along with scheduled maintainance of new
software and updates.

• Install an employee portal to eliminate paper check stubs
• The connectivity to the hosted server has been established, software
installed, data setup completed, email notifications tested, and proof of
concept completed by the MIS Department. The Finance Department is
continuing to work on the deployment to employees.

• Setup and install CentalSquare HTML5 graphic user interface to improve user
interface and capabilities
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•

The software has been installed, security converted, and menu testing
started. Testing is expected to be completed by end of 3 rd quarter 2020
and a pilot group is expected to complete further testing and assist with
deployment in the 4th quarter. Training will be established.

•

Deploy imaging software for 19th District Court

•

Uploaded all images to the imaging server and created the document
types. Testing is completed and the first round of training has taken place.

• Assist the HFCL staff move back to their original location with data and phone
connections for the
•

Done and maintaining the connection until the move back.

• Implementation of a new Help Desk software package to improve metrics,
mobility, and customer service
•

On hold due to a delay in the deployment of the new hardware as a result
of the coronavirus shut down and limited staff schedule.

• Customize ArcGIS Enterprise for a more robust field deployment improving
data collection and information in the field
•

Fire Hydrant Inspection & Flow Testing, Citywide (no paper, Dashboard
created for supervisors to monitor progress)

•

Fire Pre-Planning Application – A database is being created in house
utilizing the CLEMIS data model in ArcGIS Online

•

DPW Cityworks Deployment- mainly for the Water Sewerage Division
(field staff utilize ArcGIS Online for asset location)
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•

Police Department collecting data on city signage (stop, no parking, bus
lane) condition assessment and location done in field.

• Obtain FAA Certification – Drone Field Inspection (GIS)
•

One employee is in process of finishing certification and another plans on
completing by 1st quarter of 2021

• Migrate the City of Dearborn Heights’ police, fire, and courts servers into a
single system

• Systems have been consolidated and security established for proper
operations

• Establish and implement a new cellular service contract including MDM
(mobile device management) and enhanced security features

• Migration to Verizon in October 2019 over 4-day period with all new Apple
and Samsung devices. The migration to Verizon including Mobile Device
Management through MaaS360 that provides security for city-issued
devices.

• Verizon contract also included their new AVL (automatic vehicle locating)
system, Network Fleet for Dearborn Fire Department. This new tool
provides real-time monitoring and diagnostics for forty (40) Fire
Department vehicles.

• Implementation of the E911 state mandate to obtain more specific location
information when placing 911 calls from City facilities
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OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR

• GIS/Water Department – Lead Service Lateral Project (database housing all relevant
data for State compliance)

• Implemented EMS upgrade for the Dearborn Fire Department and replaced the EMS
tablets to improve mobile capability

• Assisted the police IT staff with server and storage deployment for the Dearborn
Police Department body cam replacement

• Assisted the police IT staff with network cable cleanup as part of the Dearborn
Police Department cabling and computer room cleanup

• Assisted the departments with the deployment and vendor installations for the multidepartment camera and door access replacement / upgrade project

• Assisted the 19th District court with deploying new video recording equipment and
software

• Coordinated and hosted video conference meetings (Zoom meetings) for many
departments in response to COVID crisis

• Performed full system software upgrade to version 11.0.4.1 in Avaya IP Office on
11/11/19

• Assisted the Water Department with establishing specifications for a second on-line
water bill payment option through the DivDat kiosks.

• Established connectivity between the 19th District Court and a cloud-based judicial
supervision platform, Courtworks. This is an intuitive dashboard for the defendants
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and tracks progress towards probation goals. It is computer and smart device
compatible.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
Help Desk Tickets Processed through
Altiris System FY20*
Division

Opened

Closed

Network

584

512

AS400

65

48

Communications

82

71

* These statistics only represent a small portion of the actual requests
for two reasons. First, the department is the process of moving to a
different tracking system that be functioning during the upcoming
year. Second, the move to the remote worker model moved the
requests from tickets to phone call and/or email requests.
We intend to consolidate the various methods in the upcoming year.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR

•

Execute 5-yr cycle of replacement of, and upgrades to, server hardware and
software to meet the needs of the various departments

•

Deploy desktop PCs and laptops as part of equipment replacement plan
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•

Facilitate camera and door access installs and upgrades to improve security
and monitoring at multiple facilities

•

Upgrade/replace network firewalls to provide secure communications at all
locations

•

Perform upgrades to Dearborn Heights PC and servers per the shared
service agreement

•

Replacement and upgrades to improve indoor / outdoor Wi-Fi to meet
demands

•

Perform network cabling cleanup and additions in multiple locations

•

Review and update the security policy and further develop the disaster
recovery plan

•

Evaluate remote user’s needs and plan for the new mobile work force

•

Assist the 19th District Court’s courtrooms 2 & 3 evidence presentation
deployment

•

Replace the Interactive Voice Response system to improve online
interactions for the Property Maintenance and Development Services
Department

•

Create the online transaction capability for permits and other transactions

•

Implementation of the E911 state mandate to obtain more specific location
information when placing 911 calls from City facilities
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DEARBORN POLICE DEPARTMENT

“ONE TEAM-ONE MISSION-ONE DEARBORN”
The Department operates as one team dedicated to a single mission. Every division,
every bureau, every unit, every rank and every member, police or civilian, makes up this
unified team. Each member has a role and a purpose to accomplish the mission. This
organization is committed to the joint accomplishment of the public service mission as
stated below:

MISSION STATEMENT
It is the mission of the Dearborn Police Department to provide a sense of security for
the people by protecting life and property, reducing the opportunity for crime and
disorder, enforcing the law, and providing other police-related services as required by
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the community in a manner consistent with the values of a free society. The Department
embraces its tradition, honor and integrity, while at all times maintaining the highest
ethical standards to preserve public confidence. The Dearborn Police Department has
adopted the following value statements:

INTEGRITY
The Department and its personnel can only succeed in their mission if we maintain our
integrity. Our authority is based in mutual respect and trust bestowed upon us. Once
this trust is broken, by an individual or by the Department, our actions are rightfully
called into question. The Department and its employees must hold themselves to a
standard that is beyond reproach.

HONOR
The Department is a proud institution and works to develop this pride in its sworn,
civilian and volunteer personnel. We are proud of our rich tradition of providing quality
police services to the residents and visitors of Dearborn. We are proud to be a part of a
noble profession that is called upon to maintain order in a free society. We are proud of
the real partnerships we have with the people we serve. We are proud of our highly
motivated, highly trained, and highly respected personnel.

COMMUNITY
The cornerstone of this Department is the relationship we have with the community we
serve. Our ability to be effective in carrying out our mission, is based on the credibility
we have with the community. Understanding that we are a part of, and not separate
from, the community is critical. Although we are granted full-time responsibility for
2

policing the community, we cannot do it without the approval and cooperation of the
public. The Department strives to enhance this relationship in several ways: by ensuring
that each police contact is carried out fairly and with respect; by seeking input from the
public on our programs, procedures and priorities; by being active in community
programs and charities.
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IN MEMORIAM
IT IS NOT HOW
THESE OFFICERS DIED
THAT MADE THEM HEROES,
IT IS HOW THEY LIVED.
VIVIAN ENEY, SURVIVOR - POLICE MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON D.C.

Corporal Norbert M. Szczygiel
Killed in the line of duty
August 27, 1977

Lieutenant Louis A. Hinkel
Killed in the line of duty
August 2, 1974

Patrolman Andrew H. Cain
Killed in the line of duty
December 23, 1939

Patrolman Cecil Spencer
Killed in the line of duty
August 26, 1928
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CITY OF DEARBORN
POLICE DEPARTMENT
COMMAND PERSONNEL
Ronald Haddad
Chief of Police
Andrew Zelazny
Captain
Administrative Division
Donald Wilcox
Captain
Patrol Division
Timothy McHale
Captain
Patrol Division
Issa Shahin
Captain
Investigative Division
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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2020 DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

OFFICER OF THE YEAR
Corporal
Foyid Mockbil

CHIEF’S OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Supervisor
Officer
Dispatcher
Lieutenant Richard Conrad
Corporal Bradley Barbaza
Nina Khoury

MICHAEL A. GUIDO COMMUNITY SERVICE
Corporal
James Wade
MERITORIOUS SERVICE
Corporal
James Ford

John D. Dingell Medal of Freedom Award
Sergeant
Andrew Galuska
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Lieutenants

Sergeants

Police Officers

Dispatch
Supervisors

Dispatcher

Other Full-time

Other Part-time
(FTE's)

SUMMARY:
Department Administration
Patrol
Patrol Tac
Patrol Narcs
Patrol Special Ops
Investigative
Investigative Special Purpose
Totals:

Administration &
Command

FY 2020 DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONNEL

2019-20
Budget
Totals

3.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
6.00

3.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
8.00

4.00
14.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
3.00
30.00

11.00
88.00
12.00
6.00
7.00
11.00
13.00
148.00

8.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.00

29.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
29.00

10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
11.00

26.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.42
0.00
32.76

94.34
107.00
14.00
7.00
8.00
25.42
17.00
272.76

check f igure

ADMINISTRATION:
Department Management
Department Management
Department Management
Department Management
Department Management
Department Management
Training / Office
IT/Records/FOIA
Building Services/Fleet Mgt
CICSU/LCC/GFV
Communications (Dispatch)
Motor Carrier
Parking Systems/Aninal Control
Custodians
Driver's License Bureau
Police Officers / Interns
PATROL:
Management
Management
Management
Day Shift
Night Shift
Special Operations
Narcotics
EBCI and LBCI
S.W.A.T.
E.O.D.
Crisis Negotiation Team
Jail
Field Training (FTO) program
INVESTIGATIVE:
Management
Management
Detectives
Youth Bureau
Polygraph
Intelligence Unit
SRO
Crime Lab
Accident Bureau
Evidence & Property
Management
Dept Associates (1 PT)
Traffic Attendants (22 PT)
Totals:

Chief / Mayor's Assistant
Deputy Chief
Commander
Captain
Administrative Lieutenant
Secretary
1 Sgt / 4 Ofcrs
1 Sgt/4 Ofcrs
1 Sergeant

1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
3.00

4.00
4.00
2.00

1.00

8.00

29.00

1.00
4.00

(11 P/T Park 3 P/T Animal Enf)
3 P/T

9.80
1.85
1.10
9.81

13 P/T Officers / 12 P/T Interns
Commander
Captain
Executive Lt./Staff Sergeant

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Leave Group A and B
Leave Group A and B

Early/Late border crime initiative
19 as needed basis
5 as needed basis
7 as needed basis
4 Officers
25 as needed
Commander
Captain

3.78

1.00
7.00
6.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

43.00
41.00
7.00
6.00
12.00

1.00
5.00
1.00

(FUSION)
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.00
18.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.00
3.00
3.00

11.00
1.00
1.00
7.00
2.00
2.00

(1 F/T 2P/T)

1.00

6.00
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8.00

30.00

148.00

2.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
6.00
11.78
1.00
3.00
39.00
4.00
9.80
1.85
1.10
9.81
1.00
1.00
2.00
51.00
48.00
8.00
7.00
14.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.00
0.00

4.00

2.00

0.00

8.00

29.00

11.00

1.20
0.7
4.52
32.76

2.20
0.70
4.52
272.76

POLICE DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATION
Chief Ronald Haddad
Captain Issa Shahin
Captain Andrew Zelazny
Captain Timothy McHale
Captain Donald Wilcox
Ms. Carol Boyke
The Administration of the Police Department consists of the Chief of Police, four
divisional Captains, three Administrative Lieutenants, and the Chief’s Administrative
Assistant. The Chief is responsible for the direct oversight, control, and administration
of all police-related operations. The Captains are responsible for the supervision and
control of their individual divisions and the units assigned to them.
ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT UNIT
The Administration Support Unit consists of one Captain, three Lieutenants, who report
to the Chief, and four Sergeants. The Sergeants each have respective areas of
responsibility: Special Events, Fleet Management, Information & Technology and
Records, and the Office of Training and Development.
POLICE CHAPLAINS
Corporal Gordon Morse
Pastor Emory Moss, Jr.
Rabbi Emeritus David A. Nelson
Father Terry Kerner
Pastor Deborah Satterwhite
Imam Mohammad Ali Elahi
Reverend Oscar W. King, III
Reverend Fran Hayes
Reverend Rami Abdulamashih
Imam Mohamad Mardini
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The Police Chaplains provide religious and spiritual assistance to departmental
members, employees, and citizens. They help to promote a greater understanding and
cooperation between members and the community. Some of their functions include
conducting invocations at various police functions, in-service training classes, and
providing counseling to officers and family members as needed.
DRIVER’S LICENSE BUREAU
The Dearborn Police Driver’s License Bureau is the only Driver’s License Bureau in the
State of Michigan. It is staffed by two part-time personnel whose duties include the
issuance of chauffeur licenses, motorcycle endorsements, voter registration, and
Michigan State Identification cards. They also process renewals, duplicate, lost or
destroyed licenses, address changes corrections, reinstatement of suspended licenses,
daily reports and daily deposits. Their duties also include the issuance of City
identification cards for all full-time and part-time employees in conjunction with the City’s
ongoing security project. The employee identification cards contain magnetic swipes for
use with the security system to ensure proper workspace authorization. The statistics
for the 2020 fiscal year are as follows:
Driver’s License Bureau Statistics, FY2020
Renewals
Duplicates/Corrections
Change of Address
Reinstatements/Record Checks
City Identification Cards (NEW)

2,429
811
1,286
206
982
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The Emergency Management Division is currently staffed with one, full-time, emergency
management coordinator from the fire department and is assisted by a deputy
emergency management coordinator from the police department. The Emergency
Management Division is responsible for the following services:
•

Development of Emergency Action Guidelines

•

Operation of the Emergency Operations Center

•

Disaster Planning

•

Special Event Planning

•

Incident Management

•

Liaison to State and Local Groups

•

Emergency Response Exercises

The Emergency Management Division works closely with all city departments, schools,
and private sector partners to ensure collaborative preparation, planning, and response
to any disaster or emergency situation.
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Special Events Coordinator (SEC), is the person directly responsible for
coordinating and overseeing all special events for the police department. The SEC
meets with different groups and entities who wish to conduct events in the City of
Dearborn, many of which require city approval and the use of city services.
The SEC determines the appropriate level of police participation required to ensure that
issues such as crowd control, traffic safety and traffic enforcement, are adequately
addressed, and creates the invoices that the City uses for collection of money owed.
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In Fiscal Year 2020, the City of Dearborn continued to host a large number of special
events including the Dearborn Homecoming, the Memorial Day Parade, the Greenfield
Village Fireworks, the Martian Marathon, Ashura Marches, Zuman Run, Makers Faire,
Susan G. Komen 3-Day Walkathon, Caribbean Festival, Ford Motor Co. Wagner
Events, Greenfield Village Halloween Weekend and Holiday Nights, National Skating
Championship at The Disc, Episcopal Church Event, Access Coronavirus Task Force
test site detail, and CVS Coronavirus Task Force test site detail.
This fiscal year, the police department coordinated 268 special events. To provide
adequate safety and traffic control at these events, the police department deployed the
equivalent of 800 Officers, 220 Reserves, 400 Police Explorers, 125 Ordinance Officers,
105 paid Interns and others, including civilian police department employees, and
Community Emergency Response Team members. During this period, at least 6800
police man-hours were deployed for special events.
The SEC has established a security advisory board to address continuing problems at
the retail establishments. We have continued an Extra Patrol Detail for Friday, Saturday
and Sunday nights at The Fairlane Town Center which reimburses the police
department for all hours spent addressing its concerns. We have also added a weekend
detail at The Henry Ford which is also fully reimbursed. Lastly, the SEC has established
a Faith Based Board which meets quarterly where we provide basic security updates
and training for these organizations.
LIQUOR CONTROL ENFORCEMENT
Currently, the SEC is also responsible for Liquor Control Enforcement for the City of
Dearborn. Some of the responsibilities of Liquor Control/Enforcement are to conduct
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investigations for new licensees, oversee the administration of temporary liquor licenses
for events, investigate complaints about businesses that sell alcohol, and to make sure
that licensed establishments operate in compliance with the Michigan Liquor Control
Commission laws and administrative rules. The following is an approximate breakdown
of all the active licenses currently in the City of Dearborn: 76 licenses which allow for
on-premises consumption (Class C, Club, Class B Hotel, Golf Course, Tavern, etc.); 32
Specially Designated Distributor licenses; 90 Specially Designated Merchant licenses;
16 other Dearborn licenses are inactive at this time and in escrow. The Dearborn Police
Liquor Control Enforcement handles all complaints related to the operation of the
Michigan Liquor Control Commission’s licensed businesses in the City of Dearborn.
Dearborn Police Liquor Control / Enforcement also conducts random checks of licensed
businesses for compliance with the liquor control code.
ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT DIVISION
The Ordinance Enforcement Division is composed of Enforcement Units all active with
enforcement of state laws and city ordinances pertaining to their related duties. These
Units include Parking Enforcement, Animal Control, Auto-Pound/Abandoned Vehicles,
Motor Carrier and Ordinance/Business Licensing Liaison. Duties include public service
days, special assignments, administrative details, special events, snow emergencies,
motor carrier enforcement, business licensing and more. During FY2020, the unit
consisted of one full-time Motor Carrier Sergeant, three full-time Motor Carrier
Corporals, three part-time Animal Control Officers, one part-time Auto Pound
Coordinator, one Parking Enforcement Coordinator, and nine part-time Parking
Enforcement Officers.
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FY2020 proved to be another active year in addressing our responsibilities and our
supporting role within the Dearborn Police Department. The Ordinance Enforcement
Division continued to be a productive unit with respect to citations and other services
performed. The division as a whole was again active in addressing “blight” with 2,213
Notices of Violation (NOV) for residential litter, grass/weeds, etc. being issued.
Additionally, 7,532 public service day citations were issued, and 2,694 calls for service
were completed. With nearly 16,335 enforcement violations issued, assessed revenue
for the year was $1,026,430.
The CICSU (Critical Incident Command Support Unit), was also tasked with the
coordination of the various COVID-19 Testing Sites around the city. The CICSU
Sergeant and Corporal delegated several responsibilities of these testing sites to the
Ordinance Division. In return we assisted in ensuring over 25,000 COVID-19 tests were
administered to residents of South Eastern Michigan. These duties included scheduling
man power for the testing sites, conducting traffic, setting up and breaking down of
testing sites daily, and educating the community on the importance of social distancing
and other prevention methods against the worldwide pandemic.
MOTOR CARRIER ENFORCEMENT UNIT
The Motor Carrier Enforcement Unit officers are assigned exclusively to monitor
commercial vehicles, and to ensure public safety and compliance with motor carrier
regulations. Motor Carrier Officers patrol for violations of commercial vehicle size,
weight, equipment, cargo securement, moving violations, and driver qualification
provisions. In FY2020, the Motor Carrier Unit inspected 109 vendor vehicles, taxicabs,
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and commercial motor vehicles operating within the city. Additionally, Motor Carrier
Officers issued 514 citations for assessed fines of approximately $124,448.
Motor Carrier Officers have also taken on a greater role with assisting Patrol Officers
with daily runs and traffic stops. The Motor Carrier Unit completed 96 DOT (Department
of Transportation) commercial vehicle safety inspections. Nine of these inspections
were hazardous material vehicles. Motor Carrier Officers are also certified as Special
Agents of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, and attend annual in-service
training with the Michigan State Police for topics related to hazardous materials and
commercial motor vehicles. In addition, officers placed 33 vehicles out-of-service for
operating with unsafe and deteriorating equipment, impounded a total of 15 vehicles,
and arrested a total of 16 drivers for violations and/or warrants.
The supervisor of the Ordinance Enforcement Division is responsible for overseeing the
daily operations of all enforcement units in addition to processing city license
applications with the City Clerk for tobacco, hookah, and numerous other business
licenses. This sergeant also maintains the role of liaison to the Commercial Vehicle
Safety Alliance with administrative access to numerous specialized commercial vehicle
related databases.
A corporal within this division continued his role as the department’s designated
instructor for hazardous materials, CPR/First-Aid, blood-borne pathogens, weapons of
mass destruction, and is a member of the Western Wayne Co. HAZMAT Team. A
second corporal within the unit maintained his role as a board member to the Friends for
Animals of Metro Detroit and attends regular meetings. Significant Motor Carrier
statistics and fines issued during the past year are as follows:
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Total Motor Carrier Citations
Sub Total Assessed Citations Fines
Sub Total Collected Inspection Fees
Grand Total Assessed & all Collected Revenue

515
$124,448.00
$540.00
$198,140.00

ANIMAL CONTROL
Animal Control Officers are assigned to enforce state law, city ordinances, and business
licensing regulations, as well as to enforce animal control regulations to ensure a high
level of public safety. Specific areas of responsibility and activities include: investigating
animal cruelty and bite complaints, patrolling city streets and neighborhoods for stray or
deceased animals, and addressing nuisance wildlife concerns. Animal Control Officers
continue to work closely with the Friends for Animals of Metro Detroit to return lost pets,
resulting in 46 lost cats and dogs being returned to their owners in FY2020.
During FY2020, Animal Control Officers responded to and addressed over 869 calls for
service. The following were included in their activities: officers investigated/prosecuted 3
animal cruelty complaints; 34 animal bite reports; captured/impounded over 237 dogs,
296 cats, and over 506 other non-domesticated animals. In addition, Animal Control
Officers also serviced hundreds of live-traps and recovered hundreds of dead animals
from our roadways. Within the Ordinance Enforcement Division, animal control remains
one of the highest requested services from residents.
Animal Bites
Animal Control Warnings
Animal Impounds
CFS Reports
Total Citations
Total Assessed and Collected Revenue

34
171
1039
839
184
$15,920
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PARKING / ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT UNITS

The Parking / Ordinance Enforcement Units are composed of thirteen part-time officers
all active with the enforcement of city ordinances pertaining to their area of assignment.
The Ordinance Division also consists of four full-time Motor Carrier Officers (1 Sergeant
and 3 Corporals), who ensure Commercial Vehicle Safety and Compliance within our
city according to the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) standards. The Motor
Carrier Division coordinates several Joint Taskforces throughout the year with Customs
and Border Patrol, and the Michigan State Police in order to gain compliance through
the inspection of commercial motor vehicles and drivers. Motor Carrier Officers are also
active throughout the year with assisting at numerous special events, dignitary visits
and a plethora of unique responsibilities.
Currently, nine part-time Officers and one Ordinance Coordinator are responsible for all
enforcement action within the parking districts and streets of the City. These Officers
are also responsible for public service days, abandoned vehicles, nuisance violations,
commercial vehicle parking complaints, residential zoning complaints, school crossing
details and ordinance violations.
Parking/Ordinance Enforcement Units statistical totals remain high with 16,335 citations
issued for assessed revenue of $1,026,430. In addition, Ordinance Enforcement
Officers and the Auto Pound Coordinator addressed over 2,694 calls for service, tagged
920 vehicles as abandoned / nuisance, and towed 262 of these eyesore vehicles from
our residential streets and businesses.
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ABANDONED VEHICLE ENFORCEMENT
The Auto Pound Coordinator/Auto Theft Recovery Officer is responsible for assigning
abandoned vehicle complaints and processing impounded, abandoned and recovered
stolen vehicles. During FY 2020, the Auto Pound Coordinator processed over 1,500
vehicles, conducted 9 public auctions, and sold 387 vehicles with realized revenues of
$53,985.

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
One sergeant, four corporals and one civilian staff the Training & Development Office.
POLICE TRAINING
The office provides for the training needs of all police personnel within the department,
including arrangements to send employees to classes and seminars anywhere in the
country. Sworn officers, ordinance officers, civilians, and communications personnel
attended various schools and training. This includes police academy training for recruit
officers and internal training such as Noise Enforcement, Defensive Tactics, and Taser
and Chemical Agent training. Additionally, sworn officers and ordinance personnel
receive 24 hours of In-Service Training annually. Training is also extended to Reserve
Police Officers and Explorers. Training for this fiscal year was strongly impacted by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
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Police Training Statistics
Statistic

FY2019

FY2020

618

259

-58%

13,139

3,263

-75%

5,520

3,024

-45%

230

126

-45%

Internal Police Training Courses

13

8

-38%

Police Classes Hosted in Dearborn

18

6

-67%

Employees Sent to Training
Hours of Training Received
In-Service Training Hours

% Change

Employees Completed In-Service
Training

HONOR GUARD

The Dearborn Police Honor Guard is a part-time team that provides official department
representation at ceremonial occasions as directed by the Chief of Police or his
designee. These occasions include, but are not limited to: officers killed in the line of
duty, officers that die during service, officers that die after retirement, out-of-agency
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services (e.g., citizen honorariums, parades, civic events), and National and State
memorial services. The Dearborn Police Honor Guard consists of two sergeants and
twelve corporals.
ADVANCED TRAINING
Each officer received annual mandatory training conducted by instructors so all sworn
personnel-maintained certification, qualification, and proficiency in the following areas:
verbal de-escalation and minimizing the use of force, dealing with the mentally ill,
cultural diversity, biased based policing, autism, CPR/AED training, and non-lethal
weapons. Additionally, all employees received ethics training. The University of
Michigan-Dearborn provided continuing education for members of the Dearborn Police
Department to attend seven workshops on Alternatives to Violent Force.

FIREARMS TRAINING
One corporal serves as the Firearms Coordinator within the Dearborn Police
Department. Under the Firearms Coordinator, Firearms Instructors conduct training and
provide qualification courses for handguns and shotguns during their tours of duty.
Each officer receives approximately 15 hours of firearms training annually, which is
divided up into four quarterly firearms training sessions, and one additional tactical
training day (8 hours). The training challenges the officers shooting and combat skills,
including low light shooting, shooting from various positions, shooting while moving,
reloading, injured officer drills, clearing malfunctions, and deadly force decision making.
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The Firearms Coordinator also maintains the department’s Glock 17 handgun, AR-15
Patrol Rifles, and Remington 870 Shotgun inventory, which allows the department to
save money by completing these functions internally.
DEFENSIVE TACTICS TRAINING
Use of Force training was provided to all patrol officers during In-Service Training and
during the Patrol Division shifts. Each patrol officer received up-to-date information on
the legal aspects of Use of Force, refresher training in the physical and mental aspects
of physical confrontations, and hand-to-hand subject control techniques. New officers
received basic Defensive Tactics, Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT), Freeze +P,
and Taser tactics. Defensive Tactics Instructors, certified as Taser Instructors, will
continue to train and certify officers to carry and use the X 26P Taser.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
The Reserve Police Officers Unit is comprised of volunteers who receive training in
police work through the Wayne County Regional Police Academy and In-Service
Training.

Reserves are uniformed and equipped just as full-time officers. They

volunteer to assist the police department with many activities including special events,
such as the annual Memorial Day Parade (19 traffic posts) and Homecoming (45
posts). During this fiscal year, the Reserve Unit also provided uniformed services for
several special events such as the Greenfield Village fireworks display, the Asura
March, the Martian Marathon, and the Relay for Life event.
The Dearborn Police Explorer Post 1177 is comprised of young volunteers from the
ninth grade through the age of 21; they attend weekly meetings and training. Active
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recruitment at area high schools and special events maintain the Post’s numbers. The
Post as of June 30, 2020, has $25,301 in savings to go toward the Post’s activities and
events. There is a large increase in savings due to multiple fundraisers and special
donations. These funds were to be used to attend the 2020 National Law Enforcement
Exploring Conference, but due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the event was canceled.
The Post has furthered a relationship with The Henry Ford over FY2020, where they
make donations to the Post for assisting at its many special events as well.
Volunteer Services Statistics

Statistic
Police Reserves
Events that Reserves Worked
Reserve Hours Provided
Explorers
Events that Explorers Worked
Explorer Hours Provided
Explorer Meetings
Explorer Revenue
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FY2019

FY2020

% Change

30

30

0%

36

29

-19%

5,000

3,500

-30%

40

30

-25%

145

77

-47%

13,250

9,100

-31%

52

36

-31%

$12,467

$25,301

103%

GRANT MANAGEMENT
A corporal is assigned as the department’s Grant Administrator from within the
Office of Training and Development. Justice Assistance Grants (JAG), are used to
procure non-budgeted equipment and technological advancements/improvements
and to supplement overtime. The Department has been awarded more than
$4,000,000 in Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS), Hiring Grants since
2009. The Bulletproof Partnership Grant provides new ballistic vests to officers
every five years with up to a 50% reimbursement to the City. The Automobile
Theft Prevention Authority (ATPA) grant covers 50% of the wages and supply
needs of three full-time officers to investigate auto theft cases. The Countering
Violent Extremism (CVE) grant program is utilized to provide: (1) Defending Against
Hate Crimes & Domestic Terrorist Acts and (2) Law Enforcement & Mental Health
Intervention training to community members. Byrne Justice Assistance Grant funds
were utilized to purchase the XIROS Imaging System for the Dearborn Police
Department Bomb Squad. This equipment enables analysis of suspicious or potentially
explosive items recovered locally and regionally more effective. The Detroit Wayne
Mental Health Authority Summer Youth Employment Program Grant allows the
department to hire youth on a part-time basis and provide them with valuable
employment and life skills training through various community outreach assignments.
The Coronavirus Emergency Supplemental Funding Grant covers COVID-19 related
critical supplies, equipment and officer overtime.
.
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RECRUITMENT
The Recruitment Team works throughout the year with the Human Resources
Department to actively recruit the best possible police employees. The team consists of
officers of various ranks and assignments who continue to assist in locating exceptional
applicants.
Throughout Fiscal Year 2020, recruitment officers attended 16 career fairs and police
academy classes. The Training & Development Office continued recruitment at Veteran
job fairs and continued internet recruitment, which resulted in numerous inquiries by
possible applicants, as well as submitted applications. The department’s recruitment
video has aired on CDTV and was placed on the city’s website. Recruitment officers
continue to distribute recruitment posters and other recruitment information. Social
media campaigns utilizing YouTube, Facebook and Twitter, have been very successful
in reaching potential candidates. In Fiscal Year 2020, 660 hours of training was
provided to newly hired officers to include: mental health training, verbal de-escalation,
first aid/CPR/AED, and non-lethal weapons.

Police Recruitment Statistics
FY2019
5
1

FY2020
13
1

% Change
160%
0%

Recruitment Team Members
New Officers

5
7

5
11

0%
57%

Hours of Orientation Training

480

660

38%

Statistic
Job Fairs & Presentations
Website Advertisements
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COMMUNITY POLICING, CRIME PREVENTION, & NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH
This unit consists of one full-time police officer, supported by three additional officers
under the supervision of a Sergeant. While the police department addresses general
problems or concerns for the public, the Community Policing Unit focuses on the root of
the concerns and follows up until the issues are resolved. Community Policing Officers
are able to disseminate information to the citizens of Dearborn.
In addition to their Community Policing responsibilities, officers are also assigned crime
prevention duties. Crime Prevention consists of personal safety, identification theft
awareness, and fraud prevention seminars. These seminars are held for any size group
to include schoolchildren, church groups, neighborhood associations, and large
community gatherings. During the past year, the Community Policing and Crime
Prevention Unit presented 85 safety seminars. To augment the distribution of
information related to these presentations, Public Service Announcements have been
added to the City of Dearborn’s website and on the City of Dearborn Television
channels. On August 6, 2019, Community Policing Officers participated in the National
Night Out on Crime sponsored by Target and Beaumont Health, with thousands of
citizens in attendance, and served as our largest National Night Out event to date.
The Neighborhood Watch Program enlists the participation of citizens in cooperation
with the police department to reduce crime, create alert neighborhoods, and facilitate
reporting of suspicious activity. There is a non-emergency telephone crime reporting
hotline (313-943-3030) for citizens to report suspicious activity any time, day or night.
Additionally, an online crime reporting system is offered to allow easier access for
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residents to report certain criminal incidents to the police department without having to
summon a police officer to the scene.
Fiscal Year 2020 continued the use of the citizen alert system, NIXLE. Officers of the
Crime Prevention Unit use NIXLE, a secure messaging service, to alert residents of and
visitors to the City of Dearborn of serious police-related incidents in real time. Secure
messages are relayed to the subscriber’s email, or to a cell phone via text message.
The alert system is free to both the City of Dearborn and its residents. Crime Prevention
Officers have also collaborated with churches and mosques throughout the City of
Dearborn hosting special NIXLE/Crime Prevention presentations prior to and after
services. The partnerships resulted in numerous residents electing to participate in the
alert system with over 16,899 citizens currently signed up for the service.
In July 2010, the Dearborn Police Department hired four part-time Police Interns, who
continued throughout FY2020. In FY2020, the Police Department hired additional Paid
Police Interns, bringing the total to 15. Interns must maintain a high academic standard
in college while employed. They are afforded the opportunity to learn and participate in
the functions at the police department. During Fiscal Year 2020, Police Interns assisted
the police department in many functions, including: Homecoming; Memorial Day
Parade; Farmer’s Market; Crime Prevention Safety Talks; neighborhood crime
prevention, Neighborhood Watch canvassing; and NIXLE presentations. Police Interns
were also used for front desk duties, clerical duties, and day-to-day operations. All of
the Police Interns have aspirations of becoming full-time Dearborn Police Officers, and
several interns were hired into full-time positions within the Police Department during
FY2020. During FY2020, the Office of Training & Development obtained a grant from
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the Detroit Wayne County Mental Health Authority in the amount of $50,000 to hire 35
additional temporary, Summer Police Interns. These additional Summer Interns receive
training, mentoring and assist the regular Interns with day-to-day activities.
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY UNIT

The Informational and Technology Unit is responsible for the research, implementation,
maintenance, and updates to new and existing computer hardware/software and
communication technologies. The IT Unit develops departmental policies, procedures
and standards, as well as training, advice, and guidance on a wide range of complex IT
issues. Members of the IT Unit are responsible for the system administration of all IT
related services within the Police Department. Additionally, the IT Unit represents the
department in technical interactions with other organizations and private contractors.
The IT Unit ensures security for the Police Department and City technology-based
programs while maintaining compliance with the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information
Services (CJIS) regulations. This involves annual training and triennial audits by the
FBI and the Michigan State Police.
In cooperation with the Courts and Law Enforcement Information System (CLEMIS), the
records management system allows for the crime mapping and real time crime analysis.
The system is known as the CrimeView Dashboard, and is a valuable tool in
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investigations and tracking pattern crimes. The IT Unit supports the members of the
Record Bureau, Patrol, and Investigative Units that use this programming aid.
The IT Unit closely monitors and adjusts system settings and performance levels of the
department’s Mobile Digital Video Recording System (MDVR), and Body-Worn
Cameras (BWC). The system is used extensively and has proven to be very effective
and valuable in assisting with evidentiary and liability issues.
The IT Unit represents the Police Department with participation in the Security Board
and the CDI Technology Group. Additionally, along with MIS, the IT Unit continues to
monitor, review and revise the Police Department’s 5-year Technology Plan, focusing
on any hardware and/or software items in order to maintain the highest level of service
and performance with minimal cost expenditures and interruption of services.
SECURITY SYSTEMS (ALARM) BOARD PROGRAM
This program monitors false alarm reports within the City, and records, reviews, and
works with business owners to prevent nuisance. Repeat violators are sent warning
letters and are eventually billed on an increasing scale for repeated ordinance
violations.
Statistic
Number of False Alarms
Revenue Generated

FY2019
2,785
$111,815

FY2020
2,450
$67,650

% Change
-9%
-39%

RECORD BUREAU
The Record Bureau is the central repository of all departmental reports and personnel
records. All departmental reports, permits and licenses are forwarded to the Record
Bureau for final processing. These documents are not limited to police reports or
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investigations. They include accident reports, traffic tickets, arrest records, fingerprints,
a sex offender roster, and permits and licenses required for firearms purchases. This
essential function is administered and maintained by one Sergeant, and a diligent staff
of three full-time and five part-time civilian employees.
The records management system utilized by the police department is CLEAR
(Consolidated Law Enforcement Advanced Records), which allows for “real time” data
reporting. The Record Bureau also oversees LEIN (Law Enforcement Information
Network) operations, which include NCIC (National Crime Information Center) and
NLETS (National Law Enforcement Telecommunication System), an interstate
exchange of criminal history information.
The Record Bureau uses APRS (Automated Pistol Registration System), which is
designed for the automated entry of pistol purchaser and owner information into a
database through LEIN. The Record Bureau also oversees the electronic transmission
and building of criminal history information. The department uses “Livescan” which
electronically captures fingerprints and transmits them to the State Police for retention
and comparison. Fingerprinting for background checks and record checks are also
performed by the bureau, as well as Sex Offender registrations. FOIA (Freedom of
Information Act) requests are also processed by the Record Bureau. The Freedom of
Information Act regulates and sets requirements for the disclosure of public records by
all “public bodies” in the State.
The Record Bureau also monitors Crimemapping.com which allows for valuable
information about recent crime activity in Dearborn neighborhoods that is viewable by
the public online.
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Statistic

FY2019

FY2020

Criminal Fingerprinting/Photographed

5,342

2,827

-47%

Gun Registrations

2,138

3,038

-42%

98

61

-37%

2,568

2,479

-3%

$7,480

$7,981

7%

$22,563

$21,267

-5%

$1,587

$2,034

28%

$31,630

$31,282

-1%

Vendor Licenses Issued
FOIA Requests Processed

% Change

Revenue Generated
Fingerprinting
Photostat/Record Copy Charges
Miscellaneous
Totals:

POLICE DEPARTMENT CRIME STATISTICS FY2020
(July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020)
The following statistical data represents the total number of calls for service, criminal
case reports generated and major crime data with comparisons to the previous fiscal
year. Major crimes include Murder, Criminal Sexual Conduct (CSC), Robbery,
Aggravated Assault, Assaults (A&B), Burglary, Larceny, Auto Theft (UDAA), and Arson.

CRIMINAL INCIDENT SUMMARY STATISTICS
Incident Description

FY2019

FY2020

% Change

Murder/Manslaughter

2

4

100%

Criminal Sexual Conduct

60

41

-32%

Robbery

79

41

-48%

169

164

-3%

Aggravated Assault

30

Assaults (General)

637

628

-2%

Burglary

253

193

-24%

Larceny

984

955

-3%

UDAA (Auto Theft)

254

229

-10%

8

6

-25%

Arson
Totals:

2,446

2,261

-8%

Total Calls for Service

79,630

69,556

-12%

DISPATCH OPERATIONS

The Dearborn United Dispatch Center is responsible for providing routine and
emergency communication services for the community. They receive, screen and
prioritize calls for service and initiate appropriate responses and services.

The

dispatch center also provides emergency communication services for the City of
Melvindale. With the consolidation of our dispatch services the dispatchers now have
the responsibility of monitoring radio communications and dispatching the appropriate
emergency personnel for Dearborn and Melvindale Police, Fire, and EMS.
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In FY20, the Center was budgeted for 29 dispatchers to include eight dispatch
supervisors. Dispatchers work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. The
Center uses an Enhanced 911 computerized telephone system that displays the
name, address, and phone number of the caller. Dispatch also handles calls to
the Neighborhood Watch and TIP line (313-943-3030). Dispatchers screen the calls,
determine if a call requires immediate attention, choose the appropriate response,
and

dispatch the proper services. Additionally, the Center is equipped

with

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) which allows users to create, update, track, and
manage all public safety calls for service. It allows dispatchers to plot calls for
service on a map and recommend the correct units to send on the call.
Dispatch is also responsible for the following: monthly siren testing and
maintenance of the Outdoor Early Warning Siren System; building alarms; Knox
lock boxes; TTY (electronic communication for the hearing impaired); the incident
notification

paging

system;

LEIN

including

queries,

entries,

cancellations,

administrative and Mutual Aid messaging; emergency call boxes; and the Dearborn
Fire Department House Watch Program.
Dispatch Operations Statistics
Statistic
Police Dept Related Calls for Service
Fire Dept Related Calls for Service
Emergency 911 Calls
Non-Emergency Calls

FY2019
74,766
15,256
74,766
120,559
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FY2020
70,041
15,292
154,600
166,484

% Change
-6%
.24%
107%
38%

BUILDING SERVICES & CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Building Assessment
The police building, built in the 1950s, is in relatively good condition. There are
constant, minor repairs that any building this age would encounter.

Renovations/Upgrades
Areas of the building will be identified and repaired on a priority basis. During this fiscal
year, the HVAC upgrade for the Police Department was started. This includes the
replacement/ cleaning of all HVAC ducts, new LED lighting and new ceiling tiles. The
project is scheduled to run until April of 2021.
During FY20, the jail renovation project was completed, which upgraded the jail door
track system. The computer in the armory room was updated, and new flooring with
two additional lockers were also installed. Furthermore, three new drinking fountains
were installed throughout the building with bottle fillers/ filters.
FLEET MANAGEMENT
The fleet consists of 40 vehicles assigned to the Chief’s Office with the majority of the
vehicles being utilized by the two Border Crime Initiative Teams as well as the Motor
Carrier Unit and Ordinance Enforcement officers. Fifty-seven vehicles are assigned to
the Patrol Division and 49 vehicles are assigned to the Investigative Division. The
department also utilizes a bomb trailer, command trailer, seven utility trailers, and three
small four-wheel utility Gators for a varying degree of special events and police service
responses.
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PATROL DIVISION
Commanding Officer
Captain Timothy McHale
Patrol Division
Executive Officer
Lieutenant Vincent Belloli
Staff Lieutenant
Lieutenant Richard Conrad

Platoon I
Officer in Charge
Lieutenant Madou Bazzi

Platoon II
Officer in Charge
Lieutenant Donald Kozlowski
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The Patrol Division is the largest and most visible division of the police department. The
division consists of 113 sworn police officers, 18 supervisors, and 37 dispatchers, 8 of
which are supervisors. The Patrol Division represents nearly 60% of the overall sworn
police force.
PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIVISION
•

To protect all residents and visitors to the City of Dearborn from crime.

•

To present a positive and professional image of the City and the police
department to all persons.

•

To promote trust, cooperation, partnership, and respect with the community.

•

To prevent and enforce violations of laws and ordinances.

•

To arrest criminal offenders.

•

To suppress civil disturbances.

•

To conduct preliminary investigations at accidents and crime scenes.

•

To give aid and information to all persons as required.

The patrol force consists of two platoons (Days and Nights) working overlapping 12hour shifts. Both platoons are staffed uniformed officers that perform preventative
patrols, law and traffic enforcement operations, general citizen assistance, as well as
immediate emergency response, 24 hours a day. These officers conduct proactive
visible patrol operations on the streets and in the business centers throughout the City.
BORDER CRIME INITIATIVE TEAM
The Dearborn Border Crime Initiative Team conducts directed patrol and handles a
variety of specialized police related problems. The main goal of the Dearborn Border
Crime Initiative Team is to deter crime through high-visibility directed patrols, proactive
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traffic enforcement, street investigations, and arrests. This strategy is emphasized in
the belief that criminals are highly mobile and crimes can be prevented through
enforcement of traffic laws and the arrests that result from such enforcement. The
Dearborn Border Crime Initiative Team is utilized to address specific identified crime
trends, and develop crime suppression strategies to address the needs of the
community.
The Dearborn Border Crime Initiative Team works closely with regional law
enforcement, including local, county, state, and federal partners. The Dearborn Border
Crime Initiative Team participates in information sharing as a proactive tool to combat
criminal trends affecting the City of Dearborn. The Dearborn Border Crime Initiative
Team also engages in Community Policing activities such as park and walks, business
relationships, and school visits.
The Dearborn Border Crime Initiative Team also conducts parolee checks with agents
of the Michigan Department of Corrections (MDOC). During these checks, the team
visits the residences of felons and sex offenders that are currently on parole and reside
in the City of Dearborn. These checks have resulted in the re-incarceration of subjects
who were found to be in violation of their parole provisions.
During FY2020, the Dearborn Border Crime Initiative Team issued 7,236 citations,
made approximately 2,400 misdemeanors arrests, and took 501 felons off of the street.
The felony arrest totals were related to Firearm Recoveries (22 CCW), possession of
Cocaine/Heroin/Synthetic Narcotic (51), and Felony Fugitive Warrant apprehensions
(185). During the summer of 2019, Tac Team Officers were reassigned to midnights
where officers assisted with locating multiple stolen vehicle crews. Furthermore, this
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team partnered with the MDOC, the Salvation Army and MSP officers in August, and
performed a nuisance detail at the Leonard and Calhoun Apartments; 8 arrests were
made and 1 firearm was recovered during this detail. Additionally, the Dearborn Border
Crime Initiative Team addressed quality of life issues such as Reckless Driving/Drag
Racing through a zero-tolerance approach. In FY2020, the Dearborn Border Crime
Initiative Team impounded 413 vehicles.
LOCKUP OPERATIONS (JAIL FACILITIES)

The Dearborn Police Department maintains a lockup for all persons detained within its
jurisdiction. The lockup is assigned to the Patrol Division and can house a maximum of
60 prisoners. It is used to temporarily detain those charged with misdemeanor and
felony offenses. In order to alleviate the high number of prisoners housed, while
simultaneously increasing the efficiency of the lockup, the police department continues
to commit sentenced misdemeanants to the Calhoun County Jail, located in the City of
Battle Creek. The remaining pre-sentence prisoners were held at the Wayne County
Jail. In order to efficiently manage the amount of people being processed through our
facility, our staffing program allows for coverage throughout the main working hours of
the jail. Officers are assigned as Jailers 24 hours per day.
In addition to their daily duties, Jail personnel were also tasked with processing
probation department clients and entered 106 subjects into the Picture-link fingerprinting
and picture system. Jail personnel also completed the processing of all departmental
and court personnel for background fingerprint checks and entered them into the
Picture-Link system.
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Our department has housed 172 Melvindale prisoners this fiscal year, for a combined
total of 201 days.
The City of Dearborn Police Officers recorded the following arrest totals:
•

Adult Males – 1,896

•

Adult Females – 813

•

Juveniles – 118

•

Total – 2,827 Prisoners
FIELD TRAINING OFFICER PROGRAM

To begin a career as a Dearborn Police Officer, one must complete the Field Training
and Evaluation Program. The Field Training and Evaluation Program is an extension of
the department’s Police Officer selection process, which combines on-the-job training of
probationary officers along with objective performance assessments to ensure that the
standards of a competent patrol officer are met. The primary goal of the Field Training
and Evaluation Program is to ensure that probationary officers have the essential jobrelated knowledge and skills to be a Dearborn Police Officer. The evaluation process
actually starts before being hired as the Human Resources Department, Background
Investigators, and the department’s contracted Psychological Services combine to
ensure that the most qualified applicants are invited to join the department’s ranks.
The department’s Field Training and Evaluation Program is composed of five phases
over the course of a year and during each phase the probationary officer is assigned to
a Field Training Officer (FTO). Only those officers whose work history indicates reliable
performance along with a demonstrated ability to effectively communicate verbally as an
instructor are chosen to be FTOs. Officers selected as FTOs receive 40 hours of statecertified instruction to prepare the skills necessary to apply practical in-the-field
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training/coaching techniques, and to reliably assess the probationary officer’s
performance.
Currently, there are 23 Field Training Officers spread out on the two platoons and both
Tac Teams. During this past fiscal year, 9 new officers were trained.
CANINE (K-9) UNIT

The Dearborn Police Department Canine Unit consists of two police officer/canine patrol
teams. The canine handlers currently train with the Southeast Michigan Canine Group,
which consists of 15 area departments. The K-9 patrol teams are deployed on day and
night shifts, and are deployed for tracking, building searches, area searches, article
searches, and narcotic searches.
NARCOTICS BUREAU
The Dearborn Police Narcotic Bureau is currently staffed by one sergeant, and three
investigative corporals who work state and local investigations.
During FY2020, the following was accomplished by the Local Narcotics Bureau:
•

Pieces of evidence processed – 1,060

•

Cases handled – 374

•

Search Warrants issued – 24

•

Approved felony complaints – 46

•

Assets seized - $93,860

•

Cocaine – 423.9 grams seized

•

Marijuana – 9,533.63 grams seized

•

Heroin – 155.80 grams seized
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•

Prescription Drugs – 6,490.90 doses seized

•

Firearms – 10 recovered/confiscated

•

Fentanyl – 29.9 grams seized

The unit also has three corporals assigned to Michigan HIDTA agencies. HIDTA (High
Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas), is a coalition of federal, state, local, and Tribal law
enforcement agencies from a specific geographic area. They have joined together to
facilitate specific drug control issues. Two corporals are assigned to the Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), and one corporal is assigned to the newly formed MNET
(Michigan Narcotics Enforcement Team). The missions of these task forces are to
disrupt and dismantle large scale organized drug operations.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNIT
The Special Operations Unit consists of one sergeant and six corporals. The sergeant
and five corporals are assigned locally. In October 2010, one Special Operations
corporal from the unit was assigned to the United States Marshals Fugitive Recovery
Unit.
This unit is a plainclothes surveillance team that concentrates on robberies, home
invasions, stolen vehicles and other thefts. The unit regularly supports the Dearborn
Narcotics Unit and works in conjunction with the Detective Bureau and the Special
Events Coordinator.
In January 2004, the Dearborn Auto Theft Unit (ATU) was formed. The ATU consists of
one Special Operations corporal, supported by the remainder of the Special Operations
Unit and two detectives. The Dearborn Auto Theft Unit (ATU) has continued to exceed
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the standards set forth by the Auto Theft Prevention Authority (ATPA). The ATU
corporal is fully funded by an ATPA renewable grant.

Auto Theft Unit Statistics
Statistic
ATU Auto Theft Arrests
Vehicles Recovered
Estimated Recovered Vehicle Value

FY2019
63
93
$2.5mil

FY2020
46
88
$1.8mil

Special Operations Unit Arrest Statistics
Arrest Statistic
Homicide/Attempt
Armed Robberies/Unarmed
Motor Vehicle Theft / Theft from Vehicle
Breaking & Entering (B&E)
Larcenies
Felony Warrants
Misdemeanor Warrants
Narcotics
Misc. (trespassing, prostitution, chop
shop, FA, stalking, CCW, MDOP, etc.)

FY2019
3
17
26
12
112
19
10
3
22

FY2020
5
11
34
9
30
21
2
15
22

PATROL DIVISION SERVICE REQUESTS PROGRAM
The Patrol Division Service Requests Program is an initiative which requires patrol
officers to effectively report conditions they find during the course of their duties that
need the attention of city departments, other governmental agencies, or private entities.
Reportable conditions may include safety hazards, blighted properties, road conditions,
damaged or missing signs, or other quality of life issues that require intervention. In FY
2020, the police department generated approximately 1,167 calls for service on these
matters.
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SWAT TEAM

Mission

The Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Team is a part-time team that trains
together a minimum of once a month. SWAT personnel are assigned to several different
units within the department and all shifts. The SWAT Team’s mission is to respond to
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and resolve any incident requiring specialized equipment and training. These missions
include, but are not limited to: executing high-risk search warrants, hostage rescues,
narcotics raids, barricaded gunman incidents, vehicle assaults, and special arrest
teams.
Team Members
The team is currently composed of 17 officers from various divisions of the department
and two firefighters. All members are available 24 hours a day for emergency call-outs
and each member brings a variety of technical skills and tactical experience to the team.
Equipment
This year the SWAT team did not obtain any new significant equipment.
Training
This year saw some significant improvements in training the team to be better equipped
to resolve any incident safely. The team has also focused on conducting joint operations
with several area teams. The team leaders attended a “SWAT Command DecisionMaking and Leadership” class provided by the National Tactical Officers Association to
ensure the team is following nationally established best practices. Team members have
provided training for the entire department as well as community partners to have an
efficient response to a large-scale emergency.
•

The team conducted several large-scale training operations in conjunction with
community partners including Henry Ford College, The Henry Ford, Fairlane
Town Center, Greenfield Village, and Dearborn Public Schools. Joint operations
were also conducted with the Bomb Team and the Dearborn Fire Department.
Beaumont Hospital of Dearborn personnel assisted with proctoring a medical
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evacuation training component with volunteer role players. These scenarios
improved the efficiency in which the team can deal with multiple medical
casualties and operate with other departmental assets.
•

The team conducted joint-operation training with the Downriver SWAT team and
a scenario-based training session with Dearborn Heights PD, U of M Dearborn,
the Michigan State Police, as well as investigative support personnel from the
FBI.

•

The team conducted training on the explosive breaching capabilities of the
Dearborn Bomb Team. Team members worked with the bomb team on multiple
types of explosive charges and their capabilities. The Detroit Bomb Squad was
also at this training.

•

The team conducted medical training with the Dearborn Fire Department
personnel covering advanced medical techniques outlined in the Tactical
Emergency Casualty Care national standards.

•

Team members taught classes during in-service training improving the tactics
and techniques for responding officers to an active shooter incident. These
included medical procedures and joint operations with the Fire Department in
“Rescue Task Force” tactics. The in-service training included community partners
from Henry Ford College, U of M Dearborn, and The Henry Ford. The training
scenarios involved members from the department, community partners, and the
Dearborn Fire Department working together to resolve critical incidents
efficiently.
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SWAT Equipped and Operated Patrol Vehicles (“S-Cars”)
The S-Car program uses SWAT personnel assigned to the Patrol Division. These cars
are on the road 24-hours a day, 7-days a week, throughout the entire year. The S-Cars
have the appearance of normal patrol vehicles, yet they are stocked with SWAT
equipment. They are assigned to on-duty SWAT officers in the Patrol Division, who
drive these cars as they patrol the streets and neighborhoods of Dearborn. SWAT
officers can respond within moments to developing critical incidents, where they can
make appropriate tactical decisions and take action before the rest of the SWAT Team
is assembled. This year there were 36 incidents in which equipment was deployed from
the S-Cars, all of which were resolved without death or serious injury.
BOMB SQUAD
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The Bomb Squad, also referred to as the Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit, has a
mission of protecting the general public, police personnel and property during incidents
involving explosives and incendiary materials or devices. The squad is equipped and
staffed to handle any explosive mitigation situation that might be encountered. The
squad is also trained in Explosive Entry, Explosive Demolition and Handling, Special
Event Security, Post Blast Investigation, and Suspicious Item Response. The Dearborn
Police Department Bomb Squad is currently staffed by four Corporals, and one
administrative Lieutenant.
Federal Interaction
The Bomb Squad is supported by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) with Special Agent Bomb
Technicians (SABT), assigned to the squads in Michigan as a direct link to federal
assets. All Bomb Technicians are taught at the National FBI Hazardous Devices School.
Through our federal partnership, our Bomb Squad is supported by the Air Force
Reserve’s Explosive Ordinance Disposal Unit, located at Grissom Air Force Base
(Indiana), and is available to respond for particularly serious incidents.
Regional Response (Wayne County)
The Bomb Squad continues its regionalization efforts towards a comprehensive
explosive mitigation response agreement throughout Wayne County. Currently, the
Bomb Squad is available to assist anywhere in Wayne County if called upon. The team
has completed several training sessions with the City of Detroit, Metro Airport, the City
of Flint, MSP, Border Patrol, Downriver and Western Wayne SWAT, the Dearborn
SWAT Team, and TSA as we continue our commitment to regional preparedness.
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Call-outs
In this fiscal year, the Bomb Squad recorded 11 call-outs slightly lower than the activity
as FY2019 which had 16 call-outs. The Dearborn Police Department Bomb Squad
Explosive Breachers have taken the lead in educating and training the local teams on
explosive breaching, including being a model for the Western Wayne and Detroit
Special Response Teams, as part of our regional response partnership.
Details
The Bomb Squad applied for and received a $90,000 grant to purchase new state of the
art equipment to replace aging equipment that could no longer be repaired. This grant
was a fully reimbursed grant, and allowed the team to increase is operational ability
while maintaining our fiscal responsibility to the City; Dearborn is the first squad to be
actively deploying this technology in the region.
The Bomb Squad was an integral part of the planning process for an active attacker
training scenario at the University of Michigan – Dearborn in collaboration with our
regional partners. The Bomb Squad assisted our regional partners at the Detroit
Marathon, the Detroit Thanksgiving Day Parade, and the Detroit Lions Thanksgiving
Day game. The Dearborn Bomb Squad continues its partnership with the University of
Michigan – Dearborn and their Robotics and Engineering Programs to provide its
students with hands-on experience in repairing the squad’s robots, furthering their
academic learning and our community policing partnerships.
CRISIS NEGOTIATION TEAM
The Dearborn Police Crisis Negotiation Team consists of 16 members of the police
department. Team members are carefully chosen based on their maturity, experience,
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verbal communication skills, and proven ability to function well under stressful
conditions. Crisis Negotiation Team members participate in, and conduct training
scenarios involving role players in an array of crisis/critical situations where the team’s
specialized equipment is used. Training is conducted on a quarterly basis. Crisis
Negotiation Team members are on call 24 hours a day to respond to critical incidents.
The goal of the Crisis Negotiation Team is to resolve critical incidents through
communication, while attempting to avoid unnecessary risk to officers, citizens, victims,
and involved subjects.

INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
Captain Issa Shahin

The Investigative Division includes the following departmental services: Detective
Bureau, Auto Theft Unit, Fusion Center, Domestic Violence Unit, Forensic Polygraph
Unit, Technical Investigation Unit, Youth Bureau, School Resource Officer (SRO)
Program, Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF), Substance Abuse Program, and Traffic
Safety Bureau.
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DETECTIVE BUREAU
The Detective Bureau is the investigative arm of the police department. All preliminary
complaint reports believed to be criminal in nature are referred to the Detective Bureau
for review and evaluation. Once reviewed, each case requiring further police attention or
investigation is assigned to a specific investigator depending upon the nature of the
crime.
Investigators complete a variety of different tasks for cases, such as interviewing
witnesses, interrogating suspects, and compiling necessary supplemental investigatory
reports that are needed to document the investigation. Finally, a case may require
submission of search and arrest warrant requests, and preparation for the case in
court. If needed, the Detective Bureau also provides investigative/intelligence support
to other law enforcement agencies. The responsibility for each case assignment ends
only upon a final determination by the courts, or when a reasonable solution to the case
has been attained.
Detective Bureau Statistics

Statistic
Number of Cases Investigated

FY2019
1828

FY2020
2323

% Change
27%

AUTO THEFT UNIT
The Auto Theft Unit is comprised of two detectives and one plain clothes investigator.
The unit investigates not only vehicles that are stolen but those that are recovered.
Additionally, they handle all cases of theft of items or parts from vehicles. In 2019, the
unit recovered 93 stolen vehicles with an estimated value of $2,512,950 and three
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commercial vehicles with a value of $70,000. There were 63 felony arrests/prosecutions
for auto theft related crimes. In the current fiscal year, the unit has recovered 88 stolen
vehicles with an estimated value of $1,837,850 as well as over 30 catalytic converters.
Funding for this unit is obtained through an auto theft grant program called Auto Theft
Prevention Authority, which supplies money for vehicles, equipment, training, and
overtime.
FUSION CENTER
One Investigative Division Corporal is specifically assigned as an intelligence officer and
assigned to the Fusion Center. The Fusion Center Liaison monitors numerous computer
databases and extracts information that is used in criminal investigation. This corporal
also networks with area businesses, local police departments, and federal partners,
sharing intelligence information which results in the resolution of many crimes that are
affecting Dearborn as well as other municipalities.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE UNIT
The Domestic Violence Unit (DVU) currently has specially trained investigators
assigned to handle family violence incidents in our city. This increasingly complicated
area of law enforcement includes not only assaults, but also any criminal incident
related to domestic violence, such as threats, stalking, and violations of Personal
Protection Orders. This fiscal year, approximately 248 intimate partner domestic-related
assault cases were assigned and reviewed by police investigators. The DVU is assisted
by an on-site Victim’s Advocate provided through First Step, a Wayne County domestic
and sexual assault program funded by the Victims of Crime Act and other donations.
Warrants are reviewed by the Wayne County Prosecutor Domestic Violence Unit.
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FORENSIC POLYGRAPH UNIT
The Polygraph Unit of the Investigative Division uses state-of-the art instruments and
algorithmic software developed by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. At
present, the Polygraph Unit is currently staffed with one corporal who conducts
polygraph examinations on a full-time basis. The polygraph examiner graduated from
the Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice Polygraph School in Millersville, MD. All
exams are administered in-house, enabling immediate investigator access to critical
exams. This capability affords the Investigative Division an immediate and efficient
means of pursuing and or evaluating investigations. The unit has been responsible for
obtaining countless admissions and has thus streamlined investigative burdens.
Conversely, the unit has cleared many suspects, allowing detectives to focus their
energies more efficiently toward solving the crimes.
This year the Polygraph Unit scheduled 108 polygraph examinations, with 45 forensic
polygraph examinations actually administered. The Polygraph Unit has again become a
valuable investigative source for surrounding agencies both locally and federally,
conducting forensic polygraph exams for not only the Dearborn Police Investigative Unit
but for 25 other agencies as well.
TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION UNIT
The mission of the Technical Investigation Unit is to provide expert assistance to
investigators in criminal cases that involve phones, computers, or video surveillance.
The current prevalence of these technologies results in their presence during the
commission of the majority of crimes that occur in the City of Dearborn. These crimes
include, but are not limited to: murder, sexual assault, robbery, telecommunications
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fraud, child exploitation, cyber stalking/harassment, the possession and distribution of
child pornography over the Internet, computer tampering, criminal hacking, and all other
incidents in which technology was used to accomplish or facilitate the commission of a
crime. The results of technical examinations were utilized in hundreds of cases, which
resulted in the discovery of evidence that was critical in the prosecution of the criminals
that perpetrated these crimes.
Members of the Technical Investigation Unit are specially trained and Nationally
Certified in Cell Phone Forensic Analysis, Forensic Video Analysis, Computer Forensic
Analysis and Vehicle Forensic Analysis. This year, they have extracted and analyzed
approximately 3 TB (Terabytes) worth of digital evidence, which would be equivalent to
nearly 225 million pieces of paper. The Technical Investigation Unit assists our
detectives as well as investigators and prosecutors from our neighboring agencies at
the local, state and federal levels.
YOUTH SERVICES
The Dearborn Police Youth Services Bureau includes both the Youth Bureau
Investigative Unit and the School Resource Officer (SRO) Unit. The Youth Bureau/SRO
Unit is comprised of seven police officers and a bureau sergeant. Each of the seven
SROs is assigned schools throughout the district. The team sergeant oversees the
activities of these officers as well as being the main investigator for criminal activity at
the schools.
Juveniles committing violent crimes are petitioned to the Wayne County Juvenile Court,
as are non-resident juveniles who commit misdemeanor crimes. Parents who fail to
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have their children appear in court or appear for the work program may be subject to
court imposed charges and/or penalties.
The Youth Bureau also works very closely with Growth Works, a case management
organization, which requires juveniles to meet regularly with a community team and
discuss their progress. Detective Bureau Investigators also assist the School Resource
Officers in dealing with many issues at the schools. The SROs also attend school
sporting events, parades, and various other school related events such as “March is
Reading Month”.
Youth Bureau Unit Statistics
Statistic
Total Number of Cases Investigated
Cases Petitioned to Circuit Court

FY2019
600
165

FY2020
435
106

% Change
-28%
-36%

SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER (SRO) PROGRAM
The SRO program, implemented in September of 2002, was designed to make the best
use of available resources and to reach as many students as possible in all grades, K12. The School Resource Officer unit comprises seven police corporals who are
assigned to Fordson High School, Dearborn High School and Edsel Ford High School
on a full-time basis. Officers are also responsible for the middle and elementary schools
in their particular district. The main focus of the School Resource Officer Program is
based on a community policing philosophy of joint problem solving, instead of making
arrests or writing citations. Officers spend the majority of their time in schools, and work
in conjunction with parents, and other social agencies to solve problems and make
appropriate referrals. Officers also attend sporting events, school events, field trips,
Clean-Up parades, the Memorial Day Parade, Career Days, Safety Town, Law Day,
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Public School Athletic League District Basketball Tournaments, as well as several other
events each year. SROs give several presentations each year and provide fingerprinting
services at various special events.
SRO Unit Statistics
Statistic
Classes Instructed
Special Events
Citations Issued
Reports Taken
Students Counseled/Warned

FY2019
110
1065
713
580
10277

FY2020
82
947
522
402
7067

% Change
-25%
-11%
-27%
-31%
-31%

Beginning in March 2020, the Youth Bureau and School Resource Officer Program
deviated from their routine duties in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. They
assisted schools with the transition to online learning, provided security to buildings and
grounds, and distributed meals to students. They also supplemented the Patrol Division
by providing high visibility patrol to neighborhoods, hospitals, senior citizen complexes
and COVID-19 testing sites.
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING
Under the direction of Chief Ronald Haddad, a drug assistance program was
implemented in 2019 to assist victims of drug addiction and overdose, as well as their
families. One of the School Resource Officers and an abuse counselor from ACCESS,
offer their services to these residents when incidents occur. This year, the counseling
unit had contact with 182 families and victims, and made numerous interventions in an
attempt to stem the tide of the opioid epidemic.
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EVIDENCE TECHNICIANS
These specialized officers are all assigned to the Patrol Division and they perform these
technical duties in addition to their day-to-day patrol responsibilities. Currently, there are
16 certified Evidence Technicians proportionately assigned to both platoons of the
Patrol Division. During the departmental restructuring for the COVID crisis, the number
of evidence technicians grew temporarily to 19. The specialized training in photography,
evidence collection, latent fingerprint collection and crime scene processing, make
these technicians valuable and readily available resources to assist in the investigative
process.
Evidence Technicians are uniformed police officers, which allows for their immediate
use at crime scenes. The importance of immediate crime scene processing cannot be
over emphasized in both the investigative and prosecution phases of law enforcement.
PROPERTY AND EVIDENCE ROOM OPERATIONS
The Property Room is under the supervision of the Investigative Division. It is staffed by
one full-time and two part-time civilian employees and handles all of the property and
evidence that is brought into the Dearborn Police Department, including narcotic
evidence. Many of the items are processed for auction or turned over to other city
departments for use. All of the unclaimed money is processed and turned over to the
City’s Finance Department, which then forwards all unclaimed funds to the State of
Michigan. The Property Room also handles the destruction of firearms seized in
violation of the firearms laws of Michigan, or weapons surrendered voluntarily by
owners. The Property Room also orders, stocks, and issues all of the department’s
office supplies.
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Property Room Statistics
Statistic
Pieces of Evidence Logged

FY2020
5,629
CRIME LABORATORY

The Crime Laboratory is responsible for all forensic investigations for the department
and for the identification of all prisoners. The Crime Lab oversees 16 certified Evidence
Technicians, who are police officers from the Patrol Division, specially trained to
photograph and collect evidence at crime scenes. Crime Lab personnel are called to
major crime scenes involving homicides, shootings, suspicious deaths and serious
assaults, to directly assist in the investigation. The Crime Lab is able to analyze,
compare fingerprints, and make positive identifications. Crime Lab personnel are also
trained to recognize, document and collect other trace evidence such as DNA, hair,
fibers and ballistics, blood spatter, complete crime scene sketches, court presentations,
and provide expert testimony. In FY2020, Crime Lab personnel followed up on 1,647
cases, which required archiving photographs, processing evidence, examining
fingerprints, and generating reports for each case.
The Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) is a fingerprint computer that is
interfaced with the Michigan State Police criminal files and has the ability to search
databases with millions of finger and palm prints, with results returning in minutes.
Dearborn is one of 21 AFIS sites in the State, and the Crime Lab personnel are certified
operators. During this fiscal year, 113 fingerprints/ palm prints were entered into AFIS,
which resulted in 45 identifications of suspects, all of which have resulted in the
continued criminal investigations. The Crime Lab also processes evidence, provides
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fingerprint identification for other agencies, including: Wayne County Sheriff’s Office,
Dearborn Heights, Wayne, Belleville, Inkster, Romulus, Taylor, Huron Township and
Melvindale. The US Secret Service, ATF, and DEA have also requested the Crime
Lab’s assistance in several of its cases. AFIS inquiries and expert testimony are
provided to these agencies when needed.
Crime Lab personnel receive and process all firearms that are confiscated, surrendered,
or held as evidence. Two hundred thirty-six firearms were received and each gun was
inspected; and, if needed, the serial number is raised to assist with identification. Lab
Detectives also assist the Records Bureau in identifying vintage firearms for registration
purposes. Personnel are also trained in shooting reconstruction and bloodstain analysis.
These skills are invaluable at crime scenes where evidence can be easily destroyed,
lost or overlooked.
JOINT TERRORISM TASK FORCE (JTTF)
An Investigative Division Corporal has been assigned to the FBI Joint Terrorism Task
Force in Detroit since May of 2008. The assigned corporal facilitates communication
between the Dearborn Police Department, the FBI, and the various federal and regional
law enforcement agencies in the Detroit area, including but not limited to: ATF,
Immigration & Customs Enforcement, US Department of State, US Marshal’s Service,
Michigan State Police, Wayne County Sheriff’s Department, and the Detroit Police
Department. As a fully integrated federal investigator, the corporal works national
security/or potential terrorism related cases that directly affect the safety and security of
Metropolitan Detroit with particular emphasis on the Dearborn community.
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BUREAU
Sgt. Alan Leveille
The Accident Investigation Bureau (AIB) performs many functions relative to the
enforcement of traffic laws, traffic crash investigation, and general traffic safety.
The AIB prepares accident data on problem intersections or roadways in order to
ensure that the latest engineering applications are used to provide the safest possible
traffic routes. The AIB works in conjunction with the Engineering Department in order to
maintain traffic control devices (i.e. traffic signs, as well as signal lights). The Accident
Investigation Bureau conducts traffic studies in conjunction with the Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments, Michigan Department of Transportation, and Wayne County
Roads, with the goal of improving traffic flow and determining the need for future
roadway signage. They complete work orders for sign repair and the installation of new
signs, and ensures the signs’ visibility by having shrubs and foliage removed. The AIB
is responsible for signage, barricade placement, the obtaining of state and county
permits for special events throughout the City, and perform extensive studies on traffic
in residential areas.
The Accident Investigation Bureau coordinates the Traffic Commission’s monthly
meetings. The Commissioners are presented with traffic-related problems and petitions
seeking solutions to traffic complaints or issues. Reports for each request are
completed by the Accident Investigation Bureau. The facts are then presented to the
Commissioners who review, and approve or deny the petition request.
The State of Michigan mandates that local police departments administer the school
crossing guard program. The AIB hires, trains and handles the scheduling and payroll
for 22 crossing guards. All officers assigned to the Accident Investigation Bureau are on
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call 24-hours a day, seven days per week in the event of a fatal or critical traffic crash
and handle the investigation and prosecution of all serious motor vehicle crashes.
The Accident Investigation Bureau is also responsible for the prosecution of all felony
Operating While Intoxicated (OWI) cases, and the forfeiture program for vehicles used
in second and subsequent OWI offenses and drag racing. During the fiscal year the
vehicle forfeiture program generated $8,100 in revenue.
Accident Investigation Bureau Statistics
Accident Type

FY2019

FY2020

Injury Accidents
Property Damage Accidents
Fatal Accidents
Hit & Runs
Crash-Related OWIs

691
3147
7
542
138

576
2669
2
474
92

TOTAL

4004

3328
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GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021
•

Maintain full staffing levels in all areas of the department.

•

Continue aggressive/proactive crime reduction strategies, with an emphasis on
apprehending serial offenders, and more importantly preventing citizens from
being victimized by crime.

•

Continue regional, resource and intelligence sharing, and crime reduction
strategies that impact the Metro Detroit area as a whole, such as Operation Blue
Light, Lock It – Or Lose It, and NIXLE.

•

Continue and expand on blight reduction strategies, working closely with the
Property Maintenance and Development Services Department, neighborhood
associations, and our business and faith-based partners.

•

Continue to implement and utilize an effective “Traffic Safety/Enforcement”
campaign, with the intent of reducing accidents, traffic complaints, and injuries to
citizens.

•

Continue our community-oriented approach by developing the partnerships which
allow us to effectively problem-solve community concerns.

•

A continued focus of the utilization of the new Dearborn United Dispatch Center,
while working with the cities of Melvindale, Inkster, Wayne, Westland and Garden
City, to streamline the integration of the operational needs of each of the
municipalities.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Property Maintenance and Development Services Department defines its mission
by drawing upon long-held traditional community values.

Our work is dedicated to

maintaining a clean and safe environment through permit inspections, commercial
building and residential housing inspections, code enforcement, trash and recycling
services and neighborhood services. Our mission is to provide courteous and efficient
services and serve as a trusted, responsive and expert resource to assist our customers
in understanding and applying adopted codes and ordinances in a fair and consistent
manner.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT / MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Property Maintenance and Development Services Department administers
residential and commercial construction codes and city ordinances to safeguard public
health, safety and general welfare.
Permit applications and related construction documents are examined for compliance
with all applicable requirements before issuing permits.

Inspections are made as

necessitated by the type and complexity of the project.
The department is responsible for performing re-occupancy inspections on commercial
buildings and suites to ensure new businesses comply with building and zoning codes
and ordinances. Inspections at commercial buildings are performed regularly to ensure
compliance with minimum property maintenance standards.
Re-occupancy inspections are performed when residential dwellings are for sale to
ensure minimum housing standards. Non-owner occupied dwellings must also comply
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with minimum housing standards. These properties are required to be registered and
inspected every three years. Vacant residential properties are required to be registered
and are monitored on a regular basis to ensure properties are properly maintained and
secure.
The department also plays a role when fires occur in residential dwellings and
commercial buildings and structural components are damaged.
performed and repairs are monitored.

Inspections are

The department administers the board-up

contract used by all City departments when unsecured property requires attention.
Inspection reports and related documentation are prepared when commercial buildings
and residential dwellings are deemed unsafe or inhabitable.

The department

administers the Demolition Appeals Board, where cases are heard and properties are
either allowed to be rehabilitated or slated for demolition. Progress is monitored until
the properties are allowed to be occupied or demolition is complete.
The department also administers and provides staff support to the Building Board of
Appeals, the Design Review Committee, and the Board of Safety Engineers.
The City’s rubbish, recycling and yard waste disposal contracts are administered by the
Property Maintenance and Development Services Department.

The department

provides special pick-up services and enforces city ordinances related to litter, graffiti
and maintenance of private property.
The department is dedicated to promoting properly maintained properties and
controlling rodent populations. Neighborhood complaints are investigated and efforts
are made to manage nuisances and enforce compliance with property maintenance
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ordinances when required. The Property Maintenance and Development Services
Department serves as the administrative liaison for neighborhood associations.
The Neighborhood Stabilization Program and Operation Eyesore are managed by the
Property Maintenance and Development Services Department. These programs are
designed to protect property values and quality of life by preventing and eliminating
blight in residential neighborhoods.
purchased and targeted for demolition.

Substandard and undervalued homes are
The vacant lots are offered to adjoining

neighbors as additional side lots or sold for construction of a new single-family home.
The Property Maintenance and Development Services Department supports the City
Beautiful Commission and administers the commission’s five annual programs:
Christmas Decorations Awards (Dearborn AGLOW), School Clean-up Parades,
Residential Standard of Excellence Awards, All-School Breakfast, and the Business
Standard of Excellence Awards.
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Organizational Chart for Permits and Occupancy Programs Divisions

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE and
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Permits and Occupancy Programs Divisions

DIRECTOR
Nick Siroskey

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT MANAGER
Delia Greco
CHIEF BUILDING INSPECTOR
Ken Foley

SR BUILDING INSPECTOR
Tim Hawkins

OFFICE ASSISTANT III
Greg Fronczak
Cathy Hall
OFFICE ASSISTANT II
Allison Fry
OFFICE ASSISTANT I
Steve Tachoir
OFFICE SUPPORT I PT
Julie Antioch
Darlene Cox
Dayna Dibianca
Laura Gonzales
Barb Moravec
Ajana Page
AnnMarie Supinger
FIELD INSPECTOR PT
Jamie Gaston
Jim Hill
Rich Hypnar
Frank Khan

SR BUILDING INSPECTOR
John Connolly

BUILDING INSP
Micah Bowerman
Sam DiSanto
John Galvan
Dominic Kline
Sergio Perez
BUILDING INSP PT
Joe Bellomo
Joe Plotzke
Fred Stokes

COMMERCIAL PLANS EXAMINER
Balchand Patel

BLDG PLANS EXAMINER
Brendan Donahue
Shannon Kile
PLAN EXAMINER PT
Melissa Celani

ELECTRICAL INSP PT
Bill Baker
Husam Najor
Bob Schuelke
Bob Wittmer
SR HEATING INSP
Bob Bowers
HVAC MECHANICAL INSP PT
John Lovasz
Michael Schultz
COMPLIANCE OFFICER PT
Joe Lickorai
John McFadden
SR PLUMBING INSP
Chris Salazar
PLUMBING INSP PT
Gary Brozek
Duffy Callert
Bob Zube
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Organizational Chart for Neighborhood Services and Sanitation Divisions
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES


Permit Processing/Plan Review/Inspections/Building Board of Appeals
(Building, Electrical, HVAC, Plumbing)
Main Customers: property owners, design professionals, contractors



Commercial and Residential Inspection Programs
Main Customers: property and business owners, prospective business owners,
prospective homeowners, property managers, realtors, financial institutions



Sanitation / Neighborhood Services
Main Customers: property owners, business owners, residents, neighborhood
associations, schools, general public

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The department generated over $2.8 million in revenue through fees associated with
permit inspections, plan review and permit processing fees.
The department generated nearly $800,000 in revenue through its commercial and
residential occupancy programs (inspection of sales, rentals, commercial re-occupancy
and processing fees).
The department used Community Development Block Grant funding to support the
activities of neighborhood code enforcement. Over $215,000 was received and spent
for neighborhood property maintenance issues and over $75,000 was received and
spent specifically for vector control.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
The major expenditure categories of the Property Maintenance and Development
Department are personnel costs and contractual services.

Salaries, Wages & Benefit Costs (All Divisions):
FY20

Salaries, Wages
& Benefits

Neighborhood Services
(2914)

Vector Control

$442,348
$72,744

(2920)

Permit Services

$1,593,116

(2940)

Inspection Programs

$675,179

(2950)

Enforcement/City Beautiful
(2060)

Sanitation
(2972)
Block Grant
(2916)

$354,514
$370,277
$217,069

TOTAL

$3,725,247

Contractual Services:
The department managed nearly $6,000,000 in contracts for the following services:


Curbside sanitation for residential and commercial properties - $4,349,304



Maintaining City-owned improved and vacant properties - $175,000



Weed control on public right-of-ways - $33,000



Containerized sanitation services - $163,400



Immediate nuisance abatements of residential & commercial properties - $40,016



Large nuisance abatements of residential & commercial properties - $52,492
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Board-ups of residential & commercial properties - $3,750



Replacement of trash & recycle carts - $57,500



Graffiti removal & power washing of public properties - $12,500



Public shredding events - $4,500

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND
PROGRESS MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR THE REPORT YEAR

Residential Inspection Programs


Properties in the inspection process are tracked for compliance and inspection due
dates are monitored. In addition to regular inspection and agreement fees, over
$100,000 in re-inspection and extension fees were collected.



Processes and tools are in place to identify property transfers that occurred without
an inspection. There were over 100 properties identified and property owners were
notified. Inspections were performed, properties were brought into compliance and
Certificates of Occupancy were issued.



Processes and tools are in place to identify unregistered rentals from property
transfers that have taken place.



Fire-damaged properties that require involvement from this department are
monitored.

The process ensures that proper fire remediation occurs, required

permits are obtained and the neighborhood nuisance is minimized. A total of 19
properties have complied with requirements and Certificates of Occupancy have
been reinstated during this reporting period.
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A link is available on the City’s website to look up a registered rental property or
report suspected unregistered properties.



Process flowcharts are constantly reviewed and revised when necessary.
Documented processes help make requirements and answers to questions fair and
consistent.



The Commercial Re-Occupancy inspection program coordinates building inspections
with Fire Department, Backflow, Sanitation and Zoning to ensure compliance with all
relevant codes and ordinances. Certificates of Occupancy have been issued to 169
new businesses in this reporting period.



Commercial Interval inspection program is being revamped.

Inspections are

required every three years to ensure minimum property maintenance standards are
met.


The demolition process has been restructured and made more efficient.

The

presentations prepared by the department for the Hearing Officer and the Demolition
Appeals Board are uniform and concise. There is improved communication with the
Property Maintenance and Development Services and Legal Departments.

2020 Neighborhood Services and Sanitation Divisions Highlights
There were 15,624 key code enforcement cases administered in FY 2020, which was a
decrease of 17% from the previous year. The decrease is partly attributable to the
workplace restrictions put in place under Governor Whitmer’s “Stay Home, Stay Safe”
Executive Order which directed all Michigan businesses and operations from requiring
workers to leave their homes, unless those workers were necessary to sustain or
protect life. Additionally, the decrease is attributable to a greater focus on education
11

before enforcement as well as the elimination of several field inspector positions.

.


Over 10,000 pieces of informational media were distributed directly to business
owners and residents to educate and inform them of City ordinances and
administrative policies.



1,029 prohibited vehicles were removed from residential properties through
education and enforcement in FY 2020, an 8% increase from FY 2019, signifying
the need for continued education to keep prohibited vehicles out of
neighborhoods. During the past five years, 5,364 junk, inoperable, recreational,
commercial, and towed vehicles were removed from neighborhood storage.



There were 171 commercial occupancy sanitation inspections in FY 2020. This
program is based on the new construction and re-occupancy rates of commercial
12

buildings. It ensures properties have or install proper sanitation storage and
capacity requirements prior to the occupancy of the building or operation of the
business.


The division received in excess of 25,000 calls in FY 2020 making Neighborhood
Services / Sanitation one of the busiest operations in the City. These calls are
handled in a professional, courteous manner. Callers concerns are either
handled by staff or referred to the proper person for follow-up and completion.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES

Neighborhood Services & Sanitation Primary Case Types
Case Type

FY 16

FY 17

FY 18

FY 19

FY 20

Cans at Curb
Comm. Vehicle in Res.
Dog Droppings
Improper Outdoor Storage
Inoperable Vehicles
Interior Furniture Outside
Junk &Debris
Litter
Nuisance
Rats
Recreational
Sanitation Set-Out Issues
Snow
Tall Grass/Weeds
Trash Issues
TOTALS

949
178
56
326
484
455
1,455
2,749
1,265
486
500
2,196
NA
8,282
880
20,261

1,481
243
37
311
679
597
1,414
1,291
695
560
360
1,467
872
9,547
770
20,324

2,860
201
70
360
375
448
1,535
1,587
1,131
874
362
1,007
1,160
7,800
513
20,283

2,484
253
61
366
456
303
1,077
1,509
1,298
537
244
1,066
847
7,870
523
18,894

2,262
182
35
199
543
133
546
1,027
1,078
514
304
1,229
1,291
5,925
356
15,624
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FY 19 to FY 20
%CHANGE
-9%
-28%
-43%
-46%
19%
-56%
-49%
-32%
-17%
-4%
25%
15%
52%
-25%
-32%
-17%
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15

16
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OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR


The Property Maintenance and Development Services Department assists with the
preparation and presentation of cases heard by the Hearing Officer and Demolition
Appeals Board.



The department issued 9 commercial and 10 residential demolition permits to pave
the way for new construction in Dearborn.



The department issued Certificates of Occupancy for the completion of the
construction of 38 new single-family homes.



Work continues on the massive renovations of Ford Motor Company’s design and
product facilities. The R & E Campus upgrade includes multi-million dollar
infrastructure improvements and building modernizations. The demolition of the
Rouge Office Building and the construction of the new 500,000 square foot F-150
Electric Truck Assembly Plant is underway.



Additional infrastructure and multiple buildings have been completed. The new
central energy plant, operated by DTE, commenced operation. Several new
businesses in the Wagner Place have received Certificates of Occupancy.
Construction is complete on the American House (a senior living community).



Other major projects under construction include three hotels on Mercury Drive
(Residence Inn, Spring Hill, Holiday Inn); three new senior housing projects,
UHS/Beaumont Hospital $40 million behavioral health facility; 102-unit condominium
complex (Fairlane Town Center) and the Fairlane Banquet Center.



Future plans include Ford Motor Company’s 2.2 million square foot new Design
Center and Office Building.
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The department conducted inspections at the Henry Ford Estate for lawn concerts
and special events.



The department conducted several inspections at the Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village for special events such as the Maker Faire, the Salute to America
concert and fireworks, and Hallowe’en in Greenfield Village.



The department also provides inspections for the erection of tents, stages and
signage for the City of Dearborn’s Homecoming event at Ford Field.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
The department continues to implement process improvements to advance the mission
of improved customer service.


An upgrade to the department’s main software is underway.

The upgrade will

increase our capabilities for online applications, mobile permit inspections, online
payments and online permit processing, as well as increased information sharing.
This upgrade is driving motivation and momentum to revise permit applications and
simplify permit processing.


Develop electronic inspection reports for commercial reoccupancy and interval
inspections.



Continue scanning/imaging initiative for active files.



Update department website to offer information on all services and programs.



Develop process and workflows for Interval Inspection Program. This includes
commercial buildings and apartment buildings.
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Continue to update corrective action items in residential electronic inspection
program.



The department continues to update and revise processes to improve efficiencies
and achieve our planned objectives:


Always striving to be a trusted, responsive and expert resource with
outstanding levels of customer service



Partnering with our customers and stakeholders



Communicating expectations



Implementing useful technology



Being fiscally responsible



Seeking opportunities for educational tools and programs



Continual training for all employees



Continual process improvement
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MISSION STATEMENT
In support of the City of Dearborn’s overall mission statement – to deliver superior
public service and earn the public’s trust every day in everything we do – the
Department of Public Information defines its purpose as follows:
To strengthen the connection between City government and the community by providing
timely, interesting and relevant information about living, working, and visiting our City,
and by promoting community spirit through special events.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT
During the reporting year, the Department of Public Information (DPI) comprised the
following divisions and areas of responsibility: Community and Media Relations, Social
Media, Internal Communications, Speech Writing, Special Events Planning,
Fundraising, Veterans Affairs, Broadcast and Internet Video Programming, and, to a
minimal degree, Photographic Services.
In this reporting year, the department director oversaw nine part-time employees in two
divisions, one full-time employee in administration, and two full-time employees at the
City of Dearborn’s government access cable channel, CDTV.
The department initiates and produces press releases, publications, content for social
media sites, video programming for cable TV and the Internet, as well as special events
that reach nearly every Dearborn resident and businessperson. DPI provides
information to individuals and groups through Mayoral speeches, letters and
presentations. DPI also supplies information through direct contact with the public
because the department serves as a secondary reception center for customer phone
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calls and email inquiries coming to the Dearborn Administrative Center (DAC), as well
as answers questions on the City’s main social media sites.
Its goal is to provide residents, business owners and visitors with accurate and useful
information about Dearborn’s government, neighborhoods, commerce, community
experiences and vision for the future.
Another goal of the department is to boost community spirit through the creation of
proclamations, citations and congratulatory letters, following the direction of the Mayor.
DPI also increases community spirit through organizing City-sponsored special events.
In addition, the department honors the City’s military veterans with ceremonies on
Veterans Day, Flag Day and Memorial Day, as well as offers ongoing support services
for the Dearborn Allied War Veterans Council and its affiliates throughout the year.
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MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Department of Public Information is primarily responsible for developing
communication pieces and distributing information about our community to residents,
businesspersons, potential residents, investors, visitors and employees.
Our first function is to ensure that residents are aware of all the services available to
them and that they are informed in a timely manner of any relevant news affecting their
lives in Dearborn. We also want Dearborn’s story to be accurately understood by the
regional, national and international communities, and for employees to have the
information they need to best serve our customers.
DPI’s second main function is to promote the community through the coordination of
special events, especially the Memorial Day Parade and Homecoming, including yearround planning; volunteer recruitment; onsite supervision; follow-up activities, such as
thank you letters and bill paying; and fundraising.
Our third main function is to serve veterans organizations.
Our fourth main function is to assist the Mayor with communications efforts through
speech writing; background preparation for his formal greetings to community and
visiting groups; through the creation of goodwill letters, citations and proclamations; and
through arranging media interviews and supplying pertinent information to reporters and
background facts to the Mayor.
The following department activities are necessary to carry out these main functions:


Directing the activities and programming of CDTV to help ensure that lively and
accurate information regarding Dearborn reaches CDTV and internet viewers.
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Generating relevant information discussing City government and City life for a wide
range of audiences via print and electronic media stories; City newsletters,
eNewsletters and websites; correspondence; the City Calendar; Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram social media sites; Nextdoor; and CDTV. This includes developing
and disseminating news releases to local and regional media as needed, and at a
minimum of twice a week; and contacting or responding to local, regional, national
or international media when appropriate.



Serving as an information source for people who call the City.



Coordinating one of the City’s biggest annual events, the Memorial Day Parade, as
well as publicizing and raising funds for the parade.



Collaborating with the Recreation and Parks Department and the Dearborn
Community Fund to organize and present the City’s largest event, Homecoming,
and promoting the festival.



Preparing Year in Review materials for the local news media’s Progress Editions,
customizing a version of the materials for the Dearborn Area Chamber of
Commerce’s annual membership book, and creating longer versions for the City’s
use on our official communications outlets.



Coordinating the ceremonies for Veterans Day and Flag Day, including preparing
scripts and talking points, writing and sending invitations, soliciting donations and
managing the programs onsite; and supporting the annual commemoration of the
Korean War Armistice Day.



Assisting in the preparation, coordination and publicity of events organized by other
departments.
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Assisting the Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce and Downtown Dearborn with
their events promoting Dearborn, and providing photographs, video and text for
their publications, websites, and social media sites, when feasible.



Assisting in the preparation and coordination of special information campaigns
initiated by the Mayor and other departments.



Providing limited photographic services to all departments while maintaining a
photographic file for historical, institutional and community promotional purposes to
the extent possible, without a photographic staff.



Producing presentations regarding City services and programs for delivery to
Dearborn residents and community groups, as well as writing welcoming speeches
for visiting organizations and conventions.



Providing informational, clerical and logistical support to veterans’ organizations.



Issuing proclamations and citations for worthy causes and outstanding citizens, and
generating congratulatory letters.



Responding via email and social media to residents’ concerns and suggestions.



Responding to news media inquiries on a daily basis.



Assisting the Mayor in his involvement in regional, state and national organizations
as he works on behalf of Dearborn’s interests.



Working with citizen groups like the Federation of Neighborhood Associations to
promote Dearborn.



Creating updated information for www.cityofdearborn.org and social media
accounts on a daily basis.



Assisting in all marketing efforts of the City of Dearborn.
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When required, assisting with emergency communications at the direction of the
Mayor or public safety officials. This includes disseminating information about snow
emergencies through all available means, at all hours necessary.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
Organizational Chart
Fiscal Year 2020
As of March 2020
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES AND RELATED CUSTOMER PROFILES
The department’s priorities are providing quality communications to all City of Dearborn
residents and businesspersons; participating in marketing efforts to attract investors,
home buyers and visitors to the City; and organizing, publicizing and raising money for
special events that promote Dearborn.
Our main directive is to keep Dearborn residents informed of available City services,
special events and important news. This is accomplished through press releases, daily
postings on www.cityofdearborn.org, a regularly scheduled eNewsletter, media features,
CDTV, the City Calendar, The Back Fence printed newsletters, information supplied to
neighborhood associations, and multiple posts and responses each day on the City’s
main social media accounts.
During the past year, all departments depended on the Department of Public
Information to publicize their activities or services.
In addition, the department supports the City’s veterans organizations, especially the
Dearborn Allied War Veterans Council.
The department treats each event it organizes, each posting on the City’s website, each
publication it produces, each social media feature, and each speech it writes as an
opportunity to convey Dearborn’s positive story.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
The sole source of funding for the operation of the department’s Administrative Division
and Telecommunications Division (CDTV) is the General Fund account. Additionally in
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FY2020, the department continued to manage a special projects fund for the Memorial
Day Parade.
The department also managed revenue funds for the sale of CDTV videos, as well as
for advertising in the printed City Calendar.

MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
The department’s major expenditure categories were Administrative and
Telecommunications (CDTV).
Here are the expenditure totals for each division for FY2020:



Administrative: $413,943
CDTV:
$409,065
GOALS, OBJECTIVES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRESS
MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS FOR THE REPORT YEAR

The continuing objective of this department is to inform residents, the business
community and prospective investors in the City about Dearborn’s programs and
services; to organize, raise funds for and promote special events; to instill a sense of
community pride and recognize outstanding residents through the creation of
congratulatory letters, citations and proclamations; and to serve Dearborn veterans.
Here are the goals the department set for FY2020, with the progress made toward
reaching them presented in italic type:


Working with the Recreation and Parks Department, and with the direction of the
Mayor, DPI will help determine the path forward for the Homecoming festival, in light
of the Dearborn Community Fund’s June 2019 decision to withdraw from fundraising
for the event. Status: Achieved in theory. In October, the Dearborn Community Fund
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agreed to participate once again in the organizing and fundraising of the festival,
productive changes to the event were developed and announced, with agreement
from our partners, and planning was on track until COVID-19 required the
cancellation of the 2020 festival.


Complete the branding development campaign with Downtown Dearborn and begin
implementation to market the City to the talent pool, investors and home buyers.
Status: Ongoing.



Develop contractual agreements with a professional photographer to meet the City’s
ongoing photography needs, and public relations professional to assist DPI with its
high-level communication needs, in light of frequent turnover of its sole writing
position, a 24-hour a week entry level job. Status: Ongoing. Funding was not
provided for a public relations professional, and staff turnover, department
obligations and COVID-19 interrupted solicitation for a photographer contract.



Produce more videos to assist other City departments in completing their important
daily functions, such as helping Human Resources to recruit employees. Status:
Achieved.



Create an updated contemporary video marketing Dearborn to use in conjunction
with the branding campaign. Status: Ongoing, working with the branding firms.



Train more CDTV employees on the Adobe Software Package so they become
proficient with placing graphics to enhance CDTV’s on air and web-based
programming. Status: Ongoing.

The following are the major accomplishments of the department in FY2020.
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DPI produced an extraordinary amount of health and safety information in light of the
COVID-19 pandemic, including developing and maintaining an extensive special
page on the City’s website, researching and posting dozens of social media posts
and press releases, and producing at least 12 videos with the police and fire chiefs
providing regular updates on the situation in Dearborn.



DPI also researched and created materials on city services affected by the
pandemic.



DPI continued to be a crucial partner in the Downtown Dearborn’s branding
campaign, including launching the brand story and logo in December 2019. DPI
continues to support the more extensive implementation plan with community
partners and businesses. Efforts are impacted by COVID-19.



DPI managed several high-profile news media issues in FY2020. Among them were
extensive media interest in the alleged mold at the Dearborn fire station in
Melvindale, inexplicable negative reaction to the launch of the new marketing logo,
and questions about the status of the Hubbard statue and the late mayor’s legacy.



Although managing staff transitions is not typically touted, DPI experienced ongoing
turnover in FY2020, and yet was able to fulfill its essential duties, and more. The
digital media coordinator’s position, the only full-time staff position in DPI’s fiveperson administrative division, was vacant from October through December. The
part-time veteran liaison position was vacant from August through September. As
with all departments, DPI was severely affected by staff absences due to the
COVID-19 leaves and eventual layoffs.
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DPI once again coordinated the planning of the Homecoming festival with the
Recreation and Parks Department and the Dearborn Community Fund, improving
the 2019 layout to better accommodate the festival flow and give more exposure to
the nonprofit groups that had been in the Community Tent in previous years. DPI
also was instrumental in placing both the Italian-American Club and the Polish food
vendor into the North Shelter, and creating a shared stage for ethnic music. This had
been a Homecoming goal for many years.



Public Information was a crucial partner in the City’s overall 2020 Census publicity
campaign, regularly developing social media posts, news releases, videos, and
features for The Back Fence, the City’s printed newsletter.



CDTV successfully presented its first indoor live Facebook event, covering the
Launch of the 2020 Census Campaign, which brought together 50 community
leaders promoting the benefits of participating in the Census.



DPI was an essential participant in the planning for the Active Shooter training that
took place in November 2019 for employees of the Dearborn Administrative Center.
DPI created a significant amount of the instructional information that was shared with
employees prior to the event, and alerted the public through a strategic
communication plan about the closure of the DAC to accommodate the training.



CDTV produced extensive videos promoting the Dearborn Historical Museum’s Top
of the Roof fundraising event at the newly opened Wagner Place, and worked with
the Historical Museum on videos capturing stories from WWII veterans for local and
national archives.
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CDTV was a crucial partner with the Dearborn Libraries in offering information to
the public about the renovation of the Henry Ford Centennial Library, and worked
with the libraries to create five public service announcements for the 2020 Big Read
program.



CDTV, following the instructions of the department director, created an elaborate
Memorial Day video program in response to the cancellation of the 2020 Memorial
Day Parade and Solemn Ceremony due to COVID-19. CDTV also produced a
special Flag Day video program in light of the cancellation of the City’s traditional
event.



CDTV put together an instructional safety video for City of Dearborn employees to
watch before returning to work, following building closures caused by COVID-19.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS DURING THE YEAR
 CDTV worked with the Dearborn Symphony to produce “Symphony Notes,” a
program that promoted the symphony’s concert season and scholarship program.
 CDTV more than doubled the number of videos produced for the City’s social media
accounts.


DPI provided direction, critical support and/or publicity for groundbreakings and
ribbon-cutting ceremonies for significant projects championed by other City
departments, community partners and private developers.



DPI joined with the Recreation and Parks Department and the Dearborn Community
Fund to continue to advocate for the future evolution of the Homecoming festival.
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DPI maintained the City’s transparency for the public and the news media by once
again coordinating with the Finance Department to organize and post on the website
all FY21 budget documents and supplemental information presented to the City
Council.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION REFLECTING EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
The department in FY20 engaged in the following activities:


DPI researched, wrote, or edited 237 press releases about City services and events
and distributed them to the news media.



DPI reformatted most of those press releases to be effective for further outreach via
the website, eNewsletter, social media (Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor and Instagram)
and CDTV postings.



DPI researched and wrote 40 articles for the two editions of The Back Fence
newsletter produced in FY20.



DPI produced 23 citations and two proclamations.



The department created eight remarks, talking points or background briefings for the
Mayor or designated representatives.



DPI wrote 20 unique letters offering welcome, congratulations, references, or
appreciation on behalf of the Mayor.



Under DPI’s management, www.cityofdearborn.org received 1.5 million unique views
in FY20, an average of 126,680 hits. The highest readership was during the COVID19 response, beginning in mid-March. The department saw an increase in new
visitors: 61 percent of the visitors to the website were new.
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DPI processed and completed more than 100 requests for updates to other
departments’ pages on the website. This included creating or making revisions to
several key sections, such as Boards and Commissions, the City Clerk, Recreation,
the 19th Court, Property Maintenance and Development Services, Zoning, and the
Budget page.



DPI created more than 400 new pages on the website, including posting more than
200 press releases.



DPI wrote, formatted and distributed six eNewsletters to 2,650 subscribers from July
through October 2019. The eNewsletter was then suspended due to a security
breach, followed by staff turnover, and then staff limitations caused by COVID-19.



DPI increased the City of Dearborn’s Facebook followers by more than 2,000 for a
total of 12,542.



The department continued to engage residents and community members on
Instagram and Twitter. In FY20, DPI reached more than 6,200 followers on Twitter
and 3,200 followers on Instagram. The department shared nearly 1,000 tweets and
Instagram posts.



The department continued to engage the community through the social media
platform Nextdoor, where membership has increased to more than 9,770 residents.
DPI made 85 posts over the fiscal year, receiving 143,018 views.



DPI and CDTV posted 105 videos to YouTube, generating more than 25,000 views.



DPI requested and assembled more than 800 event entries and facts from every
City department to include in the printed 2020 City Calendar. The events were also
categorized and added to the online Google calendar.
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DPI staff processed more than 4,700 orders for the 2020 City Calendar in time for
the bulk mailing, with another 3,000 calendars distributed at public buildings, before
being shut down by COVID-19 closures.



DPI coordinated the publicity and parts of the planning and fundraising for City
events that attracted about 140,000 people to Dearborn.



DPI recruited and coordinated 112 Memorial Day Parade entries in 2019, totaling
more than 1,450 people and 183 vehicles.



Although there is no receptionist in DPI, staff members answered hundreds of phone
calls from people seeking general information, reporting complaints or commenting
on emotionally charged topics.



DPI assisted 20 nonprofit groups with their participation in Homecoming 2019 via
booth rentals or other activities and coordinated seven food trucks to be onsite and
to support the festival.



CDTV produced 136 programs that aired on CDTV and were available via the videoon-demand website.



CDTV programs were viewed 9,459 times through the department’s video-ondemand website at www.cdtv.viebit.com.



CDTV’s live stream programs received 1,145 hits.



CDTV produced and aired 95 community bulletin board announcements.



About 168 programs were processed by CDTV and shown on Dearborn Area Public
Access Television (DAPATV), which is the community access channel.
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CDTV produced two urgent messages for snow emergencies and other timely
matters that appeared on the screen constantly during regular programming on both
CDTV and DAPATV.



CDTV produced 125 videos for the City’s social media sites.



In addition to its regular shows, CDTV produced 20 special programs. They are as
follows: three City Beautiful Awards ceremonies, the Recreation Hall of Fame
Ceremony, a Homecoming sponsor video, a special program for Memorial Day, a
special program for Flag Day, two Dearborn Youth Symphony Concerts, five
Dearborn Historical Museum programs, two Police awards ceremonies and several
Police press conferences.



CDTV set up seven audiovisual presentations for other departments or for special
events.

GOALS AND PLANS FOR NEXT FISCAL YEAR
The Department of Public Information seeks success in these initiatives in FY21:


DPI will re-assess the production of the special events it is responsible for,
exploring more efficient ways to present the Memorial Day Parade and
streamline its organizational role for Homecoming. This is to better concentrate
on its critical communication responsibilities, and in light of anticipated staff
reductions in FY21 due to financial impacts of COVID-19.



DPI will work with Downtown Dearborn to fully implement the Dearborn
marketing campaign, which is more crucial than ever in light of severe financial
impacts on businesses due to COVID-19.
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DPI will develop a contractual agreement with a professional photographer to
meet the City’s ongoing photography needs.



CDTV will strengthen partnerships with community groups and organizations with
video production resources to enhance the quality of the programming on the
public access channel overseen by the telecommunications division.



CDTV will create a new weekly program to specifically highlight the programs
and services the City of Dearborn government offers.
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CITY OF DEARBORN
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

MISSION STATEMENT
We are responsible for providing the best possible Public Works services to the
community, fairly, efficiently and reliably. Our work is dedicated to maintaining a safe,
healthy and desirable community, with tree lined streets that are cleaned and
maintained, beautiful parks, well maintained water supply, sewer and storm water
conveyance systems, and properly maintained vehicles, facilities and equipment. We
will work as a team to promote respect toward all employees and Dearborn residents.
The needs of the community will guide us as we continually explore ways to deliver
better service.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT / MAJOR DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONS
The Department of Public Works (DPW) is a “charter” department of the City of
Dearborn and is responsible for a broad range of services for the benefit of the public.
During Fiscal Year 2019-20, the Department of Public Works had a General Fund
Operating Budget of $19,870,645 with 167 full-time and 34 part-time budgeted
positions. The department operates out of four different locations (Greenfield Yard,
Sewerage Yard, Central Garage, and the Powerhouse). Public Works is divided into
seven divisions: Administration, Facilities (Building Services, Line Crew), Powerhouse,
Engineering, Motor Transport, Public Services (Highways, Parks, Sanitation) and
Utilities (Water, Sewerage). Each of these divisions operates semi-autonomously, with
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a manager assigned to oversee its operation. The Administrative Division oversees the
department as a whole and is managed by the Director of Public Works, who is
appointed by the Mayor. An organizational chart for the department is contained in the
following section.
Administrative – The division is responsible for central planning, capital project
administration, program and budget administration, energy optimization and utility
coordination, compliance with all Federal and State rules, regulations and laws
governing environmental protection, workplace health and safety programs and the
management of all DPW divisions.

Administrative activities include coordinating all

inter-governmental, inter-agency, inter-departmental, and inter-divisional efforts and
functions as well as the City’s compliance with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA),
the Clean Water Act of 1972, the Safe Drinking Water Act, the National Pollutant
Discharge

Elimination

System

(NPDES)

storm

water

permitting,

and

the

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (Superfund).
Facilities - The division is responsible for the operation, maintenance, repair,
construction and alterations of all city buildings and pools, maintaining all HVAC
equipment, inter-office furniture and equipment transfers, installation and removal of
utilities for special events, janitorial services and the administration of various
maintenance contracts. The Sign Shop is responsible for fabrication and maintenance
of signage for all streets, parks, city buildings and special events.

The Line Crew

maintains traffic signals and related equipment, supports external phone and
communication cables between various city facilities, and the maintenance of the Cityowned ornamental street lighting.
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Powerhouse - The Power House group handles distribution of steam and chilled water
for the various HVAC systems at the Ford Community and Performing Arts Center
(FCPAC), the Henry Ford Centennial Library (HFCL), and the Police/Court building, and
assists in the monitoring and maintenance of the HVAC equipment and boilers in other
city-owned facilities.
Engineering – The division is responsible for all municipal civil engineering projects. It
administers the City’s Major and Local Street Funds; executes concrete and asphalt
paving contracts for

the City’s Major and Local Streets, water main replacements,

sewer replacements and other replacement rehabilitation projects; and designs and
administers the City’s Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Control Project and Sewer
Separation projects. Additionally, the division is responsible for obtaining compliance
with all Federal and State issued permits required of the City, maintaining the City’s
records of all major infrastructures within the public “right of way” and easements, and
the permanent plans and records for all city facilities.
Public

Service

Division

(Highways,

Parks,

Sanitation)

–

The

division’s

responsibilities are to: repair and maintain all city roadways, parking lots, jogging tracks
and alleys; perform leaf pick-up, snow removal, salting, and street cleaning operations
as necessitated by changing seasons; assist other divisions with clean up efforts during
and after storms; assist the Utilities Division with street cleaning or salting when they
have equipment repairs; provide assistance for all special events; maintain all turf,
landscaping, and playground equipment associated with city parks, buildings, and public
easements, as well as the management of the City’s urban forestry program.
Additionally, this division is responsible for trash pick-up in the City’s parks, at public
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buildings, and the west Dearborn parking decks.

The street can trash pick-up at

locations throughout the City was transitioned to a contractor in November 2017. The
division provides special pick-up assistance to residents as directed by the Property
Maintenance and Development Services Department, Neighborhood Services Division.
Motor Transport - This division provides support to City departments by maintaining a
safe operational fleet of over 500 various types of equipment through a combination of
in-house and contractual services, and by maintaining the City’s vehicle fuel supply at
three fueling locations. The division assists with vehicle acquisitions, transfers and
disposal of surplus fleet items and assists the Vehicle Advisory Board. The division is
also responsible for city-wide operation of the U.S. mail machine and the delivery of
inter-office mail.
Utilities (Water, Sewerage) – This division’s responsibilities are to install, operate, and
maintain the City of Dearborn water and sewerage systems to conform to federal, state,
and local regulatory requirements. Major divisional tasks include: inspection, repair,
and maintenance of 1 major and 6 minor lift stations; 4 CSO capture/treatment facilities;
13 diversion chambers; 48 storm water outfalls; 7 combination sewer outfalls; 11,351
catch basins; 11,634 manholes; 4,057 gate wells; 3,019 fire hydrants; over 650 miles of
sewer mains and over 370 miles of water mains; perform water meter readings and
billing for over 32,616 water service connections; and, the inspection of commercial
properties and the enforcement of the City’s required backflow connection ordinance.
Other divisional tasks include:

supporting the City’s snow removal operations;

implementing storm water pollution control initiatives; assisting the Engineering Division
with data collection; issuance of fire hydrant permits; maintenance of city-owned
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building backflow devices; and providing support to other city departments.

Water

billing has utilized the Water Residential Assistance Program since 2017, as of now
there are 353 accounts enrolled in this program.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
(Budgeted Positions – Fiscal 2019-2020)
Administrative Division
James Murray, Director
Full-Time (3)
Part-Time (1)

Building Services &
Maintenance

Engineering

Mike Hecimovich, Superintendent
Full-Time (16)
Part-Time (7)

M. Yunus Patel, City Engineer
Full-Time (21)
Part-Time (5)

Motor Transport
Mark Summers, Superintendent
Full-Time (12)
Part-Time (7)

Powerhouse
Anthony Belzak, Superintendent
Full-Time (11)

Public Services
Mark Pultorak, Superintendent
Full-Time (45)
Part-Time (5)

Utilities
Ryan Ferrell, Superintendent
Full-Time (59)
Part-Time (9)
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
DIVISIONAL SERVICES WITH CUSTOMER PROFILES
DIVISION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Administrative Departmental Coordination and
Management
Departmental Support Service
Public Information
Capital Project Administration
Engineering

Design/Construction Infrastructure
Topographic Survey
Contract Administration
Prepare Preliminary Design Drawings
Coordinate Preliminary Design Drawings
to Utility Companies
Notification of Upcoming Construction
Activities
Prepare Final Drawings & Specifications
Obtain All Applicable Permits
Advertisement to MITN
Prepare Drawings & Specifications for
Vendors
Receipt of Bids, Bid Evaluation, Award of
Contract
Meet with Residents During Construction
Phase for City, State and County
Projects
Preconstruction Meetings with
Contractors, Utility Companies, DPW and
Other Departments
Preconstruction Video
Notification to Residents Affected by
Project
Provide Project Updates to DPI for
Publication
Provide Multi-Tier Customer Service by
CET & Supervisors During Construction
Notification to Residents Regarding Sod
Replacement
Construction Punch List and Final Clean
Up
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CUSTOMER PROFILE
DPW, City Departments,
General Public
DPW, City Departments
General Public
DPW, City Departments,
General Public
General Public
DPW, General Public
General Public
DPW Divisions
DPW Divisions, Utility
Companies, MDOT, Wayne
County
General Public, School Board,
DPW Divisions
DPW Divisions
DPW Divisions, MDOT, EGLE,
Wayne County
General Public, DPW Divisions,
Finance, City Clerk
DPW Divisions, Purchasing
DPW Divisions, Finance,
Purchasing
General Public, DPW Divisions

DPW Divisions, Utility
Companies, Contractors, PMDS,
Fire Dept
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions

Monitor Project to Address Citizen
Concerns
Monitoring Project Cost and Preparing
Pay Estimates
Final Acceptance and Project Close Out
Prepare As-Built Construction Drawings
Updating and Providing City’s Section
Maps for City, State, and County Projects
Site Plan Development with Private
Developers
Site Plan Review of Private
Developments
Attend Project Inception Meetings and
Project Coordination Meetings for Wayne
County and MDOT Projects
Provide City’s Infrastructure Maps for
Coordination with County and State
Projects
Preliminary Drawing Review for City,
County, and State Projects
GIS Mapping Updating
Mapping and Survey Services
Sidewalk/Driveway Apron Repair
Program
Issuance of Trucking Permits
Coordinate National Flood Insurance
Program
Site Plan Checking of Developments in
City
Document Imaging
Individual Sewer Repair Program
Compliance with Soil Erosion Act within
the public rights of way
Streetscape Projects

Review of Traffic Study and Signal
Installation

Powerhouse

Asset Management for Pavement
Heating & Cooling Distribution for
FCPAC Complex
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General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
General Public, DPW Divisions
Developers, DPW Divisions,
PMDS, ECD
DPW Divisions, PMDS, ECD,
Fire Department
DPW Divisions

DPW Divisions

DPW Divisions, Fire
Department, Police Department
Developers, DPW Divisions,
Other Departments
DPW, City Departments,
General Public
Property Owners, General Public
Trucking Companies
General Public, Banking
Institutions
Water/Sewerage, PMDS, ECD,
Developers
DPW Divisions, Utility
Companies, Other Departments
Property Owners, DPW
Divisions, Purchasing
Permit Applicants
DPW Divisions, Developers,
ECD, Mayor’s Office, Fire
Department
DPW Divisions, Developers,
PMDS, ECD, Mayor’s Office,
Police and Fire departments
DPW Divisions
Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
General Public

Heating & Cooling monitoring and control
for Municipal Campus
Electrical Power Distribution for
Municipal Campus
Powerhouse Operation and Maintenance
Building
Services &
Maintenance

Routine Building Maintenance

Sign Installation and Repair
Custodial Supervision
Pick Up/Delivery of Furniture and
Equipment
Special City Events/Utility Services for
Special Events
Maintenance & Repair of City Swimming
Pools
Maintain City-owned Traffic Signals
Maintain City-owned Parking Lot
Lighting/Ornamental Street Lighting
Coordinate MISS DIGG with contractors

Public
Service
Division

Motor
Transport

Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
DAC, DPW, General Public
Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
General Public
Police/Courts, HFCL, FCPAC,
DAC, General Public
DPW, City Departments

General Public
DPW, DAC, General Public
DPW, City Departments

Assist Other Departments
Alley Grading

Charitable Organizations, City
Departments, General Public
General Public, Recreation
Department
General Public, Police
General Public, City
Departments
City Departments, DTE/Michcon,
Contractors
City Departments
General Public

Material Hauling
Departmental Support
Special Events
Paving of Jogging Tracks
Snow Removal
Holiday Decorations/Displays
Park Sanitation
Forestry
Public Building Maintenance
Turf Maintenance
Playground Equipment-Inspection &
Repairs
Parks Leaf Pick Up
Picnic Table/Bench Repair, Installation
Irrigation/Fence Repair
Loose Leaf Collection
Supply Fuel and Lubricants

DPW, City Departments
DPW, City Departments
General Public, Recreation Dept
General Public, Recreation Dept
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public, Recreation
Department
General Public
General Public, Recreation Dept
General Public
General Public
City Departments with Vehicles
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Maintain over 500 vehicles and parts
Inventory
Special Service/Support Operations
Develop Specifications for Vehicle
Purchase
Dispose of Used Vehicles
Utilities

Sewer/Storm System
Inspection/Cleaning
Service Request/Emergency Response
Catch Basin/Manhole Repair Program
GIS Data Gathering & Database Building
Pumping Station Operation &
Maintenance
Sewer Video Inspection Program
Outfall Inspection & Maintenance
Snow Plowing
Contract Administration (CIP Projects,
R&M)
Viaduct Pump House Maintenance &
Cleaning
Operation of Chlorination at CSO
Facilities
Assistance with Main Break/Gate Well
Cleaning
Implementation of Storm Water Pollution
Preventive Initiative
Grease Trap Inspection Program
Complying with NPDES Permit
Regulations
Contract Administration
Repair and/or Replace Water
Mains/Service Connections
Repair and/or Replace Water Stop &
Road Boxes
Repair & Maintain Park Drinking
Fountains
Replace, Repair & Maintain Park Comfort
Stations, Pool Services & Meters
Repair, Inspect & Install Fire Hydrants
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Mechanics, Vendors,
Departments with Vehicles
DPW Administrative,
Departments with Vehicles
Purchasing, Departments with
Vehicles
Purchasing, Departments with
Vehicles
General Public
General Public
General Public
General Public, Engineering
General Public, EGLE
General Public, Engineering
General Public, EGLE
General Public, Highways
General Public
General Public
General Public, EGLE, EPA
General Public, Water Division
General Public, EGLE
General Public
General Public
General Public, Contractors,
Developers, Engineering
General Public
General Public, Engineering
Recreation Department
Recreation Department
General Public, Fire Department

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Listed below are the costs for major funding sources associated with the Department of
Public Works, including the General Fund, for Fiscal Year 2019-20.

Revenue Source

Amount

General Fund

$10,408,524

Fleet Services

$2,522,500

Parks/Forestry

$36,394

Related Division
All Divisions
Motor Transport
Parks

Major & Local Roads Fund

$2,066,907

Highways

Engineering & Inspect Services

$2,703,862

Engineering

Sewer Fund

$27,511,726

Sewerage

Water Fund

$21,321,173

Water
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES
Listed below are the costs for major expenditures for Fiscal Year 2019-20 associated
with the Department of Public Works, with the related division listed:

Expenditure Category
Salaries, Wages

Amount

Related Division

$10,535,732

All Divisions

$7,289,070

All Divisions

Services – Professional & Contractual $5,698,921

All Divisions

Gas – City Buildings

$176,400

All Divisions

Water – City Buildings

$271,962

All Divisions

Fuel – Vehicles

$195,865

Various Divisions

Salt/Cold Patch/Paving

$441,669

Highways

Personnel Services – Benefits

Street Lighting
Charges (Detroit) Flat Rate

$1,945,496
$19,502,900

All Divisions
Sewerage

Charges (Detroit)

$9,499,197

Water

Facilities Fund – Capital Projects

$6,634,205

Facilities

Water/Sewer Fund – Capital Projects

$6,719,331

Water & Sewer Fund
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PROGRESS MADE TOWARD ACCOMPLISHING GOALS
FOR FISCAL 2019-2020

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION


Public Service Days: Coordinated the activities of all DPW divisions to maximize
services throughout the City in accordance with the opportunities of the program.
Street sweeping during Public Service Days has become more reliable and
systematic. Routes are begun where they had been left off the week before.

The

seasonal curbside leaf collection program has had increased success with the
addition of supplemental contractors to aid city crews in their daily leaf collection
efforts.

Attempts to notify neighborhoods of forthcoming leaf collection day

schedules were established with the posting of temporary signs in neighborhoods.


Customer Service: The Department of Public Works understands the importance of
providing quality services efficiently and effectively in a “customer service friendly”
environment. It continued providing a high level of customer service to both internal
and external customers. The DPW manager for the implementation and utilization of
the Cityworks Computerized Maintenance Management System has worked closely
with MIS to update the GIS databases and began the deployment of tablets for use
by field crews in reviewing infrastructure records.



Capital Projects: The Department of Public Works continues to coordinate efforts
regarding the design, procurement, and installation of numerous major capital
projects including: working with staff and a professional engineering design firm to
design and detail out the project elements of the $15,000,000 Powerhouse Capital
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Improvement Bond to update the HVAC and lighting equipment within the Municipal
Campus buildings, while improving efficiency and ease of operation, adding
longevity and reliability through redundancy, while reducing energy consumption and
the amount of staff needed to run and monitor the equipment. Phase 1 and Phase 2
of the Ford Community and Performing Arts Center is complete; the HFCL updates
are complete and awaiting final acceptance.

Updates to the Dearborn

Administrative Center are well under way, and new chillers and cooling towers for
the Powerhouse have been installed. The Administration coordinated completion of
the Camp Dearborn Sanitary Lift Station Improvement Project. The new Lift station
is complete and operational.

We plan to install Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition equipment and reconstruct the two incoming manholes just north of the
river this coming fiscal year. This will help eliminate the potential for backups.


Training: Worked with Human Resources to coordinate training and compliance
requirements of job descriptions, promotional requirements, and Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards pertaining to a variety of
subjects.

Conducted

interviews and created numerous hiring lists, while

maintaining accurate records of the required staff training involved with hiring more
than 8 full-time employees to fill retirement vacancies; DPW anticipates
approximately 12 new hires in the next year.


Budget:

Continued emphasis on cost containment, budget control, reduction of

annual expenditures, and improving sustainability; properly prepared the workforce
through training, experience, and increased accountability; and, recognized and
prepared for succession planning.

Actively sought and promoted energy and
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financial savings projects, with new LED street lighting initiatives from DTE, which
are anticipated to save the City approximately $400,000 annually, and completed the
Municipal Campus exterior lighting project with substantial annual energy reductions
as well.


Rouge River Projects:

The Administrative, Engineering, Parks, and Water and

Sewerage divisions worked together to complete projects related to the federally
mandated National Wet Weather Demonstration Project to reduce pollution in the
Rouge River. Worked on the revisions required for the issuance of the new MS4
NPDES permit. Worked on identifying and categorizing all outfalls to the Rouge
River and incorporated them into a Geographic Information System (GIS) to monitor
progress toward Rouge River pollutant elimination. The City continued to play an
active role in the construction of the Rouge Gateway Path Project. CSO employees
performed routine monitoring of water quality in various portions of the Rouge River
and investigated and sought corrections on illicit discharges.


Coordinate Education and Information with the Great Lakes Water Authority
(GLWA): Continued participation in the First Tier Customer Partnering efforts with
the GLWA for wholesale water supply and sanitary sewage disposal. Worked with,
and provided further detailed data to, the GLWA contractor that is performing a
system water use audit on wholesale customers that are not master metered.
Actively worked on acquiring a new long-term contract with GLWA for providing
wholesale water supplies to the City of Dearborn. Continued working with regulators
and best practices work groups to review construction practices and techniques.
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Combined Sewer Outflow (CSO) Program: Sixty percent of Dearborn was originally
served by combined sewers. The ongoing Sewer Separation Project will reduce this
number by the end of year 2023, to forty-three percent. Seventy-five percent of
those combined sewers currently have primary disinfection and screening; and our
final project will provide primary disinfection and screening to the remaining
uncontrolled outfall. The Federal Clean Water Act of 1972 has mandated that
combined sewer discharges either be eliminated or controlled to meet federal water
quality standards. The City adopted a $500 million program to meet this federal
requirement and has secured from Environment, Great Lakes & Energy (EGLE) a
revised “basis of design” to meet the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) and the State of Michigan Water Quality requirements.

City staff

successfully operated all of the City’s constructed Combined Sewer Overflow
facilities. These efforts improve the overall water quality of the Rouge River.


Storm Water Control Program: As a result of the CSO program, approximately sixty
percent of the City of Dearborn is now served by separate sanitary storm and water
sewer facilities. The Phase II Storm Water Control Program, established under the
Federal Clean Water Act of 1972, mandates that the City control storm water
discharges from separated storm sewer areas to meet requirements for discharge.
This program is focused on requirements detailing public education, hazardous
material handling, erosion control, and land use planning. The communities in the
Rouge River Watershed have formed a watershed alliance to collectively deal with
this program. The City also submitted revisions to our permit application required for
the issuance of the new MS4 NPDES permit.
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Community Education Efforts:

Established community outreach meetings and

construction information postings and closely monitored citizen and media outreach
programs relating to community impacts associated with the CSO separation
construction activities near the City’s residential and commercial business districts.
Implemented a reforestation program, which provides a new street tree in front of
every home within a construction area, as well as provide a free replacement tree for
every street tree that gets removed for any reason. Actively worked on educating
residents about lead water services and the precautions they may take to minimize
exposure to lead in drinking water; increased testing and sampling for lead in
drinking water, especially in construction areas involving water mains.

FACILITIES DIVISON
BUILDING SERVICES GROUP:


The City’s HVAC technician completed various projects including: installation of
rooftop units at the Esper Library and the Dearborn Ice Skating Center; performed
the routine repairs and maintenance on the HVAC equipment city-wide.



The City’s Electricians completed various electrical projects including:

the

installation of the new LED fixtures for the Municipal Campus LED upgrade project,
installation of sample LED fixtures for the Fire Department, and the installation of the
power distribution for the new water automated reading system antennas. Power
upgrades were completed for the Jail Cell Door upgrade project and the 19th District
Court audio visual upgrades in the courtrooms, the law library, and records office.
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The division provided routine carpentry services wherein they made countertops for
Henry Ford Centennial Library’s four study rooms, installed a wall and door at the
19th District Court and installed cabinets, countertops and flooring for the Public
Service Division’s kitchenette.



The division completed over 600 service requests, winterized and re-opened comfort
stations, restrooms, pool buildings, and three splash pads.

LINE CREW GROUP:


Provided MISS DIGG marking for city-owned utilities, which includes electrical lines,
fiber cables and traffic signals.



Maintained traffic signals and city-owned streetlights.

POWERHOUSE DIVISION


The Superintendent continued to work with Larkin Engineering / Millennium Energy
for the upgrades to the HVAC and control systems at the Dearborn Administrative
Center (DAC), the Police and Court, the FCPAC, and the Henry Ford Centennial
Library buildings, and the Powerhouse.

Other city buildings were reviewed to

identify areas for inclusion in the upgrade; DPW and the Dearborn Housing Buildings
are to get new Building Management Systems. Construction is virtually complete at
the FCPAC for Phase 2 and at the HFCL. The contract for the DAC HVAC upgrade
was awarded to Evangelista Corporation. Two new Trane RTUs at the DAC have
been replaced and construction has started on the main entrance, which is due for
an early Fall 2020 completion. Phase 1 at the Powerhouse included the installation
of two new 600 ton Daikin Chillers and two new 600 ton cooling towers.
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ALLMAX Antero is the new preventative maintenance system that has been
implemented for use by the Powerhouse. The Powerhouse staff issues service calls
and preventative maintenance through the new system, which populates created
data bases. The need to expand the asset list via data input is on-going; this will be
accomplished through the additional efforts of the Powerhouse staff.

ENGINEERING (Construction Year 2019)


CSO 001 Storm Sewer Separation Project Contract 2, Job #10-01-073 within the
area bounded by Cherry Hill, S. Lafayette and Telegraph Road, Rouge River, and
Gulley Road. This is a two year contract.

This sewer separation project is a

federally mandated program. Sewer separation was completed for the following
streets in construction Year 2019:


Meridan Street – Beechmont to Cherry Hill



Berkley Street – Meridan to Cherry Hill



Mohawk – S. Lafayette to Cherry Hill



Marshall Street - Mohawk to Telegraph



Rockford Street - Mohawk to Telegraph

This project involved the construction of 9,859 l.f. (linear feet) of water main; 10,652
l.f. of storm/sanitary sewer; 1.31 miles of pavement; 110 new drainage structures; 19
new hydrants; 35 water gate valves; 27,082 s.f. (square feet) of sidewalk; 12,942 s.f.
of driveway aprons; repair of 19 drainage structures; and, installation of 3,919 l.f. of
sewer leads.
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CSO Sewer Separation, C5, phase 2B, 2019, Job #10-03-074 and Orchard Street
Reconstruction, Job #2018-021:

This sewer separation project is a federally

mandated program. Sewer separation was completed for the following streets:


Ternes Street- Michigan Ave to Colson



Ruby Street - Mead to Chase



Hubbard Drive - Chovin to Ternes



Jerome Street - Firestone to Mead



Chovin, Mead and Woodworth Streets-Michigan Avenue to Hubbard Drive

This project involved construction of 10,513 l.f. of storm/sanitary sewer; 4,562 l.f. of
water main construction; 1.27 miles of concrete pavement; 96 new drainage
structures; installation of 12 water gate valves and 10 fire hydrants; 36,609 s.f. of
sidewalk; 29,478 s.f. of driveway aprons; and repair of 22 drainage structures.


Water Main Replacement and Street Pavement Resurfacing Project, Phase 1- 2019
Job #2028-020:

This project involved the water main replacement and asphalt

resurfacing/concrete paving of the following streets:


Littlefield Blvd - Warren Avenue to Tireman



Morrow Circle S - Manor to Emanon



Neckel Street from Warren to Tireman



Penn Street from Monroe to Harding (Resurfacing Only)



Princeton Street - Telegraph Road to Geneva and Grindley Park to Hubbard

This project involved construction of 7,142 l.f. of water main; 2.52 miles of pavement
resurfacing; 10 new hydrants; 17 water gate valves; 21,906 s.f. of sidewalk; 21,607
s.f. of driveway aprons; and repair of 111 drainage structures.
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Water Main Replacement and Street Pavement Resurfacing Project, Phase 2- 2019
Job #2019-024:

This project involved the water main replacement and asphalt

resurfacing/concrete paving of the following streets:


Freda and Normile Streets - Blesser to Warren Avenue



Blesser Street - Kingsley to Wyoming Avenue

This project involved construction of 2,202 l.f. of water main; 0.23 miles of pavement
resurfacing; 0.17 miles of pavement reconstruction, 5 new hydrants; 7 water gate
valves; 2,999 s.f. of sidewalk; 2,966 s.f. of driveway aprons; 3 drainage structure;
and repair of 16 drainage structures.


Water Main Replacement on Tireman Avenue from Greenfield Road to Schaefer
Road, Job #2018-025: This project involved construction of 5,744 l.f. of water main,
12 fire hydrants, 23 water gate valves and 1,951 s.f. of sidewalk replacement.



Water Main Replacement and Street Pavement Resurfacing Phase 1, 2019, Job #
2018-027: This is a continuation of last year’s contract involving Theisen Street from
Haggerty to Warren Avenue. This project involved construction of 1,893 l.f. of water
main, 0.36 miles of pavement resurfacing, 3 gate valves, 4 fire hydrants, and 1 catch
basin were installed; 2,797 s.f. of sidewalk and 4,630 s.f. of driveway aprons were
replaced.



CSO Sewer Separation, C5, Phase 2D, 2019, Job #10-05-074: This sewer
separation project is a federally mandated program.

Sewer separation was

completed for the following streets:


Blesser, Arthur, Henn, Paul and Hemlock Streets from Greenfield Road to Chase

Road.
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This is a sewer separation project involved 19,451 l.f. of storm sewer construction;
2.45 miles of pavement reconstruction; 35,353 s.f. of sidewalk replacement; 39,919
s.f. of driveway apron replacement; 216 new drainage structures; and repair of 91
drainage structures.


Street Pavement Repair Project (Pavement Patches, Job #2019-027: This project
involved replacement of 62,639 s.y. of pavement; 114,173 s.f. of sidewalk; 8,881 s.f.
of driveway aprons; 1.38 miles of alley pavement reconstruction; and repair of 158
catch basins and manholes.



Downtown West Dearborn Streetscape Project: This project is a two year contract
involving reconstruction of Howard, Mason and Monroe Streets including
streetscape between Michigan Avenue and Garrison. Howard and Mason Streets
were reconstructed. The project involved construction of 324 l.f. of water main,
9,835 s.f. of sidewalk replacement, and 0.25 miles of pavement reconstruction.



Storm Sewer Separation - Wilson Street from Telegraph Road to N. Martha, Job
#2019-027: This project involved placement of 3,324 l.f. of storm sewer; 0.45 miles
of pavement reconstruction; 8,321 s.f. of sidewalk replacement; and 9,266 l.f. of
driveway apron replacement.



Annual Maintenance Programs:


Resurfaced 56,094 s.y. of City-owned parking lots



Striped 37.6 miles of the City’s major and local roads



Executed 70 private sewer lead repairs and 19 main sewer line repairs



Inspected 38 private sewer taps



Reviewed 110 commercial and 100 residential plans
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Reviewed site plans for utility contractors and issued 91 utility permits



Sealed 183,000 pavement joints

Sewer Lining Project: This project involved the installation of 9,283 l.f. of sewer liner
into the City’s sewer.

UTILITIES (WATER AND SEWERAGE DIVISION)


Customer Information System: The Water Division is now in the testing phase of the
new Automated Meter Reading system.

This system will help identify and

corroborate abnormal water usage patterns, as well as identify our peak demand
usages, which will be used by GLWA for establishing our wholesale charges.


CSO Projects: CSO facilities 4, 6, 7 and 8 are fully operational and routinely accept,
capture, treat and control excess storm-related sewage flows. The CSO facilities
are staffed and operated by city employees during all wet weather rain events. After
each use, in preparation for the next wet weather event, the CSO facilities need
routine cleaning and maintenance in order to be ready to begin operation at a
moment’s notice. The division staff is continually learning how each facility reacts as
and how to improve the operations. The goal is to have all employees trained in the
unique operation and response of each facility.



SCADA “Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition”:

The Utilities Division has

connected sewer facilities and CSO facilities to this wireless system, which includes
provisions for remote access, monitoring, and partial operation, as well as historical
data compilation. The division continued to work on communication redundancy by
incorporating an internet connection via hardwired cable, as well as including a
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cellular backup connection. Daily facility communication is critical for staff to view
facility operations during both wet weather rain events and normal dry weather
operations. The division has successfully added cellular back up to all CSO facilities
and lift stations, as well as the reconstructed Camp Dearborn Lift station located in
Milford, Michigan.


System-wide Flushing: The Utilities Division continued the city-wide system flushing
program, which was implemented in the fall of 2014. The program improves overall
water quality, identifies potential performance issues, and acquires data for the
ongoing evaluation of the water supply system.



Updated Meter Reading Equipment: The division has moved forward with an AMR
(Automatic Meter Read) system. There have been eleven modems and antennas
installed throughout the City to collect the meter readings. Staff is able to log into
our new Neptune 360 software system and obtain a read at any given time. We
have purchased belt clip readers and tablets for our field staff to gather information
from the meters as they perform service work. We are still in the testing phase of
this new program. We are confident this will make our operation function more
efficiently and effective. The Water Division has also begun to replace older and high
use water meters with new meters that can provide more granular and useful details
to the new AMR system.



Integration of Cross Connection and Meter Bypass Operations: The Water Division
utilized existing staff in crossover assignments between Backflow and Meter
Operations. This provided for efficiency gains in resources and customer service
delivery, and insured the closure of bypass valves for the accurate metering of large
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accounts. The Water Division also continued to proactively investigate large meter
usage patterns and scheduled meter tests and repairs on large meters in order to
reduce the volume of non-revenue water. Backflow staff also integrated with other
divisions for seasonal and general plumbing assistance.


Shut Offs: The Utilities Division continued the implementation of the comprehensive
policy of shutting off water supplied to all vacant structures with past due water bills.
This has resulted in less “lost water” due to leaks, caused by freezing and breakage
inside vacant structures, as well as reduced the likelihood of damage to the
structures from the leaks.

PUBLIC SERVICE DIVISION
ROAD MAINTENANCE:


Plowing/Salting: Crews plowed the City’s streets two times in 2019/20 as compared
to three times the previous year. There were 4,480 tons of salt used for making brine
which was directly spread to maintain safe city streets.



Street Sweeping: Business Districts were swept weekly from May to October. Due
to the elimination of the A/B Recycling sections in July 2017 (FY18), the sweepers
will continue sweeping from where they left off from the previous week’s Public
Service Day. This should result in less confusion and better service.



Paving/Patching: Crews used approximately 590 tons of cold patch this past year.



Business Alley Maintenance: Cold patching and routine sweeping of the business
alleys continued to be an ongoing project.
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Residential Alley Grading:

Crews are currently working to complete this annual

process.


Loose Leaf Pick Up: City crews collected bulk leaves from streets and stockpiled
them at a neighborhood site located within each day’s Public Service Area. This
facilitated larger amounts of leaves hauled in a shorter time, thus increasing our
crews’ efficiency. City crews averaged collecting 582 cubic yards of bulk leaves from
city streets daily; during the six week program an overall total of 27,089 cubic yards
of leaves were picked up. The use of an out-sourced hauling company during the
heaviest weeks of the leaf pick up season increased efficiency and let the division
further reach the goal of bi-weekly leaf pick up for each Public Service Day. This
program was in effect from mid-October to December 2019. Because of changes to
trash pick-up and the elimination of the A/B recycling areas, city crews were in all of
the sections every week and were able to start where they left off the previous week.

URBAN FORESTRY SERVICES:


Tree Trimming and Removal: During the winter of 2019/20, 3,500 trees along city
easements and in city parks in the Monday Public Service Section were trimmed. In
addition, crews were instructed to trim county right-of-way (ROW) trees in the
scheduled areas.

These included portions of Telegraph and Outer Drive.

The

scheduling of resident requests for the trimming and removal of dead/declining
easement trees is accomplished by a combination of in-house staff and contractors.
The in-house staff was able to maintain its quick and efficient response to
emergency calls regarding trees.
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Stump Removal: The elimination of parked cars on Public Service Days allows the
stump crew to work more efficiently on city easements. The stump crew is working
toward the elimination of the backlog.



Tree Planting:

Major changes were approved and introduced to the City’s tree

planting program. Effective in FY18, new tree orders will be taken year round and
will be planted during the fall planting season. All trees removed from easements
were replaced with a new tree.

Moving forward, any tree removed from the

easement will be replaced the year following the removal of the tree stump.
Residents living in construction areas that had a tree removed due to the
construction, or that have available space in the easement, will have a tree planted.
Approximately 731 trees were planted during the fall of 2019.
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE:


Park & Playground Maintenance: The ongoing partnership with the Recreation and
Parks Department prompted the Public Service Division to respond to numerous
service requests ranging from picnic table and park bench repairs, to park
equipment installation and maintenance, patching pot holes, grading stone areas,
sweeping, salting, plowing, special events, barricades, installation and servicing hot
coal bins, installation and maintenance of landscape beds and turf maintenance,
which includes spraying and clearing fence lines and mulch.



Public Building Grounds Maintenance: The location of the Dearborn Administrative
Center along with the other public buildings located near Michigan Avenue and
Greenfield has created the Dearborn Municipal Campus. This consolidation has
allowed for a higher level of outdoor maintenance to be performed by in-house staff
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along with a balance of contractual services. Turf cutting and grounds cleanup are
performed weekly for a period of 26 weeks. Fertilization is done twice a year and
landscape beds are serviced each spring and fall.

Flower bed planting,

maintenance and watering are currently under contract. Flowers are planted at the
public buildings and at the locations of the seven “Welcome to Dearborn” signs in
late May; the flowerbeds are then maintained and watered three times per week up
until the first hard frost in October. Responsibility for snow removal at the City’s
public buildings is shared between in-house staff and contractual services,
depending on the amount of snow accumulation.


County & State ROW Maintenance:

Supplemental state right-of-way turf

maintenance is paid for by a partnership with MDOT. MDOT pays for twelve extra
cuts per season, which is roughly half of what is needed to keep the right-of-way
looking well maintained. Broadleaf weed control and turf fertilization is a unique
service provided by the City of Dearborn on State and County rights-of-way within
the City boundaries.

The combination of these services, along with the added

service of tree trimming, will help to enhance the City’s image for both residents and
visitors.


Special Pick-ups:

The Public Service Division performed approximately 2,200

special pick-ups, and charged residents for the removal of sod, dirt, cement,
construction materials, and limbs. The DPW Yard is also open on the third Saturday
of every month to allow residents to bring in these types of materials free of charge.
We average about 200 residents utilizing this service per month.
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SPECIAL EVENTS:


Event Support: From barricades to trash cans, the Public Service Division continues
to be involved in both scheduled and unscheduled special events.

Support is

provided for close to sixty special events each year. The division is engaged in all
aspects of special events including: banners, event set up, picnic table and trash
can placement and pick up, event break down and clean up. The division works with
Recreation, Public Information, the Dearborn Downtown Development Authorities,
and the Police Department to coordinate these events.

MOTOR TRANSPORT DIVISION


Mechanics attended a Bosch 550 Controller Training & Interactive Systems seminar
in Midland for the mechanics to better diagnose and repair hydraulic systems on
snow removal trucks, and a Body and Chassis Electrical & Electronic Systems class
to better diagnose and repair electrical problems.



The Superintendent attended the Michigan Public Fleet Advisors training program
for Fleet Management & Operations which included seminars on various fleet
management topics to enhance preventative maintenance programs, fleet
replacement strategies, and hiring quality technicians.



The Superintendent and Parts Stocker attended the 2019 Michigan Petroleum
Storage Tank Conference Series sponsored by the Michigan Department of
Environment Great Lakes and Energy. The conference brings together owners and
operators of petroleum storage tank systems with State inspectors and program
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specialists to receive relevant training and meet one on one with staff from several
State agencies.


The division continued to evaluate all work performed by vendors and by Motor
Transport mechanics in order to compare costs to determine the best value. Motor
Transport staff continued to perform more in-house repairs to achieve better
customer service, faster turn-around time on repairs and cost savings.



Motor Transport maintains diagnostic software to help troubleshoot and diagnose
drivability and emission problems with our new Freightliner dump trucks,
International dump trucks, Ford F550 dump trucks, and Police, Fire and other Cityowned vehicles.



Motor Transport prepped multiple fleet vehicles and equipment for sale and worked
in conjunction with the Purchasing Division to dispose of the vehicles on the
Michigan Inter-governmental Trade Network (MITN), and GovDeals.



Motor Transport assisted with the addition of several more energy efficient vehicles
to the fleet. The new vehicles included two hybrids and one Eco boost to the Police
Department, and six truck and two Escapes to the Department of Public Works.



Via a partnership with Ford Motor Company, the Police Department is testing two
new Police Interceptor Explorers; one powered by the EcoBoost power train and the
other is a Hybrid. The City was impressed with the hybrid version and purchased
two new hybrid Police Utility vehicles.



Motor Transport has been assisting the Fire Department with the purchase of
several different types of rescue vehicles to find the best fit for the City fleet. Making
the change from the International chassis to the new Ford F550 chassis along with
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diesel and gas powered versions. The F550 chassis can be replaced separately
from the rescue apparatus box as the box normally does not have to be replaced as
often. This will result in a cost savings to the City.


The division continued to comply with the Michigan Underground Storage Tank
Regulations (MUSTR), which pertain to the operation and maintenance of the City’s
underground storage tank (UST) systems. The required quarterly inspections are
submitted to the Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs with some
assistance from an outside vendor. Many of the following fuel pump repairs for our
three fuel site locations are performed in-house: replacement of fuel lever nozzles,
break-away connectors, swivels, in-line filters, various hoses and retractors. These
in-house repairs result in a cost savings for the City.



The project for the upgrading of the fuel software and new tank monitors at the DPW
Yard and at the Motor Transport Garage is complete. All three fueling sites are
compatible with Automotive Information Module (AIM) units in the police vehicles
and some fleet vehicles. The AIM units are being installed by the contractor on new
Police and Fire vehicles as they are being up-fitted and entered into service. The
new software allows for improved tracking of fuel usage by departments. The AIM
units track mileage, fuel usage and engine diagnostics. This tracking tool alerts the
garage to any on-going issues with the vehicle and allows for quicker repairs.



Two OTC Encore Deluxe Automotive Diagnostic Scan Tool Tablets were purchased.
These scan tools have the ability to link up to the Mitchell On-Demand Diagnostic
Software to assist in repairing vehicles. They are currently updated annually and in
use at both the Police Garage and Central Garage locations.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS STATISTICAL SECTION
Item
No.
1
2
3
4
5
5a
6
7
8
9
10

Item Description

Activity Description

Unit

Quantity

Division

Pavement Resurfacing
Sanitary/Storm Sewer
Sewer Repairs Performed
Sidewalk/Driveway Apron
Pavement Reconstruction
Alley Pavement Replacement
Pavement Striping
Water Main
Street Pavement
Catch Basin/Manhole Repair
Sewer Rehabilitation

Miles
Linear Feet
Each
Square Feet
Miles
Miles
Miles
Linear Feet
Square Yard
Each
Linear Feet

3.11
43,940
89
390,975
7.53
1.38
37.6
31,726
62,639
435

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
19
20
21
22
23
24

Site Plan Review-Commercial
Site Plan Review-Residential
Utility Plan Review
Sewer Tap
Sewer Manholes/Structures
Hydrants
Gate Valves
Sewer
Pavement Joint Sealing
Transverse Pavement Marking
Debris
Cold Patch
Hot Asphalt
Leaves
Limestone/Slag
Salt Spread On Roads

Resurfaced/Reconstructed
Constructed/Repaired/Replaced
Miscellaneous Repairs
Reconstructed
Reconstructed
Reconstructed
Striping
Constructed/Repaired
Constructed/Repaired
Repaired
Insertion of Cured in Place Pipe
Inside Deteriorated Sewer
Reviewed
Reviewed
Reviewed
Inspection
New
Installed
Installed
Cleaning & Video Inspection
Repaired
Striping
Hauled to Landfills
Pot Hole Repairs
Various City Projects
Picked Up From Streets
Paving/Alley Grading
Highways Throughout the City

Each
Each
Each
Each
Structures
Each
Each
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Tons
Tons
Tons
Cubic Yards
Tons
Tons

110
100
91
38
427
60
97
0
183,033
155,924
5,259
590
0
27,089
300
4,480
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9,283

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service

25
26
27
28
29

Street Sweeping
Flowers Beds
Street Trees
Street Trees
Vehicles

Highways Throughout the City
Prepared/Planted/Maintained
Trimmed
Planted
Maintained via Fleet System

Cycles
Bed
Tree
Tree
Each

6
25
3,500
731
496

30

Preventative Maintenance

Appointments Scheduled

Appointment

1,833

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Sewer Service Requests
Sewer Manholes/Structures
Sewage
Sewers
Sewers
Meter Reads
Water
Water Accounts
Water Mains
Fire Hydrants
Fire Hydrants
Gate Valves
Backflow Inspections
Backflow Devices Tested
Meter Work Orders

Requests
Structures
1000 Cu Ft
Linear Feet
Linear Feet
Read
1000 Cu Ft
Account
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

1,103
0
Flat Rate
282,796
81,891
134,308
544,974
32,642
89
73
43
19
878
3,395
1,381

46
47
48
49
50

Updated Meter Installations
Final Bills Generated
Water Services Repaired
CSO Operations
CSO Capture

Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities

CSO Treatment

Each
Each
Each
Events
Million
Gallons
Million
Gallons

279
1,510
76
66
267.69

51

Respond to Request
Rebuilt
Conveyed to Detroit
Cleaned
TV Inspected
Read/Billed
Total Metered Consumption
Accounts
Main Break Repairs
Inspections and Flushing
Repairs
Inspections and Repairs
Inspections
Devices tested
Check for leaks, repair meters,
set new
Install new replacement meters
Final Bills Generated
Curb Stops/Water Service repair
Wet Weather Events
Combined Sewage captured
and sent to GLWA for treatment
Combined Sewage screened,
disinfected and released

Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Public Service
Motor
Transport
Motor
Transport
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities

214.51

Utilities
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GOALS AND PLANS FOR FISCAL 2020-2021

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION


Public Service Days:

Coordinate the activities of all its divisions to maximize

services in accordance with the opportunities provided.

Continue supplemental

contractor assistance to help city staff complete the scheduled loose leaf collections.


Training:

Coordinate training and compliance requirements of OSHA standards

pertaining to Right to Know and the new Global Harmonized Safety Data Sheets.
Procure a vendor to provide inventory verification, Safety Data Sheet updates and
online support for compliance with these requirements. Continue to update required
staff training efforts. Procure the services of a training consultant to provide required
employee training in a more timely fashion.


Budget and Operations: Continue emphasis on cost containment; budget control;
reduction of annual expenditures; improving sustainability; properly prepare the
workforce through training, experience, and increased accountability; and, recognize
and prepare for succession planning and continuity of service needs in anticipation
of retirements within the Department of Public Works over the next year.



Actively seek and implement energy and financial savings projects.



Use the CMMS manager to establish and implement the customization and
deployment of the CityWorks Computerized Maintenance Management System
(CMMS) through other divisions, specify and acquire operating hardware for field
deployment, and provide supervisory and employee training in its daily utilization.
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Coordinate the efforts of the Facility Advisory Board to design plans and
specifications, to resolve implementation and coordination issues, to review
proposals and project progress including the update and modernization of the HVAC
equipment within the Powerhouse and Municipal Campus buildings, with an
emphasis on energy efficiency, comfort, ease of use and control, longevity of
equipment, and reducing the amount of maintenance and operations labor required.



Rouge River Projects: The Administrative, Engineering, Public Service, and Utilities
divisions will work together to complete projects related to the Federal and State
laws to meet Water Quality Storm Water and CSO standards for discharges into the
Rouge River. Specific aspects of this broad effort include the following multi-year
programs: 1. Address the design and construction of the West Dearborn Phase A
CSO project to eliminate untreated sewage discharges from Outfall Nos. 13, 14 and
15. 2. Continue the design and construction of the East Dearborn CSO Control
Project. 3. Continue the programs required by the City’s Storm Water Management
Plan. 4. Address and eliminate the excess inflow and infiltration into the West
Dearborn Interceptor.

5.

Provide emergency overflow protection to prevent

basement backups. 6. Complete development of a Geographic Information System
(GIS) to monitor progress toward Rouge River pollutant elimination. 7. Continue
participation in the First Tier Customer Partnering efforts with the Great Lakes Water
Authority.
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FACILITIES DIVISON
BUILDING SERVICES GROUP:


Contract for the replacement of the roof, metal structure painting, and installation of
LED lighting for the DPW east equipment shed.



Work with the Building Services personnel to improve accountability, prioritization of
work assignments and documentation for more efficient utilization of personnel. This
is an ongoing process.



Assist departments on construction projects as needed.

LINE CREW GROUP:


Install new school warning flashers on Military at Nona and Cass.



Provide MISS DIGG utility marking services.
POWERHOUSE DIVISION



The largest goal is the complete replacement of the HVAC systems at the
Police/Courts, HFCL, the DAC, and Powerhouse buildings, including removal of
aged steam and condensate piping in the tunnel systems; the installation of
compatible controls at all monitored buildings; the replacement of air handlers and
installing high efficiency hot water boilers in each building. The ultimate design
consists of the installation of the most effective HVAC system that will provide the
greatest comfort, ease of use and control, with the greatest longevity and energy
optimization available. All of the replacement equipment will be Energy Star rated.
FCPAC Phase 1 Natatorium is complete. FCPAC Phase 2 is in progress which
includes new air handler units, high efficiency boilers, hot and chilled water high
efficiency pumps with variable frequency drives, and building automation system
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controls. The current construction is scheduled to be completed in the fall of 2020.
The HFCL asbestos abatement and encapsulation is complete, the new HVAC
system includes air handler units, building automation system controls and high
efficiency boilers and pumps, new LED lighting, carpeting and interior upgrades.
The completion date for HFCL is fall 2020. The DAC two new Trane rooftops units,
the building automation system control upgrades, and a new water main have been
completed. The new customer lobby entrance with landscaping to welcome the
public is in progress. The Powerhouse Phase 1 upgrade includes two new 600 ton
Daikin Magnetic bearing chillers and two new 600 ton Marley Cooling Towers for
more efficient operation of the central chilled water plant; when the Powerhouse is
complete the chillers will be available throughout the year to cool buildings when we
have weather anomalies in the colder seasons.

Phase 2 of the Powerhouse

includes an indoor sump pump for year round operation of the cooling towers and
chillers if needed, new pumps with variable frequency drives, LED lighting, and
possible thermal storage for chilled water or solar arrays to reduce peak electric
utility demand charges (energy cost). The Police Building is currently in construction
scheduled for completion winter 2020/2021. The FCPAC is also currently in design
for a new electric feeder from the Powerhouse to avoid shutting down when DTE
has a failure.

New LED lighting will replace inefficient lighting throughout the

FCPAC to reduce energy consumption.


Continue to train the new Boiler Operator Trainees hired in FY2018.

This is

ongoing; one trainee is still in school and the second became an operator in
September 2019.
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Continue to work with the Boiler Operators to improve communication, and
restructuring the Powerhouse operations for more efficient utilization of operator
personnel. This is an ongoing process.



Training for the new equipment and building automation systems will take place as
projects near completion.

ENGINEERING DIVISION (Construction Year 2020)


Continuation of Storm Sewer Separation Project within the area bounded by Silvery
Lane, Rouge River, Telegraph Road and Cherry Hill, CSO 001 and 004 (Job #10-01073): This project involves construction of new sanitary and/or storm sewers, new
water mains, concrete pavement. It is a three year project to be constructed in years
2019, 2020 and 2021.



Water Main Replacement and Asphalt Street Pavement Resurfacing



Continuation of CSO 016 Sewer Separation Project, C5, Phase 2C



Continuation of CSO 003 Sewer Separation Project, CSO 003 and 005, Phase 3



Continuation of Downtown Streetscape Project



Park and Nona Sewer Separation and Pavement Reconstruction Project.- Nowlin to
Military



Brady Bridge Super Structure Replacement Over Rouge River (federal aid project)



Emergency Overflow Structure Over Sanitary Interceptor to minimize risk of
basement flooding (FEMA grant project)



Construction of shut off gates at caissons on Military Avenue and Outer Drive to
control flow into sanitary interceptor during the rain events (FEMA grant project)
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Schaefer Road Resurfacing Project- Rouge River to Butler Road



Southbound Military Avenue Resurfacing- Golfview Drive to Cherry Hill (federal aid
project)



Annual Capital Improvement Projects:


Street Pavement Repair



Sewer Lining Project



Sewer Cleaning and Video Inspection



Commercial Alley Pavement Replacement



Execution of CSO 013 and 014: Alternate design is being reviewed by the EGLE



Miscellaneous Projects:


Sewer Repairs and Sewer Taps



Review of Commercial and Residential Site Plans

UTILITIES DIVISION


Strategic Plan:

The Water & Sewerage Division will continue to work on the

initiated five-year strategic plan to include sustainability, prioritization of operational
and project activities, succession planning, and increase cost efficiencies.


Implementation of Customer Information System: To correct deficiencies in overall
customer service delivery, the Water & Sewerage Division will continue to identify
problems and list the desired results/accommodations that it would like to see
implemented regarding online customer account management and bill payment
options. The division will be using the AMR system and the Neptune 360 software
to read, collect and generate bills and identify customer usage anomalies.
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Implementation of CMMS / GIS Project:

The Water & Sewerage Division will

continue integrating the City’s GIS into their operations via mobile applications that
make the GIS data accessible in the field. Tablets have been purchased for field
use in both Water & Sewer Divisions. Major overhauls were made to the GIS data
schema in FY19 to allow for more consistent record keeping and easier integration
with other applications.

The Computerized Maintenance Management System

(CMMS) has been integrated into Sewerage field operations in order to assign,
track, and document daily service requests and work orders. The Water Division
has utilized the CMMS software for inspections. All inspections relating to the lead
service line replacement program are documented in the CMMS system.

We

anticipate ongoing employee training over the next few years and continuing
development of the application to service the City’s needs.


Generate 32,616 quarterly customer bills: Utilizing five full-time positions in the
office, meter readings will be collected and processed in order to produce bills for all
City of Dearborn water and sewerage customers.



Implementation of the fixed radio network: This system will allow office staff to
instantaneously read most of the Neptune water meters from the office in real time.
The advantages gained from this system are being able to capture information and
notifications pertaining to customer’s steady usage including leaks, the ability to
read and bill monthly without leaving the office, and the ability to capture customer
final reads from the office. Ferguson Waterworks has installed eleven fixed network
collectors. This system is about 90% installed and we are currently in the training,
implementation and testing phases.
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Video Sewer Inspections: The Water & Sewerage Division continues to utilize both
sewer inspection vehicles on a daily basis. Both inspection vehicles have been
equipped with a WIFI internet connection. This helps with the use of City works,
GIS mapping and updating and maintaining the software on both trucks. Camera
truck 500 is used to inspect and collect data when there is a suspected issue.
Camera truck 501 goals are to systematically clean and inspect and compile a
photographic record of existing conditions for the entire sewer system. The division
is working on training new personnel to learn these trucks. Two more operators
successfully completed the Pipeline Assessment Certification Program; there are
now a total of six operators trained in the division. Pipelogix has been contracted to
code and classify data captured by the camera trucks. This fully coded data will
provide a more accurate condition assessment of our infrastructure and integrate
with GIS for data accuracy and management.



Sewer Cleaning: Water & Sewerage Division operations will continue to implement
a prioritization plan via the Cityworks Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS) that will provide for appropriate and timely preventative cleaning of
sewers throughout the City. The division is currently in the process of replacing
sewer combination cleaner vehicle 498 with a new unit.



Sewer Repairs:

The Water & Sewerage Division will continue to increase its

oversight of the supervision, administration, and inspection of private and public
sewer excavation repairs, and oversee the internal sewer grouting performed by
contractors. The division has completed all of the annual cleaning and distributed
Mosquito briquettes in all City-owned catch basins.
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Complete all water main repairs: The Water & Sewerage Division operations has
seen a slight decrease in water main breaks this year with a total of 86. Division
staff will immediately repair all water main breaks in a timely manner to insure yearround service to all Water & Sewer customers.



Improve enforcement on grease dumping: The Water & Sewerage Division will
continue to work with the Commercial Services Division and the Legal Department
to develop a comprehensive grease ordinance requiring increased monitoring and
ordinance enforcement efforts toward the reduction of illegal dumping of grease into
the City’s sewer system. We are currently working on revising the existing grease
ordinance.



Smart covers: The Sewerage Division has recently installed five “smart covers”.
These are devices installed on the bottom of a manhole lid that measures the depth
of the sewer level. This will allow the Sewerage Division to monitor sewer levels
from a computer via GPS. We are still in the testing phase, and determining if we
see the benefit of adding more to our system.



Complete all Cross Connection and Meter Bypass Inspection:

The Water &

Sewerage Division staff will continue this program via the coordination of existing
staff in crossover assignments between Backflow and Meter operations. This will
continue to provide for efficiency gains in resources and customer service delivery,
and will continue to insure the closure of bypass valves for accurate metering of
large accounts.
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Water Meter Testing: The Water Division will test the meters for accuracy once
they reach a reading of 4,000 units.

Anytime a technician comes upon a meter

with 4,000 units or higher the meter is replaced and tested for accuracy.


Fire Hydrant Painting:

The Water Division started a hydrant painting program

utilizing the Dearborn Fire Cadets in FY20. The main focus is to paint hydrants that
are most vulnerable to surface deterioration; 420 have been completed.

We are

utilizing our GIS mapping to identify what areas to paint and which have already
been painted.


Lead and Copper: The City of Dearborn is required to replace all lead service lines
by 2041. The City has begun including full Lead Service Line replacements in all of
the current and ongoing construction projects. The City budgeted to staff our own
lead service line replacement crew starting FY21 to work separately from the
Engineering projects. Our crews will start with previous “partial” replacements. We
have also established a Water Advisory Council per EGLE to help assist in public
awareness.



CSO Projects:

The Water & Sewerage Division will continue operation and

maintenance of the CSO facilities at sites 4, 6, 7, and 8. The facilities have been in
operation since January 2011 and have continuously been improved since that
time. Operational changes pertaining to Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) now allow the operators to have more control of the facilities and manage
rain events more effectively. There have also been many mechanical changes
made to the facilities from experiences gained from operating the facilities. The
division plans to modify the weir wall upstream of CSO6; this will provide better flow
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characteristics and prevent large solids from entering the shaft that could potentially
cause damage to the pumps and other associated piping equipment. The division
will utilize blended and reclassified operator and supervisor positions to assist in the
development of maintenance schedules and operational procedures for the
facilities. Emphasis will be on the following: personnel training, efficiency, and
familiarity of operations; recognizing and correcting design and operation
inefficiencies; improving sustainability, ease of operations and maintenance; and,
fully understanding performance capabilities.

PUBLIC SERVICE DIVISION


Continue to work with the new tree trimming contractors in various Public Service
sections. Trees in the City’s parks and State and County rights-of-way within these
sections will also be trimmed.



Offer replacement trees for any trees removed during the year and replace or plant
new trees on easements after street construction projects. In order to maintain and
increase Dearborn’s urban tree canopy, any tree on the easement removed by the
City will be replaced at no cost to the resident. Replacement trees will be chosen
by DPW in order to maintain a varied tree inventory and not over plant any one
species.

We will also continue to offer trees for planting through our current

program allowing residents to order from a choice of trees for planting at their
expense. All trees will be planted in the fall.


Continue to work with Engineering to remove/trim trees ahead of construction
projects and plant new trees when completed
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Continue grading of alleys



Continue to evaluate and revise contracts issued to private contractors



Improve operations and efficiencies in the DPW Yard



Cross train all employees



Redefining and replanting the grounds around the Municipal Campus.



New planting circles for the Holiday tree and the “Art of Music” sculpture at the
FCPAC



Clear the pond and vegetation at Ford Field Park and the east fence at Lapeer Park



Work with ECD addressing safety issues at the new Graham Street Park

MOTOR TRANSPORT DIVISION


Work on updating the lighting in the Parts Crib, the Tire Room and the emergency
exit lighting in the hallways at Motor Transport



Continue to comply with the Michigan Underground Storage Tank Regulations
(MUSTR), which pertain to the operation and maintenance of the City’s
underground storage tank systems



Continue to work with MIS to upgrade our automotive electronic scan tools with
laptop diagnostics for the ability to diagnose newer more high-tech vehicles



Continue to work on upgrading the tank monitor and sensors at the Central Garage
and the DPW Yard. This is an ongoing project that will span multiple budget years.



Continue Ford factory authorized, Dealer Auto Training sponsored training for all the
mechanics on body and chassis, electrical/electronic systems, Eco Boost advanced
diagnosis, and drivability systems and diagnosis training.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of the Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department is to help fulfill the
social, educational, and recreational needs of children, adults, and families by providing
quality programs and activities in clean and well-maintained facilities and to achieve this
through exemplary customer service.
The Recreation and Parks Department established the following Department Goals
consistent with meeting the objectives of the Five-Year Recreation Master Plan as
submitted to the Michigan Department of Natural Resources.


Efficiently utilize our resources and demonstrate fiscal responsibility.



Provide exceptional customer service.



Provide for a sense of community.



Insure that Recreation and Parks services are accessible to all citizens.



Cultivate partnerships.



Promote a healthy community.

INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT/MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS
The Recreation and Parks Department offers residents of all ages the opportunity to
enjoy both active and leisure pursuits. General direction for the Department is provided
by the Recreation and Parks Administration, consisting of six full-time and four part-time
staff persons. The Department’s structure allows for the Ford Community & Performing
Arts Center (The Center), the Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC), Camp Dearborn,
Mystic Creek Golf Course, and Robert Herndon’s Dearborn Hills Golf Course (DHGC) to
operate from within their own operational budgets. Administrative functions also include
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oversight of an annual operating budget of approximately $14 million. (The Department
generates approximately $9 million per year in revenue.) Other duties include:


Marketing and advertising.



Coordination of major City special events.



Liaison

with

other

City

departments,

community

groups,

and

partner

organizations.


Registration of programs, passes, pool tags, picnic permits, room reservations,
sports fields, and shelter and cabin rentals.



Oversight of all lease agreements for the Department.



Park Ranger Program oversight.



Park Manager and Park Attendant program oversight.

In addition to major facility operations at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center
(The Center), the Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC), Camp Dearborn, the Mystic
Creek Golf Course & Banquet Center, and the Robert Herndon’s Dearborn Hills Golf
Course (DHGC), the Department operates and maintains five outdoor pools, 42 parks,
picnic areas, and athletic fields (20 ball diamonds and nine soccer fields). Three splash
pads are open and operating at Hemlock, Crowley, and Whitmore-Bolles Parks. The
Recreation and Parks Department continues to provide support to numerous youth
sports organizations including the Dearborn Track Club, the Dearborn Dolphins Swim
Team, the Dearborn Baseball Association, the Dearborn Community Tennis
Association, the Dearborn Youth Football Association, the Dearborn Soccer Club, and
the Dearborn Basketball Association, as well as cultural arts partnership organizations
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such as the Dearborn Symphony, the Dearborn Youth Symphony, the Dearborn
Community Arts Council, the Vanguard Voices, and the Motor City Brass Band.
Other groups with which we cooperate to enhance the array of community services we
offer include:


Dearborn Public Schools



Henry Ford College



University of Michigan-Dearborn



Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce



American Arab Chamber of Commerce



Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services (ACCESS)



Michigan Recreation and Parks Association



United States Tennis Association



Michigan Amateur Hockey Association



The Senior Alliance



Wayne County Parks



Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)



Michigan Presents



Detroit Medical Center (DMC)



Beaumont Hospital – Dearborn



Dearborn Community Fund

The Recreation and Parks Department operates with the assistance provided by both
the Recreation and Parks Commission and the Senior Commission and consults with
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the Commission on Disability Concerns to ensure the very highest level of facilities and
programming for our patrons.
The Recreation and Parks Department, with direction from our Mayor and with the
support of the City Council, offers a wide variety of programs within state-of-the-art
facilities for the enjoyment of our residents.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
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PRIORITIZED SERVICES
#1 – Playgrounds and Parks
The Recreation and Parks Department, along with the Public Services Division of the
Department of Public Works, manages and maintains two regional/metropolitan parks,
seven community parks, 13 neighborhood parks, and 20 mini-parks within the confines
of the City of Dearborn.
The Recreation and Parks Department is also responsible for the management and
operation of the City’s one park located outside of Dearborn—Camp Dearborn, the
City’s 626-acre recreation retreat near Milford, Michigan (see page 21).
All but 11 of the City’s parks are equipped with picnic tables, which are used more by
older residents and family groups. Forty parks house playground equipment, enjoyed
largely by children of elementary school age.

Several parks are also used for the

purpose of administering the Recreation and Parks Department’s popular supervised
summer programs.
Supervised Summer Programs


Summer Playgrounds Program



Summer Camp at The Center

The Summer Playgrounds Program has often been identified by the citizens of
Dearborn as a very important part of the Recreation and Parks Department. Many refer
to it as the “Blue Box” at each participating park. This is a free amenity that is available
to all Dearborn neighborhood children and had grown to include 15 parks in the summer
of 2019 with the additions of Ford Woods Park and Whitmore-Bolles Park.

This

supervised program provided daily activities for over 250 neighborhood children ranging
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in age from five years to 12 years. Each park provided directed activities such as arts
and crafts, tabletop games, and many special events according to each theme. Sadly,
with the Covid-19 pandemic, the program was not available for the summer of 2020.
Summer Camp at The Center is a program licensed by the State of Michigan. It is an
eight-week day camp which averages 50 to 60 children per week. Summer Camp at
The Center offers a variety of activities using the facilities inside and outside of the Ford
Community & Performing Arts Center. These activities include swimming in the leisure
pool, rock wall climbing, and weekly theme-based activities. Each week arts and crafts
are provided according to each weekly theme such as making maracas, sports games,
and even creating delicious snacks during “Food Frenzy Week.” Summer Camp at The
Center had grown in popularity as many working parents see the Camp as a safe and
stimulating alternative to day care for their children who range in ages from five to 12
years old.

There is a ten-to-one ratio for all groups and activities, and counselors

provide quality care as well as supervision to the many children who attend Summer
Camp at The Center. Again, due to the outbreak of Covid-19, Summer Camp at The
Center was not able to operate for the summer of 2020.
Dearborn Dog Park
The Dearborn Dog Park completed its third year of operation and features one area for
large dogs and one area for small dogs as well as benches, drinking fountains for both
human and canine patrons, and agility equipment that was generously donated by The
Oakwood Group.
A permit, available at the City Clerk’s Office, is required to access the park. To date,
over 300 permits have been issued; and there are 13 local businesses that provided
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sponsorships to the Dearborn Dog Park. In response to public requests, the Dearborn
Dog Park season has been extended to be open year round. However, this will include
periodic closures for maintenance to maintain turf health.
#2 – Ford Community & Performing Arts Center
Fitness/Athletics & Conference/Banquets Component


Recreation and Parks Department Administrative Offices



Senior Services Administrative Offices and Lounge



Conferences/Exhibits/Trade Shows/Banquet Operations



Facility Rentals (Hubbard Ballroom, Studio A, Banquet/Meeting Rooms, and
Classrooms)



Special Events



Fitness/Athletic/Wellness Programs (The Detroit Medical Center provides fitness
assessments and equipment orientations for The Center passholders.)



Aquatics Center with Lap Pool, Family Leisure Pool, Lazy River, Vortex, and
Jacuzzi



Swimming Lessons and Programs



The Mark Shooshanian Gymnasium with two courts for hosting Leagues, Camps,
Clinics, and Drop-In Play



Indoor Rock Climbing Wall



Indoor/Outdoor Walking



Center Court Concession Area with Vending Machines



Soccer



Softball
10



Little League Baseball

The Ford Community & Performing Arts Center provides nearly 200,000 square feet of
state-of-the-art indoor recreation facilities. The Center features: an indoor pool with
zero-depth entry, a twisting slide, lazy river, and spa; an indoor lap pool with diving
boards; fitness machines and free weights; a 30-foot high rock-like climbing wall;
gymnasium; aerobics studios; Center Court concessions with vending machines; the
Donald and Mary Kosch Family Child Activity Center; the 1,201-seat Michael A. Guido
Theater with a grand staircase and surrounding balcony; the Padzieski Art Gallery; a
200-seat "black box" studio for smaller-scale productions; the Hubbard Ballroom with
catering kitchen; the Senior Citizens Center; and several meeting rooms.
The Center's campus features a trail system, soccer and baseball fields, an outdoor
activity area, and a softball field. This amazing facility is open year-round and hosts
well over 500,000 visitors each year.
Center Natatorium


Open Swim



Pool Rental



Lifeguard Classes



Swimming Lessons



Swim Team



Special Events



Competitions



Lap Swim



In-Service Training
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Senior Aquacise Program



Classes



Community Outreach



Water Exercise

The indoor natatorium includes a zero-depth leisure pool, a six-lane competition pool,
and a spa. Throughout the year, it is estimated that over thousands of swimmers utilize
the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center natatorium.
Swim lessons were on a “recovery path” at the facility. However, lessons stalled when
the natatorium was closed due to the Governor’s Executive Order 2020-110 in response
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
In addition, the lifeguard pay-to-train policy that was utilized last year to assist with the
recruiting process was also halted by Covid-19. Unfortunately, the gains that were
made in attracting and retaining lifeguard candidates in the previous year have been
negated this year.
Staff training, however, continues to be enhanced with Red Cross directives, which are
being implemented via in-service trainings. The Aquatic Safety Supervisors, along with
the Recreation and Parks Supervisor, meet twice weekly to ensure that there is
consistency in training throughout our facilities. We ensure that our staff meets all Red
Cross requirements in curriculum and physical skills.

Our division’s effort to allow

Safety Supervisors and Aquatics Administration staff to pay individual attention to each
lifeguard and address any weakness or shortfall has been successful. Staff members
have responded tremendously. There is not a single person who “slips through the
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cracks” during both the scheduled in-service training and the random, unannounced
audits of water skills and first-responder knowledge.
We look forward to reopening the natatorium once the state enters into Phase 5 of the
Michigan Safe Start Plan.
Michael A. Guido Theater


Recreation and Community Programming



Professional Season



Community Box Office



Rentals/Leasing



Theater Support and Staff



Studio A Support



Dearborn Community Arts Council



Art Gallery/Support



Arts Information Center



Educational Support (tours, information)

Operations and programming at the Michael A. Guido Theater have continued while
providing new and exciting experiences in the arts.

The Cultural Arts program

incorporates both performing and visual arts and is a vital component of daily life. The
mission for Cultural Arts continues to evolve by taking the best activities of the past and
combining them with the increasing opportunities created by The Center.
The Theater Division was trending to a record year in rental revenue until the Covid-19
virus shut down all operations on March 18, 2020. Three professional shows (Firefall,
The Bubble Show, and Jeannie Robertson) as well as numerous rental shows were
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rescheduled to the fall of 2020. April, May, and June are usually the top theater rental
months of the year for graduations and dance recitals; and an estimated $110,000 in
revenue was lost due to the Covid-19 closure.
Theater staffing was reduced to three full-time employees working only three to four
days a week. During this time, thousands of refunds were processed, performances
were rescheduled, disinfection occurred in the theater, and new safety measures to
protect our patrons were put into place.
During FY2020, the Theater Division received a $50,000 grant from the Michigan
Council for the Arts and Cultural Affairs for the replacement of the theater’s antiquated
incandescent theatrical lights. The new LED moving theatrical lights will save a
substantial amount of technical labor, reduce electrical consumption by 75 percent, and
offer the latest state-of-the-art lighting for the theater’s productions. The unprecedented
down time due to Covid-19 allowed the theater’s two full-time technical staff to rewire
and install the entire LED lighting system without the pressure of conflicts with theater
rentals or performances. They saved considerable part-time labor costs by efficiently
completing this tremendous task. Although the spring and summer seasons have
presented many challenges for the theater, we are preparing for our safe return to
operations.
#3 – Outdoor Aquatics


Five Outdoor Pools



Three Splash Pads

The Outdoor Aquatics Division offers a wide range of activities at Dearborn’s outdoor
neighborhood pools (Ford Woods, Lapeer, Summer-Stephens, and Ten Eyck) and at
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the three-pool swim complex, the Jack Dunworth Memorial Pool, located at Levagood
Park.
The Jack Dunworth Pool Complex is undergoing a major renovation with the
construction of a new bathhouse during the 2020 season. The 78-year-old bathhouse
had surpassed its useful life. The replacement will include ADA compliant family shower
rooms and multiple changing rooms. There will also be various mechanical, chemical,
and storage support spaces. We expect construction will be completed in the summer
of 2021.
Because of Executive Order 2020-115 in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, we did
not anticipate opening any of the City’s outdoor pools this season.

However, the

restrictions for outdoor pools were lifted on June 8, 2020, so the Aquatics Division has
been working diligently to open pools and secure staff. Currently open swim is available
from 12 to 8 p.m. daily at three facilities. Two of these facilities will be rotating days
unless the staffing issue can be resolved.
Construction at the new Ford Woods Pool Complex was completed in the spring, and
the pool was opened to the public on June 26, 2020. It, too, operates daily between the
hours of 12 to 8 p.m. The slides, however, remain closed due to the Governor’s
Executive Order.
The Splash Pads at Hemlock, Crowley and Whitmore Bolles parks are very popular and
include spray features for children. The restrictions from the pandemic were lifted on
June 8, 2020, and the splash pads have been open daily from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., weather
permitting. Equipment is motion activated, so it will stop spraying when no one is using
the area.
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The Aquatics Division is hoping to resume normal operations in 2021.
#4 - Camp Dearborn and Mystic Creek Golf Course & Banquet Center


General Camp Maintenance



TV 1 – Tent Village (tent and cabin rentals, recreation field, and pool)



Camp Store



Temporary Camping Sites and Primitive Camping Sites



TV 2 – Trailer Village



16 Resort Cabins



Beach



Picnic Sites



Picnic Shelters/Chalet Rentals



Canteen – Concessions (subcontracted)



Non-Motorized Transportation Rentals including kayaks, stand-up paddleboards,
canoes, and bicycles (subcontracted)



Property Oil Wells



Mystic Creek Golf Course – 27 Championship Holes



Adventure Golf



Banquet Facility



Putting Green



Driving Range



Non-Motorized Trail



Pedestrian Bridge at Huron River
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Camp Dearborn continues the successful operation of the 27-hole Mystic Creek Golf
Course & Banquet Center from the 2012 lease default to the City. Mystic Creek helps
Camp Dearborn in many ways by sharing promotions, staffing, and equipment as well
as allowing one-stop reservations for all facilities.

The Huron Valley Chamber of

Commerce continues to use Mystic Creek for their annual outing and fundraiser when
they have moved from course to course in past years. Many major associations and
companies utilize Mystic Creek for their large golf outing requirements.
The 16 resort cabins located by Lake 6 at Camp Dearborn continue to be booked solid
during the season and provide additional revenue to the campground. Payback on
these cabins will be under five years. The Zip Line tension lines were repaired in
August of 2019. The Zip Line was very popular in September and October of 2019
including a “haunted zip line experience” during our Halloween Weekends.
Unfortunately, due to social distancing mandates, the Zip Line will not be operational
during the 2020 camping season.
The temporary RV (recreational vehicle) and tent camping now consists of 191 sites;
and the 117 tents, 16 resort cabins, and 31 cabins in Tent Village (TV1) are well
occupied for nearly the entire camping season, including a waiting list for the most
sought-after weeks. Halloween Weekends continue to be very popular at Camp. These
are offered every weekend during the month of October. There are also ten primitive
camping sites which sit along the Huron River. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the
Stay-at-Home mandate, Camp Dearborn was forced to make adjustments to the 2020
camping season. The 117 Camp-owned tents were not set up with canvases or rain
flies. The majority of tent reservations for the 2020 season, however, chose to transfer
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their 2020 reservations to 2021. In addition, the pool, recreation field, and Canteen
nightly dances were also cancelled for the 2020 season. However, campers are being
charged off-season rates throughout this summer.
Camp Dearborn usage of the temporary RV sites in TV1 has been rising steadily by
appealing to people who prefer to bring their own camping units. Bookings continue to
rise and are increased in the full hook-up RV sites. Wi-Fi at the Canteen has been very
popular with many patrons using it to prolong their stay while at Camp. Camp Dearborn
is anticipating having Wi-Fi available to all guests in Camp beginning in the spring of
2021. The Canteen is currently being subcontracted to Simple Adventures which also
handles the non-motorized transportation rentals for Camp.
In TV2, the seasonal trailer camping area, several trailers were removed, totaling over
130 run-down and non-paying trailers removed in the past five years. The new system
of inspecting the TV2 trailers prior to allowing payment or issuing a permanent sticker
began in the spring of 2019. The inspections have assisted in several trailer owners
removing unnecessary debris around the exterior of the trailers. Camp had over 25
delinquent trailers which were demolished and allowed those sites to be opened for
future seasonal campers. The updated rules for the TV2 seasonal section of Camp
were established with the assistance of the Michigan Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ); certain types of trailers in excess of 400 square feet could no longer be
brought into Camp or remain after a transfer of ownership.
During the 2019 campground inspection, the Michigan Department of Environment,
Great Lakes, and Energy (EGLE) noted that the electrical situation located within the
seasonal campground (TV2) area of Camp Dearborn was unsafe and in need of repairs.
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EGLE provided Camp Dearborn with a conditional operating license for the 2020
camping season indicating that the TV2 electrical repairs must be completed by
December 31, 2020. EGLE relies on inspections and approvals from local electrical
inspectors having jurisdiction over the electrical code, which is Milford Township. Camp
Dearborn contacted John E. Green, the contractor on retainer from the City of Dearborn
who subcontracts electrical projects to Motor City Electric. Motor City Electric provided
specifications on the electrical repairs. The project was bid in March of 2020. It was
discovered that an additional overhead grounded wire would be necessary to meet
State of Michigan code; this was confirmed by the Milford Electrical Inspector. It was
decided to re-bid the project to include the additional grounded wire. This RFP closes
on July 1, 2020. An inquiry had been made regarding the current safety situation of the
TV2 area in regard to the electrical issues. Several electrical experts determined that
the current electrical situation causes several hazardous situations, and it was
determined by the City of Dearborn administration to close the TV2 seasonal camping
area until the electrical issues are resolved.
The popular corporate picnic area along with a refurbished comfort station continues to
host large groups and is booked frequently. However, due to Covid-19, several the
large picnics have cancelled their events. Marketing efforts were continued in Fiscal
Year 2020 by participating in the Michigan Association of Recreation Vehicles and
Campgrounds (MARVAC) RV show, inserting listings in regional campground
directories, and a hotel partnership with The Henry Ford. The bridge over the Huron
River that connects to the Milford Trail continues to gain momentum, and many
campers are taking advantage of it by biking or walking into downtown Milford.
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#5 - Dearborn Ice Skating Center


Hockey



Skating Lessons



Figure Skating



Special Event Rentals



Snack Bar



Pro Shop



Roller Blading



Outdoor Rinks

The Dearborn Ice Skating Center (DISC) features two NHL (National Hockey League)
regulation ice surfaces, main arena seating for 1,500 spectators, and upper-level
banquet and party rooms. The facility is open year round for ice skating and banquet
and party room rentals.
The DISC schedules and provides ice time for the Dearborn Hockey Association, the
Dearborn Figure Skating Club, the Crystallettes synchronized skating teams, the
Dearborn Unified High School Varsity Hockey Team, adult hockey leagues, and private
rentals. Ice time is also provided for the Recreation and Parks Department skating
lessons, introduction-to-hockey classes, the annual ice show, and public skating.
During the summer months, ice time is provided for hockey schools, figure skating
clinics, adult hockey leagues, and private rentals.
The upper-level meeting/party rooms draw a variety of groups and activities to the
DISC. The American Association of University Women chose the DISC as the home for
their annual used book sale. The Dearborn Figure Skating Club and the Dearborn
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Hockey Association utilize the upper level for meetings, team banquets, and off-ice
training. The upper level also hosted various meetings, holiday gatherings, and birthday
parties.
In addition to the regularly scheduled programs, the DISC was chosen by different
leagues and associations to host many special events. The Little Caesar Amateur
Hockey League and the Belle Tire Hockey Club chose the DISC as a host arena for
their playoffs and tournaments. The Michigan Amateur Hockey Association (MAHA)
selected the DISC to host the 2020 Mite Division State Tournament. This tournament
drew teams from all over Michigan including the Upper Peninsula.

Several other

tournaments and competitions were scheduled for March, April, and May of 2020;
unfortunately, Covid-19 caused the cancellation of all events after March 14, 2020.
Prior to Covid-19 causing the closing in March, the DISC was on pace to have a very
productive year in both revenues and participation levels. Unfortunately, the forced
closing occurred in the middle of the peak season, and revenues were severely
impacted.

During the shutdown, management has taken proactive measures by

working closely with the main user groups, especially the Dearborn Hockey Association,
the Dearborn Figure Skating Club, Little Caesar’s Amateur Hockey League, Belle Tire
Hockey Club, etc. The decision to work closely with these groups will prove to be
valuable as we begin the task of filling ice time next season after the unexpected
shutdown.
The DISC staff takes great pride in the cleanliness and condition of the facility and its
equipment.

Several maintenance projects were completed in Fiscal Year 2020

highlighted by the replacement of the evaporative condenser in August of 2019. The
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existing unit was 22 years old, and its replacement is more energy efficient resulting in
utility savings for the DISC. Other projects completed in FY2020 include rubber matting
replacement, exterior door replacement, exterior building painting, and LED light
upgrades. In an effort to maintain the facility in the manner our customers expect,
several maintenance projects are planned in FY2021. The rubber flooring in the lobby,
upper level carpeting, and a number of exterior doors are scheduled to be replaced.
The lights in the Adray Arena will be replaced with LED fixtures which will provide more
light and are more energy efficient than the current lighting system. The completion of
these projects, along with the annual maintenance, assures the facility will remain in
excellent condition which helps to attract and retain patrons.
While there are still challenges on the horizon, the partnerships we have built with our
youth associations remain strong.

These partnerships, along with our diversified

programming, provide the DISC with a solid foundation to begin the next fiscal year.
#6 – Robert Herndon’s Dearborn Hills Golf Course


Food Service by Chef Raymone Catering



Proactive Marketing Campaign



League Play



Daily Fee Play



Continued Efficient Use of Labor



Continued Focus on Course and Clubhouse Maintenance



Banquet and Event Sales Focus



Snack Bar and Hills Grille



City Championship Golf Outing (September, 2019)
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Dearborn Hills Golf Course was unable to open for golf until May 1, 2020 and was not
able to host events for the majority of the fourth quarter due to Covid-19 which
contributed to a significant loss of revenue during the core season. Despite best efforts,
expense savings could not mitigate this top-line revenue miss and partially contributed
to a negative net operating profit to plan for the fiscal year.
Two golf leagues were lost, and most leagues were down players during the 2020 golf
season. Most of the outings either cancelled or rescheduled for later dates due to
Covid-19. However, the Dearborn Hills Golf Course did hold several banquet events for
community partners earlier in the fiscal year including Edsel Ford High School, the
Michigan Humane Society, Dearborn Education Foundation, Ernst & Young, and many
others. The Dearborn Hills Golf Course continued to host its bi-annual Ladies’ Day last
fall with a great turnout but had to cancel the spring Ladies’ Day. This event sold out in
the fall.
With the hiring of Chef Raymone Catering, the Hills Grille was open for dinner on
Mondays through Thursdays during the golf season through Labor Day of 2019.
However, this spring the Hills Grille was not allowed to open until June 15, 2020. The
Facility Coordinator and Chef Raymone Catering are planning or have held several new
events including Mother’s Day Brunch, Father’s Day grill service on the patio, Labor
Day, Summer Nine-and-Dine Couples Golf Series, Brunch on the Patio, Breakfast with
Santa; Dinner with Mrs. Claus, and a possible New Year’s Eve event.
Most of the banquets and outings have been rescheduled for Fiscal Year 2021 season
which promises to give Dearborn Hills Golf Course a strong start to the new fiscal year.
Guests are continually informed via www.dearbornhills.com, GolfNow, Facebook, and
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Twitter. E-blasts are sent to inform our guests of events or current offerings. The
marketing division continues to do an excellent job of supporting the Dearborn Hills Golf
Course leadership to market and promote all events for the facility.
Provided there is not a second wave of Covid-19 and restrictions continue to lessen, the
economic outlook for Fiscal Year 2021 appears to be positive which should provide for
growth moving forward.
#7 – Sports Division


Adult Softball Leagues (spring, summer, and fall)



Schedule and Maintain Athletic Fields



Issue Athletic Field Permits



Youth Basketball Program



Adult Basketball Leagues (mini-tournament play at The Center)



Adult Volleyball Leagues



Various Sports Camps, Clinics, and Competitions



Youth Baseball Leagues (Dearborn Baseball Association)



Youth Soccer (Dearborn Soccer Club)



Youth Tennis (Dearborn Community Tennis Association)



Youth Football and Cheerleading Association (Dearborn Youth Football
Association)



Youth Ice Hockey Leagues (Dearborn Hockey Association)



Youth Figure Skating (Dearborn Figure Skating Club)



Youth Swimming (Dearborn Dolphins)



Dearborn Track and Field (Dearborn Track Club)
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Youth Basketball Leagues (Dearborn Basketball Association)



Hall of Fame Awards Ceremony

Over 3,000 players participated on more than 100 teams in the Adult Softball League,
playing on seven sites around Dearborn in Fiscal Year 2020. Almost 1,500 games were
played. All softball leagues ended their regular seasons by the third week in August of
2019, and all leagues concluded with playoffs. The fall season’s final games were
played by early November. For the twentieth year, all softball leagues were affiliated
with the United States Specialty Sports Association.
Helping to maintain and schedule the use of the City’s athletic fields continues to be a
major responsibility of the Sports Division. The Sports Division issues permits for the
City’s softball and baseball diamonds, soccer fields, and tennis courts as well as sand
volleyball courts and other outdoor athletic facilities.

We continue to review

maintenance procedures while working to increase communication with the Public
Services Division of the Department of Public Works and other organizations. This
enhanced communication has led to improved field conditions and more organized
scheduling.
The Adult Volleyball League enjoyed games at the Ford Community & Performing Arts
Center and included ten teams with over 80 players. Drop-in youth basketball is offered
at The Center during the fall, winter, and spring. Thousands of children participated in
the youth basketball programs that included instruction and game play.
Various sports camps, clinics, and competitions were held during Fiscal Year 2020,
including several soccer camps and leagues at Crowley Park hosted by the Dearborn
Soccer Club. The Dearborn Soccer Club is a fee-based organization administered by
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parents. The Sports Supervisor assists with the promotion and registration of their
league. Over 1,150 boys and girls from the Dearborn area participated in the program
over the last year.
The Dearborn Baseball Association (DBA) is a fee-based organization administered by
volunteer parents. More than 800 children participated on more than 50 teams in six
divisions, playing more than 600 games. The Sports Division coordinates the use of
City ball diamonds as well as assisting with the promotion of the DBA.
The Dearborn Basketball Association is a fee-based organization that offers league play
for Dearborn boys and girls in grades one through eight. Approximately 350 children
participated in the program, playing over 100 games.
The Dearborn Recreation and Parks Commission’s 68th Annual Sports Awards
Ceremony was scheduled to be held on March 15, 2020 at the Ford Community &
Performing Arts Center but, unfortunately, was cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
New members were still inducted into the Recreation and Parks Department’s Hall of
Fame and the Sports Legends Hall of Fame and will be honored at a later date. The
Van Patrick Memorial Award was given to a male and a female high school athlete of
the year, and those award winners will also be honored at a later date.
#8 - Special Events


West Dearborn Downtown Development Association (WDDDA) Dearborn
Farmers and Artisans Market (through September 27, 2019)



WDDDA “Kids Day on the Commons” (July 12 and August 19, 2019)



WDDDA “Friday Nites Music and Foodie Rallies” (July 26 and August 23, 2019)



East Dearborn Downtown Development Association (EDDDA) 11th Annual “Jazz
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on the Avenue” Music Series (July 17-August 21, 2019)


EDDDA Annual “Tunes at Noon” Summer Concert Series (July 18-August 22,
2019)



Dearborn Homecoming Festival (August 2-4, 2019)



Susan G. Komen Michigan 3-Day for the Cure Walkathon (August 4, 2019)



Local 600 15th Annual Car, Truck and Motorcycle Show (August 10, 2019)



Divine Child High School Falcon 5K Run (August 10, 2019)



Dearborn Community Center Unity Eid Prayer (August 11, 2019)



The Ashura Project – 7th Annual “March for Justice” (September 8, 2019)



Sacred Heart Church of Dearborn “Oktoberfest” (September 20-22, 2019)



10th Annual Zaman International “Hope for Humanity” Run Walk Picnic
(September 21, 2019)



Dearborn Historical Museum Guild’s 7th Annual Beer Tasting (September 27,
2019)



Dearborn High School Homecoming Parade (October 4, 2019)



Healthy Dearborn Coalition “Open Streets” (October 6, 2019)



Divine Child High School Homecoming Parade (October 11, 2019)



Fordson High School Homecoming Parade (October 11, 2019)



Bob Cipriano Memorial Cross Country Meet (October 11, 2019)



16th Annual Karbalaa Islamic Center’s Arbaeen – Ashura Commemoration
March/Rally (October 20, 2019)



Veterans Day Ceremony (November 11, 2019)



Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony and Sing-Along (November 25, 2019)
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The impact of the Covid-19 virus has affected many of the Dearborn Recreation and
Parks Department signature events in the spring and summer of 2020 including
Running Fit’s “Martian Marathon,” Saint Sebastian’s Spring Festival and Parade, the
Memorial Day Parade, the Dearborn Eid Prayer and Festival, the Dearborn Public
Schools Clean-Up Parades, Flag Day Ceremonies, the West Dearborn Downtown
Development Authority (WDDDA) West Village Commons Plaza Kids’ Days
Entertainment Series, the WDDDA Farmers and Artisans Market, the WDDDA “Movies
on the Commons,” the WDDDA “Friday Nites Music and Foodie Rallies,” and the East
Dearborn Downtown Development Authority (EDDDA) “Jazz on the Avenue” and
“Tunes at Noon” Summer Concert Series. In addition, the Dearborn Homecoming
Festival is canceled for the summer of 2020 due to the inability to acquire sponsorships,
confirm artists’ schedules, and meet the requirements of our largest sponsor, Beaumont
Hospital, which requested a list of extensive safety measures to protect Homecoming
participants from the Covid-19 virus.
The Friends of Animals of Metro Detroit’s “Mutt Strut” and Pet Exposition have been
postponed to the fall.
While the Recreation and Parks Department plays a central role in all of these events, it
is important to understand that the financial burden is shared with other departments.
The Recreation and Parks Department’s budgetary line item for Special Events for
Fiscal Year 2020 was $176,741 (includes $75,527 – Facility Lease Contribution).
Attendance at these special events ranges widely. The Homecoming Festival is by far
the City’s largest annual special event attracting roughly 150,000 spectators, followed
by the Saint Sebastian Spring Festival and Parade, the Martian Marathon, and the
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Friends for Animals of Metro Detroit’s “Mutt Strut” and Pet Exposition, all drawing
anywhere from 5,000 to 15,000 participants/patrons each year. The EDDDA “Jazz on
the Avenue” and “Tunes at Noon” Summer Concert Series, the WDDDA “Friday ‘Nites’
Music and Foodie Rallies,” and the Dearborn Historical Museum “Party at the Museum”
were all very successful events in FY2020 averaging between 1,000 and 3,000
attendees. The Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony and Sing-Along attracts 500 to 800
participants, while the other special events generate lower numbers.
Several special events—especially the Homecoming Festival, the Martian Marathon,
FAMD’s “Mutt Strut” and Pet Exposition, the Zaman International Walk for Humanity,
and the Susan G. Komen Michigan 3-Day for the Cure Walkathon—serve as economic
catalysts for the greater Dearborn community, bringing in patrons to local restaurants,
motels/hotels, stores, and other city businesses.
We are optimistic that all of these events will return with new safeguards in place, if
necessary, in 2021.
#9 - Cultural Arts


Technical services and support for special events for other City departments,
Dearborn Public Schools, community organizations/groups, and City special
events



Dearborn Summer Chorus (DSC)



Dearborn Youth Theater (DYT) – Winter



Summer Arts Academy (theater, visual arts)



Vanguard Voices (VV)



Dearborn Community Chorus (DCC)
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Dearborn Youth Symphony (DYS)



Dearborn Community Band (DCB)



Dearborn Big Band (DBB)



Music Under the Stars (MUTS)

Participation in Cultural Arts programs continues to remain strong with local arts
organizations experiencing a significant increase in participation and attendance.
Technical Services and Support for Special Events
Special Events have evolved within the Cultural Arts arena with the retirement of the
Deputy Director of Recreation and Parks in the fall of Fiscal Year 2020. The Cultural
Arts staff continues to play a major role in the planning and execution of many city-wide
special events. Technical services are provided to community groups and other City
departments via sound, lighting, staging, costumes, decorations, and other professional
consultation and direction. Equipment, such as the sound truck and Showmobile, and
trained technical personnel are now scheduled by the Cultural Arts Supervisor and
Technical Director, previously in conjunction with the City’s Deputy Director of
Recreation and Parks. The Cultural Arts staff has worked diligently to provide highquality programs and events which have put the City of Dearborn in the regional
spotlight.
We are fortunate to have many programs and activities that are beneficial to the City of
Dearborn.

The Cultural Arts Division has supported community groups, schools,

churches, businesses, civic organizations, ethnic groups/clubs, and other City
departments.

Examples include East and West Dearborn Downtown Development

Authority summer concert series and food truck rallies (July and August of 2019), West
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Village Commons Plaza Kids’ Days Entertainment Series and Movie Series (July and
August of 2019), Dearborn Farmers and Artisans Market (through September, 2019),
Dearborn Homecoming Festival (August 2-4, 2019), Susan G. Komen Michigan 3-Day
for the Cure Walkathon (August 4, 2019), The Ashura Project 7th Annual “March for
Justice” (September 8, 2019), Sacred Heart Church of Dearborn “Oktoberfest”
(September 20-22, 2019), Dearborn Historical Museum Guild’s 7th Annual “Beer
Tasting Party” event (September 27, 2019), Bob Cipriano Memorial Cross Country Meet
(October 11, 2019), Veterans Day Ceremony (November 11, 2019), and Christmas Tree
Lighting Ceremony and Sing-Along (November 25, 2019).
Dearborn Summer Chorus
The Dearborn Summer Chorus, sponsored by the Recreation and Parks Department
and directed by G. Kevin Dewey, performed in The Center’s Michael A. Guido Theater
on July 17, 2019.

The Dearborn Summer Chorus provides opportunities for the

community as well as semi-professional and professional musicians and helps to build
audiences for the future.

The registration fee for the choir members was $40.

Admission to this performance was $5 for adults, and children aged 12 and under were
free. The admission charge was instituted as one effort to provide program
improvements and to offset some expenses since the program is no longer cosponsored by the Dearborn Community Arts Council. The Dearborn Summer Chorus
again exceeded expectations in Fiscal Year 2020 with a 165-voice choir.
Dearborn Youth Theater (DYT)
The mission of the DYT is to encourage creativity in acting while building the life skills of
critical thinking and teamwork to instill confidence and self-esteem.
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The Dearborn

Youth Theater began its first winter theater program and exceeded all expectations with
their performance of “Frozen, Jr.” The winter Dearborn Youth Theater, under the
direction of Rashid Baydoun, had a record turnout of 65 talented performers. The shows
exceeded all previous productions and reached the Disney audience limit for this
production. The Dearborn Youth Theater program was recognized by Music Theater
International and The Walt Disney Company for its diversity and sensitivity to the
customs of the Middle Eastern population. The Summer Youth Theater program is
planned for the summer of 2020 if health regulations permit groups of 50 or less to meet
indoors. The program has been modified to only include children 14 and older, and the
final performance may be only available for pay-per-view on the internet. The Kids
Theater program has been cancelled for the 2020 season.
Vanguard Voices (VV)
Vanguard Voices (VV) is a classical performing choir consisting of approximately 140
participants that performs four to five concerts each year.

Vanguard is a strong

presence in the community appearing with the Dearborn Symphony Orchestra and at
area churches and Henry Ford College.
Vanguard Voices continues to be an ambassador for the City of Dearborn and
performed a number of concerts in Fiscal Year 2020 including the Dearborn Holiday
Choral Festival and the Henry Ford Collage Concert. Over the years, Vanguard Voices
has represented the City in performances throughout the state and nation, including
performances with the Detroit Symphony, and European tours where the group
participated in international choral competitions.

Vanguard Voices is dedicated to

seeking out and performing the best in traditional and contemporary choral music. The
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group has committed itself to reaching audiences through performances, workshops,
and an annual joint concert with the Dearborn Community Chorus.
Participation fees and ticket sales go toward offsetting the Conductor/Artistic Director,
contracted instrumentalists, and operating costs (stagehand wages, printing, supplies,
and facility rentals). VIVA (Volunteer Involvement in the Vanguard Association) was
formed in Fiscal Year 1997 with a mission to assist with financial support and audience
development for the Vanguard Voices. This support group functions very much like the
Women’s Association for the Dearborn Orchestral Society and has dramatically
increased the public’s awareness of the group as well as concert attendance.
The Vanguard Spring Concert planned for May of 2020 was cancelled due to the Covid19 virus. Because of the CDC’s information on the rapid transmission via droplet
transmission, the choral program has been suspended indefinitely.
Dearborn Community Chorus (DCC)
The Dearborn Community Chorus offers singers, ages 16 and older, the opportunity to
perform a variety of music with a repertoire that includes show tunes, light classics, folk,
and more. DCC and its 80-plus participants perform two concerts per year, including
the very successful annual Holiday Choral Festival Concert with the Vanguard Voices.
Each year the Holiday Choral Festival Concert welcomes capacity crowds.

Again

Covid-19 disrupted the season of the DCC indefinitely.
Dearborn Youth Symphony (DYS)
The Dearborn Youth Symphony was formed in 1975 for the purpose of providing young
performers with symphonic ensemble experience and to foster instrumental music in
general. Since 2008, the DYS’s dynamic Artistic Director and DYS alum, Tim Cibor,
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has spurred great enthusiasm and artistic growth. The DYS attracts over 200 schoolage participants per year from nearly 30 communities. Students audition for placement
in one of three DYS orchestra levels: the Symphony Orchestra (advanced players,
middle school through high school); the String Concert Orchestra (for players beyond
the beginning stages of training with the ability to read music with some proficiency);
and the Flute Choir.

The DYS experience offers orchestral development through

weekly rehearsals and three concert performances, assistance in making contacts for
private lessons, concerto competitions for DYS members, and scholarships for music
camps and lessons. All revenue from ticket sales and participation fees assist the
Dearborn Youth Symphony in paying the conductor and operational expenses.

An

active parent volunteer support group has contributed greatly to the ongoing success of
the DYS.
The Covid-19 pandemic has also affected the DYS as rehearsals and production were
suspended indefinitely.
Dearborn Community Band (DCB)
The Dearborn Community Band, under the direction of Jeffrey Oshnock, now calls the
Ford Community & Performing Arts Center its home and has five performances
scheduled throughout the year. The Dearborn Community Band members are adult
musicians from the Dearborn area. The DCB performed at the first Music Under the
Stars concerts of the Fiscal Year 2020 season in July of 2019.

In addition, their

performance during the annual Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony & Sing-Along at the
Ford Community & Performing Arts Center was well received. Additional performances
were planned but, again, cancelled due to the Covid-19 virus.
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Dearborn Big Band (DBB)
The Dearborn Big Band, under the direction of Don McAlpine, performs a program of
exciting jazz standards featuring the songs of the Glenn Miller Orchestra including
“Sunrise Serenade,” “Moonlight Serenade,” “Wishing (Will Make it So),” chart-toppers
“Stairway to the Stars,” “Moon Love,” “Over the Rainbow,” “Blue Orchids,” and “The
Man with the Mandolin.” DBB was the closing act of the Fiscal Year 2020 Music Under
the Stars series in September of 2019. The band also plays several free concerts to
Dearborn citizens throughout the year which, unfortunately, have been indefinitely
suspended due to Covid-19.
Music Under the Stars
The Music Under the Stars (MUTS) concert series provides four to six free summer
concerts held annually at the Dearborn Hills Golf Course, Dunworth Memorial Pool
Complex, and other select sites. The series continued to be very effective in promoting
the Dearborn Hills Golf Course and Clubhouse banquet facilities. Depending on the
group, the concerts attract anywhere from 300 to 800 spectators. The concert series,
over the years, has offered the audience a wide variety of musical styles such as
country, Dixieland, rhythm and blues, contemporary, rock, concert band, and big band.
The MUTS program expenditures total approximately $7,500 for contractual services,
wages, and other operating costs. No revenue is generated annually, except for food
and beverage sales at the Dearborn Hills Golf Course. The Music Under the Stars
series had to be cancelled for this summer due to the pandemic.
#10 - Senior Services


Transportation
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Legal Aid



Information and Referral



Medicare Part D



Extended Travel



One-Day Travel



Surplus Food and Liquid Nutrition



Pleasant Hours Clubs



Tele-Care



Water Exercise Classes



Chair Exercise Classes



Meals-on-Wheels



Support Groups



Social Groups



Enrichment Activities



Social Events



Tax Assistance



Volunteer Activities



Informational Speakers



Sporting Activities



Intergenerational Programming



“News and Views” Senior Newsletter

Dearborn’s Senior Services Division provides a central point in the community for
information and referral services, programs, and activities associated with vital aging.
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To fulfill this mission, the Senior Services Division continues to serve Dearborn citizens
50 years of age and over with meaningful activities in the areas of health, education,
travel, sports, and entertainment.

Over 20,000 seniors participated in the activities

provided by the Senior Center during Fiscal Year 2020.
Senior Services Transportation (located in The Center) provided 9,833 rides during
Fiscal Year 2020. Seniors and disabled citizens use the transportation system. Some
examples of use include transportation to and from medical appointments, dialysis,
banking, and grocery shopping.
The “News and Views” Senior Newsletter is mailed quarterly to over 1,300 seniors.
Additional newsletters are distributed to seniors visiting The Center, the Dearborn
Housing locations, and the libraries. The newsletter is the most popular and effective
method of informing Dearborn seniors on current senior offerings. Another form of
advertising that is used is the senior cable program.
Senior Service volunteers assisted with the Liquid Nutrition Program, Food Distribution
Program, Senior Health Expo, Meals-on-Wheels, bus ticket mailings, AARP (American
Association of Retired Persons) Tax Service (unfortunately cut short in Fiscal Year 2020
due to Covid-19), and newsletter mailings. Senior Services had 170 volunteers who
donated over 14,300 hours in Fiscal Year 2020. The volunteers will be recognized in
October at the Annual Volunteer Luncheon.
The Meals-on-Wheels program, in cooperation with Wayne County, provided 3,505
nutritious meals a month to Dearborn homebound senior citizens. That is over 42,060
meals in Fiscal Year 2020.
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Senior Services offers a variety of health services and support groups. The popular
exercise programs include: Senior Swim, Chair Exercise Class, and the Walking Club.
These programs meet the needs of all fitness levels. We are now also offering sporting
activities which include Drop-in Tennis and Pickleball. The Senior Services Division
partnered with many organizations to host different groups and informational
appointments important to the senior community. These include Howe-Peterson (Hope
and Healing Grief Support), Senior Alliance (Medicare Park D and Counseling), State of
Michigan (Visiting Representatives and Senators), AARP (Driver Safety and Free Tax
Preparation), Beaumont Hospital (Wellness Checks), Detroit Medical Center (Balance
Checks), Multiple Sclerosis Association (Multiple Sclerosis Support), and Elder Law and
Advocacy Center (Legal Aid).
The Senior Services travel program includes travelers ages 50 to 90. One-Day Travel
and Extended Travel programs planned over 30 trips serving Dearborn seniors.
Favorites included Mackinac Island, Detroit Symphony Orchestra concerts, Camp
Dearborn, Forever Plaid, Holiday Lights, and The Whitney. Trips from the end of March
through June 30 of 2020 were cancelled due to Covid-19. Meetings were held once a
quarter up until March.
Senior Services continued to provide annual special events including the Volunteer
Luncheon, Elderfest, Senior Health Expo, the Michigan Recreation and Park
Association (MRPA) Mackinac Island Trip, Themed Teas, Christmas Luncheon, and
Travel Club Holiday Trip. The 90-Year-Old Birthday was cancelled in Fiscal Year 2020
again due to Covid-19.
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Senior Services obviously had lower participation numbers this year due to the
pandemic and the shutdown that resulted from it.

CUSTOMER PROFILES
(Programs by Age)
Senior Citizens: 50 and Up
Senior Health Expo; Elderfest; Volunteer Luncheon; luncheons and teas; Senior
Walking Club; ice skating; tennis; skating lessons; open swim; stretching/exercise;
resistance equipment and free weights; Water Exercise class; Chair Yoga; Swinging
Senior-cise; Senior Strength; Zumba Gold; Body Sculpt; Studio Cycle; lap swim; weight
training; rock climbing; indoor running track; Pickleball; golf leagues; outdoor exercise;
Pinochle; Euchre; Bridge; sewing; arts and crafts; Karaoke; Book Club; Stamp Club;
support groups; Music Under the Stars; Dearborn Community Chorus; Vanguard
Voices; fitness equipment; Dearborn Summer Theater Festival; Travel Club; senior
trips; social events; AARP Drivers Safety; AARP Tax Services; Medicare Part D; Legal
Aid.
Adults: 30-55
Golf lessons/leagues; Bridge; Pinochle; basketball; softball (men/women/coed);
volleyball; soccer; hockey; public skating; skating lessons; tennis; ice show; tennis
tournament; tennis lessons; open swim; aerobic/fitness classes; outdoor exercise
classes; water exercise class; Adult Lap Swim Program; Masters Swim Program; Music
Under the Stars; Summer Music Festival; Dearborn Big Band; Dearborn Summer
Theater Festival; adult acting classes; Community Chorus; Vanguard Voices; rock
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climbing; indoor running track; stretching/exercise; resistance equipment; and free
weights.
Young Adults: 18-30
Golf lessons; adult basketball; softball (men/women/coed); volleyball; soccer; hockey;
public skating; skating lessons; tennis; tennis lessons; tennis tournament; outdoor
pools; ice show; open swim; swim lessons; Adult Lap Swim Program; Master Swim
Program; competitive swim; Music Under the Stars; Summer Music Festival; Dearborn
Big Band; Vanguard Voices; Dearborn Summer Theater Festival; adult acting classes;
rock climbing; indoor running track; aerobic/fitness classes; stretching/exercise
equipment; resistance equipment; and free weights.
Teens: 15-18
Sports camps (18 and under); Class E (16 and under) basketball; Dearborn Baseball
Association; soccer; hockey; public skating; skating lessons; ice show; outdoor rinks; inline skating/in-line hockey; tennis lessons; tennis tournament; tennis league; open swim;
swim lessons; competitive swim; synchronized swim; Music Under the Stars; Summer
Music Festival; Dearborn Youth Theater (lessons); Dearborn Youth Symphony;
Dearborn Big Band; rock climbing; indoor running track; aerobic/fitness classes;
stretching/exercise equipment; resistance equipment; and free weights.
Children
Art Camp; Summer Day Camp; Supervised Summer Playground Program; Dearborn
Youth Theater (lessons); Drama Camp; Boo Bash; Daddy/Daughter Dance; basketball;
baseball; softball; soccer; football; winter basketball clinics; hockey; public skating;
skating lessons; ice show; in-line skating/in-line hockey; outdoor rinks; tennis lessons;
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tennis tournament; tennis open play; tennis league; open swim; swim lessons;
competitive swim; parent-and-tot class; Junior Lifeguard Program; adaptive swim;
synchronized swim; Dearborn Youth Symphony; Summer Art Classes; Summer Arts
Academy; Missoula’s Children’s Theater; rock climbing; and indoor running track.
Dearborn Specials and Arts and Recreation Enabling Programs
Specials Dances; Specials Picnics; Specials Swim and Gym; Seasonal Craft Nights;
Pizza Bingo; Summer Bowling, Specials Karaoke Nights, Dearborn facilities and
services.

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES


City General Fund



City Capital Improvement Budget



User Fees



Grants



Facility Rentals



Equipment Rentals



Concessions



Sponsorships and Ad Sales

MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES
Fiscal Year 2020 Actuals (Preliminary) 1
Revenues vs. Expenditures for Fiscal Year 2020:
Revenues:
General Fund (traditional)
Camp Dearborn
Mystic Creek Golf Course & Banquet Center
Dearborn Hills Golf Course
Total
41

Fiscal Year 2020
$ 3,218,409
1,747,385
1,099,828
692,379
$ 6,758,001

Expenditures:
General Fund (traditional)
Camp Dearborn
Mystic Creek Golf Club & Banquet Center
Dearborn Hills Golf Course
Total

$ 8,902,443
2,550,360
1,256,372
958,103
$13,667,278

Net:
General Fund
Camp Dearborn
Mystic Creek Golf Club & Banquet Center
Dearborn Hills Golf Course
Total

$ (5,684,034)
( 802,975)
( 156,544)
( 265,724)
$ (6,909,277)

1

Actuals include transactions recorded July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 and do not
include adjustments or accruals recorded in period 13 that relate to Fiscal Year 2020.
REVENUES
Fiscal Year 2020 Actuals (Preliminary) 1
FORD COMMUNITY & PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

$1,428,780



Monthly Pass



Annual Pass

139,643



Daily Guest Pass

105,632



Hubbard Ballroom Rental

127,295



Meeting Rooms Rental

41,607



Other Rentals (DMC)

36,000



Aquatics

30,398



Concession Agreements

19,859



Studio A

24,200



Banquet Beverage Service

71,362



Community Center Programming

36,010

$ 685,465
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Fitness Classes and Personal Training



Other Fitness/Athletic



Party Planner Package

12,255



Vending Machines

11,142



Equipment/Table Rentals

30,106



Miscellaneous Revenue

44,248
5,440

8,118

Theater Component

$ 387,798



Theater Professional Season Ticket Sales



Theater Rental and Appurtenant Equipment



Theater Technical

69,922



Box Office Commissions (external)

46,766



Box Office Commissions (internal)

15,512



Miscellaneous Revenues

$

98,153
149,489

7,956

CAMP DEARBORN

$1,747,385



Permanent Trailers (TV2)



Tent/Cabin Rentals

516,372



Temporary Camp Sites (includes full-service sites)

383,082



Oil & Gas Royalties, Net

298,374



Sales – Camping Supplies

70,788



Snack Bar – Food

72,411



General Admissions



Season Passes



Zip Line

$

216,579

102,610
3,126
38,367
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Picnic Shelters/Chalet/Picnic Sites

9,428



Adventure Golf

7,257



Miscellaneous Revenue

28,991

MYSTIC CREEK GOLF COURSE & BANQUET CENTER

$1,099,828



Golf Fees



Food

115,029



Beer/Wine/Liquor/Beverages

121,967



Leagues

107,415



Annual Passes

61,920



Facility Rental

18,612



Driving Range

18,366



Pro Shop

39,110



Golf Lessons and Clinics

14,028



Miscellaneous Revenue

8,328

$ 595,053

DEARBORN HILLS GOLF COURSE

$ 692,379



Golf Fees



Leagues



Power Golf Carts



Other Rentals – Facilities, Hand Carts, Equipment



Pro Shop



Food



Beer/Wine/Liquor/Beverages

81,107



Banquet Service Charge

11,675

$ 296,369
47,200
107,878
6,519
19,789
113,881
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Miscellaneous Revenue

7,961

DEARBORN ICE SKATING CENTER (DISC)

$ 828,165



Ice Rental



Concessions (Snack Bar)

74,954



Open Skating (residents and non-residents)

44,366



Skating Lessons

33,857



Skating Equipment Sales, Sharpening, Rental

58,941



Building/Room Rental

6,340



Hockey – Fees and Clinics

1,454



Miscellaneous Revenue

$ 608,039
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OUTDOOR AQUATICS

$ 140,002



Pool Tags



Lessons



Synchronized & Competitive Swim Team



Admissions (residents and non-residents)



Rentals (swimming pools/splash pads/lockers)

4,555



Miscellaneous Revenue

3,076

$

24,115
7,470
108
100,678

SPORTS

$

51,339

CULTURAL ARTS

$

63,679

SENIOR SERVICES

$

22,103

SMART TRANSPORTATION

$

185,762

SUMMER CAMP AND PLAYGROUND PROGRAMS

$

25,213

CITY PARKS

$

85,568
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MAJOR EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES


Full-Time Wages



Part-Time Wages



Maintenance (Operating Equipment)



Contract Services



Merchandise for Resale



Equipment



Operating Supplies



Repair and Maintenance Supplies



Printing/Publishing

MAJOR EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year 2020 Actuals (Preliminary)1
FORD COMMUNITY & PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

$3,486,880

Facility Administration Division

$ 932,611



Salaries, Wages and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$ 504,453

118,348



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC

21,636



Professional and Contractual Services

25,180



Repair and Maintenance Services

71,639



Printing and Publishing

4,833



Supplies and Materials

58,954
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Credit Card Service Fees

29,705



Facility Lease

58,482



Transfer for Debt Service – Powerhouse

19,484



Other Operating Expense

19,897

Aquatics Center Division

$ 437,633



Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

14,922



Supplies and Materials

18,563



Facility Lease



Transfer for Debt Service – Powerhouse

50,564



Other Operating Expense

21,854

$

179,958

151,772

Fitness Division

$ 639,005



Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$

160,553

13,313



Contractual Services

6,188



Supplies and Materials

5,655



Fitness Equipment



Facility Lease



Transfer for Debt Service – Powerhouse

96,467



Other Operating Expense

26,783

40,497
289,549

Conference/Banquet Division

$ 446,551
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Salary and Wages

94,892



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

17,710



Printing and Publishing

4,939



Supplies and Materials

12,997



Equipment (wireless mics)



Merchandise for Resale



Facility Lease



Transfer for Debt Service – Powerhouse

64,658



Other Operating Expense

29,351

5,088
22,837
194,079

Theater Component

$ 949,835



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$

308,871

87,427



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC



Contractual Services/Artist Fees

92,447



Printing and Publishing

50,454



Supplies and Materials

25,137



Credit Card Service Fees

36,534



Facility Lease



Transfer for Debt Service – Powerhouse

78,816



Other Operating Expense

23,924

9,653

236,572

Community Center Programming Division
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$

81,245

CAMP DEARBORN

$2,550,360



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$

723,989

220,329



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC



Professional and Contractual Services

412,923



Utilities

229,114



Repair and Maintenance Services



Supplies and Materials



Merchandise for Resale (office and Canteen)



Transfers for Capital Projects

476,250



Other Operating Expense

122,103

39,170

76,854
180,443
69,185

MYSTIC CREEK GOLF COURSE & BANQUET CENTER

$1,256,372



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and Unemployment
Compensation, FICA/Medicare

91,474



Professional and Contractual Services

98,793




Utilities
Repair and Maintenance Services

49,478
53,309



Rentals

79,140



Printing and Publishing

20,155



Supplies and Materials

122,510



Merchandise for Resale

126,107



Transfers for Capital Projects
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$

546,146

21,000



Other Operating Expense

48,260

DEARBORN HILLS GOLF COURSE

$



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and Unemployment
Compensation, FICA/Medicare

35,563



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC

2,050



Professional and Contractual Services

150,920



Grounds Maintenance

296,574



Utilities

32,591



Printing and Publishing

11,004



Supplies and Materials

20,970



Merchandise for Resale

49,562



Transfer for Capital Projects

95,000



Facility Lease

30,147



Other Operating Expense

46,319

$

DEARBORN ICE SKATING CENTER

958,103

187,403

$ 980,562



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$

373,315

104,481



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC



Utilities



Supplies and Materials

30,917



Merchandise for Resale (Snack Bar and Pro Shop)

68,244



Facility Lease

37,764

16,032
258,561
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Other Operating Expense

91,248

RECREATION ADMINISTRATION

$1,444,150



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$

758,794

304,296



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC



Professional and Contractual Services



Supplies and Materials

11,592



Printing and Publishing

8,758



Facility Lease

29,690



Transfer for Debt Service – Powerhouse

16,016



Other Operating Expense

34,626

65,605
214,773

OUTDOOR POOLS

$1,058,960



Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

16,497



Professional and Contractual Services

12,419



Utilities



Supplies and Materials



Transfers for Debt Service for Dunworth
and Ford Woods

436,763



Transfers for Capital Projects

135,000



Facility Lease

28,402



Other Operating Expenses

25,143

$

198,952

180,986
24,798
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SENIOR SERVICES

$ 370,770



Salaries and Wages



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

$ 199,778

66,058



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC



Supplies

15,737



Facility Lease

42,254



Transfers for Debt Service – Powerhouse

14,077



Other Operating Expense

25,595

7,271

SPORTS

$ 279,394



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare



Debt Service for Chapter 22 Pension and PEHC



Transfers for Capital Projects Ball Diamonds & Fencing



$

92,112

14,953
611

150,526

Other Operating Expense

21,192

CITY PARKS

$ 638,642



Salaries, Wages, and Allowances



Personnel Benefits, Worker’s and
Unemployment Compensation, FICA/Medicare

15,360



Utilities

43,105



Facility Lease

75,527



Supplies

19,279
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$

121,034




Transfers for Capital Projects – Play Structures,
Lapeer Comfort Station and Junior Soccer Field
Other Operating Expense

330,000
34,337

SUMMER CAMP AND PLAYGROUND PROGRAMS

$

80,865

SPECIAL EVENTS

$ 135,278

CULTURAL ARTS

$ 182,245

SMART TRANSPORTATION

$ 244,697

Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department
Fiscal Year 2020 Major Accomplishments


In spite of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Recreation and Parks Department
generated over $6.7 million in revenue in Fiscal Year 2020 with an approximate
cost recovery of 59 percent.



For Fiscal Year 2020, the Recreation and Parks Department facilities, programs,
and services cost the average Dearborn homeowner approximately $63.20
annually in taxes.



Continued to follow the 2016-2020 Recreation and Parks Department Master
Plan. The Recreation and Parks Department Five-Year Master Plan officially
took effect on January 1, 2016 and will expire on December 31, 2020. This
document seeks out input from the community, the Dearborn Public Schools, and
the Recreation and Parks Department partnership organizations. It serves as a
guideline for the Department to improve recreation facilities and develop new
recreational opportunities with emphasis on:


Cultural arts programs, activities, and events
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The growing importance of non-motorized trails and water trails



Improved relationships between parks and neighborhoods



Overall safety and enjoyment of park amenities

The Department began the process of producing the new 2021-2025 Recreation
and Parks Department Master Plan. Working with Beckett & Raeder, Inc., an
online public survey has been completed in addition to two virtual public input
meetings conducted through Zoom (due to the Covid-19 virus). Online interviews
with focus groups have taken place with interested stakeholders including
Dearborn Basketball Association, Dearborn Community Arts Council, Dearborn
Community Fund, Vanguard Voices, Dearborn Public Schools, Dearborn
Chamber of Commerce, South End Neighborhood Representative, and Michigan
Yemen Sports Association (Youth). A public hearing will take place during a
Dearborn Recreation & Parks Commission meeting in the fall.



Construction was completed on the new, more modern, and expansive outdoor
pool at Ford Woods Park which includes a zero-depth entry family leisure pool
with training area, dual water slide, three splash/spray features and fountains, a
fully enclosed new bathhouse with four family locker rooms, grass lounging area,
and a large pool deck with patio lounge area and multiple shade
canopies/features. The grand opening of the $4.6 million facility occurred on
June 26, 2020.



The delivery and installation of a replacement evaporative condenser unit for the
DISC, an integral part of the refrigeration system that facilitates the DISC’s ice-
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making process, was completed prior to the beginning of the Fiscal Year 2020
fall skating season.


The installation of two new wells at Camp Dearborn was completed to provide a
dedicated well for comfort station #3 and the pool and a dedicated well for the
new resort cabins.



An eight-inch irrigation production well to replace the existing inadequate six-inch
well and pump was installed at Mystic Creek Golf Course. This project was
considered to be imperative due to the inability of the existing well and pump to
replenish adequate irrigation water into the holding pond in a timely fashion.
Completion of this project has already resolved the prior year’s challenges with
turf damage and disease due to the lack of water.



The Department assisted the Department of Public Works in facilitating the
completion of the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center HVAC Renovations
Project (Phase 2).



The new Graham Street Park had its grand opening on September 16, 2019.
This project was the result of a KaBOOM! Play Everywhere Challenge Grant
awarded to the Beaumont Health Foundation, Wayne County, and the City of
Dearborn. The new Graham Street Park Project completed the first urban mini
soccer park in a demographically under-served, unique community located in
Dearborn. The City had purchased multiple adjacent vacant lots which were used
to develop a mini-soccer field and playground area.



Installed new playground equipment at Hemlock Park.
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In response to requests from enthusiastic pet owners, City Council passed
Ordinance 19-1666 which amended the Recreation and Parks Chapter (Chapter
15) of the Code of the City of Dearborn by Amending Article II, Section 15-18,
Entitled “Animals and Pets.” This expanded the number of parks allowing dogs
by seven (excluding the Dearborn Dog Park): Crowley, Geer, Oxford, PennVassar, Schemansky, Summer-Stephens, and Ten Eyck. Dogs are restricted to
the track areas only, and owners/handlers are responsible for disposing dog
waste.



Continued our expanded Ranger coverage at Ford Woods, Hemlock, and Lapeer
Parks of seven days a week from 5 to 10 p.m. during the summer season
(Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day weekend).



The Department continued to work with neighborhood groups. There are over
500 citizen volunteers throughout the Department, including the Commission on
Disability Concerns, the Senior Commission, and the Dearborn Recreation and
Parks Commission.

In addition, Recreation and Parks continues to provide

financial/logistical support to Dearborn’s youth sports organizations (Dearborn
Soccer Club, Dearborn Baseball Association, Dearborn Youth Football and
Cheerleading

Association,

Dearborn

Basketball

Association,

Recreation Dolphins, Dearborn Track Club, Dearborn Community

Dearborn
Tennis

Association, Dearborn Hockey Association, and the Dearborn Figure Skating
Club), which enables them to increase participation levels and to improve the
quality of their coaches and programs.
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Successfully conducted Spring/Summer and Fall Softball Leagues with over 100
participating teams playing nearly 1,500 games.



Summer Camp at The Center maintained compliance with the Michigan
Department of Human Services as a licensed day camp program in Fiscal Year
2020.



The half-million-dollar renovation in the Hubbard Ballroom at the Ford
Community & Performing Arts Center was designed to make the space more
marketable for weddings, banquets, and other similar events. This investment
had been continuing to pay off with increased bookings and revenue until the
spread of Covid-19.



Completed the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center Catering Kitchen
Upgrades.



Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center
remained open year-round and hosted thousands of visitors.



The aerobic division at the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center continued
to see an increase in participation which has prompted us to add more classes
and implement online registration due to the demand and limited capacity for
some of our popular fitness classes (such as Zumba, Cycle, and Body Sculpt). A
couple of outdoor fitness classes have occurred while we wait for the state to
move to Phase 5 of the Michigan Safe Start plan which would enable the reopening of fitness classes.



The Center maintained state-of-the-art equipment through our annual renewal
and maintenance program. Bikes, elliptical machines, arc trainers, and treadmills
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were traded in for newer models. Down time for equipment repairs have been
reduced significantly. An abs circuit was also created on the second floor of the
track area. In preparation for the Phase 5 of the Michigan Safe Start plan, which
would allow for the fitness center’s re-opening, half of the cardio machines have
been moved to the gymnasium to allow for adequate social distancing.


The Department’s Marketing Division maintained and updated the stand-alone
websites for each of the Department’s five major facilities (Dearborn Hills Golf
Course, Camp Dearborn, Mystic Creek Golf Course & Banquet Center, Dearborn
Ice Skating Center, and the Ford Community & Performing Arts Center). The
Marketing Division supported all of the Department facilities through engaged
marketing strategies to increase awareness and participation levels in all
programs and activities.



The Department’s Marketing Division increased our subscriber base via social
media, text, and email marketing through creative marketing strategies that seek
to engage the community.

The email list has increased to over 26,000

subscribers.


The DISC continued to work closely with the Dearborn Hockey Association,
Dearborn Figure Skating Club, Little Caesars Amateur Hockey, and Belle Tire
Hockey Club.



Maintenance projects at the DISC included the replacement of rubber matting
and an exterior door in addition to painting the exterior building and LED light
upgrades.
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The SMART Senior Transportation Program provided over 9,800 rides in Fiscal
Year 2020 to seniors using this service for visits to medical appointments,
pharmacies, grocery stores, and banks.

Approximately 35 percent of the

transportation services are utilized by citizens with a disability.


The Senior Services Division continued to coordinate over 14,300 volunteer
hours through the efforts of 170 volunteers in Fiscal Year 2020 associated with
the following programs: Liquid Nutrition Program, Food Distribution Program,
Senior Health Expo, Meals-on-Wheels, bus ticket mailings, AARP Tax Service,
and newsletter mailings.



The Dearborn Senior Travel Club provided over 30 adventures to a variety of
destinations including Mackinac Island, Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Camp
Dearborn, Forever Plaid, Holiday Lights, and The Whitney.



Elderfest, Dearborn’s free autumn celebration for area senior citizens, remained
popular, attracting nearly 300 participants.



Delivered, through our Meals-on-Wheels program, over 3,500 nutritious meals
per month for a total of over 42,000 meals to homebound senior citizens in
FY2020.



Continued to provide superior public service in the area of “Special Events” by
taking advantage of partnership opportunities. This enabled the Department to
continue to provide coordination and technical equipment/staff for all major
special events and celebrations held within the City of Dearborn.
include the following:
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Examples



Hosted the 10th Annual Zaman International “Hope for Humanity” Run,
Walk & Picnic event at Ford Field Park on Saturday, September 21,
2019.



Partnered with the Dearborn Area Chamber of Commerce and the
West Dearborn Downtown Development Association (WDDDA) to
facilitate the Annual Dearborn Farmers and Artisans Market (on
Fridays from June 7 through September 27, 2019).



Assisted the Dearborn Historical Museum with facilitating the 7th
Annual “Beer Tasting Party” event on Friday, September 27, 2019.



Helped conduct the 8th Annual Bob Cipriano Memorial Cross Country
Meet on Friday, October 11, 2019.

Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department
Fiscal Year 2021 Major Goals and Objectives


Continue to enhance the social, education, and recreational needs of children,
adults, and families; and to administer high-quality programs in clean and wellmaintained facilities; and to achieve this through exemplary customer service.



Continue to pursue and implement the 2016-2020 Recreation Master Plan goals,
objectives, and strategic actions.



Maintain or improve upon the Recreation and Parks Department subsidy for
Fiscal Year 2020.



Efficiently utilize our resources and demonstrate fiscal responsibility.



Continue to provide exceptional customer service at all Recreation and Parks
Department facilities.
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Continue to work with the City of Dearborn’s Recreation and Parks Commission in
prioritizing the Department’s facility and program offerings.



Continue to enhance our partnership with local sports organizations to provide
exemplary youth sports programming opportunities.



Continue to expand and nurture our networking relationships with other municipal
recreation agencies in order to enhance our benchmarking exercises and realize
shared resource/program opportunities.



Continue to expand our working relationships with local colleges and universities
(i.e., internship programs and sport team initiatives).



Partner with the Dearborn Public Schools to help market and promote the
Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department’s partnership organizations.



Engage high school and middle school coaches to become more involved with the
Recreation and Parks Department’s sports partner organizations in order to
develop a seamless transition from youth-oriented recreation programs to
competitive high school sports.



Seek out the expertise of our local health care institutions.



Ensure that the City of Dearborn’s Recreation and Parks Department’s programs
continue to be accessible for all persons regardless of ability.



Regularly assess interrelationships between parks and neighborhoods and
ensure the safety and enjoyment of patrons in their use of park amenities.



Maintain high levels of cleanliness at all Recreation and Parks Department
facilities and City parks.
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Continue to evaluate possible outsourcing arrangements, if applicable, to better
serve our customers.



Continue to promote community health initiatives by working with the Healthy
Dearborn coalition to create and promote programs and services that are
accessible to all.



Continue to utilize social media and websites to increase the number of
passholders, theater ticket sales, and conference/banquet rental business for all
Recreation and Parks facilities and our partner organizations.



Continue to expand marketing endeavors in an attempt to increase the awareness
of all Recreation and Parks programs and activities.



Continue to utilize the sales team to actively pursue passholder sales,
conference/banquet business, and social events in order to generate additional
revenue for all Recreation and Parks facilities.



Work/partner with the Dearborn Community Fund to help subsidize some of our
new and current recreation programs and special events.



Research, develop, and promote sustainability and green practices for all
Recreation and Parks Department parks and facilities and explore funding
opportunities for sustainability initiatives.



Continue to seek and secure new grant opportunities through the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources and Environment (MDNRE), Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT), Michigan Council of the Arts, Wayne
County Parks Millage Allocations, and others in order to sustain existing and
create new recreational programs, amenities, and facilities.
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Continue to seek business model objectives for facility operations.



Continue to upgrade technology and comprehensive point-of-sale capabilities at
the Department’s large facilities.



Enhance cultural arts within the spectrum of the Recreation and Parks
Department services in order to deliver cultural arts programs and activities to City
residents more effectively and comprehensively and to promote a broader impact
of the City’s rich arts and cultural environment.



Expand the non-motorized trail network and develop new water trails to improve
connections within the City and access to recreational facilities and natural areas.



Successfully engage the Public Works Department on an annual basis for
targeted clean-up and maintenance assistance at specific Recreation and Parks
Department facilities.



Continue to install new playground equipment, park benches, picnic tables,
landscaping, etc. at the mini, neighborhood, and community parks as outlined in
the City of Dearborn’s five-year general fund capital improvement plan.



Continue to renovate softball and baseball diamonds throughout the City, as well
as replace tennis and basketball courts, aging equipment, fencing, asphalt, and
concrete at all of our 42 parks, five outdoor pools, and three splash pad locations.



Continue existing and develop new strategies that will enable Camp Dearborn to
become and remain revenue neutral as well as fund future capital improvement
projects internally.



Continue to upgrade the Trailer Village (electrical, paving, tree removal) at Camp
Dearborn.
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Begin and/or complete the following major capital improvement projects:


Dunworth Bathhouse Replacement



Lapeer Park Comfort Station



Ford Community & Performing Arts Center Outdoor Activities Shelter (at
Senior Center entrance)



Ball Diamond Lighting Upgrades at Levagood Park



Upgrade Ball Diamonds – King Boring Field Irrigation System



Ball Field Fencing Repair/Replacement (King Boring Field Outfield and
Perimeter Fencing, Levagood Ball Diamond #1, and Ford Field Ball
Diamond #1 Backstops)



Playground Equipment at Neighborhood Parks



Ford Woods Park Junior Soccer Field



Camp Dearborn Canteen/Picnic Area Comfort Station Replacement



Camp Dearborn Asphalt Road Replacement (multi-year)



Camp Dearborn TV2 Utility Upgrade



Camp Dearborn TV1 Mini-Cottage Replacement



Mystic Creek Golf Course Kitchen Renovation/Equipment Replacement



Mystic Creek Golf Course Cart Path Asphalt Repairs (ongoing)



Dearborn Hills Irrigation System Replacement (engineering consultant)



Dearborn Hills Clubhouse Patio Upgrades



Dearborn Hills Clubhouse Restroom Upgrades



Dearborn Hills Parking Lot Repair and Maintenance



Kayak Launch at Dearborn Hills Golf Course
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Dearborn Ice Skating Center Adray Arena LED Lighting Replacement

(Some of these projects may be deferred due to the financial impact of the Covid-19
pandemic.)

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The Dearborn Recreation and Parks Department continues to work with City leaders,
the Recreation and Parks Commission, and our partnership organizations to provide a
“best-in-class” recreation system.

The Department endeavors to retain traditional

programming while creating and developing new cost-effective programs to meet
residents’ interests and demands.
The Recreation and Parks Department continues to use our Master Plan as a resource
and guide for future capital improvements and Department operations.
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